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Compacted Oxide Layer Formation under Conditions of Limited Debris
Retention at the Wear Interface during High Temperature Sliding Wear of
Superalloys
By Ian A. Inman B.Sc. (Hons.), M.Sc.
ABSTRACT
For many applications, including power generation, aerospace and the automobile
industry, high temperature wear provides serious difficulties where two or more
surfaces are able to move relative to one another.   It is increasingly the case that with
for example, aerospace applications, demands for ever more powerful and efficient
engines that thus operate at higher temperatures, conventional lubrication is no longer
sufficient to prevent direct contact between metallic surfaces and consequent
accelerated wear.
One phenomenon that has been observed to reduce metallic contact and thus high
temperature wear and friction is the formation of what are termed ‘glazes’, essentially
layers of compacted oxide wear debris that becomes sintered together to form a low
friction wear resistant oxide surface.
This thesis studies the nature of the wear encountered with four different
combinations of Superalloys, slid together using a ‘block-on-cylinder’ configuration
developed for accelerated simulation testing of car engine ‘valve-on-valve-seat’ wear.
Predominantly, Nimonic 80A and Incoloy MA956 were used as sample materials and
Stellite 6 and Incoloy 800HT were used as counterface materials.
The initial part of this study concentrates on sliding speed – during the current
experimental programme, testing was conducted at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
between room temperature and 750°C – this supplemented previous testing conducted
at 0.654 m.s
-1
.   When Nimonic 80A was slid against Stellite 6, lowering sliding speed
to 0.314 m.s
-1
 between 510°C and 750°C lead to the formation of wear protective
glaze layers consisting of cobalt and chromium oxides from the Stellite 6, whereas at
0.905 m.s
-1
 and during previous testing at 0.654 m.s
-1
, only high wear was
encountered with debris consisting of nickel and chromium oxides from the
Nimonic 80A.   When Incoloy MA956 was slid against Stellite 6 at the same sliding
speeds and over the same temperature range, a wear protective layer readily formed
regardless of sliding speed.   However, the sliding speed was observed to affect the
relative contributions to the glaze layer from sample and counterface – a shift was
observed from largely cobalt and chromium oxides from the Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
to largely iron and chromium oxides from the Incoloy MA956 at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   Also,
the use of a higher sliding speed was noted to promote glaze formation at lower
temperature, with glaze appearing at 450°C for 0.905 m.s
-1
, whereas only severe wear
was observed for testing at 0.654 m.s
-1
.
When Incoloy MA956 was worn against Incoloy 800HT, increasing the sliding speed
from 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 0.905 m.s
-1
 had  the  opposite  affect  –  the  beginning  of  glaze
formation was suppressed from 630°C to 690°C.   Similar results were also observed
when Nimonic 80A was slid against Incoloy 800HT, with the beginning of glaze
formation suppressed from 570°C to 630°C.   Thus whether sliding speed promotes or
suppresses glaze formation is highly material dependant.
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Additionally, both the Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT and the Nimonic 80A
versus Incoloy 800HT combinations were characterised by high degrees of metallic
transfer and especially at room temperature and 270°C, adhesive wear – with
Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT, the level of transfer, mostly from
Incoloy 800HT to Nimonic 80A, was observed to increase with increasing sliding
speed.
Further experimental studies concentrating on the sliding of Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C, indicated extremely rapid formation of glaze from
Stellite 6-sourced debris – this consisted of an initial transfer of material from the
harder Stellite 6 to the softer Nimonic 80A, followed by the steady development of a
wear  resistant  glaze  layer.    The  reversal  of  sample  and  counterface  whilst  varying
sliding speed demonstrated that direction of transfer was more strongly influenced by
material than configuration (i.e. which material was sample and which material was
counterface).   Finally, the substitution of Nimonic 80A with high purity nickel
promoted the formation of glaze at not just 0.314 m.s
-1
, but also at 0.905 m.s
-1
 – this
was  due  to  the  elimination  of  chromium  oxide  (in  the  form  of  Cr2O3)  from  the
predominantly nickel oxide (NiO) debris.   This result, however, raises a number of
queries yet to be answered.   Firstly, why were nickel and chromium together readily
able to form an oxide glaze with Nimonic 80A worn against Incoloy 800HT, but not
so readily with Nimonic 80A worn against Stellite 6?   Secondly, why did chromium
readily form an oxide glaze with cobalt at 0.314 m.s
-1
 with the Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 combination, but not so readily with nickel at higher sliding speed?
Finally, nano-characterisation studies were carried out on the glaze layers formed on
Nimonic 80A samples slid against Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C.   These glaze
layers were shown to have a nano-scale grain structure, with a grain size of as little as
5  to  15  nm  at  the  very  surface  of  the  glaze.    A  likely  route  of  formation  was
established, starting with deformation of the surface, intermixing of debris from
sample and counterface, oxidation of debris, further mixing and repeated welding and
fracture – these processes are aided by high temperature oxidation and diffusion.   The
grain size is then refined by the formation of sub-grains, accompanied by increasing
mis-orientation  to  give  nano-structured  grains  -  a  non-equilibrium state  results,  with
poorly defined and irregular grain boundaries.   The presence of a nano-
polycrystalline structure implies improved fracture toughness.   However, the
disorganised nature of the glaze layer suggests the production of a glaze is, overall, an
inefficient process.
Analysis was performed using optical microscopy, SEM, EDX, EDX mapping and
Autopoint, XRD, Glancing Angle XRD and extensive micro-hardness testing.   Some
preliminary nano-hardness testing was also carried out, that suggested glaze hardness
levels not too far removed from bulk theoretical hardness values for chromium oxide
and indicating low porosity and high levels of sintering within the glaze layers.
Nano-characterisation studies were carried out using TEM and STM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wear is an unavoidable and a potentially serious problem in all areas of engineering.
Under normal conditions, good design practice along with appropriate materials
selection and the use of an appropriate coating or lubricant system, may be sufficient to
minimise wear of interacting surfaces or components to an acceptable level.
However, high temperature wear, particularly above 400°C, poses a problem in that
protection by the use of lubricants is not available – the temperature capabilities of most
hydrocarbon- or silicone-based lubricants are limited to 200°C and even solid lubricants
such as molybdenum disulphide can only survive to at most 400°C.   Thus for
applications ranging from valve-on-valve seat wear in an internal combustion engine to
turbines in aerospace and power generation, alternative approaches are required.
Suitable materials are selected on the basis of their high temperature environmental
resistance, and physical and mechanical properties – excellent chemical and oxidational
resistance, high temperature strength and creep resistance are thus paramount.   For
these reasons, superalloy materials such as Nimonic 80A are popular for such
applications.   However, such properties do not always guarantee immunity against high
temperature wear.
Coatings, pre-oxidation and surface modification of alloys can also give a greater
degree of protection, especially during the extremely damaging ‘run-in’ period.
However, the lifetime of the modified surfaces can be limited and once the underlying,
unmodified material is exposed, wear rates are often very similar to the unprotected
material from this point on.   In addition to this, there is with time an increasing demand
for greater operational efficiency and thus higher operational temperatures in aerospace
applications  and  power  generation.    In  such  cases,  traditional  methods  of  surface
protection are becoming less effective.   An alternative approach would be to produce
an in-situ surface layer, assisted by the events occurring during the wear process.
High temperature wear arises from and involves the simultaneous occurrence of two
degradation processes – i) environmental interaction with faster kinetics and ii) damage
due to wear – both processes taking place at the contacting surfaces under load.
However, these two degradation processes can be used with benefits to generate a
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“glazed” layer on one or both surfaces, which minimises and can almost completely
eliminate  subsequent  wear.    Clearly  the  key  to  the  solution  to  high  temperature  wear
lies in understanding the mechanisms behind the formation of these glazed surfaces.
Experimental work done in this laboratory [1-3] (concentrating on the use of dissimilar
metals, specifically superalloys, in sliding contact) and elsewhere [4,5] has shown that
the formation of this layer involves a number of processes – oxidation of the contacting
surfaces, debris generation, debris transfer between contacting surfaces and repeated
compaction and sintering of debris particles and fracture.   The other important factor is
the sustainability of the compacted layer.   This is affected by the nature of the debris,
specifically the size and shape of the generated particles, the adhesion of the debris
particles and glaze to surfaces and also the deformation behaviour and hence the
load-bearing capability of the material underneath the compacted layer necessary to
support the compacted layer.
Research on high temperature wear has significantly improved understanding of some
of the processes responsible for the formation of glazed layers.   However, it is still not
possible  to  predict  the  process  variables  and  the  materials  systems,  which  will  lead  to
the formation of wear resistant compacted oxide surfaces (glazes).   Uncertainty exists
concerning the influence of the properties of the materials (i.e. oxidation resistance,
deformation characteristics) and the effect of speed and temperature.   This project has
thus been designed to gain further insight into the processes of glaze formation and
achieve improved understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the development of
glaze layers.
In this project, attention has been focussed on superalloys that possess superior
resistance to oxidation.  Another factor that is distinctive of this study has been the use
of a wear rig, which only allows minimum debris retention between the wear surfaces.
Bearing in mind that oxidation and the presence of debris are the necessary conditions
for glaze formation, the project was planned to investigate the minimum conditions
required for glaze formation, defined by the high oxidation resistance of the materials
and minimum debris retention.
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Several factors characterise the studies undertaken to elucidate the mechanisms of glaze
formation, viz;
1. the sliding of different combinations of ‘unlike-on-unlike’ materials;
2. the limited debris retention of the ‘block-on-cylinder’ configuration;
3. the investigation of the influence of various tribological parameters in
combination – these include load [1,2], temperature and during the current study,
sliding speed;
4. substitution of one or other alloy with a pure metal (Nimonic 80A with nickel),
to study the effects of eliminating alloying components; and
5. the use of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Tunnelling
Microscopy (STM), allowing preliminary nano-scale studies of the structures of
the resulting high temperature glazes – it is thus hoped from these studies that a
greater in-depth understanding of glazes and how they are formed will be
gained.
The thesis is divided into eight chapters:
? Chapter 2 (following this ‘Introduction’ chapter) contains a critical literature
review,  covering  early  wear  theory,  the  effects  of  adhesion  and  abrasion  as  a
result of contact during sliding (e.g. ploughing, cutting, wedge forming,
delamination wear), third-body effects and current compacted oxide and glaze
layer formation theory.
? Chapter 3 is an introduction to the current experimental programme.? Chapter 4 contains the experimental methodology and the details of the
equipment and various characterisation techniques used.? Chapter 5 reports on the experimental findings.
? Chapter 6 is a discussion of these results.? Chapter 7 summarises the findings of the experimental work.? Chapter 8 makes a number of suggestions for further work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
This chapter critically reviews the relevant literature related to unlubricated sliding wear at
elevated temperatures.   The review is divided into the following sections:
? Section 2.2 discusses the key aspects of frictional force.
? Section 2.3 deals with principal models of wear theory, including surface contact
under load and under sliding conditions.   The effects of surface contamination are
also reviewed, along with the key mechanisms of wear – adhesive, abrasive,
delamination and corrosive (oxidational) wear.
? Section 2.4 examines the effect of wear debris at the wear interface and on the wear
process.   This includes a comprehensive discussion of ‘two’ and ‘three’ body wear,
focussing on the effect of retained debris on the key wear mechanisms.
? Section 2.5 looks at the key aspects of mild wear and the mechanisms of compact
oxide and glaze formation during unlubricated wear at elevated temperatures.   The
effects of environmental variables, such as atmosphere, water vapour, humidity and
the effects of pre-treatment are also considered.
? Section 2.6 discusses the effects of mechanical parameters such as load and sliding
speed on the formation of compact oxide layers.   Special attention with regard to load
and sliding speed is paid to cobalt-based alloys such as Stellite 6 and to the presence
of carbides in such alloys, effectively forming a second phase.
? Section 2.7 expands on the discussion of second phases – the possible effect of second
phases present in the test alloys used in the current programme are considered.
? Section 2.8 examines material transfer and mechanical alloying during sliding wear.
? Section 2.9 looks at previous nano-characterisation work conducted on sliding
surfaces.
? Section 2.10 concludes the literature review by examining previous work conducted
on elevated temperature wear, within the Surface Engineering Research Group and the
Advanced Materials Research Institute at Northumbria University.
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2.2 Friction
2.2.1 Definition of Friction
The frictional force is defined as the resistance to movement produced when one body
moves against another.   Friction may be defined as sliding or rolling friction (Figure 2.1)
[6].   Sliding friction can be said to occur where the interfaces of two rigid objects move
relative to one another, whereas in rolling friction, one or both of the objects has freedom
of movement other than that in the direction of the sliding action, allowing it to ‘rotate’ or
‘roll’.   It is to be pointed out that due to other factors such as misalignment or relative
movement of asperities past each other on interface surfaces, that an element of sliding
friction will always be involved where rolling wear occurs.
Figure 2.1: Modes of relative motion – sliding and rolling
There are three widely accepted laws on friction.   The first two laws of friction were
defined by Leonardo da Vinci [7] and redefined by Amontons:
1. Frictional force is proportional to normal load.
This can be defined empirically as:
F = µP {2.1}
where F if the frictional force, µ is the coefficient of friction and P is the normal
load.   Redefining this in terms of coefficient of friction gives:
Normal load ‘P’
Frictional
force ‘F’
Normal load ‘P’
Frictional
force ‘F’
SLIDING ROLLING
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µ = F/P {2.2}
2. Frictional force is independent of apparent area of contact.
The third law of friction, normally attributed to Coulomb [6], additionally states:
3. Frictional force is independent of sliding velocity.
A further unstated law [6] is that ‘static’ friction (where there is no movement of the
contacting surfaces) is greater than the ‘sliding’ friction (where the contacting surfaces
move relative to each other), in other words, the frictional force required to initiate sliding
is greater than that required to maintain it.   Sliding friction in this case can alternatively be
referred to as ‘kinetic’ friction (there is a change of state due to the resultant movement of
the sliding surfaces).
The use of these laws has been observed to form a good fit with experimental data over a
limited range of conditions, however, due to changes in the physical nature of materials
directly as a result of wear or due to other factors, their uses can be restricted.   For
example, the oxidation or chemical alteration of the contacting surfaces involved may have
a  major  influence  and  the  adhesion  properties  of  the  sliding  surfaces  will  also  affect  the
overall coefficient of friction.
Other early work in the field of friction was conducted by Coulomb [6,8], whose approach
was  to  use  a  simplified  model  of  the  surface  of  a  material,  in  which  the  asperities  were
modelled by a repeating pattern of interlocking wedges and troughs.   When one surface is
moved relative to the other, in order to ‘unlock’ the surfaces, it is necessary to apply
friction force F to overcome the normal load P (‘a’ to ‘b’ in Figure 2.2).   In Coulomb’s
model, the first law of friction can be redefined as:
µ = tan ? = F / P {2.3}
? here defined as the average slope of the asperities and thus the applied or frictional force
is proportional to load.   Each of these models does not account for the adhesion or any
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other interaction occurring on the materials’ surfaces and therefore the independence of the
frictional force from the area of contact can at this stage be assumed.   However, on
unlocking  the  asperities  from  one  set  of  troughs,  such  that  asperities  are  resting  on
asperities (Figure 2.2b), any further sliding action leads to the asperities sliding down the
other side into the next set of troughs under the influence of the normal load (Figure 2.2c).
No net work is therefore done within the system and with zero energy change, the
Coulomb  model  cannot  work.       Clearly,  for  the  movement  or  sliding  action  to  occur,
overall, energy must be put into the system.
Figure 2.2: Coulomb’s model for sliding friction
P
?
P
F
F
P
F
(a) Initial state, with interlocking asperities, average slope ?.
(b) The work done in the sliding action is against the normal load ‘P’, giving
rise to frictional force ‘F’, relationship F = P tan ?.
This means the coefficient of friction ‘µ’ = tan ? in Coulomb’s model.
(c) Coulomb’s model fails as in the model he proposes, an equal amount of
work is done by the normal load as the asperities re-interlock ‘one asperity
on’ – they can be said to slide down the other side of the slope [7].
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2.2.2 Observed Friction in Real Systems
During sliding wear, typical friction values of between 0.002 and 0.1 in a lubricated system
and 0.1 and 2.0 in an unlubricated system are normally encountered.   In many real
systems,  the  range  of  friction  values  can  extend  beyond  this,  from  as  much  as  10  for  a
clean metallic surface to as little as 1 x 10
-5
 for a radially loaded ball bearing (where
rotational friction is predominantly encountered).   Specific design can reduce friction even
further, a notable example being a hydrostatic bearing on a telescope, where friction levels
can be as low as 1 x 10
-5
 [6].
2.2.3 Adhesion
Adhesion is considered to originate from the action of intermolecular forces at surfaces or
interfaces in close contact [6].   Clean surfaces show greater adhesion [1,6] and thus
greater resistance to their relative movement to one another.   Where a surface is free of
oxide and other contamination or debris, close contact between the interface surfaces,
especially at asperities, will allow ready bonding and the tendency towards the formation
of metallic or covalent bonds will be high, thus adhesion will also be high.   The presence
of surface contamination will inhibit metallic contact and prevent these bonds from
forming, thus any adhesion between the surfaces will be limited to the effects of weaker
Van der Waals’ forces between the surfaces, effective up to a distance of 10 nm.   Friction
is also affected by the surrounding atmosphere; adhesion in a vacuum is stronger [1].
When the surfaces are brought together, the contacts first take place at the high points of
the asperities, which will deform elastically or plastically under the applied load.   Because
of the very low area of initial contact, in all but the most polished surfaces, deformation
will be primarily plastic [10-12].
This deformation continues until there is sufficient area of contact between the two
surfaces to sustain the load, i.e. the area of contact is such that the applied stress through
any given point is reduced to a level, which is insufficient to continue the deformation
process (assuming a constant applied load).   In this case, the applied stress falls below the
yield strength of the material.   It is at these points of close contact that bonding occurs, in
other words, the material at the contacting asperities may adhere.
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It  is  also apparent from the above that the true area of contact is  thus independent of the
apparent area of contact.   Given a particular surface asperity profile or configuration, it is
not possible to predict the true or final area of contact, due to the combined effects of
applied load and the deformation properties of both materials – the discussion here focuses
on the softer material, assuming any deformation in the harder material to be negligible.
Thus if H is the indentation hardness of the material, P is the applied load and A is the true
area of contact [6]:
H = P/A {2.4}
The greater the hardness of the softer material or the lower the applied load on the
contacting surfaces, the lower the true area of contact will be.   Rearranging equation {2.4}
gives:
A = P/H {2.5}
The frictional force due to adhesion Fadh at the points of contact (or alternatively, the force
required to overcome this adhesion) is therefore a function of the shear strength s of these
junctions,  assuming  these  to  be  all  of  the  same  shear  strength  (there  are  no  chemical  or
physical changes affecting the material), thus:
Fadh = As {2.6}
Combining and substituting into equation {2.3}:
H
s
P
F
µ adhadh ?? {2.7}
On applying a force to slide one surface over the other, the junction should fail by rupture
of the weaker material.   The shear strength of the weaker material s is considered to be the
shear strength of the junction.   In most metallic materials, the hardness H is approximately
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three times the uniaxial yield stress Y, this itself being 1.7 to 2 times the yield value in pure
shear.
H ? 3Y ? 5s {2.8}
Substituting these values into equation {2.7}:
2.0
5
???
s
s
H
s
µadh {2.9}
2.2.4 Ploughing
Adhesion is only one component of the coefficient of friction, when relating the interaction
of these asperities to the frictional force.   Comparison with data shows a large discrepancy
with the reported values of 0.1 to 2.0 for real systems [6].   This discrepancy is accounted
for by physical deformation.
Bowden and Tabor [8] showed that as well as adhesion, the physical deformation due to a
harder material ploughing through a softer material or rather the work required to carry this
out, also contributed to the frictional force.   This is referred to as “ploughing”.
The standard model used for deformation and ploughing is that of a cone of rigid material
being pulled through the flat surface of a softer, more easily deformed material, as shown
in Figure 2.3 along with the relevant parameters.
To  displace  the  softer  material  by  the  rigid  cone,  the  angle ? between  the  axis  of  the
conical asperity and the outside slope, requires force Fdef, referred to as the “flow
pressure”.   This can be calculated by multiplying the cross-sectional area of the groove by
the indentation hardness:
Fdef = Hax = Hx
2
. tan ? {2.10}
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The load supported through the asperity acts through an area of radius equivalent to half
the width of the groove left behind by the asperity.   The area supporting the load is ?a2,
thus:
??? 222 tan..
2
1
2
xH
aH
P ?? {2.11}
Returning to equation {2.3}
µ = F / P
this gives the component of coefficient of friction from deformation:
?? cot.2µ ?? PFdefdef {2.12}
One potential difficulty with this model, is that it assumes that the hardened asperity will
not deform, whereas in reality, some degree of deformation can be said to occur even when
the asperity is significantly harder than the deformable material.   For example, previous
testing [1,2] has shown that the significantly harder Stellite 6 counterface will still suffer
some damage when worn against a much softer material such as Incoloy MA956.
2.2.5 Combination of Models
Bringing  both  adhesion  and  plastic  deformation  considerations  together  [8],  if Fadh is the
‘frictional force due to adhesion’ (or alternatively, the force needed to overcome adhesion)
and Fdef is the ‘flow pressure’ (the force required to push the material ahead of the asperity
out of the way), then the total frictional force (or force needed to overcome surface effects
is:
Ftotal = Fadh + Fdef {2.13}
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As µ = F/P, then this can be modified to:
µtotal = µadh + µdef {2.14}
Figure 2.3: Deformation during sliding, represented by the ploughing of the flat
surface of a softer material by a rigid cone of harder material
2.2.6 Complications with the Bowden and Tabor Model
These models represent an idealised situation, which assumes the continuous movement of
one surface against another, and do not explain the observed discrepancies between the
theory and experimental state.    For example, on application of a tangential force and just
before the beginning of moving or sliding, it is found that coefficients of friction are higher
than during the sliding process [6] – in other words, the static coefficient of friction is
higher than the dynamic coefficient of friction.   This applied force causes further
2a
?
x
P
Fdef
a Half the width of residual groove, also radius of cone at surface
of soft material
? Angle between cone axis and outer surface of cone (semi –
angle of cone)
X Depth of residual groove, also distance between surface of soft
material and tip of cone
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deformation of asperity junctions and leads to ‘junction growth’, increasing the true area of
contact.   How far this junction growth can go depends on and is limited by the ductility of
the material and should be greater, say, for a ductile steel or a copper than for a titanium
aluminide material.   With a clean, uncontaminated surface, values of coefficient of friction
can be at or in excess of unity, however, the adsorption of gases and other contaminants
and the presence of lubricants act also to weaken these junctions and junction growth is
limited.   Much of the potential increase in coefficient in friction cannot therefore occur,
restricting the values to the more commonly observed range of 0.1 to 1.0.
Another  difficulty  is  that  of  ‘stick-slip’  [6],  where  during  sliding  (especially  with  a  slow
moving system), surfaces will stick together until the force upon them is great enough for
sliding to occur.   On a localised level, this relates to the adherence of asperities and the
required force needed to overcome the resulting junctions.   Where motion is intermittent
as with stick-slip, by inference, the problem may be further exacerbated by junction growth
during the periods of non-motion, once again affecting the friction model.
Even accounting for these factors, there are other changes that can occur as a direct result
of sliding, including chemical changes which can affect the sliding, lubrication and
adhesion properties at the sliding interface.   Oxidation is one such example.
2.3 Wear Theory
2.3.1 Archard and Hirst – Distinction between Mild and Severe Wear
In 1956, Archard and Hirst [9, 13] categorised wear into two groups, mild wear and severe
wear.
‘Mild wear’ occurs when the debris produced (generally oxide) prevents direct
metal-to-metal contact.   Although Quinn [14] does not specifically mention the oxidation
reaction in his review of oxidational wear when discussing the definition of mild wear, the
vast  majority  of  studies  into  sliding  wear  to  date  have  concentrated  on  the  oxidation
reaction.   Debris produced is of very small size (less than 1 ?m) and complete coverage is
not necessarily achieved, with oxide in many cases only forming on load-bearing areas
such as asperities.   Electrical contact resistance is high, due to the presence of the oxide on
the wear surface.
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The absence of such layers allows contact between the metallic interfaces, with adhesion,
plastic deformation and to varying degrees, material transfer between the surfaces.   This is
typical of the ‘severe wear’ situation, examples of which have already been observed in the
lower temperature sliding wear of Incoloy MA956 against Incoloy 800HT in the work of
Wood [1] and Rose [2] – the 270°C case shown in Figure 2.4 is one such example.   Debris
particles tend to be large, flat and angular, with sizes of up to 0.1 mm or greater.   Contact
resistance on surfaces that have undergone severe wear tends to be very low, due to the
exposure of the metallic surface.
Temperature affects the nature of wear as it influences the kinetics of oxidation.   Other
factors such as relative humidity [15] and partial pressure of oxygen also affects the nature
of wear as explained by Lancaster [17] and Stott et al. [18,19].   Figure 2.5 shows a
reduced range of severe wear in an oxygen atmosphere at 300°C, compared to that with air.
The model that Archard and Hirst [9] proposed from their work assumes a true area of
contact, occurring between a limited number of asperities on the contacting surfaces.   The
true area of contact can be calculated by equation {2.5}:
A = P/H
If W is the worn volume and L is the sliding distance producing the wear, then W/L is
dependent on and is therefore proportional to the area of the friction junctions or true area
of contact.
W/L ? A   or W/L = KaA {2.16}
This gives:
W/L = KaP/H    or W = KaPL/H {2.17}
the dimensionless parameter Ka being  the  constant  of  proportionality  and  also  the
probability  of  a  wear  particle  being  generated.    It  is  also  referred  to  as  the  “wear
coefficient”.   An alternative form (K1 = Ka/H) is:
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Figure 2.4: Wear surfaces produced during the sliding of Incoloy MA956 against
Incoloy 800HT at 270°C and 750°C [2]
(load = 7N, sliding speed =0.654 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 9,418 m)
  270°C 100 µm   750°C 100 µm
At 270°C, a highly worn, heavily deformed surface is produced.   There is direct
metal-to-metal contact, allowing high levels of adhesion accompanied by plastic
deformation, material transfer and the production of large flat angular debris.   At 750°C, a
compacted oxide layer has been created from the debris, giving physical protection via
enhanced hardness and also separating the metallic surfaces, preventing contact and
adhesion.
Figure 2.5: Variation in wear rate with sliding speed at 20, 300 and 400°C in air
and also 300°C in pure oxygen for ??  brass sliding against steel [17]
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W = K1PL {2.18}
K1 being referred to as the “K factor” [9].   Taking equation 2.5 and rearranging allows Ka
to be expressed in terms of wear depth, sliding velocity and pressure.   Dividing by the
apparent area of contact gives:
d/L = p(Ka/H) {2.19}
where d is the depth of wear (volume divided by area) and p is  the  mean pressure  (load
over area).   If v is sliding speed and t is the time of sliding, L=vt.   Thus:
d/vt = p(Ka/H)    or t = dH/Kapv {2.20}
Ka = dH/pvt {2.21}
The above implies that the level of wear will be proportional to the sliding distance and
applied load and work by Archard and Hirst showed this to be true over a limited range [9],
as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.
The Archard model [9] is effective assuming there are no changes in the wear surface as a
result of the sliding process or otherwise.   However, changes do occur in many cases,
leading to changes in wear rate resulting from little or no variation in experimental or
operational parameters [20-23] and thus changes in Ka value may be observed.   Previous
experimental work within AMRI [1,2] has demonstrated such changes can occur, with
changes in friction coincident with a switch from early severe wear to mild oxidational
wear  observed  in  many  cases,  without  any  alteration  of  experimental  parameters.    This
was usually denoted by reductions in coefficient of friction and in the variability of
coefficient of friction.   For example, during early severe wear at 750°C, values typically
between 0.7 and 1 could be obtained for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT.   On
switching to mild wear, values of between 0.4 and 0.5 were typically obtained.
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Figure 2.6: Experimental Data from Archard and Hirst’s Work on Like-on-Like
Sliding at 1.8 m.s
-1
 [9]
A – mild steel with a 50 g load, B – ferritic stainless steel at 250g, C – 70/30 brass at
80 g, D – Stellite at 2 500 g, E – hardened tool steel at 300 g, load 1 kg
A direct link between hardness and wear rate is not always observed.   Archard and Hirst
themselves proposed the theory of mild and severe wear discussed in this section, to
resolve these difficulties [9].
2.3.2 Classification by Mechanism
Many approaches to classifying wear have been attempted – Quinn’s 1983 review [14] lists
a  number  of  these  and  tries  to  classify  them  under  Archard  and  Hirst’s  mild  and  severe
wear [9] headings (Table 2.1).   For example, Burwell and Strang [24] propose seven
different classifications of mild and severe wear, which Quinn argues are actually special
cases of Archard and Hirst’s mild and severe wear (with many of their classifications
including elements of both) [9].   Ludema [25] talks in terms of “scuffing” (‘roughening of
surfaces by plastic flow, whether or not there is material loss or transfer’) and “run-in”,
Quinn seeing “scuffing” as a form of adhesive wear and “run-in” as corrosive or mild wear
(due to the generation of oxides on the wear surface).   Finally Tabor [26] does not
distinguish between adhesive and corrosive wear, preferring to classify both as adhesive
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wear, with Burwell and Strang’s remaining mechanisms being referred to as “non-adhesive
wear” (surface fatigue, abrasion and fretting) or a mixture of both (cavitation and erosion).
Figure 2.7: Archard and Hirst’s Experimental Data [9]
A. Wear rate against load for a ferritic stainless steel pin worn against high speed
tool steel ring, load 1 kg, speed 1.8 m.s-1
B. Wear rate against sliding distance for a 70/30 brass pin worn against hardened
tool steel ring, load 1 kg, speed 1.8 m.s-1
The classification of wear mechanisms clearly remains a matter of debate amongst authors,
although Quinn [14] proposes that each of the forms of wear described should be
considered in terms of either mild or severe wear in any given situation.   However, it is the
view of the current author that it is not possible to talk simply in terms of mild and severe
wear.    For  example,  when  material  is  lost  by  abrasion,  the  loss  of  material  by  the
ploughing action of asperities on a wear surface does not necessarily require adhesion or
corrosion to remove material.   Also, loss of material by delamination wear is a
fatigue-related process, caused by repeated loading and unloading of surface layers as
asperities of the opposite surface pass over it, assisting the propagation of sub-surface
cracks, eventually leading to material loss.   Although adhesion or reaction with a corrosive
environment may accelerate the process, again neither is necessary for fatigue and crack
propagation to occur.
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Table 2.1: Quinn’s comparison of the various classifications of wear [14]
Burwell and
Strang [24]
Tabor Ludema Quinn [14 ]
 Adhesive wear
Adhesive wear
Scuffing Severe wear
 Corrosive wear “Run-in” Mild wear
 Surface fatigue
 (pitting)
Non-adhesive
wear
Mechanisms of
scuffing and
“run-in”
Mechanisms of
mild and severe
wear
 Abrasion
 Fretting
 Cavitation Mixtures of
adhesive and
non-adhesive
wear
Not covered
in Ludema’s
review Erosion
Another suggested classification system is that of Rabinowicz [27], who as well as
adhesive and corrosive wear, identifies abrasive and fatigue wear as distinct categories of
wear in their own right.   Each of these four categories of wear shall now be discussed in
turn.
2.3.2.1 Adhesive Wear
In the context of wear, adhesive wear occurs when contact is made between two surfaces
moving or sliding past each other.   Provided that the surfaces are clear of contaminants,
oxides or other reaction products, the formation of a strong ionic or covalent bond can
occur at these points of contacts, which most often are the raised asperities on the sliding
surfaces.   For sliding to continue, the applied force must be sufficient to lead to failure of
the resulting junctions by shear.   Where two dissimilar materials are in contact, the
strength  of  the  junction  is  usually  the  strength  of  the  softer  or  weaker  material,  as  the
strength of the bond between the two is normally stronger than the cohesive strength of the
softer material.
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The  ability  of  a  material  to  deform  can  have  a  large  influence  on  the  level  of  adhesion,
shown by the relationship between hardness and wear rate in Archard and Hirst’s [9,13]
wear model (W = KaPL/H equation {2.17}), although where frictional heating affects the
microstructure or heat treatments are used to enhance hardness, this rule does not apply.
For example, Wood [1] examined the effects of processing on Nimonic 80A (as-cast and
hot pressed at 1,200°C).   In each case, the extra ‘hot’ processing imparted greater hardness
on the alloy (Wood quotes hardness values of 308 Hv or 3.14 GPa for hot
pressed Nimonic 80A compared to 223 Hv or 2.27GPa for cast Nimonic 80A – a Vicker’s
micro indenter was used with a load of 500g), however, there was no clear evidence that
the extra processing resulted in greater wear resistance and in many cases, the level of wear
was actually worse than the standard alloy (Table 2.2).
The  mutual  solubility  of  the  materials  forming  the  wear  pair  also  has  an  effect  [9],  the
greater  the  solubility,  the  greater  the  level  of  adhesion.    This  was  demonstrated  by
Subramanian [28-30] in sliding tests for aluminium 12.3 wt.% silicon alloys against
various counterface materials.   Of particular note [28] was a series of wear tests conducted
between an aluminium-silicon alloy ‘pin’ sample and three ‘ring’ counterfaces (essentially
a variation of ‘pin-on-disk’), one of copper, one copper with 4.6% aluminium and the
remainder copper with 7.5% aluminium.   Wear rates were lower, the higher the percentage
of aluminium in the counterface (Figure 2.8), which Subramanian concluded was due to
decreasing solubility of the aluminium from the pin with higher percentage aluminium
levels in the copper-based counterface – aluminium could less easily diffuse into the
counterface material when in contact.   With reduced solubility, adhesion was less and a
lower amount of material was transferred to the counterface.   Also noted was the increase
in hardness that resulted from the additions of aluminium to copper for these experiments,
also contributing to the reduction in wear.
2.3.2.2 Abrasive Wear
Abrasive wear is the removal of surface material from an object by the action of a second
agent or medium.   This may be the surface of another object or by hard particles trapped
between the two interacting surfaces – referred to as ‘two body’ and ‘three body’ abrasion
respectively.   The hard particles or surface must be 1.3 times harder than the softer
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material undergoing abrasion, which Hutchings [8] and Ludema [31] note is the difference
of one unit on Moh’s scale of mineral hardness.
Hutchings [8] quotes three common models for abrasive wear via plastic deformation,
these being cutting, ploughing and wedge-forming.   These are illustrated in Figure 2.9.
Adhesion can play a greater or lesser role in the model of abrasive wear observed.
Abrasive wear can occur by either plastic deformation or brittle failure and in many cases
occur together in the same wear system.   However, the general approach is to consider
them independently, one example being the consideration of the ‘ploughing’ model of
abrasion discussed in the following [32].
Table 2.2: Wear data for standard and alternatively processed superalloys [1]
(Load = 7 N, Sliding Speed = 0.654 m.s
-1
, Sliding Distance = 9,418 m)
Wood [1] tested the wear properties of Nimonic 80A in the ‘as-cast’ and ‘hot pressed’
forms, the latter being of greater hardness due to processing.   The wear data shown
here, collected by Wood, shows no evidence of enhanced hardness due to materials
processing improving the wear properties of the Nimonic 80A.   In three of the cases,
the wear levels are actually greater for the processed material.
Weight change (mg.cm-2)
Counterface
Nimonic 80A
(standard)
Nimonic 80A
(hot pressed, 1,200°C, 30 kN)
Vickers hardness
   (diamond indenter,
   500 g load)
223 308
Stellite 6
   (Room Temp.)
-11.4 -20.5
Stellite 6
   (750°C)
-74.3 -113.6
Incoloy 800HT
   (Room Temp.)
+9.4 -3.2
Incoloy 800HT
   (750°C)
-1.3 +10.0
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Figure 2.8: Variation of ‘normalised’ wear rates of Al-12.3 wt. % Si alloy slid
against Cu, Cu-4.6% Al and Cu-7.5% Al [28]
1. Cutting
The movement of the asperity or third body over the softer material results in the
creation of a deep groove upon the sample surface, with long strips of debris forming at
the  point  of  contact.    This  produces  the  deepest  groove  of  all  three  models  with  the
strongest adhesion.
2. Wedge-forming
Material is pushed up ahead of asperities on the counterface, resulting in a grooved
wear scar with transverse cracks.   Wear rates are lower than for the ‘cutting’ model,
this mode tending to occur where adhesion between surface and counterface is strong.
3. Ploughing
Adhesion between the harder and softer material is relatively weak and the grooves
thus created are shallower, with lower penetration of the harder asperity or third body
into the softer material.   Formation of wear debris particles cannot be clearly seen at
the point of contact.
Increased Al in the Cu-based
counterface – reduced mutual
solubility of Al from sample in
counterface, reduced adhesion
and therefore wear
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Figure 2.9: The three models of abrasive wear [8]
(a) Cutting
(b) Wedge-forming
(c) Ploughing
Depth of penetration (X): Xp < Xw < Xc
Pin
Sliding direction
Xp
Pin
Sliding direction
Xc
Pin
Sliding direction
Xw
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The idealised model [32] assumes a cone of semi-angle ? passing through the surface
of  a  plastically  deformable  material  (Figure  2.3).    If  the  cone  travels  distance L
through the surface of the material, then the volume of material removed is:
W = La
2
.cot ? {2.22}
Assuming yielding of the softer material under normal load, each asperity will support
a pressure of ?a2Y/2, Y being the yield strength (or pressure) of the softer material.
Therefore the load P carried by N asperities is:
2
.
2aN
YP
?? {2.23}
and combining the above with equation {2.22} gives a relationship between load and
volume of lost material:
Y
PL
W ??.cot2? {2.24}
Equation {2.8} states that H=3Y (the hardness is three times the yield stress), thus:
H
PL
W ??.cot6? {2.25}
Substituting 6cot?/? with Ka, the Archard wear coefficient [9], gives equation {2.17}
from the Archard and Hirst model:
W = KaPL/H
In this case, the wear coefficient relates to the geometry of the wear particles or
asperities by the angle of the idealised wearing element, rather than the probability of
a wear particle being generated.   Other than that, only the derivation route is different.
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However, as has already been stated, in general plastic deformation and brittle failure
in adhesion are often considered independently, despite it being the case that both may
occur together.   This model is one such example, with only plastic deformation being
considered and brittle failure of material being ignored.
---------------
Removal of material during abrasive wear of sliding surfaces occurs by either one or both
of brittle fracture or plastic deformation – despite the fact that both occur together in many
instances, work to date has normally only considered them as independent processes.
2.3.2.3 Delamination (Fatigue) Wear
The  delamination  or  fatigue  theory  of  wear  was  proposed  by  Suh  [33],  as  an  attempt  to
explain weaknesses in the Archard theory of adhesive wear [9].   Suh argued that:
? Archard’s theory completely ignored the physics and physical metallurgy of metal
deformation.? Many of the assumptions employed in the mathematical model were arbitrary and
unreasonable.? The theory did not provide any insight to the wear of metals under different sliding
conditions.
Suh’s approach [33] was to base the observed wear mechanism on dislocation theory and
plastic deformation and fracture of metals near a surface.   Suh’s reasoning behind the
resulting delamination theory of wear was thus (illustrated in Figure 2.11):
1. During wear, the material at and very near the surface does not have a high
dislocation density, due to the elimination of dislocations by the image force acting
on  those  dislocations,  which  are  parallel  to  the  surface.    Therefore,  the  material
very near the surface work hardens less than that of the sub-surface layer.
2. With continued sliding, there will be pile-ups of dislocations a finite distance from
the surface.   In time, this will lead to the formation of voids.   Void formation will
be enhanced if the material contains a hard second phase for dislocations to pile
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against.   Voids form primarily by plastic flow of matrix around hard particles,
when there are large secondary phase particles in the metal.
3. With time, the voids will coalesce, either by growth or shearing of the metal.   The
end result is a crack parallel to the wear surface.
4. When this crack reaches a critical length (material dependent), the material between
the crack and the surface will shear, yielding a sheet-like particle.
5. The final observed shape of the particle will be dependent upon its length and
internal strains.
Suh proposed the following mathematical model for the total volume of wear W produced
by a hard surface sliding on a soft surface.
22
02
211
01
1 hA
S
S
NhA
S
S
NW ?? {2.26}
where:
1 - material ‘1’
2 - material ‘2’
N - number of wear sheets in material removed
S - total distance slid
So - critical sliding distance required to remove a complete layer of material
A - average area of delamination sheet
h - sheet thickness
For this model to work, the following assumptions need to be made:
1. metals wear layer by layer, each layer comprising N wear sheets (or particles);
2. the number of wear sheets or particles per layer (N) is proportional to the number of
asperities in contact at any one time, between the contacting surfaces; and
3. the rate of void and crack nucleation can be expressed in terms of a critical distance
parameter, So, defined as the interfacial sliding distance required for the complete
removal of one layer of sheet.
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The above model does succeed in providing a link between wear observations and
microstructure; also, it takes into account wear of the harder surface, one thing Archard’s
model [9] does not – Archard’s model always assumes wear debris being generated due to
material loss only from the softer surface.   However, Wood [1] correctly points out that
parameters such as So are used in the model that are difficult to establish by empirical
means.
As  three  of  the  alloys  in  the  current  studies  contain  dispersions  of  a  second  phase  (as
detailed in Section 2.7), the levels of hard particles will be high.   Wood [1] and Rose [2]
in particular observed high levels of plate-like debris being generated under certain
conditions, particularly at intermediate temperatures.   The high level of these hard
particles could thus explain the enhanced wear by delamination of these high strength
superalloys.   However, at high temperature, further complications occur due to oxidation.
It could be argued that oxide will affect the degree of sub-surface stress.
Work continued on the delamination model [34-36], further refining the understanding of
immediate sub-surface deformation and crack propagation.   Rigney and Glasier [35] went
on to suggest that the development of these plate-like debris could sometimes occur due to
changes in microstructure of material in the highly deformed surface region.   By repeated
ploughing over the surface by asperities of the second material, the microstructure near the
surface was converted to a ‘cell-type’ structure as a result of increased dislocation density
(Figure 2.12), dependent on applied stress, temperature and stacking fault energy.   Each
cell is capable of accommodating large strains in the sliding direction and allows repeated
deformation of the material surface.   Crack propagation occurs along the cell boundaries,
finally leading to the production of flake-like debris, similar in nature to that proposed in
delamination wear.   Rigney quotes a value of 0.3 µm for these cells or ‘sub-grains’ [37] in
the case of simple face-centred cubic metals, with increasing hardness as the substructure
size decreases in most systems.
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 Figure 2.10: Abrasive wear as a result of an idealised cone sliding across a flat
surface
a Half the width of residual groove, also radius of cone at surface of soft material
? Angle between cone axis and outer surface of cone, semi – angle of cone
P Load supported by asperity (normal load acting through it)
L Distance travelled through surface of material by asperity
Figure 2.11: Wear particle formation by shear deformation of voids [33]
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Figure 2.12: Idealised cell (a) showing relative dimensions, from plan (b), side (c)
and end (c) structures of cells in the wear surface [35]
 (a) (b)
 (c) (d)
2.3.2.4 Corrosive Wear
Rabinowicz [27] defines corrosive wear as the removal of corrosion products by sliding,
exposing a fresh surface on which new corrosion products may form.   The corrosion
products are formed due to reaction between the sliding surfaces and the environment,
whether the environment is liquid or gaseous [14].
The corrosion products may act to separate the sliding surfaces (especially if removal is not
complete) and thus prevent other mechanisms of wear, such as metallic adhesion, from
operating – this more often than not leads to large-scale reductions in wear.   This led
Quinn  to  equate  the  corrosive  wear  categories  of  Burwell  and  Strang  [24]  with  the  mild
wear category of Archard and Hirst [9,13], as discussed in Section 2.3 and the processes
and reactions involved can be said to be analogous – a reactive agent interacts with the
sliding interface to produce a corrosion product, which more often than not leads to
reduced wear.
In most engineering applications, it is oxygen that is the main reactive agent in corrosive
wear.    Thus  the  term  ‘oxidational  wear’  is  a  very  often  used  term  when  talking  about
sliding wear, particularly dry sliding wear, where the lack of a lubricant allows ready
environmental attack (although the lubricant itself may be the attacking agent or contain
oxygen which can attack the wear surfaces) and high temperature sliding wear, where the
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rate of oxidation is greatly accelerated.   In both cases, the formation of oxide (the
corrosive product) leading to mild wear may more readily occur.   Oxidational wear is
discussed in detail in Section 2.5.
2.4 ‘Two and Three Body’ Wear
2.4.1 Overview
Much of the discussion so far has been concerned with what happens when two surfaces
move relative to one another, generating wear debris.   The consideration of wear without
the  interaction  of  debris  is  referred  to  as  ‘two body’  wear.    However,  the  generation  of
debris particles introduces a ‘third body’ into the sliding process, which can then go on to
have a significant effect on the wear process.
This debris may be retained within the interface area, where it may become an ‘active’
participant [38] in the wear process or may be ejected immediately after its formation, in
which case, it is referred to as ‘passive’ debris.   Active debris tends to be fine and may be
a mixture of metallic and oxide particles.   On the other hand, ‘passive’ debris particles are
in general much larger and due to their immediate removal from the wear interface on
formation, may retain much of their original form and structure.   In metallic wear, ‘passive
debris’ is more likely to be metallic.
The  work  of  Rose  [2]  clearly  illustrates  this  differentiation.    If  Rose’s  work
with Nimonic 80A and Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 is taken into consideration, at
lower temperatures (up to 390°C for Incoloy MA956 and 450°C for Nimonic 80A), debris
tended to be of a fine nature and were usually oxide – the debris was largely retained at the
interface, commuted and largely converted to a layer of oxide – the tendency at lower
temperatures was for this layer to be in the form of loose, discrete oxide particles.   The
retention of this debris as a ‘third body’ then acted to keep the interfaces separate and wear
values low.   This is an example of ‘active’ debris.
At temperatures of between 510°C and 630°C for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 and
450°C to 510°C for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6, debris was ejected as larger metallic
particles that did not remain at the wear interface and thus failed to separate the two wear
surfaces.   This is an example of ‘passive’ debris.
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Higher temperatures saw the generation of larger amounts of fine oxide debris – in the case
of Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6, this again acted to separate the interfaces and also
formed a compacted oxide or glaze layer.   Conversely, with Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6, levels of wear increased due to the presence of the oxide debris acting as an
abrasive agent against the Nimonic 80A.   Both these are once again examples of ‘active’
debris.
As well as promoting mild wear, the negative effect of abrasion has also been noted – as
with hard and soft surfaces in the two body wear models already discussed, for a third
body to have an abrasive effect at the wear interface leading possibly to increased wear, it
is normally expected that the third body will be 1.3 times the hardness or greater than of
either of the contacting materials [14].
Active participation of third bodies has been noted by other researchers, notably Iwabuchi
et al. [39-41], who studied the effects of the introduction of iron oxide (Fe2O3) particles to
the wear interface, noting that where the particles were supplied under fretting test
conditions, the severe running in wear volume for a standard carbon steel (S45C), was
reduced ten-fold [41].   Increased surface roughness also proved to be a positive factor in
the presence of these introduced particles, in that the particles were more effectively
retained.   Introduction of a large enough quantity of Fe2O3 particles managed to eliminate
the severe wear running in stage.
Iwabuchi also studied the effects of particle size [39] on wear and found that with a surface
roughness of maximum asperity height 20µm, a particle size of 0.3 µm was found to give
the lowest wear rate in mild wear, the smallest particle size studied.   However, particle
sizes of 1 µm were observed to reduce the severe wear run-in stage the most.   Ideally, the
same size particle would result in both – for practical use to be made of such observations,
clearly a compromise needs to be identified.   It is also to be noted that Iwabuchi expressed
uncertainty as to whether the 0.3 µm particle size is most effective only for the 20 µm
maximum asperity height or for other asperity heights as well.
The current author suggests that this will be variable and also changing as the wear test
proceeds, for the simple reason that as the larger asperities are removed, until such point as
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an oxide layer forms, the particle size that can be contained in the recesses will also reduce.
Conversely, during severe wear, damage to the wear surface so as to roughen it may allow
for a larger particle size to be retained.   A limiting factor on this is that there will probably
be an upper limit of particle size, partially due to comminutation and ejection of larger
debris and also a limit to the size of particle that can convert from metal to oxide.
Iwabuchi also points out that the tendency to form a protective compacted layer of oxide is
affected by other parameters – varying test parameters such as load and sliding speed
showed that for certain conditions, the oxide particles acted as an abrasive and increased
the wear rate.   Figure 2.13 is a wear map of load versus amplitude, where different
combinations of load and amplitude produce different outcomes as regards the influence of
the introduced oxide particles [38].   For very low loads and amplitudes, the introduction of
the oxide particles has a positive effect, lowering the level of wear.   For medium loads and
amplitudes, the oxides have a negative effect and wear levels are higher due to the abrasive
action of the oxides.    Yet increasing load for moderate amplitude or amplitude for
moderately high load once again results in a positive influence from the introduced oxide
and wear levels are once again low.
Figure 2.13: Effectiveness of wear reduction on S45C plain carbon steel due to the
introduction of Fe2O3 particles [38]
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Leheup and Pendlebury [42] took a different approach, by the use of an interfacial air flow
in a like-on-like ‘cup-on-flat surface’ sliding test at different temperatures for Fe-18% Cr,
9% Ni stainless steel.   The effect of temperature was quite marked, with removal of the
debris at room temperature leading to increased wear.   At temperatures of 400°C and
500°C, formation of compacted oxide layers did still occur – this was considered to be due
to the ready sintering and adherence of the loose oxide particles at these temperatures.
The attractive effects of Van der Waals’ forces (acting to retain smaller particles between
the wear surfaces) were also considered – this is detailed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
Colombie et al. [43] obtained similar results with increased wear on blowing nitrogen
through the wear interface at frequent intervals, the more frequent the intervals, the greater
the observed wear.   Magnetic fields can also have an effect with ferromagnetic materials –
Hiratsukam et al. [44] showed that the field direction could influence whether debris was
retained (thus reducing wear) or ejected (thus increasing wear).
Rigney  [37]  also  questioned  the  validity  of  the  traditional  models  of  wear  if  they  do  not
take into account third bodies resulting from transfer and mixing – as well as separating or
screening ‘first bodies’ (sample and counterface), third bodies can have other effects as
they  are  able  to  flow  and  transmit  load,  accommodate  velocity  gradients  and  are  also
created, destroyed and regenerated during sliding.   Resulting behaviour can depend on
dimensions, compositions (may be the same as either of the ‘first body’ materials or a
mixture of both), properties (the materials may undergo stresses close to their mechanical
limits) and hardness.   Chemical composition is key to the observed properties of the third
body.
Despite the evidence available, it is still the case that many models of wear do not take into
account  the  action  of  the  third  body,  with  debris  assumed  to  be  ejected  on  formation.
Much work has been done using experimental rigs in which debris is retained at the wear
interface – this includes fretting wear and much of the pin-on-disk work [4, 5, 14, 18, 19,
39, 42, 47-49, 53, 54, 59-76, 86, 87, 89, 97, 99, 101, 102].   Even in situations where
ejection is favoured, such as the block-on-cylinder approach used within AMRI [1,2],
debris has remained at the interface and has played a significant part in the promotion of
mild wear.
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2.4.2 Surface Films and Preoxidation – Third Body or Not?
Also absent from the traditional models, is consideration of the effect of any surface films,
adsorbed gases or other volatiles that may be present in most situations.   Clearly, the wear
process will be affected by the nature of the surfaces [45,46].
This is also true for pre-oxidised films [1,44,47,48], where early metal-to-metal contact has
been reduced or eliminated to varying degrees, followed by earlier formation of compacted
oxides  in  a  number  of  cases.    Although  not  a  ‘third  body’  in  their  own  right  (they  are
directly attached to one or both ‘first body’ surfaces at the beginning of sliding), the sliding
action will create extra loose material from the surface oxidation layer, which will proceed
to act as a third body where retention is preferred over ejection.
2.4.3 Behaviour of Particles at the Interface
The behaviour of third body material at the wear interface goes beyond just acting as an
agent  for  separation  of  the  sliding  surfaces  or  removing  material  from  them.    Rigney’s
observations [37] on load transmission, velocity gradients and debris particle creation,
destruction and regeneration is one example of this.
In addition, the particles may undergo varying degrees of motion at the interface due to the
movement  of  the  sliding  surfaces.    Halliday  and  Hirst  [49]  noted  accumulation  and
‘rolling’ of debris particles during fretting corrosion tests on mild steel specimens, which
they commented as being responsible for the reduction of friction during testing.   They
also noted that some sliding debris must also be present, as the observed coefficient of
friction  would  have  been  in  the  region  of  0.002  for  rolling  alone,  rather  than  the  values
near or below 0.05 observed after the run-in phase was complete.   Halliday and Hirst also
established that the presence of the oxide particles prevented wear due to welding
(adhesion) of the surfaces together.
Conversely, Suh and Sin [50] noted an increase in friction and wear by ploughing due to
the presence of debris particles, this was confirmed by the removal of the debris, after
which  the  coefficient  of  friction  fell  from  a  high  ‘steady  state’  value  and  gradually  rose
again as further debris was generated.   It is to be commented here, that Suh and Sin used a
unidirectional crossed rotating-cylinder-on-stationary-cylinder-configuration, whilst
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Halliday and Hirst conducted tests with a oscillatory cylinder on two block fretting wear
configuration.   Thus, it would have been likely that debris retention in Halliday and
Hirst’s work would have been much greater, allowing for the observed generation of Fe2O3
oxide particles.
Also, Suh and Sin’s work [50] largely describes a metal-metal interaction, with most
testing carried out in a purified argon atmosphere.   Even where an inert atmosphere is not
used (as with AISI 1020 steel), there is nothing to suggest the generation of oxide debris
and thus all interactions can be assumed to be metal-metal in their case.   Thus a direct
comparison between their work and that of Halliday and Hirst may not be wholly
appropriate.   However, Rose [2] reports high levels of wear for Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 at elevated temperature, where only oxide debris was generated during all but the
earliest part of the sliding process.   Here, it is the oxide debris acting as a third body and
aiding material removal.
The work of Rice et al. [51] shows that the effects of debris parameters on coefficient of
friction are more important than asperity parameters.   On modelling the influence of
variation of density and size parameters for particles at the interface and asperities on
coefficient of friction, the sensitivity of coefficient of friction to changes in particle density
and size was much greater.
If the particle parameters alone are considered, it was observed that increases in density
lead  to  a  much  faster  increase  in  coefficient  in  friction  to  a  high  steady  state  value.
Increased particle size also lead to increases in coefficient of friction values, or conversely,
smaller particle sizes were preferred for a lower friction regime.   Of most interest in the
work of Rice et al. [51], was the observation that if particle density was increased whilst
particle size was decreased (which could be regarded as analogous to particle break-down
early in the wear process), then there was a sharp increase in friction, followed by a steady
decrease with time.
It  is  to  be  noted  that  as  with  Suh  and  Sin  [50],  Rice et al. [51] did not consider the
movement of debris, as in Rice’s words, the debris is ‘entrapped’.   However, the approach
of Rice et al. [51]  does  allow  for  estimation  of  friction  where  particle  size  means  that
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movement is not a primary consideration – Hesmat [52] proposes a lower size limit of
20 µm for debris to be a contributor to abrasive wear,  above which the work of Shu and
Sin [50] and Rice et al. [51] is therefore more applicable.
Debris movement for smaller particle sizes is clearly a key consideration, as the fall in
friction due to for instance, rolling, invalidates any models that fail to consider it.   Jiang,
Stott and Stack [53] proposed the following series of mechanisms for wear debris
movement under sliding conditions, each mechanism accounting for a different mode of
perceived particle movement (Figure 2.14).
1. Rotating:   a particle is entrapped in front of another fixed or immovable particle or
object.   It cannot move from its current position when impacted by an asperity
from the opposite surface and is only able to rotate around its own centre.
2. Relative skidding:   a fixed or locked grain in one half of the sliding pair slides or
‘skids’ against a fixed grain attached to the opposite surface.
3. Rolling: the  particles  are  able  to  freely  move  or  roll  along  with  the  opposite
sliding surface (and are not entrapped by it as with the ‘rotation’ mechanism).
4. Adhesion or sintering affected rolling mechanism: adhesion developing between
adjacent particles hinders rolling of particles, affecting (increasing) friction
compared to the ‘free’ rolling mechanism.
The mechanisms of movement can change and any particle may be subject to a different
mechanism at different times.   It is also possible that a particle will become ‘interlocked’
or as Stott later states ‘entrapped’ [54] and unable to move and thus be liable to fracture,
due to a build-up of stress upon it.   Later appraisal of these mechanisms by Stott [54] does
not specifically mention the fourth mechanism, with adhesion and sintering general factors
affecting the resulting particle layer as a whole.
It is also possible that for a given range of particle sizes, powder ‘flow’ may be observed.
Hesmat [52] observes that particles of an intermediate size, between 5 µm and 20 µm may
undergo ‘quasi-hydrodynamic flow’ under sliding conditions.   Larger particles will behave
as  in-situ  elastic  bodies  and  contribute  to  abrasive  wear,  whilst  smaller  particles  will
compact and behave as a nearly solid body, moving along with the ‘first body’ interface
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and protecting it.   At these smaller sizes, Van der Waals’ forces and other attractive forces
will become important factors and inhibit the flow process.
Figure 2.14: Mechanisms of possible movement of particles during sliding of
particulate materials [53]
1) Rotating
2) Relative skidding
3) Rolling
4) Adhesion or sintering affected rolling mechanism
However, it is to be pointed out that the debris produced using the block-on-cylinder
configuration [1,2], in the 5 µm to 20 µm size range specified by Hesmat for flow, were
noted to be highly irregular in shape, reported as being ‘flat and angular’ as the result of
delamination wear.   Secondly, they were metallic, meaning that adhesion between metallic
surfaces would also be a major influence – Hesmat’s work was with oxide particles.   The
combination of these influences would thus inhibit any flow process and eliminate the
‘quasi-hydrodynamic flow’ region – high levels of metallic wear were observed [1,2]
during the ‘severe wear’ phases, with associated high levels of adhesion due to transfer and
back-transfer of material between metallic interfaces.   Where oxidational wear did occur,
particles were 5 µm in size or less, where as Hesmat points out, Van der Waals’ and other
attractive forces and compaction come into play.   This means that ‘quasi-hydrodynamic
flow’ cannot  play  a  significant  part  in  the  sliding  wear  process,  as  observed  between the
selected test alloys in the current configuration, favouring ejection of material from the
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wear interface.   Hesmat’s lower limit of 20 µm for abrasive wear could therefore be
revised downwards to the 5 µm upper limit for forces of attraction and compaction.
2.4.4 The Effect of Forces of Attraction between Third Bodies
As already noted [52], attractive forces such as Van der Waals’ forces become a factor
when considering very small particle sizes (for oxides, 5 µm or less).   Electrostatic forces
between particles, and between particles and tribosurfaces, also exist, but these are only
about 1% of Van der Waals’ forces for non-conductive solids [31].
If  ‘F’ is the force of attraction and assuming the particle is spherical, this can be directly
related to particle size by:
26r
AR
F ? {2.27}
where:
A - Hamaker constant;
R - radius of the particle or sphere;
r - equilibrium separation.
The Hamaker constant [52] is dependent on the surface energy of the sphere:
A = 9?r2? {2.28}
Where:
r - distance affecting mutual action of Van der Waals’ forces
  (which can be estimated at 0.3 µm to 0.5 µm);? - surface energy.
Van der Waals’ forces are extremely short range in nature, produced by dipole induction
between neighbouring bodies.   This accounts for the attraction observed between the
smaller sized wear particles (less than 5µm [52]) and the wear surfaces [55].
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Surface energy is temperature-dependent, thus making the Hamaker ‘constant’ and the
force of attachment F temperature-dependent.   An Arrhenius relationship exists between
surface energy and temperature:
???????? RTEo exp.?? {2.29}
Where:
R - gas constant;
E - activation energy for ‘bonding’;
T - absolute temperature.
The amount of work done in relationship to wear is fairly minimal, compared to the
formation of compacted oxides and ‘glazes’ to be discussed in Section 2.5., with the work
of Hesmat [52] being one of the more comprehensive studies of the potential behaviour of
debris and particles at the wear interface in relation to particle size.   It is suggested, here,
that the role of Van der Waals’ forces in the accumulation and grouping together of
particles is perhaps more important, especially at more elevated temperatures.   For
sintering and fusion of finer oxide particles to form glazes, an attractive force must be
present to hold the particles in position long enough to allow significant sintering reactions
to occur.
The importance of sintering in the formation of debris layers in itself cannot be ignored.
Zhou et al. [56] showed that for iron, nickel and iron-25% nickel powders, significant
sintering can occur on raising the temperature above room temperature (denoted by the
significant shrinkage of specially prepared compacts), where the particle size is defined as
‘ultra-fine’, in this case, 30 to 40 nm.   In comparison, more traditional fine particle sizes
of around 5 µm did not show a significant response (in terms of shrinkage) until above
500°C.   This does not mean to say sintering did not occur with the larger particles – it is
more a case of a more noticeable response was obtained from the smaller particle sizes due
to their greater relative surface area and therefore, contact area.   With particle sizes
detected of 300 to 400 nm, a ready sintering response may be detectable in a wear
situation.
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Another comment worth noting is the shrinkage of the compacts, as occurs in all powder
compacts on sintering.   As sintering and thus shrinkage will undoubtedly occur in
accumulations of wear debris at not necessarily that greatly elevated temperatures, this will
no doubt have an influence on the formation of compacted oxide layers during the wear
process.   To date, no attempt has been made to address this issue or it’s importance on the
sliding wear process.
2.5 Mild Wear and Mechanisms of Compact Oxide Formation
2.5.1 Introduction to Compacted Oxides or ‘Glazes’
As stated in Section 2.3.1, Archard and Hirst [9,13] were amongst the earliest researchers
to categorise wear into mild and severe wear.   They defined mild wear as that occurring
where  the  surface  is  extremely  smooth  and  consisting  partially  or  wholly  of  the  reaction
product, between the material under sliding and the surrounding atmosphere or fluid.   An
oxidation reaction is required for the creation of the corrosion product, although as already
stated, the corrosion product itself need not necessarily be an oxide.
The term ‘glaze’ is a misleading one, as it implies a glassy amorphous material, which was
thought to be the case until Lin, Stott and Wood [4] proved them to be crystalline by means
of electron diffraction – the term ‘compacted oxide layer’ is a more accurate description.
‘Glaze’ and ‘compacted oxide’ tend to be used fairly interchangeably throughout literature,
despite the crystalline nature of these oxide wear surfaces being established – the term
‘glaze’ has remained in common use.   More recently Datta et al. [118, 120] have
demonstrated the compacted oxide layers formed in some systems and under certain
conditions are of nano-crystalline structure and are highly disordered – this is discussed
further in Section 6.3.
Compacted oxide layers tend to form under conditions of moderately high temperature,
low loading and usually low sliding speed.   For a compacted oxide layer to form and a
resultant reduction in wear to occur, many researchers specify that a minimum temperature
must be exceeded, dependent upon conditions and alloy composition.   With increasing
temperature, the formation of these compacted oxides becomes more rapid, with a
consequent reduction of a ‘severe wear’ running in period, the debris from which can be a
major source of material needed for the formation of the compacted oxide layers.
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Compacted oxide formation is not just restricted to low sliding speed, as the effect of
frictional heating due to high sliding speed can raise the temperature above the critical
temperature required for the formation of the compacted oxide layers.
Many researchers have extensively studied the reduction of wear by the formation of
compacted oxides at high temperatures.   As well as Archard and Hirst [9,13], others such
as Lancaster [17], Bhansali [57], Razavizadeh and Eyre [58], Stott et al. [4, 5, 18, 19, 53,
59-72], Quinn [14, 73-76] and Garcia [77] amongst others, have contributed to the
knowledge base on compacted oxide formation.   The work conducted within AMRI in
recent years [1-3] has additionally concentrated on the sliding of dissimilar interfaces and
effects  of  this  on  the  mode  of  wear.    The  key  issues  on  oxide  formation  are  discussed
below.
Wear that is dependent on the tendency to oxidation is highly dependent on temperature.
The tendency to oxidation with respect to temperature can be described by the following
Arrhenius type equation:
o
p
RT
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pp eAK ? {2.30}
where Kp is oxidation rate, Ap is the Arrhenius constant, Qp is  the  activation  energy  (for
oxidation), R is the gas constant and To is the absolute temperature in Kelvin.
2.5.2 Mechanisms for Generation of Oxide Debris and Compacted Oxide Layer
Formation
Studying a range of alloys of varying composition in like-on-like sliding, mainly nickel or
nickel-iron-based with significant quantities of chromium and in some cases, cobalt, it was
established by Stott et al. [4] that the oxides retained composition varying little from the
original base alloys.   It was thus concluded that the observed low wear and friction arise
from the physical properties and condition of the glaze, rather than their chemical
composition.
Stott, Lin and Wood [4, 5, 59-63], on carrying out a series of fretting wear tests on a
number of nickel-chromium alloys (two of which had a high percentage of cobalt),
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identified these conditions, influenced by the materials properties and sliding temperature,
marking the formation or non-formation of the compacted oxide layers.
1. In the first condition, transient oxides form and build-up on the alloy surface [78].
Continued oxidation of the substrate surface, caused by diffusion of oxygen to the
substrate-oxide interface and through physical defects, maintain or thicken the
oxide layer formed.
2. In the second condition, the early stages of wear are masked by the formation of an
insufficiently thick glaze layer due to unfavourable temperatures and low alloy
strength.   This may involve an extended ‘pre-glaze’ or severe wear run-in period,
when larger debris particles are generated which undergo continued break-down
and consolidation until a sufficiently thick sintered surface layer is formed to
prevent any further mechanical damage to the underlying alloy.   Further oxide
generation then proceeds as for the first mechanism.
3. In the third condition, the glaze does not remain stable during sliding and areas of
compacted oxide continually break down and reform.
Stott et al. [5, 54, 64-66] later produced a further set of three modified mechanisms, based
on their studies of the elevated temperature (200-600°C) fretting wear of iron-based alloys.
These mechanisms were seen as limiting cases for oxide debris generation, after which the
build-up of oxide to form compacted layers continued:
1. Oxidation – scrape – reoxidation   This involves a two-stage process.   In the first step,
oxide generation takes place in the areas of contact between the two sliding surfaces,
with general oxidation over the apparent sliding area of contact and also, at asperity
contacts where temperatures exceed the general temperature in the region of the sliding
area of contact.   In the second stage, this oxide is removed by subsequent traversals of
the sliding interfaces, exposing fresh metal for further oxidation.   The debris formed
may then be either completely removed from the interface, act as a third body abrasive,
contributing to the wear process or compacted to form a wear-protective oxide layer.
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2. Total oxidation   Under certain conditions, particularly high ambient temperatures,
oxide generated during sliding or even present prior to the commencement to sliding, is
not completely removed by subsequent traversals of the sliding interfaces, allowing
oxide thickening with time.   Provided this layer is coherent and adherent to the metal
substrate and can withstand the stresses of sliding, a plastically deformed
wear-protective oxide layer can develop.
3. Metal debris  Debris particles generated during the early stages of wear are broken up
by the sliding action, with any fresh areas of exposed metal being subject to further
oxidation.   There may be a high level of oxidation of the debris surfaces, due to the
relatively large exposed surface area of metal.   For example, a limiting oxide thickness
of 2 nm on such particles is achieved in under 0.1 seconds at 20°C for iron or steel,
meaning that for iron particles of 0.1 µm diameter, 6% of the debris is oxidised in a
fraction of a second at this temperature [54].
Enhanced oxidation is promoted by heat of deformation and increased energy of
particles due to increased defect density and surface energy (remembering that the
exposed surface area of debris material will increase as particle size decreases).   There
is also an input due to the heat of oxidation and it is therefore possible that very fine
metallic particles may undergo complete, spontaneous oxidation under certain
circumstances.   The resulting oxide can later develop into a wear-protective layer.
This could help to explain the appearance of oxide during low temperature wear [53],
also noted by researchers in AMRI [1,2].
The third mechanism proposed in Stott’s original work is similar to that of Lin and Wood
[4], both depending on the generation of larger debris from the wear substrate and the
comminutation of this debris to fine oxide particles as the wear process continues to
develop.
The one major difficulty with these mechanisms is that they were developed from work on
low speed reciprocating sliding wear, where frictional heating is not such an important
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factor [66].   At sliding speeds of greater that 1 m.s
-1
 [81], frictional heating increasingly
becomes an issue.   This is discussed in Section 2.6.
2.5.3 Effects of Environmental Variables
2.5.3.1 Oxygen Levels and Partial Pressure
Even in environments with low oxygen partial pressure [18,67] (effectively removing
much of  the  oxygen from the  system),  stable  oxide  layers  are  still  able  to  form.    Under
vacuum, increasing pressure from high vacuum conditions to 10
-2
 Pa was enough to result
in a reduction in friction in the sliding wear of an iron-chromium alloy.   Buckley [80]
noted during the like-on-like sliding of clean iron that a pressure of 400 Pa (or 3 Torr) was
sufficient to prevent seizure.   Lancaster [17] noted that at 300°C, that the range of sliding
speeds over which severe wear was observed when a 60/40 brass slid against tool steel was
greatly reduced in an oxygen atmosphere compared to the level of wear observed in air
(Figure 2.5).
Barnes et al. [67-69] undertook an investigation into the effects of partial pressure, initially
from 10
-6
 to 10
-4
 Pa, on a range of iron-chromium alloys ranging from pure iron, to iron
40% chromium (Figure 2.15).   Initial work indicated high friction levels and seizure at
450°C for iron and between 500-600°C (rising slightly with chromium content) for the
various iron-chromium alloys, the only exception being Fe-40%Cr, with which there was
no seizure up to the maximum test temperature of 850°C.   This may be associated with
Fe-40%Cr being dual phase [68, 97], consisting of the solid solution ‘?’ phase and the
FeCr intermetallic ‘?’ phase – the probable presence of this more brittle, less ductile phase
may be to reduce plastic flow and adhesion during sliding in high vacuum conditions.
Adhesive wear and seizure (here defined as the coefficient of friction rising above a
nominal value of 3.5) was dominant at partial pressures of oxygen of 10
-6
and 10
-5
Pa,
despite there apparently being sufficient oxygen present to prevent this.   On raising the
partial pressure of oxygen 10
-4
 Pa, significant amounts of oxide were observed and areas of
compacted debris had developed.   These ‘islands’ were specified as the reason for a switch
between severe and mild wear, with more rapid development of these oxides being
observed on raising the partial pressure of oxygen to 10
-1
 Pa.    Examination  of  the
compacted debris showed it to be either completely oxidised or oxide covered metallic
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debris.   This was accompanied by significant decreases in friction (Figure 2.15), though
despite the presence of oxide debris, the wear rate remained high until the oxygen partial
pressure reached 1 Pa with a value of 10
-6
 mm
3
.mm
-1
 at this partial pressure, dropping to
circa 1.8 x 10
-7
 mm
3
.mm
-1
 at 10 Pa.
Figure 2.15: Variation of coefficient of friction (a) and wear rate (b) of Fe-4.9%Cr
with oxygen partial pressure during like-on-like sliding at 20°C [67]
Changes in partial pressure were also made during sliding tests [67], with oxygen in some
cases being removed from the wear system (the pressure was reduced from 10
-1
 Pa to
10
-6
 Pa).   When this occurred, the oxide debris and the compacted oxide layers remained
at the wear interface once they were formed, showing continued stability and wear
resistance, even without a continued supply of oxygen.
Comment  is  also  made  that  the  shape  of  the  stylus  Barnes et al. [67] used may have
influenced the results.   The use of a hemispherical stylus during sliding tests trapped more
wear debris than the use of a conical stylus, thus promoting a greater level of formation of
islands of compacted oxide debris.   Also, the more ready destruction of these islands can
be put down to the higher contact pressures that would occur with a conical stylus, because
of the smaller area of contact.
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The work of Barnes et al. [66-68] clearly demonstrated that compacted oxide or ‘glaze’
layers were formed from oxide debris which later rebonded to the surface, discounting
earlier theories of wear in which the glaze formed directly from oxides forming on metallic
surfaces [4, 5, 59-63].
2.5.3.2 Effect of Water Vapour and Relative Humidity
The presence of water vapour in the atmosphere can have a positive or negative effect on
oxide development, depending on relative humidity levels and materials being tested.
With mild steel, it has been observed that there is a reduction in wear levels with
increasing relative humidity under fretting conditions [81,82] and similarly with carbon
steel under sliding wear conditions [15].   It was further suggested [83], that adsorbed
moisture  might  have  a  dual  effect,  in  that  the  moisture  on  the  surface  of  debris  particles
might possibly act as a lubricant, promoting speedier debris dispersal and thus less abrasive
wear (though how this dispersal occurs is not specified by the authors).   From this, it was
proposed that the hydrated form of the iron oxide developing in the presence of the
moisture might in itself be a less abrasive medium.   This hypothesis seems to assume that
the presence of oxide will by default increase wear due to abrasion and fails to mention the
reduction in wear due to the separation of the metallic interfaces.   Thus it is conceivable
that if the moisture assists in the dispersion of the debris, there are circumstances in which
the wear rate would increase due to the presence of water vapour – the removal of debris
may allow direct contact between wear surfaces, allowing material removal by adhesive,
abrasive and delamination mechanisms.
Further experimental work by Bill [84] in fact showed that this could be the case, with the
relationship between relative humidity and wear rates becoming quite complex.   99.9% Fe
was observed to show a significant increase in wear rate due to a rise in relative humidity
from 0 to 10%, followed by a rapid decrease and minimum values in the region of 50 to
70%, followed by a small rise towards atmospheric saturation.   In the same study, titanium
showed increasing wear up to 30% relative humidity, followed by an erratic decline in
wear values up to saturation levels.   Nickel showed a sharp decrease in wear levels
between 0 and 10% relative humidity, followed by increasing wear with relative humidity
up to saturation.   One note of caution is that these datum are fretting wear datum and the
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behaviour with higher speed unidirectional sliding wear may be different – decreased
debris retention is very likely to have a significant effect.
Experiments by Oh et al. [15] with sliding wear suggested a transition from severe to mild
wear with increasing relative humidity with a number of carbon steels (Figure 2.16).   At
low relative humidity, severe wear was encountered with high wear rates, with total losses
amounting to between 0.130g and 0.190g.   This remained the case until circa 50% relative
humidity was reached.   The level of wear dropped rapidly after this ‘transition point’, with
very low levels of wear and a mild wear regime existing at relative humidity levels of 70%
and losses totalling no more than 0.0006g to 0.002g.   Levels of carbon in the steel were
observed to affect this transition, this being observed at higher values with increasing
carbon content.   Friction levels were also observed to fall rapidly, from between 0.62 and
0.68 at 35% relative humidity to between 0.44 and 0.48 at 70% relative humidity.
2.5.3.3 Other Atmospheres
The wear process in atmospheres other than air or oxygen will depend on whether the
atmosphere is oxidising or reducing.   In most practical situations, corrosion product will
not form in a reducing (non-oxidising) atmosphere, thus the production of wear protective
layers is not possible.   Only the presence of adsorbed gases and other volatiles will act to
separate the wear surfaces, reduce adhesion and therefore levels of wear and friction [8].
As for oxidising atmospheres, only carbon dioxide has been looked at to any great degree.
Studies by Sullivan and Granville [48] showed that a compacted oxide layer was formed
when a Fe-9%Cr steel was tested with a pin-on-disk rig in carbon dioxide, between 200
and 550°C.   Smith [85] observed the formation of compacted oxides on testing 316
stainless steel in carbon dioxide between 20°C and 600°C.   The carbon dioxide acted as
the oxidising agent in each case:
nCO2 + M ? nCO + MOn {2.31}
with the wear mechanisms very close to or the same as that of standard air.
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Figure 2.16: Variation of wear and coefficient of friction as a function of relative
humidity [15]
As for oxidising atmospheres without oxygen, research is extremely limited.   Bill [84]
obtained ‘prodigious amounts of black debris’ on testing titanium in pure dry nitrogen.   It
may be  that  this  is  removed adherent  oxide  present  prior  to  sliding  or  even  a  mixture  of
metallic titanium and oxide.   The possibility of titanium nitride is extremely unlikely if not
impossible, due to testing being carried out at room temperature.   However, no attempt
was made to analyse the debris or explain the result.
2.5.4 Pre-treatment of Sliding Surfaces
2.5.4.1 Pre-oxidation
Stott and Mitchell [47] also carried pre-oxidation on Jethete M152 (a high chromium steel)
and 321 stainless steel, which on sliding indicated elimination of metal-to-metal contact in
the case of Jethete M152 and also the immediate establishment of compacted oxide in the
case of the 321 stainless steel.   They concluded that the pre-oxidation provided an extra
supply of oxide debris that led to the more rapid establishment of glaze surfaces.
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Iwabuchi et al. [86] studied the effects of pre-oxidation of a number of samples of S45C
carbon  steel  –  for  each  sliding  test,  a  moving  disk  specimen  was  rotated  against  a  fixed
ring specimen, with both pre-oxidised samples and unoxidised samples undergoing
unidirectional sliding for 1,000 m at room temperature.   The pre-oxidation treatment was
carried out at a temperature of 300°C for times of 5 minutes, 1 hour and 3 hours for
different batches of samples.   Pre-oxidation times of 5 minutes and one hour did result in
progressive reductions in wear (Figure 2.17), however, increasing pre-oxidation time to 3
hours produced no evidence of further improvement.   The observed reductions in wear
occurred because of the break-down of the oxide layer to form debris, the presence of
which prevented metal contact and adhesion.
Figure 2.17: Effects of pre-oxidation and pre-sliding on wear of S45C at 20°C [86]
   (a) standard test, no pre-oxidation (d) pre-oxidation at 300°C for 3 hours
   (b) pre-oxidation at 300°C for 5 minutes (e) pre-sliding for 300 m at 300°C
   (c) pre-oxidation at 300°C for 1 hour  (loose accumulated oxide layer
 formed)
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Iwabuchi et al. conducted similar experiments with 304 stainless steel specimens [86], with
specimen configurations identical to those for S45C plain carbon steel.   Pre-oxidation was
again carried out at 300°C for times of up to 10 hours – a test temperature of 300°C was
used in all cases.   Although there was some scatter of data after 300 m of sliding, there
was no evidence of any effect of pre-oxidation on overall wear, regardless of the time of
pre-oxidation and Iwabuchi et al. concluded that pre-oxidation had no effect under the
prescribed test conditions.
Pre-oxidation was also noted to be ineffective in reducing the initial severe wear rate of
304 stainless steel, even with pre-oxidation times of up to 10 hours.   This was due to
‘selective oxidation’ of chromium at the surface reducing the overall level of oxidation of
the stainless steel, with the end result being that there was insufficient oxide to reduce
severe wear rate by debris generation from this layer.
Thus although pre-oxidation can reduce or eliminate early metal-metal contact, this cannot
be guaranteed.   Under certain circumstances, possibly due to variations in alloy
composition affecting the nature of the surface oxidation, the production of suitable surface
oxide required for the promotion of early glaze formation may not occur.
2.5.4.2 Pre-sliding
Iwabuchi et al. [86] additionally looked at samples of S45C carbon steel that had
undergone pre-sliding at 300°C and 300m, sufficient to create an accumulated loose oxide
layer.   Subsequent tests indicated the complete elimination of the severe wear regime
(Figure 2.17), with only mild wear being observed, regardless of test temperature.   In the
case of pre-oxidation, the oxide layer served only to reduce the severe wear “run-in” phase
(Section 2.5.4.1).
A reduction in severe wear was also observed when 304 stainless steel underwent
pre-sliding for 100 m at room temperature, due again to the presence of an accumulated
loose oxide layer.   In both cases, the availability of pre-existing oxide debris acted to
prevent contact between the metallic interfaces.
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Pre-sliding was additionally carried out for 304 stainless steel over a distance of 300 m at
room temperature, 200°C and 400°C (at which temperature the oxide layer formed was a
glaze), with the severe wear stage being eliminated in each case during subsequent sliding.
The presence of accumulated oxide from pre-sliding did not, however, lead to a reduction
in the rate of wear during mild wear.
2.5.4.3 Ion Implantation
Langguth et al. [87] carried out oxygen ion implantation on a series of chromium and
carbon steels (AISI 52100, AISI 440B, AISI M2) and also 321 stainless steel, followed by
a series of sliding speed experiments using a pin-on-disk rig, disks of diameter 30 x 10
-3
m.
A sliding speed of 28 x 10
-3
 m.s
-1
 was used over a sliding distance of 400 m, with relative
humidity set at 30% or 80%.
In general, recorded levels of wear for the ion-implanted samples were far lower than for
their untreated equivalents (Table 2.3).   This was due to the presence of the oxygen in the
surface layers assisting the formation of oxidised debris and thus reducing the initial severe
wear  period.    Certain  aspects  of  heat  treatment  of  the  alloys  and  the  sliding  conditions
were observed to affect this.   For example, in the case of the chromium and carbon steels,
the improvement in wear resulting from oxygen ion implantation was noticeably less for
AISI 52100 and AISI 440B in the annealed form compared to the martensitic form – this
can be seen by comparing the data in Tables 2.3 and 2.4.   Relative humidity has a marked
effect on this, as can be seen in the case of AISI 52100 steel, where the oxygen ion
implanted material actually undergoes a higher level of wear than the untreated material.
These observations were attributed to the higher sample plasticity of the annealed samples.
A change in the form of the debris was also observed, from a smooth oxide layer with the
martensitic samples to loose debris with the annealed samples.   The one exception to this
was with AISI 440B steel, where the reduction was greater in the annealed state and
accompanied by a change in the state of the oxide debris from the loose form to the oxide
layer form seen with the martensitic samples.
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Table 2.3: Wear rates of case-hardened steels before and after implantation of
oxygen ions, 400 m sliding distance [87]
(ion implantation conditions 5 x 10
17
 cm
-2
, 50 keV; test conditions in air at 30% or 80% relative
humidity RH, 28 x 10
-3
 m.s
-1
)
Wear rate (10-16 m3.m-1)
Steel ball Tungsten carbide ball
30% RH 80% RH 30% RH 80% RH
AISI 52100
   Untreated 1,000 100 17.5 17.5
   Implanted 1 3.4 1.8 0.3
AISI 440B
   Untreated 19 25 34 85
   Implanted 1.4 2.5 2.8 1.8
AISI M2
   Untreated 11.5 2.9 11.2 20
   Implanted 3.3 1.9 1.6 3.3
Table 2.4: Wear rates of case-hardened steels before and after implantation of
oxygen ions, 100 m sliding distance [87]
(ion implantation conditions 5 x 10
17
 cm
-2
, 50 keV – 100 keV in case of AISI 52100; test conditions
in air at 30% or 80% relative humidity RH, 28 x 10
-3
 m.s
-1
)
Wear rate (10-16 m3.m-1)
Steel ball Tungsten carbide ball
30% RH 80% RH 30% RH 80% RH
AISI 52100
   Untreated 611 7.7 38 1.5
   Implanted 68 11.2 38 2.2
   Oxidised 1.1 0 0.8 0.8
AISI 321
   Untreated 1,400 72 4,000 32
   Implanted 215 72 2,000 16
   Oxidised 140 72 0 32
AISI 440B
   Untreated 98 9.1 42 42
   Implanted 33 0.2 84 42
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In comparison to standard pre-oxidation (Table 2.4), wear tended to be less, with the
exception of annealed AISI 52100, where the pre-oxidised samples produced superior
results, regardless of the levels of relative humidity.
Langguth et al. note also that implantation has been tried with a range of different ions,
including nitrogen, carbon and boron with varying degrees of success, though not to the
same degree of success as oxygen, as these alternatives do not promote wear track
oxidation.
2.5.5 Third Body Interaction in Relation to Compact Oxide Formation
In Section 2.4.3, a brief discussion was made of four mechanisms of particle behaviour at
the sliding interface, as proposed by Jiang et al. [53] – these included (1) rotation, (2)
skidding, (3) rolling and (4) adhesion / sintering affected rolling.   Jiang et al. observed
that the friction levels for mechanism (4) is highly dependent on the adhesion force
between particles in the sliding system.   While this adhesion force is weak, friction levels
for mechanism (4) are lower than that for mechanism (2), however, increasing this
adhesion force above a critical level results in a situation where the reverse is the case.
Skidding then becomes the dominant mechanism, with no relative movement between
neighbouring particles – an increase in adhesion force locks them in place.   A stable
compact layer can result and at higher temperatures, a wear resistant ‘glaze type’ layer is
possible (with the particles locked together, there is sufficient time for sintering).   Stott’s
later modification of this approach [54] (the inclusion of adhesion and sintering effects in
rotation, skidding and rolling mechanisms) better recognises the fact that adhesion and
sintering has a more general effect on the various particles making up the particle layer,
regardless of if they are entrapped or in relative motion.
Adhesive forces and sintering tend to take effect at more elevated temperatures and this is
demonstrated by experimental work carried out by Jiang et al. [70]  on  the  sliding  wear
of Nimonic 80A at 20, 150 and 250°C.   At 20°C, a thick layer of compacted, fine wear
debris was formed, with some evidence of solidification and sintering in some areas.
However, ultrasonic cleaning in acetone showed the layers formed to be still particulate in
nature.   There is a transition from metal-metal wear to contact between these primarily
oxide particle layers, at which point increases in contact resistance and decreases in levels
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of wear are coincident.   At 250°C, sintering becomes a significant factor and there is a
tendency to form smooth glaze layers on top of these compacted oxide layers.   The 150°C
case was intermediate, with some development of smooth load-bearing areas between the
particulate layers.   Removal of this more loosely compacted material by ultrasonic
cleaning in acetone left behind the more compacted debris, load-bearing areas.
The observations described above clearly indicate that temperature is a major driving force
for adhesion between particles and formation of load-bearing compacted debris layers.
This was demonstrated further [70] by the heating of samples that had undergone previous
sliding at 20°C, to 600°C for 90 minutes.   The compacted layers formed during the sliding
phase of the test became solidly sintered together as a result of the subsequent heating of
the samples.   The effect of a very small particle size would be to increase the available
surface energy, due to the resultant increase in relative surface area.   This would act to
drive the adhesion and sintering process and allow for observable sintering at temperatures
where sintering of larger particle sizes used in powder technology applications would not
be noticeable.   As adhesion itself is temperature dependent, increases in temperature due
to ambient or frictional heating would accelerate the adhesion and therefore the sintering
process.   The effect of temperature on adhesion follows an Arrhenius relationship [73],
analogous to that for oxidation (equation {2.30}):
oP RTQ
pp eAK
??
The layers that sintered together when the temperature was increased to 600°C were
subject to high thermal stresses (due to differences in thermal expansion coefficient) and
cracked on cooling partially as a result of this and also due to shrinkage from the sintering
process.
From experimental observations made, Jiang et al. proposed a descriptive model of the
sliding wear process [54, 71].   Figure 2.18 shows this diagrammatically, with possible
modifications to it for the reincorporation of debris for broken-down compacted oxide and
‘glaze’ layers:
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1. wear debris particles are generated, due to the relative movement of the metal
surfaces;
2. some are removed from the wear tracks to form loose wear particles;
3. others are retained within the wear track;
4. those retained are initially comminuted by repeated plastic deformation and fracture
while freely moving between the rubbing surfaces – as this occurs, such particles
can undergo partial or even complete oxidation, due to continued exposure of fresh
metallic surfaces during comminutation;
5. when fragmented to a small enough size, these particles are then agglomerated at
various  sites  on  the  wear  surfaces,  due  to  adhesion  forces  between  solid  surfaces
originating from surface energy, to form relatively stable compact layers.
This has two effects, viz:
i. Firstly, material loss is reduced by a material recycling effect of the wear debris
particles.   Material breaking away from the compacted debris may rejoin it.
ii. Secondly, due to heavy deformation and oxidation of the wear debris particles, the
layers formed are hard and wear-protective.
Two competitive processes then occur during subsequent sliding, i.e.:
a. The compacted layers are continually broken-down, the debris from which may
promote wear (though again, reincorporation may occur).
b. Continuing sintering and cold welding between particles within the layers, leading
to further consolidation.
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 Figure 2.18: ‘Modified’ version of Jiang’s diagrammatic representation of sliding
wear processes at various temperatures [71]
Relative movement of material surfaces
Generation of
wear debris particles
   Retained between      Removed from
   Rubbing surfaces      rubbing surfaces
      Partially removed
   Remain within the rubbing
   surfaces and undergo:
   Comminution and oxidation
   Agglomerated and compacted,
   giving compact layers
         Is T > Tc?
  Sintering:       Break-down
    chemical plus thermal       of the layers
   Glaze layers MORE PROTECTIVE
   Break-down   Wear
PROTECTIVE
‘Recycling’ or
reincorporation
No
Yes
The original diagrammatic representation does not contain any ‘feedback’ loops to
account for recycling of broken down glaze layers and debris.   A decision box is
inserted to describe what happens with the actual contact temperature ‘T’ in relation
to Jiang’s critical temperature ‘Tc’.   Also, what happens in the case of partial
retention, plus the formation of compact layers when there is no significant debris
retention, are not covered.   Suggested modifications are shown in red.
Compacted oxide
layers in absence of
debris retention?
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For the latter case to predominate, the temperature must be high enough to encourage the
sintering processes required to ensure a solid wear-protective layer forms on top of the
compacted particle layers before the layers are broken-down.   Jiang states that the
temperature must be above a critical or transition temperature for these glaze layers to
form.   The effects of this can be seen in the experimental work of Jiang et al. – at 20°C,
this critical temperature was not reached, thus the debris, although compaction was
observed,  did  not  sinter  to  form  a  ‘glaze’  layer.    At  250°C,  ‘glaze’  was  clearly  visible,
whilst at 150°C, closer to and possibly not too far above the transition temperature, more
limited sintering processes meant that whilst some ‘glaze’ areas formed, there were also
substantial areas of loose debris still present.
Also of note is the formation of compacted debris layers close to the centre of wear scars,
where debris retention would be at its greatest [72].   Away from the centre of the point of
contact, there would be more scope for removal of debris, by being pushed out from the
sides of the contact area.   Coverage by high resistance compacted layers was estimated to
be 20 to 50%, although this was reduced slightly by ultrasonic cleaning of the worn
sample, which removed some of the more loosely compacted layers.
Jiang estimated also that to cause a transition from severe to mild wear,  only 20% of the
surface needed to be covered by ‘glaze’-type layers, compared to a value of greater than
30% for non-glaze compacted layers, demonstrating that ‘glaze’ layers offer more physical
protection.
Jiang’s model is based on experimental work done on fretting wear systems and Rose [2]
questioned the applicability of Jiang’s model in a low debris retention system.   However,
Jiang does account for debris removal from the system leading to wear, as would occur in,
for example, higher speed unidirectional sliding.   Also, in Rose’s own ‘reciprocating-
block-on-rotating-cylinder’ experimental work (a higher speed unidirectional sliding
configuration), examples of debris retention with glaze and compacted layer formation do
occur (i.e. Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6), despite the more adverse sliding conditions.
But as Rose points out, there are examples where compacted oxide layers do form and
there is no significant third body debris retention [1,42], thus suggesting that Jiang’s model
requires further modification to account for this (some proposals are made in Figure 2.18).
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2.5.6 Quinn’s Oxidational Wear Model
Quinn [73] proposed a model for mild oxidative wear, stating that wear rate was dependent
upon the rate of formation of oxide films on the wear interface.   However, once a critical
thickness ? was reached, then the oxide layers would no longer be able to withstand the
forces acting tangentially on them and would fail and break away.   On combining Quinn’s
work with that of Archard [9], it has been shown that the critical thickness can be used to
relate the rate of wear to material oxidation rate, showing an increase in wear rate with
temperature.
In Archard’s wear equation {2.17}:
H
PLK
W a?  or W = KaAL ?????? ? HPA
W is the wear volume, P is the applied normal load and L is the total sliding distance (unit
sliding distance is assumed for the following derivation, making W the wear rate). Ka can
thus be regarded as the probability of a wear particle being generated in any given
encounter.   This being the case, then 1/Ka is the number of encounters required to produce
a wear particle.
In oxidational wear, a wear particle cannot be produced until the critical thickness for
mechanical stability ? is reached, thus 1/Ka is the number of encounters required to
generate an oxide layer of this thickness.   If t is the time required to grow the layer and ? is
the length of time of each encounter, then:
aK
t
?? {2.32}
If V is the sliding speed and d is the distance along which the sliding contact is maintained,
then:
V
d?? {2.33}
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and equation {2.32} can be modified to:
aVK
d
t ? {2.34}
In a given time period t,  the  growth  of  oxide  per  unit  area  will  be ?m.    As  oxidation  is
normally parabolic:
tKm p?? 2 {2.35}
where Kp is the parabolic rate constant.   If f is the mass fraction of oxide that is of oxygen
and ? is the oxide average density, then:
?m = f?? {2.36}
and:
f
2?2?2=Kpt {2.37}
Substituting {2.37} into {2.34} gives:
222 ??Vf dKK pa ? {2.38}
The rate constant can normally be calculated using an Arrhenius relationship, as described
by equation {2.30}:
oRTQp
pp eAK
??
where Ap is the Arrhenius constant, Qp is the activation energy (in this case for oxidation),
R is the gas constant and To is the absolute temperature of reaction.   Thus:
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222 ??Vf edAK oRTQppa ?? {2.39}
Substituting into Archard’s equation [9] gives a final expression for wear rate:
222 ??Vf edAAW oRTQpp ?? {2.40}
This expression relates directly to the oxidational properties of the materials, plus the
critical environmental variables affecting the wear process, such as temperature at the
interface at the time of contact and sliding speed relative to the opposing interface, as well
as the critical thickness of the oxide.   Quinn proposes that as the critical thickness of the
oxide can be measured microscopically [73] and with information on the static oxidation
properties of the wearing materials, wear rate prediction should be easily achieved.
It is to be noted, however, that the estimation of temperature at the wear interface is
extremely difficult and even more so when oxide is present at the wear interface.   On the
whole,  oxides are of much lower thermal conductivity that  the metal  on which they form
[16].   This will have the effect of slowing the flow of heat away from the wear interface
and  raising  the  temperature  above  what  may  be  expected.    As  the  alloys  used  were
iron-based [73], Quinn made use of the oxide produced to estimate the temperature of
oxidation – iron oxidises to certain oxides depending on the oxidation temperature [14].
Up to 200°C, iron oxidises to the trivalent state and Fe2O3 is produced.   Between 200 and
500°C, iron is oxidised to both the trivalent and bivalent states, giving the spinel structure,
Fe3O4.   Above 500°C, the bivalent state is dominant, giving the Wüstite structure, FeO
(though it is to be pointed out that iron is a prime example in which elevated temperature
oxidation can lead to the formation of multi-scale layers).
Another  complication  is  the  effect  of  the  state  of  the  surface  and  the  presence  of  defects
(i.e. dislocations and voids) in the material within the area of contact [14,88].   The wear
process has a very strong affect on the formation of these and increasing levels of defects
will also increase the value of the Arrhenius constant.   The effect of this is to increase the
rate of tribo-oxidation above that of static oxidation.
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The reasoning behind this [76, 88] is greater ‘activation’ of wear surfaces due to the wear
process, as a result of a higher level of dislocations at the surface of the deformed metal.
These dislocations act as sinks for metal ion ‘vacancies’ diffusing to the metal / oxide
interface, preventing the formation of pores at the interface [88].   In standard oxidation,
the presence of such pores is believed to inhibit ion diffusion through the oxide layer and
slow the rate of oxidation – oxides created during tribo-oxidation have been observed not
to have these pores, thus giving a possible reason for the more rapid oxidation observed.
The continued disruption of the oxide as it forms will also contribute to enhanced oxidation
during sliding wear [88] – the continued removal of oxide leads either to exposure of fresh
metal or a reduced thickness of oxide layer across which diffusion can logically more
easily occur.
The effects of flaws and grain boundaries are also important [88].   Cracks and grain
boundaries  in  the  outer  layers  of  the  forming  oxide  may act  as  routes  for  the  passage  of
oxygen ions and in the latter case, molecular oxygen species may be able to pass along the
more significant flaws in the oxide layer.   Where these flaws exist, it is the distance
between the flaw tips and the metal / oxide interface that is more important than the actual
overall thickness of the oxide layer (Figure 2.19).   The tendency will be for increased
oxidation rate due to such flaws.
The transfer of oxides between the wear surfaces also complicates matters, with transferred
material either adhering to the opposite interface (for example, the adherence of high level
nickel oxide to Stellite 6 as a sample material, when worn against Nimonic 80A at
0.654 m.s
1
 [2]) or the debris particles embedding themselves within the oxide layers of the
second wear surface.   Also, Quinn himself points out that oxidation will continue whilst
the surfaces are out of contact [74] and this is especially the case at elevated temperatures
where the materials would oxidise under static conditions without the effect of the action
of sliding.   Quinn’s original assumption was that oxidation only occurred at the elevated
temperatures resulting from asperity interaction.   Additionally, Quinn’s model assumes
continuous  tribological  contacts  are  maintained.    This  is  rarely  the  case  and  whilst  in  a
typical sliding test, for example ‘pin-on-disk’, continuous contact may be assumed for the
pin, at any given moment only a small proportion of the disk is in contact.   This is
discussed further in Section 2.5.6.1.
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Figure 2.19: Oxygen transport between oxide plateaux and cracks in the oxides [88]
Quinn’s oxidation model supposes that any oxygen species would have to diffuse right
from the surface of the oxide (B or B’) to the metal.   The presence of cracks and grain
boundaries act as points of ingress for oxygen ions and in the case of cracks,
molecular oxygen.   This means that the distance for diffusion is significantly less
where cracks in the outer layers of oxide are prevalent.   Diffusion need only take place
across the underlying oxide from the crack tips (C and C’) to the metal and thus the
rate of oxidation is greater.
The effects of variation in the nature of oxide scale are also not accounted for.   For
example, when iron undergoes oxidation at elevated temperatures (typically above 600°C),
it is possible for multi-scale layers to form, with Fe2O3 forming the outer layer, Fe3O4
forming a middle layer and FeO forming underneath at the metal / oxide interface.   This
will affect the diffusion of species through the oxide that enable any reaction to proceed.
With  iron,  the  outer  Fe2O3 containing layers will have a lower diffusivity than those
formed in contact with the metal (species can diffuse more readily through the Fe3O4 and
FeO making up the remaining oxide).   Wear further complicates this situation, as it is
extremely likely that the outer layers will fracture, thus increasing the overall rate of
oxidation.
2.5.6.1 Modification of Quinn’s Oxidational Wear Model for Discontinuous Contact
For Quinn’s model of mild oxidational wear to give an accurate assessment of wear in a
system, tribological contact must be maintained between the two contacting surfaces.
During ‘pin-on-disk’ wear, although this may be a near accurate description for the contact
state of the pin,  only a small  proportion of the wear track of the disk is in contact at  any
given time.   For example, Garcia et al. [77] observed that when balls of corundum were
Metal
Metal
Oxide
Oxide
C
B
B’
C’
Oxygen
Cracks or grain
boundaries
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slid against disks of TiN-coated steel, the wear rate of the disks was more greatly
influenced by contact frequency than sliding speed and the wear rate of the disks was
inversely proportional to contact frequency.   It was concluded that these results were not
consistent with the mild oxidational model of Quinn, leading to its modification to relate
wear rate to contact frequency.
For this modified model, it is assumed that 1/Ka contact events are required for ?, the
critical oxide thickness, to be achieved – this is the same as for Quinn’s model.   However,
in  this  case,  the  time  required  to  reach  this  critical  thickness  depends  on  the  contact
frequency F, which is the inverse of the elapsed time between two contacts at a given point
between the contacting surfaces - whilst this can clearly be related to sliding speed, the
frequency of contact can also be changed by varying the length of the wear track without
any need to vary sliding speed.   It is clear that each asperity is not going to make contact
each time the disk rotates, however, Garcia [77] comments that the probability of a contact
(and hence a wear particle being generated) is included in the statistical meaning of the
wear coefficient, Ka.
Therefore:
a
a
FKF
K
t
1
1 ?? {2.42}
The constant of proportionality Ka in Archard and Hirst’s model [9] is thus defined by:
222 ??Ff KK pa ? {2.43}
and once again substituting the rate constant, as defined by equation {2.28} gives:
222 ??FfeAK oRTQppa ?? {2.44}
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Substituting into Archard’s equation {2.17}:
H
PLK
W a?  or W = KaAL ?????? ? HPA
gives a final expression for wear rate (again as sliding distance L is assumed to be 1, then
the wear volume W can be taken to represent the wear rate), this time with the frequency of
contact events being the determining parameter for the input of energy for oxide growth,
rather than sliding speed:
222 ??Ff eAAW oRTQpp ?? {2.45}
Garcia et al. [77] reported that relating wear to contact frequency as an independent
parameter gave results of reduced scatter compared to the large spread of data frequently
encountered with sliding speed in literature.   However, Quinn’s model [73] is still valid
where a wear surface remains in continuous contact – the determining parameter in such
cases is the duration of each individual wear event at a given asperity and hence sliding
speed and asperity size are once again the determining parameters for the input energy for
oxide growth.
One criticism of Garcia’s modification [77] to Quinn’s model is in incorporating the
probability of a contact into Archard and Hirst’s [9] constant of proportionality Ka, which
is  effectively  the  probability  that  a  wear  particle  will  be  generated  on  any  given  contact.
For this to work it is necessary for a wear particle to be generated each time a contact is
made – this in itself is highly improbable.   However, the lower level of data scatter
achieved by Garcia’s discontinuous contact model, indicates that this alternative frequency
based approach provides a good approximation in circumstances where Quinn’s model is
not as effective in predicting rates of wear (i.e. where contact is not maintained).
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2.6 The Effects of Load and Sliding Speed
2.6.1 Early Work
Work by Lancaster [17] showed a transition from severe to mild wear when testing 60/40
brass against a tool steel (load 30N, at temperatures of 20, 300 and 400°C in air, also
300°C in O2), coupled with the oxidation of surface material preventing intermetallic
contact.   This work also demonstrated that this transition only occurred above a certain
critical temperature (influenced externally or by frictional heating) and that this
temperature could be influenced by variables such as load and speed.   Increased load had
the effect  of raising this temperature,  as a greater rate of oxidation had to be achieved to
prevent intermetallic contact (i.e. to prevent the penetration of metallic asperities through
the oxide layers).   Increasing sliding speed in the case of brass and tool steel had the effect
of decreasing this critical temperature, as although it was noted by Lancaster that the rate
of  oxidation  was  dependent  on  the  time  available  between  repeated  contacts  (in  other
words, inversely dependent on the sliding speed), the rate of oxidation increased as a direct
result of increased frictional heating at higher sliding speeds.
Lancaster also observed an intermediate range of severe wear, with mild wear observed at
low and high sliding speeds (Figure 2.20).   Increasing temperature was noted to reduce the
range of speeds over which this severe wear was observed – at 20°C, severe wear was
observed from 10
-4
 m.s
-1
to 10 m.s
-1
, reducing to between approximately 10
-3
 m.s
-1
 and
1 m.s
-1
 at 300°C, and approximately 10
-2
 m.s
-1
 and 0.5 m.s
-1
 at 400°C.   Testing in a pure
oxygen atmosphere rather than air at 300°C reduced the range further to between
approximately 5 x 10
-2
 m.s
-1
 and 0.4 m.s
-1
 –  the  effects  of  oxygen  availability  and  partial
pressure are discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.3.1.
Welsh [22, 23] carried out an extensive series of studies into the effects of hardness, load,
sliding speed and alloying elements on the wear process in various low carbon steels, using
a pin-on-rotating ring (cylinder) configuration, loads of up to 2 kg.f and speeds of up to
2.66 m.s
-1
.   On increasing sliding speed or applied load, two transitions were observed in
the wear process, firstly from mild wear at low speeds and loads to severe wear at
intermediate speeds or loads (T1), followed by a further transition from severe to mild wear
at much higher speeds or loads (T2).   Furthermore, it was noted that increasing the sliding
speed lowered the critical load at which these transitions occurred (Figure 2.21), with the
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lower transition being eliminated in some cases, leaving only the severe wear to mild wear
transition.   In extreme cases, these transitions could be lowered enough so as to be
eliminated from the experimental data – mild wear could be observed over the whole
range.   The variation in the upper transition from the intermediate severe wear back to
higher speed mild wear, was observed to be the more sensitive to sliding speed.
Figure 2.20: Variation in wear rate with sliding speed at 20, 300 and 400°C in air
and also 300°C in pure oxygen for ??  brass sliding against steel [17]
(Approximate sliding speed ranges for severe wear at each temperature given in italics)
Low speed, low load mild wear was attributed to the presence of loose oxide debris at the
sliding interface and intermediate severe wear being due to direct metal-to-metal wear.
The mild wear encountered at high speed and high load was attributed to hardening,
accompanied  by  the  development  of  an  adherent  oxide  film,  as  a  result  of  frictional
heating.   The hardening came about as a result of the low carbon steels undergoing phase
changes, due to high localised temperatures around points of contact being sufficient to
produce a transformation to austenite, followed by rapid cooling by conduction of heat into
the bulk metal producing a structure at the surface not too dissimilar to martensite.   Welsh
uses the term ‘self induced quench hardening’ to describe this.
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Figure 2.21: Effect of sliding speed on wear rate / load – 0.52% carbon steel [22]
(a) 1.00  m.s
-1
 to 2.66 m.s
-1
 (? – 1.00  m.s-1; ? – 1.33  m.s-1; ? – 2.00  m.s-1;? – 2.66  m.s-1)
(b) 0.17  m.s
-1
 to 1.00 m.s
-1
(? – 0.017  m.s-1; ? – 0.067  m.s-1; ? – 0.33  m.s-1;? – 0.66  m.s-1; ? – 1.00  m.s-1)
T1 Transition from low speed, low load mild wear to severe wear
T2 Transition from severe wear to high speed, high load mild wear
(Arrows show movement of transitions with increasing sliding speed)
A critical hardness had to be exceeded by these phase changes for mild wear to be
re-established under high speed, high load conditions – the transition back from severe
wear to mild wear is in fact a two part transition, with T2 referring to the point where
sufficient phase hardening occurs to suppress severe wear without the intervention of an
oxide  film  (the  development  of  which  further  acts  to  protect  the  wear  surface)  and  a T3
transition approximately matching the point where permanent phase change hardening
occurs.   The term ‘mild wear’ again here, can be considered a misnomer, as Welsh himself
states that at loads and speeds slightly above the observed ranges of conditions, due to
increased thermal softening, pin wear rate increases dramatically with large scale transfer
of material from the pin to the ring.
Increasing
speed
Increasing
speed
T1 T1
T2 T2
(a) (b)
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Subramanian  [28]  conducted  a  series  of  sliding  tests  of  an  Al-12.3  wt.  % Si  alloy  in  pin
form against various rotating ‘ring’ counterfaces, including mild steel in the rolled
condition, quenched and tempered die steel and copper with varying levels of aluminium,
during which the sliding speed was increased at various times.   The wear rate of the
Al-12.3 wt. % Si alloy pin (Figure 2.22) decreased with increased sliding speed up to a
critical value of usually 1 m.s
-1
, regardless of counterface material or applied pressure
used.   Further increases in speed above this critical value led to progressive increases in
wear.
Subramanian explains the decrease in wear with increasing sliding speed due to increasing
strain rates and due to increased hardness and flow strength of the wear surface.   The true
area of contact is thus reduced and with a lower level of contacts between the wearing
surfaces, a lower wear rate results.   In competition with this is the effect of increased
temperature due to frictional heating (which was observed to occur), softening the material
at the wear interface.   This results in an increase in the true area of contact and thus an
increase  in  the  wear  rate.    Subramanian  does  not  go  into  detail  with  his  reasoning,
however, the softening of the material must allow for deformation and ‘spreading’ of
asperities and also increased contact at other points due to this.   Also, no explanation is
offered for absence of transitions and the continued decrease in wear rates of Cu-7.5% Al
or die steel at an applied pressure of 0.5 MPa.
Changes in wear mechanism were observed with Subramanian’s ‘1 m.s
-1
’ transition, with
equiaxed particles produced below this critical or ‘transition’ speed, compaction of these
particles and delamination of the compacted particles around the transition speed and
delamination or plastically deformed material above this.   It is not stated whether the
particles produced at any particular speed are metallic or oxide.
The critical speed was observed to be dependent on counterface material and a higher
transition was noted for harder, more thermally conductive alloys.   Reduced mutual
solubility also led to a higher transition speed.
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Figure 2.22: Effect of sliding speed on wear rate of Al-12.3 wt. % Si versus various
counterface materials
   (a) Cu, Cu-4.6 wt. % Al and Cu-7.5 wt% Al counterfaces, applied pressure 0.1 MPa
   (b) Mild steel, die steel and partially stabilised zircona counterfaces, applied pressure 0.1 MPa
   (c) Cu, Cu-4.6 wt. % Al and Cu-7.5 wt% Al counterfaces, applied pressure 0.5 MPa
   (d) Mild steel, die steel and partially stabilised zircona counterfaces, applied pressure 0.5 MPa
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Welsh [22,23] discusses the existence of lower limits of load and speed, marking the
transition from mild to severe wear and also an upper limit, marking the transition back to
mild  wear.    So  [90]  on  the  other  hand  only  discusses  a  single  limit  or  critical  value  for
both load and speed for the transition from mild wear at low speeds and loads, to severe
wear  at  high  speeds  and  loads.    Comparison  with  the  work  of  Welsh  would  make  So’s
transition equivalent to the lower transition, with no mention of an upper transition despite
the use of higher sliding speeds.   So quotes values of 400°C and 5 MPa contact pressure as
being limiting conditions for mild wear for many steels.   In one test of note, a high carbon
steel sample underwent a mild-to-severe wear transition at a contact pressure of 4.43 MPa,
on raising the sliding speed from 3 to 4 m.s
-1
.   A Stellite sample remained in the mild wear
state at a contact pressure of 8.85 MPa (just under twice as much pressure) under similar
conditions.   As So used a pin-on-disk configuration, compared to the
pin-on-rotating-cylinder configuration of Welsh, this may account for the differences in
results – the pin-on-disk configuration may not have generated sufficiently severe
conditions for the upper transition to occur.
The complexity of the situation is made apparent in Lim’s review of wear maps [91],
where it can be seen that the effects of the load and sliding speed parameters can give
different apparent results, depending on the experimental parameters used (Figure 2.23).
If reference is made to Figure 2.23, it can be seen that if a relatively high fixed load
(referred to as a normalised pressure by Lim) is used with increasing sliding speed, a
transition from severe-to-mild wear is observed (Welsh [22]).   At lower loads, more
complex forms may result from increasing sliding speeds to much higher values (Archard
[13] and Welsh [22]).   Similarly, if speed is fixed at an arbitrarily low value, increasing
load may see a switch from mild to severe wear (Ward [91]) or at a higher fixed value of
speed may give a more complex curve once again (Welsh [22]).   The start and end
parameters  may  also  affect  the  final  result  –  the  complexity  of  what  happens  when  two
surfaces are worn against each other has led to a variety of apparently contradictory results.
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Figure 2.23: Wear transition map for steels showing regions of mild and severe wear
– sliding conditions corresponding to different types of wear transitions
observed are also indicated [91]
Lim [91],  Childs  [92]  and  others  attempted  to  resolve  this  by  the  use  of  wear  maps,  the
objective being to allow for the prediction of what will happen under certain conditions of
load and sliding speed – as can be seen from Figure 2.23, the possible outcomes depending
on the values of these two parameters alone can make prediction difficult even just for
room temperature wear.   Wear maps need not necessarily be for just speed and load, with
Kato and Hokkirigawa [93] opting for an abrasive wear map, using ‘degree of penetration
(of asperities)’ and ‘shear strength at the contact interface’ as the key parameters.
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Most load and sliding speed work to date has concentrated on what happens at room
temperature, with little work at elevated temperature.   One quotable example is the work
of Rose [2], where a series of experiments was conducted at 750°C with loads varying
between 7 and 25 N, during which an apparent transition from mild-to-severe wear was
noted at 15 N, when Nimonic 80A was worn against Incoloy 800HT.   Also when
Incoloy MA956 was worn against Stellite 6 or Incoloy 800HT, at 25 N, the glaze layer
formed on the Incoloy MA956 was beginning to show signs of breaking away.
2.6.2 Wear of Cobalt-Based Alloys
Amongst the most comprehensive work carried out on the sliding wear of cobalt was that
by Buckley [94], who compared the sliding wear in vacuum of cobalt with that of copper.
Lower  friction  and  adhesion  levels  were  noted  for  the  cobalt  –  this  was  attributed  to  its
hexagonal close-packed structure, compared to the copper’s face-centred cubic structure.
During sliding, friction with cobalt was noted to remain at a low, steady value, whilst that
of  copper  was  observed  to  rise  with  increased  sliding  distance.    A  similar  pattern  was
noted in the values of adhesion measured before and after testing.
When cobalt was tested at above 300°C, friction and adhesion values were observed to
rise, with complete welding at 450°C.   This was attributed to phase changes within the
cobalt with increasing temperature from hexagonal close-packed to face-centred cubic.
This is lower than the quoted value of 417°C for cobalt [94, 95], which Buckley attributed
to frictional heating due to increased sliding speeds used during testing.
The differences between the sliding behaviour of metals in hexagonal close-packed phase
and face-centred cubic phase were attributed to the greater number of active slip systems
available  in  the  latter  structure.    There  are  twelve  primary  slip  systems within  a  typical
face-centred cubic metal (4 slip planes each with three slip directions), which are all
crystallographically similar.   By comparison, there are only three primary slip systems in
cobalt,  these  being  based  on  the  basal  plane  with  the  highest  atomic  density  (i.e.  1  slip
plane  with  3  slip  directions).    Cross  slip  is  also  more  difficult,  as  with  hexagonal
close-packed structures such as cobalt, screw dislocations are required to move out of the
primary basal glide plane onto planes that unlike face-centred cubic structures, are
crystallographically different.   Hexagonal close-packed materials are thus less deformable.
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In addition, recrystallisation under more extreme conditions (e.g. temperature, load) and
alignment of this basal plane in grains at the sliding surface allow for regions of extended
easy glide and thus less force should be required for localised fracture than for face-centred
cubic structures.   This leads to reduced shear being needed to overcome junction
formation  during  sliding,  hence  observed  values  of  friction  and  adhesion  are  also  lower.
With face-centred cubic metals, strain of adhered or welded junctions will result in
increased shear stress, due to work hardening.   This work hardening is a result of the
interaction of slip plane and slip plane dislocations forming barriers to other dislocation
slip plane movement and thus a greater stress is needed to overcome these barriers.
Buckley [94] also observed that because of the extremely low coefficient of friction during
the  sliding  of  cobalt,  the  formation  of  oxides  on  the  sliding  surfaces  did  not  necessarily
reduce friction values and increases in friction could actually be observed.
Stott, Stevenson and Wood [96] observed the formation of compacted oxide layers during
like-on-like fretting wear tests of cobalt-based Stellite 31 between room temperature and
800°C (293 K to 1,074 K).   The formation of these oxides was by a similar route to that
observed for iron-based and nickel-based alloys, with alloying components present in the
oxides to roughly the same proportions as the original alloy.
At temperatures between room temperature and 300°C, Stellite 31 undergoes a much lower
level of wear compared to various nickel- and iron-based alloys, which Stott also attributes
to the lower number of slip planes in the hexagonal close-packed structure of cobalt.   Stott
specifies an initial period of low wear for up to an hour, followed by the production of
bright, rough metallic wear scars showing characteristics of abrasion and evidence of
material transfer.   This he attributes to a probable change in phase from hexagonal
close-packed to face-centred cubic and thus a loss in wear resistance.   Later, the bright
worn surface is lost with increasing amounts of oxide being produced, although the
load-bearing areas remain metallic.
Both the ‘phase changes’ and oxide production have been attributed to temperature
increases at the wear interface.   However, the phase transformation temperature of cobalt
is at 417°C – Stellite 31 contains 26% chromium, which has the effect of significantly
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raising the hexagonal close-packed to face-centred cubic transition temperature – Stott
himself states that 20% Cr will raise the transition temperature to 1,120K or 847°C
(expressing uncertainty as to the effects of the other alloying components).   This suggests
a far greater influence due to frictional heating and localised flash temperatures due to
asperity interactions – for a phase change to readily happen, the temperature at the
immediate interface would have to reach 500°C above ambient.   As a fretting wear
combination is used, it is difficult to see how this could occur.
However, the level of alteration of temperature for any phase transitions will also depend
on  the  effects  of  other  alloying  components  on  cobalt-based  alloys.    As  already  stated,
chromium will raise the transition temperature quite dramatically.   Other references
[94,97] suggest that tungsten and molybdenum will also raise this transition, whilst nickel
and iron will have the effect of stabilising the higher temperature face-centred cubic
structure and suppressing this transition.   It may be that the presence of nickel to 10.5%
and iron to 2% may be sufficient to retard the effect of the chromium and 7.5% tungsten to
a much lower level.   Thus a much smaller increment in temperature due to frictional
heating and flash temperatures may be needed to effect any phase transition and Stott’s
conclusion that the damage observed can be attributed to phase changes and thus a
reduction in resistance to deformation, may indeed be valid.
At elevated temperatures, Stott [96] observed that compacted oxide formation was not
accompanied by any falls in friction that were observed during similar experimentation
with nickel-based alloys.   With friction levels already low due to the hexagonal
close-packed structure, it is simply a case of there being no significant difference between
the  friction  levels  before  and  after  the  elimination  of  metallic  contact  by  the  higher
temperature glaze formation.   Also, it is likely that glaze formation occurred before any
transition from a hexagonal close-packed to a face-centred cubic structure could have a
significant effect on the wear process.
2.6.2.1 The Effect of Load and Sliding Speed – Stellite 6
Following on from So’s previously discussed work (Section 2.6.1) with a Stellite material
[90], So et al. went on to test Stellite 6 clad mild steel against AISI 4140 and 4340 steels in
the martensitic phase, first as the pin material (4.75 mm in diameter) then the disk material
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[98].   Measured hardness values were 580 VHN for the Stellite 6 layer and 750 VHN for
the  steels,  rising  to  970  VHN  after  an  unspecified  heat  treatment  followed  by  water
quenching, with test loads of up to 156.8 N and sliding speeds of up to 4 m.s
-1
 used.   After
sliding for up to 10,000 m, the Stellite 6 layer was observed to be mostly covered by an
oxide layer, consisting of W3O, CrO and Co2O3.   Where this oxide layer spalled, a new
oxide film was observed to readily replace it.   This applied for all combinations of loads
(19.6, 39.2, 78.4 and 156.8 N) and sliding speeds (1, 2, 3 and 4 m.s
-1
), with the exception
of the most severe tested combination, 156.8 N and 4 m.s
-1
, when severe wear was
observed for the Stellite 6 as the pin material.   The experimental data obtained from these
tests are presented in Figure 2.24.
Figure 2.24: Variation in wear rate (W) with sliding speed (a) and load (b) for the
rubbing of laser-clad Stellite 6 pins with AISI 4340 steel disks [98]
The steels underwent increased wear compared to the Stellite 6, despite being of much
greater hardness and So et al. concluded that the oxide layer formed on the Stellite 6 must
be tougher than that formed on the steels.   When used as a disk material, only a thin layer
of oxide material was formed on the AISI 4340, compared to the thicker layer formed on
the Stellite 6 – the wear rate of the steel was seven times that of the Stellite 6 laser-clad
pin.   As the pin material, severe wear was observed with the AISI 4140 steel, the rate of
wear being 10 times higher than the Stellite 6 laser-clad disk.   For all but the highest load,
the wear rate of the Stellite 6 as the pin material actually decreased when the sliding speed
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was increased from 1 to 2 m.s
-1
, with only a slight increase at intermediate loads on raising
the sliding speed to 4 m.s
-1
 (Figure 2.24).   At the lowest load used, the decrease in wear
continued up to 4 m.s
-1
.
The increasing wear rate for specimens under 156.8 N load was ascribed to softening of
material due to the higher flash temperatures encountered, especially at higher sliding
speed.   The higher flash temperatures also led to changes in the observed oxide phases that
formed on the respective wear surfaces, with a shift from Fe2O3 to FeO on the steels and
from  W3O, through Co2O3, CrO, Cr2O3 to Cr5O12 on the laser-clad Stellite 6 layer with
increasing temperature – this was accompanied with a reduction in friction.   So does not
offer an explanation for the change in oxide with temperature, though as with the oxidation
of iron (Section 2.5.6), it appears that this can be attributed to changes in oxidation state of
the chromium in Stellite 6, with preferential oxidation of tungsten and cobalt respectively
at lower temperatures.   It is curious to note here, that in the work of Wood [1] and Rose
[2], that no such shift was observed with Stellite 6, with Cr2O3, Co3O4 or a combined oxide
of the two being consistently observed from XRD results.   No evidence of tungsten phases
was found, although this could be attributed to the sensitivity of the measurement and
characterisation equipment.
Also of note was the fact that the oxide layers formed in So’s work, were more reminiscent
of those created at higher ambient temperature in the work of Wood and Rose (510°C
plus), indicating extremely high temperatures at the point of contact and So’s
measurements indicate a rapid rise in temperature with increasing load and speed (speed
having less of an effect than load).   So comments that under the most severe conditions
(156.8 N and 4 m.s
-1
), the mean surface temperature at the point of contact reaches over
700°C and because of this, wear becomes severe due to softening.   This may be more to
do with the load and speed conditions rather than the temperature (even accounting for
phase transitions), as Wood and Rose both tested Incoloy MA956 and Nimonic 80A
against Stellite 6 at an ambient temperature of 750°C, with oxide layers being obtained in
both cases on the Stellite 6 counterface.
This implies that So has underestimated the temperature at the sliding interface in this case.
The softening may again be attributable to phase changes from hexagonal close-packed to
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face-centred cubic.   In the case of Stellite 6, there are far fewer alloying additions to offset
the effects of chromium (present to 27%) and tungsten (present to 5%) on this transition.
Figure 2.25 shows a binary phase diagram for the cobalt-chromium system [95], with the
transition between the two phases for 27% chromium between approximately 880°C and
900°C.   This is up to 200°C higher than So’s 700°C estimate.
Figure 2.25: Binary phase diagram for cobalt and chromium, showing the transition
temperature for 27% chromium [95]
(* - HCP cobalt is commonly referred to as ‘?’-phase on other phase diagrams.)
Crook and Li [99] carried out a comparative ‘like-on-like’ sliding study of Stellite 6 and a
number of other hard-facing alloys of varying cobalt content, including Stellite 1 (with
Face-centred
cubic
(‘?’-phase)
Hexagonal
close-packed
(‘?’-phase*)
900°C
880°C
27% Cr
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higher levels of carbon, chromium and tungsten than Stellite 6), Stellite 2006 (a 33%
cobalt-iron-chromium alloy), Haynes No. 716 (a nickel-iron-chromium alloy with 11%
cobalt) and Haynes No. 6 (a nickel-chromium alloy with no cobalt).   They observed that in
general, the higher the cobalt content, the better was the resistance to metal-metal wear up
to 750°C.   Where no cobalt was present within the alloy, wear rates were observed to be
higher.   Above this temperature (at 1,000°C), all alloys examined exhibited low wear with
a protective oxide layer forming across the wear surface.   Increases in wear were observed
for all combinations with increased contact pressure, though at high load, increases became
less severe for cobalt-chromium and cobalt-iron-chromium alloys.   Of particular note is
the response to increasing the sliding speed by an order of ten from the 7.06 x 10
-4
 m.s
-1
used for all their other tests, to 7.88 x 10
-3
 m.s
-1
, carried out at 500°C and 20.69 MPa.   For
the high cobalt-chromium alloys including Stellite 1 and Stellite 6, there was a slight
decrease in the observed wear rate.   Where cobalt levels were low or non-existent, the
converse was true and increases in wear were observed.
Crook and  Li  [99]  attributed  the  superior  wear  resistance  of  the  cobalt-chromium alloys,
firstly to the superior galling resistance and secondly to the tendency of alloys when in the
face-centred cubic form, to undergo phase changes and become hexagonal close-packed,
which  as  discussed  earlier  is  less  prone  to  deformation,  due  to  a  smaller  number  of
available slip planes.   Conversely, they point out that high nickel alloys have a poor
galling resistance, yet specifically quote the work of Stott et al. [59, 60, 62] as examples of
nickel-chromium alloys in particular exhibiting low levels of wear and developing glaze
during the wear process at high temperature.
In both experimental programmes, a low amplitude ‘button-on-disk’ system suitable for
fretting wear studies was used.   However, Stott et al. concentrated solely on one material
(Nimonic  80A),  whereas  Crook  and  Li’s  comparative  work  on  a  range  of  alloys  showed
that although wear was still low for nickel-chromium alloys, the wear levels were inferior
to cobalt-containing alloys.   In both cases, it is not possible to say that in an extreme high
wear environment (e.g. high speed, high load) that similar observations of low wear would
be made.   In the case of Stellite 6, So’s work [98] does indicate continued low wear under
moderately high speed, high load uni-directional sliding wear (up to 156.8 N and 4 m.s
-1
,
with frictional temperatures of up to 700°C generated), however, if the work of Wood [1]
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and Rose [2] are considered, high levels of wear are observed with Nimonic 80A at
elevated temperature (750°C, 0.654 m.s
-1
, 7N, 9,418 m sliding distance) when undergoing
uni-directional wear against a Stellite 6 counterface.   Even in a like-on-like situation [2],
wear properties of Nimonic 80A are inferior to those of Stellite 6.
2.6.2.2 The Presence of Carbides in Stellite 6
In both the work of Stott [96] and So [90], no mention was made of the effect of the grain
boundary carbides that would have formed with both Stellite 31 and especially Stellite 6,
carbon being present to 0.5% and 1.1% respectively.   This carbon combines with
chromium to form a chromium carbide phase at the grain boundaries – in Stellite alloys,
these are of the form M7C3 and M23C6 [98].
Although not discussed at the time, the carbides can be seen on the following
cross-sectional EDX (Energy Dispersive X-Ray) map taken from the work of Rose [2]
(Figure 2.26), for the reversal of sample and counterface for ‘Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6’ (also evident for ‘Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6’ – not shown here [2]).
Although carbon itself is not detectable by EDX without light element analysis or WDS
(Wave Dispersive Spectroscopy), the use of backscatter and the changes in distribution of
cobalt and chromium in the substrate are effective tools for their identification.
The presence of these hard, difficult-to-deform carbides may have had a number of effects
on both sets of experimental work.   Firstly, they may have further inhibited deformation of
the mainly cobalt matrix during sliding wear, over and above the effect expected from the
hexagonal close-packed structure, blocking the operation of the fewer slip planes present.
Secondly, the removal of material from the Stellite alloys may have released some of these
carbides into the sliding interface, increasing the levels of wear observed due to increased
abrasion effects.   The enhanced wear of the AISI 4140 and 4340 steels, when worn against
Stellite 6 clad mild steel in So’s work [98] may have in addition been partially attributable
to this.
There is also the possibility that the carbides (up to 30µm in size) within the Stellite 6 may
affect the formation of glaze (only a few µm thick) on wear surfaces as the Stellite 6 is
worn down and the carbides are exposed – this is discussed in more detail in Section 2.7.
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Figure 2.26: Identification of grain boundary carbides by changes in distribution of
cobalt and chromium in the Stellite 6 substrate
(0.654 m.s
-1
 /  9,418 m, 750°C, 7N – Stellite 6 sample slid against Nimonic 80A counterface [2])
2.7 Effect of a Second Phase on Wear
The role of second phases in the wear process is one area often neglected in wear studies.
In the vast majority of studies, experimentation has concentrated only on single-phase
alloys.    However,  second  phases  are  used  in  many  alloys  for  various  reasons,  notably
including enhancement of strength and creep resistance, especially in high temperature
systems where the properties of the metallic matrix can become less robust.
During the wear process, where second phases are harder than the matrix material, it is not
sufficient  to  assume that  their  presence  will  have  no  effect  on  the  wear  process  and  that
they will simply be ‘worn way’ with the matrix as sliding proceeds (this only occurring if
the second phase is of similar or lesser hardness).   Vardavoulias [100] conducted a series
of studies on a number of steels,  into which via a powder metallurgy route,  hard ceramic
phases of different sizes were introduced – these included titanium carbide (modified to a
much finer carbonitride phase by nitrogen annealing), copper phosphide and alumina.   It is
assumed in the following that the substrate metal is being oxidised and is thus the main
source of supply for the compacted oxide or oxide debris and thus, the oxide / metal
interface is effectively moving into the metal.
Micrograph (backscatter)         Co                                           O
  Grain boundary
            carbides
Cr                                             W                                            Ni
                                                                                                          Ni (with O) at surface only,
                                                                                                          due to limited material transfer
                                                                                                          from Nimonic 80A counterface
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If the sizes of the particles forming the second phase are less than the critical oxide
thickness (‘?’ from Quinn’s oxidational wear theory [73]), then the second phase particles
pass into the oxide layer as the metal oxidises.   As their diameter is less than the critical
thickness, they may not protrude above the surface of the oxide layer and thus cannot
directly protect the matrix or impinge on the counterface material.   The second phase
particles are lost as the oxide layer breaks up at critical thickness to form debris.   The only
contribution may be to enhance the load-carrying capacity of the metallic matrix in
supporting the oxide film.
Where the second phase particle size is only slightly greater than the critical oxide
thickness (between ? and 3?), there is a transition in the wear mechanism – this is referred
to as the ‘first stage’.   Whilst a small quantity of the second phase may be removed with
the oxide, as the oxide breaks up, most will remain embedded in the substrate or matrix.
These particles protrude above the nominal surface of the interface and the counterface
will slide over them.   This continues until the oxide layer can reform and during this stage
of wear, the matrix cannot influence the wear process – this is the ‘second stage’.
The mechanical properties of the second phase influence what happens next during the
‘second stage’.   If the second phase particles are able to resist the sliding action and thus
wear of these particles is low, then the matrix will be protected for a prolonged period and
the ‘second stage’ will be extended.   Enhanced wear of the counterface material by
abrasion may occur at this stage.   If they are not able to resist the sliding process and fail
under the load from the counterface, then contact between matrix and counterface is
quickly restored and the ‘first stage’ of wear will repeat itself.   A further possibility is the
detachment of the second phase particles as the oxide breaks up, with the presence of these
particles as loose debris at the interface acting as third body abrasives – this occurs where
cohesion between the matrix and the second phase is poor.
If the mean particle size is much greater than the critical oxide thickness, the particles
show increased efficiency in providing oxidational wear protection to the material subject
to  wear.    After  break  up  of  the  oxide  layer  (end  of  the  ‘first  stage’),  the  harder  second
phase particles remain embedded in the matrix.   Again, the main interaction is between the
second phase particles and the counterface and it is this process, which controls the wear
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mechanism – the matrix plays no direct part.   The majority of the second phase particle is
surrounded by the matrix, thus break up is more difficult and detachment is almost
impossible.   Whilst this means that the matrix is well protected against wear, the
counterface may undergo high rates of wear and thus becomes the main source of debris.
The inference is here, that the first stage cannot resume until these larger particles have
been  worn  near  to  the  level  of  the  rest  of  the  sample  surface  and  as  other  second  phase
particles  will  continue  to  be  exposed  elsewhere  on  the  surface,  first  stage  wear  with  the
formation of a protective oxide layer cannot readily happen and severe wear will continue.
The four alloys in the current study are examples, viz:
1. Incoloy MA956 is an oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloy in a body-centred
cubic matrix of iron, chromium and some aluminium.   The dispersoids [101] have
been shown to consist of mixed yttrium and aluminium oxides in monoclinic
(3Y2O3.5Al2O3) and tetragonal (2Y2O3.Al2O3) form, measured in this case as
having diameters between 3 nm and 60 nm, the mean diameter being 9 nm.
Elsewhere [103], an average diameter of 24 nm is quoted.
2. Nimonic 80A contains what is termed the ?` phase, normally very fine precipitates
of the intermetallic Ni3AlTi in a face-centred cubic matrix.   The size of these
precipitates can vary with heat treatment, with Fujita et. al [102] demonstrating an
increase in size from 30 nm after 24 hours at 720°C to 125 nm after the same
period at 875°C with Nimonic 80A.   Precipitation can also occur on the grain
boundaries [101], with precipitates apparent in the work of Fujita et. al [102] of up
to 700 nm.
3. As already discussed, Stellite 6 consists of chromium carbides of the form M7C3
and  M23C6 [97] in what is normally a cobalt-chromium hexagonal close-packed
matrix.   These should also form fine precipitates, however, grain boundary
precipitates are observable in Figure 2.26, up to 30 µm across.
4. The Incoloy 800HT matrix [105] also contains a fine dispersion of titanium
nitrides, titanium carbides and chromium carbides of between 1 µm and 3 µm in
size, in an austenitic face-centred cubic matrix.   These are very few in number and
concentration.
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Glaze layers at most are only a few microns thick, however, with Incoloy MA956
and Nimonic 80A, comparisons with the studies of Vardavoulias [100] indicates that the
second phase in each case is too small to affect the glaze forming process.   However, if the
greatly enlarged grain boundary carbide precipitates (up to 30 µm across) are forming
within the Stellite 6, then any material worn against the Stellite 6 should show poor relative
wear properties.   The work of Wood [1] and Rose [2] has given mixed results in this
respect, with Incoloy MA956 readily forming a glaze layer and Nimonic 80A showing
high levels of wear.   The size of the carbide precipitates in Incoloy 800HT suggests it is
borderline  whether  or  not  their  presence  will  have  any  effect  on  glaze  formation  –  their
scarcity  may  limit  any  effect  they  may  have.    The  continued  formation  of  glaze  on  the
sliding wear of either Incoloy MA956 or Nimonic 80A against Incoloy 800HT at and
above 630°C [2] suggests no significant effect on glaze formation.   The same applies for
the like-on-like sliding of Incoloy 800HT at 750°C [2] – Rose’s friction data in each case
show no sudden increases indicating a large-scale failure of the glaze layer.
2.8 Material Transfer and Mechanical Alloying
Transfer of materials between wear surfaces is well reported in the literature and one clear
example in previous work in AMRI is that reported by Rose [2], where Incoloy 800HT
counterface material was transferred to the surfaces of Nimonic 80A samples at 270°C and
510°C.
Kerridge and Lancaster [106] reported, from tests using radioactive brass pins against hard
steel  rings,  that  the  rate  of  transfer  was  equal  to  the  rate  of  pin  wear  and  that  the  wear
debris was sourced from the transfer layer and not from the pin directly.   Agglomeration
was noted due to patches of transferred material on the ring surface being larger than
individual transfer particles and the transfer particles were similar in size to the real areas
of contact, thus the actual numbers of contacts was relatively small.   The contact areas
would be at the peaks of a small number of larger asperities, resulting from agglomeration
of transfer particles on the wear surface.
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Sawa and  Rigney  [107]  studied  the  sliding  of  dual  phase  steels  in  air  and  under  vacuum
conditions, both self-mated and against molybdenum.   A three-stage process was mapped
out:
1. The first stage involved smooth sliding with low friction.   Towards the end of the
first stage, some fluctuations were noted – these were associated with discrete
transfer  events.    These  events  indicated  that  larger  scale  transfer  was  about  to
occur.
2. The beginning of the second stage was indicated by a large increase in friction,
followed by a gradual decrease, but with fluctuations still greater than for the initial
stage.   This marked the beginning of larger scale transfer and mixing.
3. Friction levels eventually approached an intermediate level with only moderate
fluctuations.   This indicated stage 3, with continuing mixing and transfer.
Sawa and Rigney [107] commented that spreading of transfer material and mixing with
base material occurred during stages 2 and 3 (apparently neglecting the discrete transfer
events during stage 1).   The major transfer event at the beginning of stage 2 marked the
start of this larger scale transfer, with the system only able to tolerate a certain critical
amount of transfer before this major change occurred.
If it is considered that material transfer can occur due to debris from one surface attaching
itself to the other, if debris is being generated by both interfaces, and that this debris is of a
fine size, then a process similar to mechanical alloying via powder metallurgy methods is
therefore possible.   Where an alloy is produced deliberately via this route, in simple terms,
the constituent parts are mixed in powder form in the proportions required in the final
alloy.   The powder is milled down and then sintered in the required shape [107,109].
Analogies  can  be  seen  with  this  in  the  sliding  wear  process,  with  the  sliding  surfaces
providing the ‘milling’ action on the newly produced debris.   Assuming atmospheric
interaction to be minimal, these particles may adhere to one another and to the wear
surfaces, producing a mechanically mixed layer.   However, there are obvious differences
between the two
Firstly, the proportions of material are not controlled and thus the mechanically mixed
layer produced may be any proportion between the two.   Although a 1:1 ratio is possible
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for  some  combinations  [35],  a  bias  one  way  or  the  other  is  also  likely  –  for  example,
copper worn against various steels [110] has been observed to produce a mostly copper
nano-crystalline material with a relatively small number of iron crystals mechanically
mixed  in.    The  geometry  of  the  wear  arrangement  may have  a  strong  influence  on  this,
with for example pin-on-disk configurations favouring transfer to the disk, in cases where
hardness values are similar.  Secondly, there is no control over the mixing process and
therefore the composition of the mechanically mixed layer may vary over relatively short
distances.    It  is  possible  for  all  stages  of  the  process  to  occur  simultaneously  [35],  thus
some debris may have structures consistent with the early stages of the wear process when
mixing is still incomplete.   This mixture of compositions will also be detected in the
debris produced from the mechanically mixed layer (which are limited in size to the
thickness of this layer).
Chen [110] examined transfer under vacuum conditions for a number of simple metallic
combinations.   Initial ‘transfer events’ were demonstrated to involve discrete fragments of
1 to 30 µm, these appearing after only a few millimetres of sliding.   A lamellar structure
was  noted  in  the  transfer  debris,  which  would  shear  in  the  direction  of  sliding.    Further
work with copper and aluminium by Rigney [37] indicated a lamellar thickness of 0.3 µm
(noted in Section 2.3.2.3 on ‘Delamination and Fatigue Wear’), about the same thickness
as the deformation subgrain structure adjacent to the surface – Rigney notes that it seems
that the substructure developing during plastic deformation provides sufficient
heterogeneity to allow shear instability, this forming part of the transfer process.   The use
of TEM allowed a much finer nano-crystalline substructure to be seen.
Rigney [37] further comments that transfer can be in either direction, although transfer in
one direction may dominate – this will depend on the respective materials forming the
wear pair.   It is also commented that the transfer material tends to be patchy and
continuous film on the surface rarely forms – high wear with fluctuating friction or smooth
sliding with low wear may result.
2.9 Nano-scale Characterisation of Sliding Surfaces
Nano-scale studies of sliding surfaces to date have been extremely limited and no attempt
has yet been made to study high temperature glaze layers, using Scanning Tunnelling
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Microscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy or other similar techniques.   However,
the potential usefulness of TEM has been demonstrated by the study of the room
temperature wear of PVD TiAlN/CrN super-lattice coatings [112], where crystallite sizes
of 11±5 nm were observed after wear.    Atomic Force Microscopy studies made of wear
tracks produced by the sliding of alumina in a humid environment [113], established that
the resulting tribologically formed aluminium hydroxide film consisted of particles of size
20 to 50 nm – a likely formation route was deduced from ?-alumina debris particles of the
same size.
TEM and STM characterisation work within AMRI [116, 118] on glaze layers of 3.5 µm
formed at high temperature (Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 750°C, block on cylinder
configuration) has suggested that there is a variation in grain size with depth, starting at 5
to 15 nm up to 1 µm depth, increasing to between 10 and 50 µm between 1 µm and the
glaze-substrate interface at 2.5 µm.   A series of initial processes is proposed for the
generation of the glaze layer, including deformation of the surface, intermixing of the
debris from the sample and counterface surfaces undergoing wear, oxidation of the debris,
further mixing and repeated welding and fracture.   This is followed by the development of
a highly mis-oriented grain structure and the development of nano-sized grains within the
glaze layer.   This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.
2.10 Previous Work within the University of Northumbria
Most of the previous work in the area of high temperature wear (200°C and above) has
concentrated on wear systems consisting of two similar materials in contact.   Work within
the Surface Engineering Research Group (SERG) by Wood [1,3] and the Advanced
Materials Research Institute (AMRI) by Rose [2] involved studies of high temperature
wear (up to 750°C) in systems consisting of dissimilar materials combinations, over a wide
range of conditions and temperatures.   Wood showed that the combination of materials
used  strongly  influenced  the  ease  with  which  glaze  formation  resulted.    The  use  of  the
high cobalt-chromium alloy Stellite 6 as a counterface material in contact with iron-
chromium-based Incoloy MA956 in particular, was shown to promote glaze and
compacted oxide formation, keeping wear to very low levels, compared to other
combinations  where  cobalt  was  absent.    Also,  regardless  of  the  combinations  used,
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geometry was apparently an important factor in the wear process, with transfer of material
from the counterface to the sample being the preferred option.
Work on the influence of temperature by both Wood and particularly by Rose, showed a
variation in wear behaviour with temperature.   Rose showed that at lower temperatures
(below 450°C), the presence of cobalt in Stellite 6 again promoted the formation of oxide
debris leading to reduced wear in combination with iron-chromium-based Incoloy MA956
and also Nimonic 80A, a high nickel-chromium alloy, in the form of loose debris which
separated the interfaces and prevented metal-to-metal contact.   The use of an alternative
counterface (Incoloy 800HT, an iron-nickel-chromium alloy with a small amount of
aluminium) resulted in radically different behaviour, specifically the transfer of metal to
form a work hardened layer on the surface of the sample, with no oxide present to separate
the interfaces.
Intermediate temperatures (450°C for Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6, 450°C and above
for Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 and up to 630°C for Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT
and Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT) in all cases brought about a severe wear regime with
exposed metal at the wear interface and metallic debris production.   Higher temperatures
resulted in increased oxidation promoting glaze formation, although only on Stellite 6 with
continued high wear in the case of Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6.    Rose [2] explained this
intermediate region of severe wear in terms of loss of strength of the metal substrate.
However, it is to be pointed out that in two cases (Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT and
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6), the metal substrate was able to support the oxide ‘glaze’
formed, at even higher temperatures when it would be expected for the metal substrate to
offer even less support.   The apparent absence of the oxide debris from the metal surfaces
is also not explained, where severe wear occurs at intermediate temperatures.   Rose does
make comment that at temperatures just below this severe wear region, some smearing of
oxide particles is observed – this indicates a possibility that these particles fail to support
the applied load and thus allow contact of the wear interfaces.   Non-detection of this oxide
under conditions where a severe wear mechanism was dominant may be explained by the
continual removal of metallic debris from the wear surfaces, removing any traces of oxide
with the debris and preventing any significant build-up of oxide.
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At the highest temperatures tested (up to 750°C), Rose reported that all combinations
except for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 combination showed glaze formation covering the
sample surfaces, accompanied by oxide debris production, albeit with some enhanced wear
for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT combination.   For Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 there
were apparent contradictions in the findings of Wood and Rose, with Wood [1] reporting
traces of glaze on the Nimonic 80A sample, but no accumulation to form glaze platforms,
whilst Rose [2] reported an absence of glaze-type material from the sample (only
appearing in a patchy unstable form, that was readily visible on the Stellite 6 counterface)
with only trace amounts of nickel oxide present on the sample wear scar.   Also, Wood did
not report a glaze from the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT combination, but did report a
mixed oxide layer of aluminium, iron and chromium.   Rose on the other hand, reported a
glaze consisting of iron-chromium oxide.
A further difficulty arises when considering the work of Vardavoulias [100] in relation to
the sliding experiments with Stellite 6 [1,2].   With carbide grain boundary precipitates of
up to 30 µm across (Figure 2.26), compared to glaze layers of only a few microns, then any
material worn against Stellite 6 should have exhibited high levels of wear and failed to
form a glaze layer.   Incoloy MA956 readily developed a glaze layer, including material
from  the  Stellite  6.    No  glaze  formation  was  reported  by  Rose  [2]  in  the  case
of Nimonic 80A either as the sample or counterface material, with a glaze layer developing
only on the Stellite 6.   This was attributed to a combination of insufficient adhesion of the
oxides formed, combined with ‘ploughing’ and ‘abrasive effects’ of hard particles in the
Stellite 6.   However, the formation of a protective layer on the Stellite 6 itself, developing
from material largely sourced from the Nimonic 80A suggests that any embedded carbides
would have had an extremely limited effect.   This suggests that the carbides may have
been  to  some degree,  sealed  off  by  formation  of  this  layer  and  thus  any  effect  they  may
have had, was probably restricted to the very early stages of sliding.
The present work has been designed to extend the high temperature wear work involving
studies of different combinations of materials and process variables taking into account
many of the unexplained phenomena arising from the work of Wood and Rose.
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3. INTRODUCTION TO THE CURRENT INVESTIGATION
The literature  review presented  in  Chapter  2  indicates  that  much work  has  been  done  on
the formation of compacted oxides / glazes.   Glaze formation has been observed to
accompany the process for fretting wear involving like-on-like systems and low amplitude
sliding wear.   Stott, Lin and Wood [4] established that these ‘glazes’ were in fact fine
crystalline materials, formed from the oxide debris generated during sliding wear.
Mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of glaze layers during high
temperature wear which included the ‘total oxidation’, ‘oxidation-scrape-reoxidation’ and
‘metal debris’ mechanisms [62] detailed in the literature review (Chapter 2) and later work
[70] addressed the generation of the ‘glazes’ from the debris present on the surface.
Until recently, such work has been largely concentrated on ‘like-on-like’ systems.   There
have also been few systematic studies involving a range of temperatures and speed.   A
further weakness in the field of high temperature wear has been that such studies did not
explore the critical conditions necessary for the formation of glazes – minimum amount of
debris required, the extend of the ability of the material involved to undergo oxidation
(oxidation resistance) and the required temperature and speed ranges.   Key examples
include work carried out by Leheup and Pendlebury [42], and Coloumbie et al. [43], where
a flow of air or nitrogen reduced oxide debris retention at low temperature, but did not
prevent glaze formation at higher temperature.   Similar results were obtained by Wood [1]
and Rose [2], using a ‘block-on-cylinder’ configuration that does not encourage high
debris residency at the wear interface (Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show this ‘block-on-cylinder’
configuration, also used in current study) – glaze layers were observed to form under
varying conditions of load at high temperature (510°C to 750°C).
The studies of Wood [1] and Rose [2] were additionally carried out on unlike-on-unlike
superalloy systems, which also have been little studied.   However, these limited debris
retention, variable load, high temperature (up to 750°C) studies have not to date examined
the effect of sliding speed under such conditions.
The most important weakness has been the lack of detailed structural investigations,
particularly at the nano-scale using TEM and STM.
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The current work was undertaken to address some of these gaps.   Firstly, the testing into
the effect of variation of physical variables started by Rose was expanded upon, by looking
at the effects of sliding speed on the wear process.   As with Rose [2], the four alloy pairs
chosen as representative by Wood [1] as exhibiting complex wear behaviour were used,
these being Incoloy MA956 and Nimonic 80A as sample materials worn against Stellite 6
and Incoloy 800HT counterfaces.   Selected sliding speeds both faster and slower than the
0.654 m.s
-1
 used by Wood [1] and Rose [2] were used (0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
), with
observations concentrating on the effect this has on compact oxide formation – previous
work has suggested enhanced glaze formation due to frictional heating [23, 70, 79],
break-down and enhanced or severe wear [90], or a complex relationship where both are
seen dependent on the combination of conditions [2, 16, 17, 22, 29, 91, 92, 98].
With reference to the experimental data obtained, one sliding combination (Nimonic 80A
versus Stellite 6) was selected for further study, including:
1) Testing over a range of sliding distances / times at one sliding speed, to more closely
study the development of oxide and glaze layers.   This study was conducted at two
different temperatures (again selected with reference to experimental data), to study the
effect of temperature on the glaze-forming process.
2) Reversal of sample and counterface, to enable greater study of the changes of wear
mechanism with relation to the second member of the wear combination with relation
to sliding speed.
3) Substitution  of  one  of  the  alloys  with  a  pure  metal,  to  examine  the  effects  of  the
elimination of alloying components from the wear process.
Most importantly in this study, Transmission Electron Microscopy and Scanning
Tunnelling Microscopy have been used to characterise glaze and debris layers at the
nano-scale level (formed during the sliding of Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 750°C and
0.314 m.s
-1
) and provide far more detailed structural information.   Such techniques have
been used not only to study the morphology and topography of the grains, but also the
sub-grain structure, grain orientation and dislocation distribution within the glaze and
debris layers.   In support of these nano-scale studies, preliminary nano-hardness testing
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was conducted, in order to more accurately ascertain the true hardness levels of some of
the glaze layers formed.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL
4.1 Apparatus and Materials
4.1.1 Apparatus
The rig was basically a ‘block-on-cylinder’ arrangement, as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2,
the cylinder being referred to as the ‘counterface’ and the block being the ‘sample’.   The
samples used were rectangular in shape of dimensions 45 mm x 5 mm x 5 mm, while the
counterface had a diameter of 50 mm and also a length of 50 mm (Figure 4.3).   The
counterface was attached to a rotating shaft powered by a variable speed electric motor, the
rotational speed of this ‘counterface’ shaft nominally set to 0.314 m.s
-1
 (120 r.p.m.),
although it was possible to set to any speed between 0.314 m.s
-1
 (120 r.p.m.) and
0.905 m.s
-1
 (320 r.p.m.).   A digital torque transducer was used to calibrate the setting for
each speed used.
The sample was held in a holder ‘arm’, capable of reciprocation back and forth
approximately 12 mm, 3 times a minute.   Normal load at the point of contact on the
counterface of this sample arm was 7 N, but addition of weights attached by a holder can
increase this to 25 N.   The sample and counterface were retained within a furnace capable
of operating between room temperature and 750°C.   A debris collection tray was placed in
the  bottom  of  this  furnace,  to  catch  any  debris  ejected  from  the  sample  or  counterface
during testing.
The rig was operated under the conditions shown in Table 4.1, unless experimental
requirements dictated that some or all of these parameters had to be varied.
Each sample was weighed before and after testing, using a Sartorious analytical
microbalance model number MC210SN.    The 'after test'  weight was subtracted from the
'before test' weight to obtain the weight change, which was converted to a mean wear rate
covering the duration of the test using:
d
M
w
610??? {4.1}
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Figure 4.1: Reciprocating high temperature block-on-cylinder wear rig, as used in
the experimental programme
where:
w - wear rate in micrograms per metre or µg.m
-1
;?M - change in weight or mass of sample in grams;
d - total sliding distance in metres.
To obtain the wear rate for a given segment of sliding distance (between distance d1 and
d2) during a sliding test, this is modified to:
12
6
12 10)(
21 dd
MM
w dtod ? ????? {4.2}
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Figure 4.2: Wear rig furnace, showing sample arm (with sample), shaft and
counterface in position for testing
For example, if the total sliding distance is 13,032 m and only the wear rate between
4,522 m and 13,032 m (say after glaze formation) is required, then equation {4.2}
becomes:
522,4032,13
10)( 6522,4032,13
032,13522,4 ? ????? mmmtom MMw {4.3}
The coefficient of friction data were collected by a Melbourne type TRP-50 torque
transducer attached to the ‘counterface’ shaft, the output being shown in millivolts by a
Thurlby multimeter and data logger, model number 1905a.    These values were converted
to coefficient of friction by the following formula {4.4}, either manually or via spreadsheet
on a standard PC compatible microcomputer.
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Figure 4.3: Typical samples used for wear tests
The examples shown are Nimonic 80A wear tested against Stellite 6 (load = 7N, sliding
speed  = 0.314 m.s-1, sliding distance = 4,522 m), test temperatures indicated.   Each
sample is of dimensions 45 x 5 x 5 mm.
750°C           630°C       570°C         510°C
Table 4.1: Standard conditions used in wear rig operation, unless stated elsewhere
Temperature: 750°C (also used at room temperature, 270°C,
390°C, 450°C, 510°C, 570°C, 630°C and 690°C)
Load: 7 N
Counterface rotational speed: 0.314 m.s-1 (0.905 m.s-1 for high sliding speed tests)
Sliding distance: 4,522 m at 0.314 m.s-1
4,522 m and 13,032 m at 0.905 m.s-1
Environment: Air
Reciprocation: On, but can be switched to “off” for non-reciprocation
tests
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where ? is the coefficient of friction, F is frictional force, W is applied load, T is torque in
Nm, r is counterface radius in m, t is the current time, tf is the final time, V is the data
logger reading in millivolts, with Vf and Vo being the readings in millivolts at the beginning
and end of testing.   3.02 is an equipment-specific correction factor to convert voltage
readings into torque.
4.1.2 Materials Used
The four main wear pairs used for experimentation are detailed in Table 4.2.   The
compositions of each of these materials are as detailed in Table 4.3.
Table 4.2: Main wear pairs used during testing
   Sample    Counterface
   Nimonic 80A    Stellite 6
   Incoloy MA956    Stellite 6
   Nimonic 80A    Incoloy 800HT
   Incoloy MA956    Incoloy 800HT
Table 4.3: Nominal compositions of alloys in wt%
Fe Ni Cr Al Ti Mn W Co Si C Yt O
Incoloy MA956 74 - 20 4.5 0.5 0.05 - - - - 0.5
Nimonic 80A 0.7 75.8 19.4 1.4 2.5 - - - 0.1 0.08 -
Stellite 6
2.5
max
2.5
max
27 - - 1 5 60 1 1 -
Incoloy 800HT 43.8 32.5 21.0 0.37 0.37
1.5
max
- - 0.4
0.1
max
-
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4.2 Wear Testing
4.2.1 Room Temperature to 750°C, at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
The four main wear pairs detailed in Table 4.2 each underwent testing at sliding speeds of
0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, at temperatures of 20 (room temperature), 270, 390, 450, 510, 570,
630, 690 and 750°C.   The sliding distance was fixed at 4,522 m, corresponding to 4 hours
at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    Friction  values  were  taken  every  94.2  m,  corresponding  to  one  time
interval every 300 seconds (5 minutes) at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the total sliding
time and time interval between friction readings were 1 hour 23 minutes and 104 seconds
respectively.   Tests were all replicated twice, with further tests conducted where results
were dubious or extra tests on slid samples were required (i.e. micro-hardness, nano-scale
characterisation) – further replication was usually unnecessary, due to the generally good
reproducibility of weight change and coefficient of friction data.
The following observations were made:
? range of low temperature oxidational wear (if any);? range of intermediate severe wear (if any);? range of high temperature oxidational wear (if any);? weight change of sample;? mean wear rate of sample over total  sliding distance for test,  with the exception of
0.905 m.s
-1
, 13,032 m, where the wear rates between 0 and 4,522 m, and between
4,522 and 13,032 m were calculated – this enabled the effect of change of wear mode
on wear rate to be observed, should a change in wear mode be observed during
sliding.
From the data obtained, estimates of transition temperature between each range were made
and studies were carried out, using a range of characterisation techniques (further details
are provided in Section 4.2.2):
? Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Used to study the morphology of the wear surfaces and changes in morphology
resulting from changes in sliding parameters.
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? Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), EDX mapping and Autopoint EDX
Used to provide data on composition of surface deposits.   Mapping and Autopoint
were used to study variations in composition, creating composition profiles.
? Standard X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Glancing Angle XRD (where appropriate)
Used  in  conjunction  with  EDX  to  determine  the  phases  of  material  present.
Glancing Angle XRD was used on selected samples, to study potential variation of
phases with depth within any surface deposits formed.
? Micro-hardness
Depth profiles for micro-hardness data at room temperature, were made for samples
slid at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C for each main test combination
(0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
).   Micro-hardness data was also obtained for the glaze
layers and surface deposits formed for each main test combination (0.314 m.s
-1
 and
0.905 m.s
-1
) at 750°C and also for any work-hardened metallic transfer layers formed
at lower temperatures (to ascertain the level of work-hardening).
? Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy
(STM)
Experimental work carried out during the early stages of this project indicated
that Nimonic 80A worn against Stellite 6 from 510°C upwards, resulted in glaze
formation only with the least severe sliding conditions covered by the experimental
work (0.314 m.s
-1
, 4,522 m).   In order to obtain further information about glaze and
compacted oxide formation, the 750°C case was selected for further study using
these  techniques.    The  use  of  TEM  and  STM  allowed  the  study  of  the  glazes  at
nano-scale level.
These characterisation techniques were used to study and observe the predominant factors
during each type of wear and the effect of temperature and sample and counterface
materials  on  these  factors.    Emphasis  was  put  on  the  study  of  glaze  and  debris
composition, to observe the key components of the oxides formed and thus those
components most likely to encourage glaze formation.
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Additionally, further tests were carried out at 0.905 m.s
-1
 over an increased sliding distance
of 13,032 m (equivalent to 4 hours sliding time), to compare weight losses between
reduced and extended sliding.   This was used as a confirmatory test, to find in the case of
a glaze forming on a sample, the effect of glaze formation on weight loss and wear rate,
compared to samples tested at 1 hour 23 minutes.   The four-hour data were also used for
the comparison of friction at different sliding speeds, due to the greater time period
available after the initial period of severe wear.   This allowed time for the friction readings
to settle and give a better estimate of friction for each of the tests done at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
Friction readings for these 13,032 m samples were carried out once again at intervals of
300 seconds, equivalent to a sliding distance between friction readings of 271.5 m.
4.2.2 Niminic 80A versus Stellite 6 – In-depth Studies
4.2.2.1 Build-Up of Glaze with Time
Based upon test information obtained, supplementary testing was carried out at
temperatures of 510°C and 750°C at a sliding speed of 0.314 m.s
-1
 over the time intervals
listed in Table 4.5, to study the build-up of any glaze layers formed.   Listed alongside are
the equivalent sliding distances.
The wear rate data in this case was calculated between each test distance and the previous
one using equation {4.2}, to allow for an accurate assessment of the amount of wear
occurring at any given stage of the sliding process.
4.2.2.2 Reversal of Sample and Counterface – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A at 750°C
The sliding tests for the Stellite 6 / Nimonic 80A system at 750°C, were repeated using the
same sliding conditions as for the main test programme (7N load, over a sliding distance of
4,522 m) at sliding speeds of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,  however,  with  the  Stellite  6  as
the sample material and the Nimonic 80A as the counterface material.   The wear surfaces
and  changes  in  wear  scar  morphology  of  the  surface  of  the  Stellite  6  were  then  studied
using SEM, with EDX and XRD used to study compositional information of any surface
deposits formed.   The effects (if any) of the carbide second phase in the Stellite 6 were
also investigated.
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Table 4.5: Sliding times and equivalent distances for timed tests of Nimonic 80A
versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, temperature = 510°C / 750°C)
Sliding time (minutes) Sliding distance (metres)
2 38
10 188
15 283
20 377
30 565
60 1,130
120 2,261
240 4,522
4.2.2.3 Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6 at 750°C
Nickel 200
TM
 (99% purity nickel – replacing the Nimonic 80A and thus eliminating the
chromium content) was slid against Stellite 6 at 750°C at sliding speeds of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
0.905 m.s
-1
, over a distance of 4,522 m.   Note was made of the differences in wear scar
morphology and debris composition between Nickel 200
TM
 and Nimonic 80A as the
sample material.
4.2.3 Switching off reciprocation – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT and
Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
Based upon test information obtained, the sliding of both Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT and Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
, over
a sliding distance of 4,522 m under an applied load of 7N was repeated, but with the
reciprocation mechanism in the sample arm switched off throughout testing.   By switching
off the reciprocation mechanism, it was hoped to enhance the debris retention sufficiently
to allow the development of oxide layers, under a set of conditions where previously oxide
had been observed but had not developed into glaze.
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4.3 Structural Analysis
4.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
The primary method of characterisation used for wear scar and debris was scanning
electron microscopy, using an Hitachi SM2400 scanning electron microscope.   This was
also used to conduct Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) to determine wear
scar deposit and debris compositions.
EDX ‘Digimaps’ (plots of concentration of a selected element) and Autopoint data (EDX
at regularly spaced intervals) were also used to study the variation in composition of
cross-sectional profiles of selected samples.   During the current experimental
programme, particular emphasis was placed upon the 750°C samples, as these contained
the best deposits for analysis [1,2].   The purpose of this was to ascertain the composition
of each of the layers created during sliding, leading to glaze formation.   Oxygen was not
included in the Autopoint EDX analysis data, in order to see clearly the variations of alloy
components with respect to each other through the glaze and mixed debris layers.   A
profile for overall oxygen content was obtained in each case, however, due to limitations of
the  EDX  facilities  within  AMRI  (oxygen  was  on  the  lower  limit  of  what  could  be
detected), the data provided could only be regarded as a rough guide to the presence of
oxygen at any point of measurement.
4.3.2 X-ray Diffraction
X-ray  Diffraction  (XRD)  was  used  to  determine  the  phases  present  on  the  wear  scar,
utilising a Siemens Diffraktometer 5000 diffractometer.   Standard XRD diffractograms
were collected with a locked detector tube, between ‘??’ angles of 10 to 90° (‘?’ being the
angle of incidence of the X-rays), with interpretation of the data carried out using the
associated DIFAC-DOS/DIFAC+ software and diffraction pattern database.
Glancing angle XRD was conducted on selected 750°C samples (where previous testing
[1,2] indicated that the best ‘glaze’ layers were formed) in order to achieve a depth profile
of  phases  present  through  the  glaze  layer.    In  practice,  the  need  for  a  ‘flat  surface’  for
effective Glancing Angle XRD meant that experimentation was restricted to the
0.314 m.s
-1
 samples.   Samples were selected which had a smooth flat wear surface, these
giving the clearest noise-free plots for a reasonable ?? dwell time (i.e. 3 seconds, giving a
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total test time of 16 hours), from which usable sets of results could be obtained.   The ‘’ 
range of angles in this case was 10° to 100°, with successive runs being conducted at 
detector tube angles of 1°, 2°, 3°, 5°, 7° and 9°. 
 
4.3.3 Micro-hardness Tests 
Micro-hardness tests were carried out using a Buehler Micromet II micro-hardness tester, 
on cross-sections of samples of all four material combinations, slid for 4,522 m at 
0.314 m.s-1 and 0.905 m.s-1 respectively and at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 
750°C.   Testing started just below the surface and continued up to 1 mm depth into the 
sample, at intervals of approximately 30µm for the first 150µm, 50µm up to 300µm, then 
intervals of 100 µm thereafter.   A Vickers diamond indenter was used, with a test load of 
50 g and a dwell time of 12 seconds.   Samples were polished to 0.25 µm using a diamond 
paste. 
 
Additionally, further micro-hardness tests were carried out using the same test parameters 
on any surface deposits formed on the 750°C samples and also on any metallic transfer 
layers formed at lower temperatures (typically, these formed at room temperature and 
270°C), to ascertain the degree of work-hardening. 
 
Results are presented in GPa, which can be converted to standard Vickers hardness 
numbers (in kg.mm-2) by dividing by 1,000 and multiplying by 9.81. 
 
4.3.4 Nano-hardness Tests 
A number of nano-indentation tests were carried out using a Hysitron nano-indenter with a 
150 nm Berkovich three-sided pyramidal indenter at the University of Newcastle upon 
Tyne (key specifications in Table 4.6), on glaze layers formed during high temperature 
sliding wear.   The samples used for these tests were Incoloy MA956 samples slid at 
0.314 m.s-1 and 750°C, and Nimonic 80A samples slid at 0.314 m.s-1 for temperatures of 
510°C and 750°C.   The values obtained were compared with those obtained for 
micro-hardness, the objective being to show the greater usefulness of nano-hardness data 
in determining glaze layer properties.   The test time in each case was ten seconds, with a 
five second ramp up period to maximum load and five second ramp down period back to 
zero load (Figure 4.4).   The maximum load used varied between 500 µN and 10,000 µN, 
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the higher loads used more especially on the first batch of samples tested, the
Incoloy MA956.   This was to ascertain the maximum load that could be used without the
nano-indenter penetrating the glaze layer, into the substrate or in some cases, the powdery
layer beneath.   The full set of loading parameters are presented in Table 4.7, with obtained
experimental data in Table 5.9.
4.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
A  Phillips  CH  20  Transmission  Electron  Microscope,  based  at  Sheffield  Hallam
University, was used to determine the structures and sub-structures of the glazed layers
formed between Nimonic 80A and Stellite 6 during sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and
750°C.   The Transmission Electron Microscope was operated at 200 kV with an ‘?’
filament.   Further single point EDX studies were carried out in conjunction with this.
4.3.6 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM)
STM was conducted on glaze layers formed between Nimonic 80A and Stellite 6 during
sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 750°C, using a commercial variable temperature
VT-STM/AFM system in UHV condition (Omicron GmbH, Germany).   The experiments
were performed in constant current mode (1 nA) with a base pressure of 2 x 10
-5
N.m
-2
.
The tips used during experimentation were prepared by the mechanical cutting of
90%Pt-10%Ir alloy wires.
Figure 4.4: Loading profile for nano-indentation tests conducted on glaze layers
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Table 4.6: Key specifications for Hysitron Triboindenter used for
nano-indentation tests
Indenter: Berkovich, 150 nm
Transducer:
Z-Axis (Vertical):
Maximum force: 30 mN
Load resolution: <1 nN
Load noise floor: 100 nN
Maximum displacement: 30 µm
Displacement resolution: 0.0002 nm
Displacement noise floor: 0.2 nm
Thermal drift: <0.05 nm.s-1
Table 4.7: Nominal load parameters used for nano-indentation tests
on Nimonic 80A samples slid against Stellite 6 at 510°C and 750°C, also
Incoloy MA956 samples slid against Stellite 6 at 750°C
Sample Material Test 1
(µN)
Test 2
(µN)
Test 3
(µN)
Test 4
(µN)
Test 5
(µN)
Test 6
(µN)
Incoloy MA956
(750°C)
1,000 5,000 10,000 500 1,000 10,000
Nimonic 80A
(510°C)
5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 - -
Nimonic 80A
(750°C)
5,000 5,000 5,000 1,000 - -
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5. RESULTS
This chapter is divided into three main sections:
? Section 5.1 reports on the wear testing of Nimonic 80A as the sample material versus
Stellite 6 as the counterface at sliding speeds of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, discussing
the collected friction and weight change data.   Also covered is associated
characterisation work, including optical microscopy, SEM, EDX (including
Autopoint), XRD (including Glancing Angle) and micro-hardness testing.
? Section 5.2 discusses the more in-depth study of the Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
combination.   This begins with a closer study of what happens when the sample and
counterface materials are reversed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
.   Other studies look
at the development of compacted oxides at 510°C and 750°C with increasing
distance / time at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and  the  effect  of  the  substitution  of  Nimonic  80A  with
Nickel 200
TM
 (99% purity nickel) when slid against Stellite 6 at 750°C.
? Section 5.3 reports on the wear testing of Incoloy MA956 as the sample material
versus Stellite 6 as the counterface at sliding speeds of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
again looking at the collected friction and weight change data.   Information collected
from optical microscopy, SEM, EDX (including Autopoint), XRD (including Glancing
Angle) and micro-hardness testing are once again examined.
? Section 5.4 does likewise for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT.
? Section 5.5 discusses identical testing for the Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
wear pair.
? Section 5.6 examines the nano-characterisation work carried out on the glaze formed
on Nimonic 80A, when slid against Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and  750°C  –  results  are
presented  for  TEM  and  STM.    This  section  also  discusses  initial  studies  of
nano-hardness for glaze layers formed at both 510°C and 750°C, by the sliding of
Nimonic 80A against Stellite 6 and also at 750°C for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6
(counterface) system, both combinations again slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
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5.1 Testing of Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature
and 750°C, at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s-1
5.1.1 Experimental Observations – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
Figure 5.1 shows the variation of weight loss (in grams) and wear rate (defined in this thesis
as µg.m
-1
) with temperature for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) system, in the
room temperature  to  750°C temperature  range.    The  weight  loss  and  wear  rate  behaviour
observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m of sliding) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m and
13,032 m of sliding) is described in this section.
a) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
Extremely low weight losses from the Nimonic 80A as the sample material were recorded at
all temperatures between room temperature and 390°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, with a
largest mean change of -0.002(4) g at 270°C (the negative value of weight change indicates
it is a weight loss).   Slight gains in Nimonic 80A sample weight were observed for all test
temperatures between 450°C and 750°C, with maximum mean values at 510°C and 630°C
of 0.001(1) g and 0.001(4) g respectively.   One exception to this was a loss at 570°C, with a
mean change of -0.003(3) g.
The wear rate data (in µg.m
-1
) at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m followed a profile indicating highest
wear rates matching the largest weight losses from the Nimonic 80A over the range of
studied temperatures (room temperature to 750°C).   Mean wear rate values for 0.314 m.s
-1
remained very small between room temperature and 390°C (decreasing from 0.626 µg.m
-1
 at
room temperature to 0.539 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C and 0.184 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C) in line with the very
low weight losses over this temperature range (-0.002(8) at room temperature, -0.002(4) g at
270°C and -0.000(8) at 390°C).   Small negative values for wear rate were observed between
450°C and 750°C where weight gains were recorded (0.000(2) g at 450°C, 0.001(1) g at
510°C, 0.001(4) g at 630°C, negligible weight change at 750°C).   At 450°C, a mean wear
rate of -0.051 µg.m
-1
 was recorded, at 510°C the wear rate was -0.196 µg.m
-1
, falling to
-0.312 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C, then rising on increasing the temperature to 750°C at which wear
rate levels were negligible.   The only exception to this trend of small or negative wear rates
was at 570°C, where a larger positive wear rate of 0.522 µg.m
-1
 was recorded, matching up
with a small negative weight change of -0.003(3) g (i.e. a small weight loss).
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b) Coefficient of friction data at 0.314 m.s
-1
The coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.2) measured during each of the tests at
0.314 m.s
-1
 showed an initial unsettled period, before, in many cases, settling into a ‘steady
state’ with reduced variation.   In addition, there was also a clear downward trend of friction
values with temperature, both for peak values during the unsettled ‘run-in’ period and during
the later ‘steady state’ wear period.   For example, at 0.314 m.s
-1
, values of friction during
the unsettled period rose from zero to as high as 1.14 at room temperature, 0.78 at 270°C,
0.7 at 510°C and 0.63 at 750°C.   On achieving steady state sliding, values settled to ~0.8 for
room temperature, 0.7 to 0.8 at 270°C, 0.6 to 0.7 at 510°C and ~0.5 for 750°C – during
steady state sliding, the variation observed was much reduced, being no more than
approximately 12% of the mean value over the full range of test temperatures (room
temperature to 750°C).
c) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, weight change and wear rate of the Nimonic 80A at room
temperature (weight change -0.001(6) g – a negative value of weight change indicates a
weight loss; wear rate 0.350 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m) and 270°C (weight change
-0.000(4) g; wear rate 0.097 µg.m
-1
) remained extremely low.
Between 390°C and 510°C, weight loss and wear rate of the Nimonic 80A increased rapidly.
At 390°C, the weight change was measured at -0.075 g and wear rate at 16.586 µg.m
-1
.   At
450°C, weight change was -0.097(8)g and the wear rate was 21.612 µg.m
-1
.   At 510°C,
weight loss and wear rate were slightly less than at 450°C, with weight change and wear rate
values of -0.088(7) g and 19.604 µg.m
-1
 respectively.
Wear levels remained high at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m between 570°C and 750°C – weight
change measurements indicated a steady increase in weight loss from the Nimonic 80A with
temperature, with values of -0.062(9) at 570°C, -0.068(5) g at 630°C, -0.072(8) g at 690°C
and -0.079(8) at 750°C.   Over the same temperature range, wear rate between 0 and
4,522 m increased from 13.907 µg.m
-1
 at 570°C, 15.174 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C, 16.092 µg.m
-1
 at
690°C and 17.653 µg.m
-1
 at 750°C.
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Figure 5.1: Effect of temperature on weight change and wear rate – Nimonic 80A
versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) Weight change versus temperature
Slight weight gains at 0.314 m.s
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 between 450°C and 750°C
(b) Wear rate versus temperature
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Room temp. 270°C 450°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.2: Temperature versus coefficient of friction – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1 /
4,522 m
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(b) 0.905 m.s
-1 /
4,522 m
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d) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, Nimonic 80A sample weight loss values remained extremely low after
13,032 m of sliding at room temperature (weight change -0.004(4) g) and 270°C (weight
change -0.000(7) g).   Wear rates (between 4,522 and 13,032 m) also remained low, with
record values of 0.334 µg.m
-1
 at room temperature and 0.029 µg.m
-1
 at  270°C.    These
values were little different to those observed after 4,522 m.
Between  390°C  and  510°C,  weight  loss  and  wear  rate  of  the  Nimonic  80A  samples  were
observed to increase.   At 390°C, weight change was measured at -0.213(7) g and wear rate
between 4,522 m and 13,032 m at 16.299 µg.m
-1
.   At 510°C, weight change and wear rate
values were -0.096(5) g and 21.537 µg.m
-1
 (4,522 to 13,032 m) respectively.   However,
despite the increase in wear with temperature, the rates of wear of the Nimonic 80A between
390°C and 510°C were again little changed to those observed after 4,522 m of sliding (i.e.
16.586 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C and 19.604 µg.m
-1
 at 510°C).
This was not the case at 570°C and above, with the wear rates of the Nimonic 80A between
4,522 m and 13,032 m showing much higher values.   570°C was the most severe case, with
a mean wear rate of 49.563 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m compared to 13.907 µg.m
-1
up to 4,522 m.    The increase in wear rate was less severe at 690°C (21.360 µg.m
-1
compared to 16.092 µg.m
-1
 up  to  4,522  m),  though there  was  a  moderate  rise  in  wear  rate
with extended sliding between 4,522 m and 13,032 m at 750°C (34.963 µg.m
-1
 compared to
17.653 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m).   There was also a shift in the peak wear rate of the
Nimonic 80A from 450°C to 570°C, on increasing the sliding distance from 4,522 m to
13,032 m (Figure 5.1b).   Weight losses were also observed to increase, with weight change
values of -0.484(6) g at 570°C, -0.460(8) g at 570°C, -0.254(6) g at 690°C, -0.377(4) g at
750°C recorded after 13,032 m of sliding.   These compared with values of -0.062(9) g at
570°C, -0.068(5) g at 630°C, -0.072(8) g at 690°C and -0.079(8) g at 750°C after 4,522 m.
e) Coefficient of friction data at 0.905 m.s
-1
The coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.2) measured during each of the tests once again
showed an initial unsettled period at 0.905 m.s
-1
 as they did for 0.314 m.s
-1
.    Once  again,
this unsettled period was followed by a more settled ‘steady state’, though with higher
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variance at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (in general within a 20% band, although this could be up to 50% at
room temperature) than for 0.314 m.s
-1
 (~12%).   No clear trend with temperature could be
observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
, either with the unsettled ‘run-in’ values or the ‘steady state’ values.
During run-in, values of friction rose from 0 to 0.53 at room temperature, 0.95 at 270°C,
0.72 at 510°C and 0.73 at 750°C.   Values of friction during steady state varied between 0.23
and 0.60 at room temperature, 0.35 and 0.50 at 270°C, 0.48 and 0.68 at 510°C, and then
decreased to between 0.35 and 0.50 at 750°C.
Measured coefficient of friction values tended to be higher at 0.314 m.s
-1
,  however,  it  is  to
be noted that the higher levels of vibration encountered at 0.905 m.s
-1
 may well have
reduced contact time between the sample and the counterface, thus actual coefficient of
friction values at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m were likely to have been much higher.   This may
have also accounted for the lack of any clear trends in the data, lost due to or hidden by the
high levels of variance.
5.1.2 Optical and SEM Microscopy – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
The use of optical microscopy (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) and SEM (Figure 5.5) indicated that
regardless of sliding speed (0.314 m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
),  patches  of  oxidised  debris  were
observed to form across the Nimonic 80A sample wear scar at room temperature and 270°C,
allowing only very limited metal-to-metal contact between the sample and the Stellite 6
counterface.   Monitoring of room temperature tests indicated that this metal-to-metal
contact was mostly limited to the very early stages of wear and did not tend to occur once
the oxide debris was formed.   Only a small amount of this debris, of size in general between
300 nm and 1 µm (with some particles up to 3 µm and the occasional particle of up to 5 µm)
was ejected during sliding (Figure 5.7).   As reported in previous work [2], this material
appeared to ‘smear’ at 270°C, especially at 0.905 m.s
-1
.    Above  270°C,  the  behaviour  at
0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 diverged dramatically.
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Figure 5.3: Sample wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6, 0.314 m.s
-1
Room temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose oxide debris covering most of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose oxide debris with a little smearing
390°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose oxide debris with increased smearing and
traces of sintering
450°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Highly smeared oxide, some sintering with first
traces of glaze
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 570°C, 630°C)
Patchy glaze coverage with little metallic wear
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 690°C)
More extensive glaze coverage
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Figure 5.4: Sample wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6, 0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations made after 13,032 m of sliding follow the same pattern as 4,522 m)
Room temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose oxide debris covering most of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 15 x 5 mm)
Loose oxide debris with smearing
390°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 x 5 mm, also 450°C)
Severe wear, substrate metal exposed, no oxide
evident
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 x 5 mm, also 570°C)
Severe wear, substrate metal exposed
630°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 x 5 mm)
Severe wear, substrate metal exposed, limited
smearing of oxide onto wear scar surface
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 x 5 mm, also 690°C)
Highly worn wear scar covered by extremely thin
oxide layer with a little loose debris – torn
metallic appearance replaced by parallel
markings in direction of sliding
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Figure 5.5: SEM micrographs for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 – wear surface
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
 as for (b)
Loose debris at room
temperature (R.T.), some
smearing of debris at
270°C
Glaze platforms (dark
areas) at 510°C and
extended areas of glaze
coverage at 750°C
Nimonic 80A substrate
(light areas) with little
debris coverage
Loose debris at room
temperature (R.T.),
sticking together and
smearing at 270°C
Severe metallic wear of
Nimonic 80A at 510°C
with no oxide on wear
surface
High levels of wear with a
moderate amount of loose
oxide debris at 750°C –
limited smearing onto
wear scar surface
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.6: SEM micrographs for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 showing change in
wear scar morphology between 510°C and 690°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
At 510°C, the sample wear scar had a highly torn metallic surface.
At 570°C, parallel marking began to appear on the wear scar as the level of oxide in
the debris increased.
At 630°C and 690°C (also 750°C – Figure 5.5), the wear scar no longer had a torn
metallic surface, with surface damage consisting of parallel marks in the direction of
sliding.   There was no build-up into glaze platforms due to the poor sintering
characteristics of the oxide, with at best a small amount of smearing of oxide onto the
exposed metallic surfaces of the Nimonic 80A.
There was no evidence of a reduction in wear rate coinciding with the appearance of
this oxide.   Instead, the presence of the oxide debris coincided with increases in
weight loss and wear rate between 4,522 and 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s-1
(compared to that observed between 0 and 4,522 m – Figure 5.1).
510°C
630°C 690°C
570°C
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Figure 5.7: SEM micrographs for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 – debris
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
 as for (b)
Oxide debris of size
300 nm to 1 µm, with
some coarser particles of
up to 3 or even 5 µm,
especially at room
temperature and 270°C
Fewer coarser particles,
with shift in debris size
towards the lower end of
the 300 nm to 1 µm range
- little loose debris at
750°C, most apparently
being incorporated into
glaze layers
Oxide debris similar to
0.314 m.s
-1
 at room
temperature and 270°C,
though a few fragments of
metallic debris are
apparent in the 270°C
case
Metallic fragments at
270°C
Large flat angular
particles of between
20 µm and 1 mm in size
at 510°C, sourced from
Nimonic 80A
Large amounts of fine
oxide debris produced at
750°C, coincident with
high levels of wear
Loose debris region on sample
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.8: Counterface wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6,
0.314 m.s
-1
270°C, 4,522 m (section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable to
between room temperature and 450°C)
Loose oxide debris, some smearing at 390°C and
450°C
510°C, 4,522 m (section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also
at 570°C)
Patchy glaze covering contact areas
750°C, 4,522 m (section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable to
between 630°C and 750°C)
Smooth glaze covering contact areas
Figure 5.9: Counterface wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6,
0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations made after 13,032 m of sliding follow the same pattern as 4,522 m)
270°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at
room temperature)
Loose oxide debris with smearing, especially at 270°C
510°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable between 390°C and
570°C)
Worn surface free of debris and glaze
750°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 690°C)
Patchy glaze layer covered in loose debris
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At 0.314 m.s
-1
,  the  debris  observed  at  room  temperature  and  270°C  was  also  present  at
390°C and 450°C.   Smearing also continued to be observed at 390°C and 450°C, and was
noticeably more pronounced than at 270°C.   At 390°C and 450°C (Figure 5.3), the debris
on the surface additionally showed evidence of particles ‘sticking’ or sintering together,
accompanied by the formation at 450°C of a few isolated patches of glaze-like material.
Damage  due  to  metal-to-metal  contact  between  the  Nimonic  80A  sample  and  Stellite  6
counterface remained extremely limited.
At 510°C and above (sliding speed 0.314 m.s
-1
), comprehensive glaze formation became
more evident with increasing sliding temperature (Figures 5.3 and 5.5).   Areas of fully
developed glaze platforms seemed to show greater evidence of more complete sintering,
with  fewer  areas  of  porosity  and  less  loose  debris  at  750°C  (where  glaze  coverage  was
observed to be most extensive) compared to 510°C (Figure 5.5).   Evidence of damage due
to metal-to-metal contact between the Nimonic 80A sample and Stellite 6 counterface
became progressively less with increasing temperature as glaze formation became more
comprehensive.
The formation of glaze at 510°C and above coincided with a significant reduction in the
loose debris produced, with much of the debris apparently being incorporated into the glaze.
The  distribution  of  debris  particle  sizes  seemed also  to  shift  towards  the  lower  end  of  the
300 nm to 1 µm range, with possibly some debris of size below this range and fewer larger
particles above 1 µm (Figure 5.7) present.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m, the first evidence of a transition in wear
was the presence of the occasional fragment of metallic debris in amongst the oxide debris at
270°C (Figure 5.7).   From 390°C up to 510°C (Figure 5.4), the wear surfaces exhibited a
high degree of metallic damage typical of severe wear, accompanied by the production of
high levels of larger metallic debris particles between 20 µm and 1 mm in size, with little
evidence of finer oxide debris.   The flat angular platelet nature of this metallic debris
indicated  the  operation  of  a  delamination  mechanism [2]  in  the  surface  layers  of  the  wear
sample.
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At 570°C and above (sliding speed 0.905 m.s
-1
), the highly worn wear scar on the
Nimonic 80A samples showed signs of an extremely thin film of smeared oxide, plus an
increasing proportion of oxide in the debris produced (first observed at 510°C).   This oxide
showed very little tendency to undergo agglomeration and sintering, with no accompanying
evidence that this oxide was building up into glaze layers after either 4,522 m or 13,032 m
of sliding.
The increasing presence of the oxide with rising sliding temperature amongst the debris at
0.905 m.s
-1
 coincided with a progressive change in the morphology of the Nimonic 80A
wear scar (Figure 5.6).   Instead of a randomly torn surface characteristic of severe metallic
wear (510°C), a pattern of fine parallel grooves developed in the direction of sliding in the
presence of loose oxide.   At 570°C, the torn surface was still evident, but with some
grooves parallel to the direction of sliding.   At 630°C and 690°C, the torn surface had been
completely replaced by this pattern of fine parallel grooves.
The oxide debris produced at 0.905 m.s
-1
 and temperatures of between 630°C and 750°C,
were once again very fine, with particle sizes in the range 300 nm to 1 µm and only a few
larger particles outside this range.   The green colour indicated a high level of nickel oxide in
this debris.
5.1.2.1 Stellite 6 Counterface Wear Scar Morphology
Wear on the Stellite 6 counterface showed similar patterns to that of the samples.   At
0.314 m.s
-1
, the loose debris observed on the Nimonic 80A sample between room
temperature and 450°C was also present on the Stellite 6 counterface (which showed very
little damage due to the loose debris preventing metal-to-metal contact with the
Nimonic 80A sample).   At 510°C and above, patchy glaze formation was noted on the
Stellite 6 counterface, becoming more continuous between 630°C and 750°C (Figure 5.8 –
metallic damage between 510°C and 750°C became progressively less).
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, loose oxide debris was again observed on the Stellite 6 counterface, but only
up to 270°C (Figure 5.9).   Between 390°C and 570°C, all evidence of this oxide
disappeared and the wear scar on the counterface had a bright, metallic, worn surface typical
of severe wear (the 510°C example is shown in Figure 5.9).    630°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
 showed
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some evidence of limited oxide coverage, the green colour of which again indicated a high
level of nickel oxide.   Isolated patches of glaze appear to have formed on some asperities in
the counterface wear track under these conditions, evident by the shiny surfaces upon them
(not shown).
Clearly defined but patchy glaze layers were observed only on the Stellite 6 counterface for
temperatures of 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.9) at 0.905 m.s
-1
 –  this  glaze  was  still
accompanied by a little remaining loose debris on the counterface surface, some of which
became embedded in the surface of the glaze.   This glaze could be easily dislodged from the
surface of the Stellite 6, which showed evidence of only a small amount of damage beneath
the glaze layer.
5.1.3 EDX Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
The EDX analysis for the 0.314 m.s
-1
 samples showed that the fine oxide debris covering
wear scar surfaces at room temperature, 270°C and 390°C consisted of varying levels of
nickel, chromium and cobalt; some location specific variation was observed.   Selection of
an area high in fine oxide debris particles gave varying levels of cobalt (up to 50%) and
nickel (up to 60%, coincident with falls in cobalt levels to less than 10%).   Areas relatively
free of particles consistently indicated a higher level of nickel from the Nimonic 80A sample
metal beneath (up to 60%), which showed no evidence of transfer of metal between the
counterface and the sample (EDX indicated no Stellite 6-sourced cobalt in the exposed
metal).    The  small  amount  of  oxide  debris  that  was  ejected  from the  wear  interface  gave
results  similar  to  the  loose  debris  on  the  sample  wear  scar,  though  cobalt-  and
chromium-based debris sourced from the Stellite 6 were usually dominant.
From 450°C upwards (Figure 5.10) at 0.314 m.s
-1
, with the oxide debris smearing together
and glaze forming, cobalt levels in glaze-covered regions were higher, although still fairly
variable at between 35 and 55 %.   The levels of nickel detected dropped to less than 10%
within the glaze, although some spot EDX values reached between 15 and 18%.   This was
most noticeable at 570°C, where glaze coverage was incomplete (thus the collected data
may have been affected by the Nimonic 80A substrate) and particularly at 750°C, where
standard EDX indicated more general nickel levels of 18%.   Chromium levels in the glaze
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remained high throughout at between 30 to 35%, compared to measured chromium levels in
the Nimonic 80A sample of ~25%.   Silicon was present in the transferred glaze material at
between 1 and 6.5%, in general higher than the nominal 1% silicon content in metallic
Stellite 6.   Standard EDX detected no significant quantities of any other elements.
The high levels of cobalt and chromium at 0.314 m.s
-1
 between 450°C and 750°C indicate
that most of the oxide forming the glaze was sourced from the Stellite 6 counterface.   The
very low levels of nickel indicate only a limited contribution from the Nimonic 80A sample.
The little loose oxide debris ejected from the wear interface between 450°C and 750°C at
0.314 m.s
-1
 was at times swamped by contamination from the alumina furnace lining (up to
60% aluminium).   Despite this, high levels of cobalt (between 40 and 50%) and chromium
(32 to 25%) were still detected, with varying but low levels of nickel (between 2 and 15%)
and silicon (between 1 and 6.5%).   This data thus indicates that the primary source of the
debris was also the Stellite 6 counterface.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the EDX results at room temperature and 270°C (after both 4,522 m and
13,032 m of sliding) were similar to those for 0.314 m.s
-1
, with areas high in fine particle
debris showing high cobalt levels (up to 50%, indicating transfer from the Stellite 6
counterface) and areas relatively free of particles, giving higher nickel levels (up to 60%)
from the Nimonic 80A sample material beneath.   The little loose oxide debris ejected from
the wear interface up to 270°C gave similar results.
From 390°C upwards, where retained debris was completely absent from the surface of the
Nimonic 80A samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
, nickel was consistently high at around 70%, in
line with Nimonic 80A alloy composition (irrespective of whether sliding had been
conducted up to 4,522 or 13,032 m).   Cobalt levels remained almost negligible, showing no
evidence of material transfer (metallic or oxide) from the Stellite 6 counterface at or above
this temperature, nor was there any significant trace of cobalt in the ejected metallic debris
produced.   The chromium levels dropped from ~35% with the oxide debris present at
270°C, to ~25% with both the metallic debris and the exposed substrate from 390°C
upwards (again roughly in line with Nimonic 80A alloy composition).
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Figure 5.10: EDX data – variation of composition of loose debris and glaze layers
(Nimonic 80A vs. Stellite 6), room temperature to 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.11: EDX data – variation of composition of loose debris
(Nimonic 80A vs. Stellite 6), 570°C to 750°C, 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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The  appearance  of  the  very  fine  oxide  layer  on  the  surfaces  of  the  Nimonic  80A  samples
from 570°C upward (Figure 5.11) at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after both 4,522 m and 13,032 m of
sliding) had no effect on the results of the EDX analysis.   The high levels of oxide debris
produced consisted of ~70% nickel and ~25% chromium (not too dissimilar to the
composition  of  the  Nimonic  80A  sample),  again  with  no  significant  amounts  of  cobalt
present.   Minor constituents present in the Nimonic 80A accounted for the remaining 5%.
The easily dislodged, patchy glaze that formed upon the surface of the Stellite 6 counterface
at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after both 4,522 m and 13,032 m of sliding) and temperatures of 690°C and
750°C, was of composition very similar to the large amounts of loose oxide debris formed
under the same conditions.   The glaze consisted of on average ~68% nickel, 25% chromium
and only ~1% cobalt after 4,522 m and ~69% nickel, 25% chromium and negligible amounts
of cobalt after 13,032 m, indicating the Nimonic 80A sample to be the primary source of the
oxide forming the glaze.
In comparison, the glaze layers formed at 690°C and 750°C on the Stellite 6 counterface at
0.314 m.s
-1
 were highly adherent and insufficient glaze could be removed to carry out an
effective EDX analysis.   Information on the composition of the glaze was obtained only by
sliding Stellite 6 as the sample against Nimonic 80A as the counterface – the experimental
results for this work are reported in Section 5.2.2.
5.1.4 Mapping using EDX – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
Due to lack of deposit on Nimonic 80A samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
, only the composition
maps at 750°C for 0.314 m.s
-1
 are shown (Figure 5.12 is a representative example, other
samples giving near identical results) - this test combination was selected, as it was at 750°C
that the most complete compacted oxide layers were formed.
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Figure 5.12: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Nimonic 80A worn against
Stellite 6 subsequent to wear at 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
FeO
Al Si
10 µm
NiCr
Micrograph Co
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Figure 5.13: Data from Autopoint EDX analysis for Nimonic 80A slid against
Stellite 6 at a sliding speed of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and a temperature of 750°C
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The maps for 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C showed that cobalt and oxygen were concentrated together
in the glaze and oxide debris layers formed on the surface of the Nimonic 80A and
completely absent from the bulk of the Nimonic 80A substrate, indicating transfer from the
Stellite 6 counterface.   Chromium was present in both the surface layer and the substrate –
due to it being a significant component in both Nimonic 80A and Stellite 6, no conclusions
can be drawn from the maps alone about the possible source of the chromium in the surface
layers.      However, mapping also indicated an absence of nickel from these surface areas,
thus showing that nickel, only present in significant quantities in the Nimonic 80A, was not
a primary constituent of the compacted oxide.
As for minor constituents, silicon was also concentrated within the glaze layer region – as
this is only present in any measurable quantities within the Stellite 6, it has clearly been
transferred  to  the  surface  of  the  Nimonic  80A  with  the  cobalt.    No  clear  patterns  were
observable within the aluminium and iron maps, from which any conclusions can be drawn.
GLAZE / OXIDE
DEBRIS
Nimonic 80A
SUBSTRATE
DEFORMED
METAL
Amounts of each substance present are expressed in terms of percentage of the
non-oxygen content.   Amount of oxygen is expressed in terms of percentage of the
overall content.   Data (sample size = 3) are for samples slid for a distance of 4,522 m.
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5.1.5 Autopoint EDX Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
The lack of deposits formed on the 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples also meant that like the EDX maps,
Autopoint EDX was only feasible for samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
, with the 750°C samples
again being of most interest due to the more complete nature of the glaze layers formed.
Figure 5.13 is a representative example of the Autopoint EDX data obtained for the
0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m / 750°C samples, all 3 samples undergoing Autopoint testing giving
very similar results.
At 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C, the glaze or compacted oxide debris layer was present to an apparent
average  depth  of  2  µm  on  the  surface  of  the  Nimonic  80A,  showing  levels  of  cobalt  and
chromium (at just below 50% and ~30% respectively of the non-oxygen content) not too far
removed  from  the  levels  seen  in  Stellite  6.    The  Stellite  6  was  the  dominant  source  of
material in the glaze layer.   Nickel was present in the glaze at levels of no more than
approximately 2%, indicating no significant contribution from the Nimonic 80A.   The
overall oxygen content was between 40 and 70% in this layer.
The next region up to between 7 µm and 11 µm depth (~9 µm in the shown example –
Figure 5.13) depending on the sample, corresponds to a deformed metallic layer (which the
glaze layer overlies) relating to what appeared to be metal that may have been removed from
and redeposited on the Nimonic 80A.   This removal and redeposition is indicated by the
presence of occasional areas of cobalt from the Stellite 6 counterface (Figure 5.13 is one
such example) entrapped at the interface between the deformed layer and the undeformed
Nimonic 80A sample material.   Nimonic 80A was identified as the primary source of this
deformed layer, due to the high levels of nickel (~62 to 63 %) and chromium (~25 to 27%)
and negligible levels of cobalt within the layer, at no more than ~2%.   The development of
the stable, high-cobalt glaze layer on top of this deformed metal layer indicates that the
deformed metal layer was formed earlier during the sliding process, prior to glaze formation.
5.1.6 XRD Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
XRD analysis indicated a Stellite 6-sourced cobalt-containing phase in the surface deposits
in a number of the 0.314 m.s
-1
 samples – specifically at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C
(Figure 5.14a), 630°C and 750°C (Figure 5.14b) – this could have been either Co3O4 or
CoCr2O4 (both have near identical diffraction patterns, though is identified as CoCr2O4 on
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the XRD scans).   With both cobalt and chromium identified by EDX, mapping and
Autopoint, and cobalt levels as high as 55%, both phases are likely to have been present.
Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 showed the strongest signal, this being in line with the Nimonic 80A
substrate, although not stoichiometrically consistent as the phase suggested has much higher
levels of iron than with Nimonic 80A.
XRD on the 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples identified a clear pattern for Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 for a number of
samples, again at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C, 630°C and 750°C (Figure 5.15).   XRD
failed to detect any phases apart from this in the powdery deposits identified on the samples
at room temperature (Figure 5.15a) and 270°C, nor were any extra phases identified on
samples between 390°C and 630°C (Figure 5.15b shows the 510°C example), where there
had been high levels of wear.
A hint of NiO was detected on the 750°C samples tested at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.15c).
However, the best results were obtained by the use of XRD on the collected debris samples
at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.15d) – the Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 samples at
0.905 m.s
-1
 were  the  only  cases  where  sufficient  oxide  debris  was  collected  to  enable
effective XRD.   Three phases were detected, the metallic phase Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36,  plus  the
oxide phases NiO and Cr2O3.
Glancing Angle XRD on selected 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m samples slid at 750°C again
confirmed the presence of Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 and one of the two phases, Co3O4 or CoCr2O4.   It
was additionally noted that the Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 peaks were actually dual peaks over
intermediate angles and the composite plot in Figure 5.16 seems to indicate two peaks very
close  together  in  each  case.    It  is  to  be  noted  that  the  diffraction  angles  for  the
crystallographic planes within face-centred cubic Co are very close to those of the same
Miller indices within Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36, thus this might possibly indicate the presence of
metallic cobalt within the surface layers that has transferred from the Stellite 6 and
undergone a phase change from the expected hexagonal close-packed structure.
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Figure 5.14: XRD data – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature to 450°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 50.00 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 41.67 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
SAA454Hb - File: SAA454Hb.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(b) 510°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 33.41 % - d x by: 1.0042 - WL: 1.
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 36.45 % - d x by
Operations: Y Scale Mul  1.800 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Y Scale Mul  1.958 | Y Scale Mu
a_SAA754Hh - File: SAA754Hh.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000
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Figure 5.15: XRD data – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature and 270°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m, wear surface
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 17.27 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
SAC0283a - File: SAC0283a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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(b) 390°C to 690°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m, wear surface
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 17.27 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
SAC5183a - File: SAC5183a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(c) 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m, wear surface
44-1159 (*) - Nickel Oxide - NiO - Y: 25.65 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 36.45 % - d x by
Operations: Y Scale Mul  0.958 | Y Scale Mul  1.400 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Y Scale Mu
e_SAC7583a - File: SAC7583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000
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(d) 630°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m, loose debris
04-0850 (*) - Nickel, syn - Ni - Y: 72.39 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
44-1159 (*) - Nickel Oxide - NiO - Y: 93.77 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Y Scale Mul  1.375 | Y Scale Mul  2.000 | Y Scale Mul  0.200 | Y Scale Mul  1.8
SAC754Ha_DB - File: SAC754Ha_DB.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 9
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Figure 5.16: Glancing Angle XRD data – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
(750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m)
A -  Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36
(Nimonic 80A)
The dual peaks also
indicate the possible
presence of
face-centred cubic
Co at low tube
angles (the tops of
the peaks are
highlighted with a
yellow line to
emphasise this)
B -  Co3O4 / CoCr2O4
5.1.7 Micro-hardness Testing – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, an area of greater hardness (Figure 5.17a shows representative depth
hardness profiles taken from samples slid at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C)
was observed in the substrate immediately adjacent to the wear scar, accompanied by a rapid
decrease in hardness with increasing depth into the sample – this pattern was observed at
three of the key test temperatures – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C.
At room temperature and 270°C, hardness values in the subsurface area adjacent to the wear
scar were some 25% higher than in the main bulk of the substrate.   Values of Vicker’s
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hardness  fell  from  just  over  4.9  GPa  within  the  first  0.1  mm  of  the  surface,  to  in  general
between 3.2 GPa and 3.6 GPa at depths between 0.1 mm and 1 mm below the surface.   At
510°C, hardness values fell from peak values of ~5.0 GPa within the first 0.1 mm below the
wear scar surface to between 3.0 GPa and 4.5 GPa between 0.1 mm and 1 mm depth.   At
750°C, hardness values in the subsurface areas were between 15 to 30% higher than in the
bulk of the substrate, falling from as high as 6.0 GPa within the first 0.1 mm depth to in
general between 4.3 GPa and 5.2 GPa at depths between 0.1 mm and 1 mm.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, the situation was more complicated (Figure 5.17b shows
representative depth hardness profiles taken from samples slid at room temperature, 270°C,
510°C and 750°C), with the pattern of high subsurface hardness followed by clear decreases
only observed at room temperature and 510°C.   At room temperature, subsurface hardness
reached levels of ~6.2 GPa within the first 0.1 mm below the surface, falling to in general
between 3.4 to 3.9 GPa after ~0.1 mm and remaining in this range up to 1 mm depth.   At
510°C, subsurface hardness fell from levels as high as 6.6 GPa within the first 0.1 mm,
settling to between 2.9 to 4.1 GPa at depths of between 0.1 mm and 1 mm.
At 270 and 750°C, no clear trend was apparent between hardness levels and depth.   At
270°C, hardness values remained in general between 3.4 and 4.4 GPa.   Hardness values at
750°C were highly erratic with no sign of sub-surface hardnening, varying between 4.5 GPa
and 7.0 GPa.
Hardness testing of the glaze surface produced at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C gave an average of
6.4 GPa, compared to 5.2 GPa for the Nimonic 80A substrate (Table 5.1).   It is to be noted
that difficulties were encountered with the glaze fragmenting at times during micro-hardness
testing, with the glaze breaking-up in places to sometimes reveal underlying powdery debris
– actual hardness levels of the glaze may have thus been much higher than the measured
values suggest.
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Room temp. 270°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.17: Subsurface layer hardness for samples slid at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 3)
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Table 5.1: Hardness data for glaze and undeformed substrate, Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 slid at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Unworn substrate
(preheated to 750°C for
4 hours)
Glaze formed at
0.314 m.s-1
Nimonic 80A surface at
0.905 m.s-1
4.95
Mean =
5.23 GPa
5.98
Mean =
6.45 GPa
No glaze formed -
surface too rough for
measurements
5.77 6.99
5.10 6.50
5.73 7.32
4.61 5.46
5.2 In-depth Studies of the Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 Wear Pair
5.2.1 Build-up of Glaze with Time – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 510°C and 750°C,
Sliding Speed 0.314 m.s
-1
5.2.1.1 Experimental Observations – Glaze Build-up at 510°C and 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
During the sliding of Nimonic 80A against Stellite 6 at a sliding speed of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
temperatures of 510°C and 750°C, initial weight gains were observed for the Nimonic 80A
sample within the first 38 m (2 minutes) of sliding at both temperatures (0.000(4) g at 510°C
and 0.008(8) g at 750°C).   After these initial weight gains, sample weight change showed
very little variation up to 4,522 m (240 minutes) of sliding, regardless of temperature or
sliding distance / time.
510°C: A very slight positive weight gain of 0.000(4) g was observed for the Nimonic 80A
after 38 m sliding distance or two minutes sliding time, equating to a negative wear rate of
-10.614 µg.m
-1
.   Weight loss values did not show much change, showing a very slight
upward and erratic trend to a maximum value of 0.001(2) g after 2,261 m (120 minutes) of
sliding.   There was a very slight loss on continued sliding to 4,522 m (240 minutes), with a
recorded mean weight change value of 0.000(8) g.
After a large negative wear rate of -10.614 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 38 m (the first 2 minutes of
sliding), wear rate values remained near negligible up to 4,522 m or 240 minutes (at most
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1.061 µg.m
-1
 between 38 m and 188 m, and -1.274 µg.m
-1
 between 283 m and 377 m).   This
indicates a large transfer in material (the negative value indicating transfer to the sample)
occurred at the very beginning of sliding (0 to 38 m), after which there was little gain or loss
of material.
The coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.19) measured during each of the tests at 510°C
showed a very brief initial unsettled period, before rapidly settling into a ‘steady state’ with
reduced variation.   At 510°C, values during the initial unsettled period rose from zero to
typically ~0.7 (variability ~20%), before settling down to between 0.6 and 0.7 (variability
~12%).
750°C: After two minutes sliding time or 38 metres sliding distance at 750°C, a slight mean
positive weight change of 0.001(0) g was obtained for the Nimonic 80A.   After this early
initial gain in weight, weight change values decreased very slightly with time, indicating a
very gradual loss of material from the Nimonic 80A sample.   After 240 minutes or 4,522 m,
a negligible value for weight change was obtained.
Presenting this data in terms of wear rate (Figure 5.18b) between each measurement point
shows the effect of the material build-up on the Nimonic 80A sample even more clearly.   A
large negative magnitude wear rate of -26.448 µg.m
-1
 was  obtained  in  the  first  38  m  (2
minutes), indicating rapid initial build-up of material on the sample.   After this, wear rate
became very low very rapidly, as indicated by the 0.700 µg.m
-1
 value between 38 m (2
minutes) and 188 m (10 minutes).   Values after this remained very close to and in general,
very slightly above zero wear rate, indicating a very gradual loss of material from the glaze
surface.   Wear remained extremely low for the remainder of the test period.
At 750°C, coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.19) followed the same pattern as observed
at 510°C, with a brief unsettled run-in period at the very beginning of sliding followed by a
very rapid transition to reduced variation steady state sliding.   Recorded values of
coefficient of friction were lower at 750°C – during the unsettled run-in phase, the
coefficient of friction rose from zero to typically 0.5 to 0.55 (variability ~20% – this
compares with ~0.7 at 510°C), settling down to ~0.5 (variability ~10%) during steady state
sliding (compared to between 0.6 and 0.7 at 510°C).
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Figure 5.18: Change in weight and wear rate with time for Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 at 510°C, 630°C and 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.19: Change in coefficient of friction with sliding distance for Nimonic 80A
versus Stellite 6 at 510°C and 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sample size=5)
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5.2.1.2 Optical and SEM Studies – Glaze Build-up at 510°C and 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
At 510°C, the formation of oxide layers and glaze platforms on the surface of the
Nimonic 80A were observed after only 38 m or 2 minutes of sliding, accompanied by a very
limited amount of damage to the Nimonic 80A (Figures 5.20a and 5.21a) and virtually no
damage to the Stellite 6 counterface (not shown).   The level of glaze coverage then
increased on sliding up to 188 m (10 minutes), with only a very slight increase in metallic
damage.    However, although a reduction in porosity was observed with increasing sliding
distance, the glaze layers continued to show some porosity after 4,522 m / 240 minutes of
sliding.
Further  sliding  resulted  in  an  increase  in  glaze  coverage  with  no  extra  damage  to  the
Nimonic 80A.   However, at 510°C, the glaze was always observed to be patchy and highly
porous with evidence of some breakaway of sections of glaze at all sliding distances up to
4,522 m (4 hours) of sliding (Figure 5.22) and a small amount of accompanying black oxide
powder debris generation – this loose oxide debris was usually in the size range 300 nm to
1 µm, with a few particles of size up to 3 µm.
The rapid formation of a patchy glaze was again observed at 750°C, with oxide layers and
glaze platforms once again visible after only 38 metres or 2 minutes of sliding, with very
little damage to the Nimonic 80A substrate (Figures 5.20b and 5.21b) or to the Stellite 6
counterface (not shown).   Examination of samples slid for longer distances indicated no
further significant damage to either, with the initially patchy glaze developing into a smooth
glaze layer after 4,522 m (240 minutes).   Glaze layers were observed to be more complete
and less porous at 750°C than at 510°C (Figure 5.22) – the level of porosity seemed to
reduce significantly with sliding distance, with glaze layers formed after both 2,261 m / 120
minutes and 4,522 m / 240 minutes apparently very smooth and with extended areas of very
low porosity.
At 750°C, losses in terms of breakaway of material from the glaze and debris formation
were minimal and less than at 510°C.   Debris produced were always in the form of black
oxide powder, particle sizes normally in the range 300 nm to 1 µm with a few particles up to
3 µm.
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Figure 5.20: Glaze build-up with time for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 – optical
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
,wear scars = 14 x 5 mm)
(a) 510°C
2 minutes, 38 metres
A little surface damage, some oxide build-up
and glaze formation (darker banded areas)
already occurring
10 minutes, 188 metres
Oxide debris and patchy glaze formation over
a greater percentage of the surface (dark
grey)
120 minutes, 2,261 metres
Glaze formation still patchy with some limited
removal
240 minutes, 4,522 metres
Patchy glaze coverage persists up to 750°C,
though with slightly greater coverage of wear
scar
(b) 750°C
2 minutes, 38 metres
Slight surface damage, substantial glaze
(grey colour) formation already occurring, less
powdery than at 510°C
10 minutes, 188 metres
Patchy glaze formation over a greater
percentage of the surface (dark grey) with
some removal (lighter areas) and limited
loose oxide formation
120 minutes, 2,261 metres
Glaze formation still patchy with some limited
removal
240 minutes, 4,522 metres
Glaze coverage now accounting for most of
wear scar area, with a less broken, smooth
surface – minimal loose debris
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Figure 5.21: Glaze build-up with time for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 – SEM low
resolution images (X300)
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
,wear scars = 14 x 5 mm)
(a) 510°C
Highly fragmented and
patchy glaze after 2
minutes / 38 m covering
areas of initial contact,
followed by a large
increase in glaze
coverage after 10
minutes / 188 m
Increasing glaze
coverage of wear scar
with time / sliding
distance, however, glaze
remains patchy with high
levels of porosity up to
240 minutes / 4,522 m
Debris levels (mostly in
size range 300 nm to
1µm) remain relaitvely
high up to 240
minutes / 4,522 m
     200 µm
(b) 750°C
Patchy, fragmented
glaze after 2
minutes / 38 m covering
initial contact areas,
followed by a large
increase in glaze
coverage after 10
minutes / 188 m
Increasing glaze
coverage of wear scar
with time / sliding
distance, greater than at
510°C – porosity levels
also lower
Levels of loose debris
(mostly in size range
300 nm to 1µm)
apparently less after 120
minutes / 2,261 m and
also after 240
minutes / 4,522 m
     200 µm
2 minutes / 38 m
120 minutes / 2,261 m 240 minutes / 4,522 m
10 minutes / 188 m
2 minutes / 38 m
120 minutes / 2,261 m 240 minutes / 4,522 m
10 minutes / 188 m i  /   i  /  
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Figure 5.22: Glaze build-up with time for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 – SEM high
resolution images (X3.0K)
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
,wear scars = 14 x 5 mm)
Increasing levels of
compaction and
sintering with
increased sliding
distance at both 510°C
and 750°C
Glaze layers at 750°C
are noticeably more
compacted and less
porous, with a higher
degree of sintering,
especially after 240
minutes / 4,522 m of
sliding
      20 µm
5.2.1.3 EDX Analysis – Glaze Build-up at 510°C and 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
The use of EDX on samples slid at 510°C, indicate very high levels of cobalt and chromium
in the glaze layers, with only a small amount of nickel.   After 38 metres / 2 minutes, the
oxide consisted on average of ~59% cobalt, ~28% chromium and ~7% nickel.   After 2,261
metres / 240 minutes, there was very little change composition (~62% Co, ~30% Cr, ~2%
Ni).   After 4,522 m / 240 minutes of sliding, there was a very slight decrease in cobalt
levels to ~51%, with nickel levels remaining low at ~3% and chromium levels unchanged at
~34%.   The high cobalt levels and low nickel levels indicate the source of the glaze was
almost exclusively the Stellite 6 counterface.
510°C, 10 minutes / 188 m
750°C, 10 minutes / 188 m 750°C, 240 minutes / 4,522 m
510°C, 240 minutes / 4,522 m
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Figure 5.23: XRD data – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 510°C
(a) load = 7N, sliding distance = 282 m (15 minutes), wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 20.83 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 41.67 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Y Scale Mul  2.000 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 0.000,1.000 |
SAA5115a - File: SAA5115a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(b) load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m (240 minutes), wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 50.00 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 41.67 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
SAA514Ha - File: SAA514Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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Figure 5.24: XRD data – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C
(a) load = 7N, sliding distance = 282 m (15 minutes), wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 20.83 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 41.67 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 0.000,1.000 | Import
SAA7515a - File: SAA7515a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(b) load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m (240 minutes), wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 33.41 % - d x by: 1.0042 - WL: 1.
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 36.45 % - d x by
Operations: Y Scale Mul  1.800 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Y Scale Mul  1.958 | Y Scale Mu
a_SAA754Hh - File: SAA754Hh.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000
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At 750°C, EDX of the oxide material forming the glaze layers indicated that the majority of
this oxide was transferred from the Stellite 6, but with a more significant (although still
small) contribution from the Nimonic 80A (indicated by the presence of Ni) than seen at
510°C.   The contribution from the Nimonic 80A became greater with increasing sliding
distance / time - after 38 metres / 2 minutes, the mean composition of the glaze was ~55%
cobalt, ~28% chromium and ~9% nickel.   After 2,261 metres / 120 minutes, cobalt levels
decreased to ~50%, and nickel levels increased to ~18% (chromium levels remained at
~27%).   After 4,522 metres / 240 minutes, cobalt accounted for only ~34%, with nickel
levels rising to ~17% and chromium levels rising to ~36%.
The EDX data at 750°C also indicated a high degree of variability in the glaze composition,
most noticeably after 2,261 m / 120 minutes and 4,522 m / 240 minutes of sliding.   This
was most evident from highly erratic values of cobalt (between ~40 % and ~60%) and nickel
(between ~7% and ~25%) obtained after sliding for both distances / times.
5.2.1.4 XRD Analysis – Glaze Build-up at 510°C and 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
XRD on samples slid at both 510°C and 750°C indicated the presence of CoCr2O4 and / or
Co3O4 on samples slid for 15 minutes or more (Figures 5.23 and 5.24) – given the high
levels of cobalt detected by EDX, the presence of both phases was likely.   The high cobalt
content further indicated that the Stellite 6 was the primary source of the debris forming the
glaze layers.
No  extra  phases  of  changes  of  phase  were  observed,  regardless  of  temperature  or  sliding
distance / time.
5.2.2 Reversal of Sample and Counterface -  Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A at 750°C
5.2.2.1 Experimental Observations – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A
With Stellite 6 as the sample and Nimonic 80A as the counterface, weight change values
tended to be minimal, with a tendency to decreasing weight loss from the Stellite 6 sample
with increasing sliding speed.   Figure 5.25 shows the observed change in weight versus
sliding speed, changing from -0.002(4) g at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to near-negligible at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
Figure 5.25b shows a decrease in wear rate on increasing sliding speed from 0.521 µg.m
-1
 at
0.314 m.s
-1
 to near negligible levels at 0.905 m.s
1
.
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Figure 5.25: Weight change and wear rate versus sliding speed for Stellite 6 as the
sample material worn against a Nimonic 80A counterface at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.26: Coefficient of friction versus temperature – Stellite 6 vs. Nimonic 80A
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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Coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.26) indicated the presence of an unsettled run-in
period during the early stages of sliding, which regardless of sliding speed, rapidly gave way
to more settled steady state sliding without any further major variations– this occurred after
~188 m at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and ~750 m at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   During the unsettled run-in period,
friction values rose to higher values at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (a maximum value of 1.14 was observed
almost  immediately  after  the  start  of  sliding)  than  at  0.314  m.s
-1
 (the maximum value
achieved was 0.83, again almost immediately after the start of sliding).   Coefficient of
friction values at 0.314 m.s
-1
 tended to be slightly higher during steady state sliding at
between 0.3 and 0.35, compared to between 0.25 and 0.35 at 0.905 m.s
-1
.    Variability  at
0.314 m.s
-1
 was also less at ~15%, compared to ~20% at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
It  is  to  be  noted  that  although  coefficient  of  friction  values  tended  to  be  slightly  lower  at
0.905 m.s
-1
 than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 during steady state sliding, the greater levels of vibration
observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
 and resulting reductions in contact time mean that actual coefficient
of friction values at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were likely to have been much higher.   For this reason,
caution must be observed on drawing any conclusions from the 0.905 m.s
-1
 coefficient of
friction data.
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5.2.2.2 Optical and SEM Microscopy – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A
Compacted oxide formation was observed to form regardless of the sliding speed used
(Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the optical and SEM images respectively), however, the nature
of the glaze was noted to change.   At 0.314 m.s
-1
, a smooth glaze surface of between ~4.5
and ~5.5 µm thickness was formed, though one sample was observed to have a small strip of
material of rougher morphology along the middle of the wear scar, approximately 2 mm
across.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
 where more material had been transferred, the rougher morphology
high transfer region covered almost the entire wear scar, with a greenish powder evident
identical to the loose debris observed at 750°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
 when Nimonic 80A was the
sample (Figure 5.4).   This indicated the presence of nickel oxide.
Some patches of transferred metal were also evident underlying the glaze layer on the
Stellite 6 samples at 0.905 m.s
-1
, indicating they had been deposited early during the sliding
process.
The use of backscatter to study the worn Stellite 6 indicated the presence of carbides
concentrated in grain boundary regions as large as 10 µm to 15 µm in thickness
(Figure 5.29).   However, despite their size, no effect on the wear process could be
identified, with the carbides showing no evidence of protruding beyond the surface of the
Stellite 6 into the wear region or the overlying glaze layers.   Similar observations were
made with the 0.905 m.s
-1
 sample.
5.2.2.3 EDX Analysis – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A
EDX analysis of the oxide deposits on the Stellite 6 samples indicated a variation in the
source  material  for  the  two  different  observed  regions  of  glaze  deposit  (the  smoother  low
transfer region and rougher high transfer region).   Also, regardless of region morphology,
there was an overall shift towards higher nickel levels and lower cobalt levels with increased
sliding speed, indicating a shift in source from the Stellite 6 sample at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C to
the Nimonic 80A counterface at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C.   Figure 5.27, showing the optical
images obtained for each of the three sliding speeds, shows also the EDX data obtained in
each case, with values given for low transfer (smooth) and high transfer (rough) regions in
each case.   At 0.314 m.s
-1
, the smoother low transfer regions accounting for most of the
wear scar consisted of high levels of cobalt (mean value of 37.35%) and low levels of nickel
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(14.45%), indicating that the source of the majority of the material was the Stellite 6 sample
–  transfer  from  the  Nimonic  80A  counterface  was  fairly  low.    The  rougher  high  transfer
region gave higher nickel (31.45%) and lower cobalt (23.60%) levels indicating a shift
towards the source material being the Nimonic 80A counterface, albeit with a high degree of
mixing with Stellite 6 sample material.
Increasing the sliding speed to 0.905 m.s
-1
 was sufficient to almost eliminate cobalt from the
rougher high transfer region (nickel 61.67%, cobalt 4.2% – there was less mixing in this
area).   An increasing proportion of nickel (nickel 37.55%, cobalt 20.90%) also indicated a
larger Nimonic 80A contribution and increased mixing in the smoother low transfer region.
The lack of influence of swapping of the sample and counterface materials on the direction
of material transfer indicated that sliding speed had a greater influence.   At 0.314 m.s
-1
, the
Stellite 6 has remained the primary source of material, whether as the sample or the
counterface.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the Nimonic 80A has remained the main source of material.
5.2.2.4 Hardness Data – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A
No clear variations in hardness could be identified in the sub-surface layers of the Stellite 6
samples slid at either 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C or 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C (Figure 5.30 shows
representative hardness profiles for samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
),  that  could
be attributed to sub-surface work-hardening near the wear surface.   However, there was a
significant difference in hardness between matrix and high carbide regions, with matrix
values of between ~3.8 and 6.3 GPa and high carbide concentration areas of between 6.9 and
14.7 GPa at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
, matrix hardness values were between 4.0 GPa and
6.3 GPa and high carbide concentration areas gave values of between 5.8 GPa and 18.0 GPa.
It is to be noted that the actual hardness of the carbides may well have been higher than the
obtained data suggests (the theoretical hardness of chromium carbide is 18.7 GPa [116]), as
it was extremely difficult to position the Vickers micro-indenter over a carbide-only region.
The thickness of the carbides at between 10 µm and 15 µm were insufficient to allow this to
be done consistently.
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Figure 5.27: Compacted oxide produced on Stellite 6 samples slid against a
Nimonic 80A counterface at different sliding speeds – optical images
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
                               Low transfer
                               High transfer
                               Low transfer
Mostly smooth compacted oxide layer, black
in colour, high in cobalt, low in nickel.   Small
strip of nickel rich, cobalt depleted oxide.
(wear scar 14 mm)
Ni Cr Fe Al Co Ti Mn Si W
Low transfer 14.45 38.35 1.00 1.30 37.35 37.35 0.15 2.15 0.70
High transfer 31.45 38.45 0.95 0.75 23.60 1.15 0.30 0.90 2.65
Nimonic 80A
as sample
16.70 36.20 1.30 0.50 34.20 0.90 0.80 3.80 5.60
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
High transfer
                                  Low transfer
Nickel-rich, cobalt depleted material covering
almost all of wear scar – some early metallic
transfer.   Thin strip of higher cobalt material
along ‘bottom’ edge. (wear scar 16 mm)
Ni Cr Fe Al Co Ti Mn Si W
Low transfer 37.55 35.05 1.40 3.10 20.90 1.05 0.80 0.85 1.60
High transfer 61.67 27.57 0.63 2.13 4.20 1.93 0.13 0.67 0.43
Nimonic 80A
as sample
71.30 24.90 0.20 2.20 0.20 1.80 0.00 0.00 0.00
‘Low transfer’ refers to areas where there has not been large-scale transfer of material
from the Nimonic 80A counterface to the Stellite 6 sample.
‘High transfer’ is where greater levels of transfer from the Nimonic 80A counterface
have clearly occurred, the transferred material forming a mixed layer at 0.314 m.s-1,
becoming predominantly nickel-based at 0.905 m.s-1.
‘Nimonic 80A as sample’ refers to data collected in earlier testing (Section 5.1) by the
sliding of Nimonic 80A as the sample against a Stellite 6 counterface and is shown here
for comparative purposes.
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Figure 5.28: Compacted oxide produced on Stellite 6 samples slid against a
Nimonic 80A counterface at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 – SEM images
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
Smooth glaze with little loose debris, mainly
Co-Cr based (CoCr2O4 / Co3O4)
Rough glaze, high levels of loose debris,
mainly NiO and Cr2O3
Figure 5.29: Backscatter image of the side profile of a Stellite 6 sample
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
300 µm
0.314 m.s
-1
0.905 m.s
-1
10 µm
              Wear surface
No protrusion of
carbides beyond
surface of the Stellite 6
beyond wear surface,
thus carbides did not
play any direct part in
wear behaviour at the
sliding interface –
identical observations
were made at
0.905 m.s-1
Cobalt-chromium
matrix (light)
Chromium carbide
grain boundary
precipitates (dark)
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Hardness levels of glaze layers formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C on the Stellite 6 surface (Table
5.2 – mean value 11.22 GPa) tended to be higher than that of the Stellite 6 matrix (mean
hardness 5.19 GPa) and in general harder than that of the areas of high carbide concentration
(mean  hardness  9.45  GPa).    However,  the  Vickers  micro-indenter,  even  with  a  50g  load,
was able to penetrate the extremely thin glaze layers (between ~4.5 and ~5.5 µm) into the
underlying Stellite 6 material.   Thus it is likely that the obtained values for glaze hardness
were significantly less than the glaze layers’ true levels of hardness.
No hardness vales are presented for the glaze layers formed on the Stellite 6 surface at
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C – no reliable data could be obtained due to the high roughness of the
glaze surfaces at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
5.2.2.5 Nimonic 80A Counterface – Stellite 6 versus Nimonic 80A
At 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C (Figure 5.31), a patchy dark glaze formed over the surface of the
Nimonic 80A counterface wear scar, identical to the smooth high chromium-cobalt glaze
present on the wear scar of the Stellite 6 sample.   This glaze was easily removed from some
areas  of  the  wear  scar,  the  high  cobalt  content  of  which  (32%  Co,  38%  Cr,  19%  Ni),
indicating that the main source of this glaze was the Stellite 6.   The greenish high nickel
oxide from the Nimonic 80A counterface was observable only in the gaps in the glaze layer
on the counterface.
Table 5.2: Hardness data for glaze, for a Stellite 6 sample slid against a
Nimonic 80A counterface at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
11.88
Mean hardness of glaze = 11.22 GPa
10.63
10.63
12.45
10.51
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Figure 5.30: Variation in hardness with increasing distance from the sliding surface
for both the cobalt rich matrix and the carbide precipitates in Stellite 6
slid against a Nimonic 80A counterface at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter – 50g,
sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.31: Compacted oxide produced on a Nimonic 80A counterface slid against
Stellite 6 samples at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, wear sections = 15 x 5 mm)
0.314 m.s-1
Patchy smooth glaze, similar to that
observed on Stellite 6 sample, greenish
colour in glaze-free areas indicates high
levels of NiO
0.905 m.s-1
High wear and damage to counterface on
lower part of sample, lighter colour of
debris indicating high NiO levels, darker
area is region of limited glaze.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 and 750°C, an area of darker glaze like material formed down the centre of
the Nimonic 80A counterface wear scar.   As at this sliding speed, the oxide on the Stellite 6
sample wear scar was primarily nickel-based with some chromium (i.e. indicating transfer
was from the Nimonic 80A counterface to the Stellite 6 sample), then the glaze-like layer
formed on the counterface was also likely to be of similar composition.   Insufficient glaze
could be collected for a reliable analysis.
The level of damage on the counterface was greater for increased sliding speed - no
significant metallic damage was observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
, compared to a moderate level of
damage at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
5.2.3 Substitution of Nimonic 80A with High Purity Nickel - Nickel 200
TM
 versus
Stellite 6 at 750°C
5.2.3.1 Experimental Observations – Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6
Weight change values for the Nickel 200
TM
 samples  slid  against  Stelllite  6  at  750°C were
extremely low, with an average gain of 0.001(1) g at 0.314 m.s
-1
, and negligible changes
(0.000(8) g) at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.32).   This was reflected by the similarly low wear rate
data (-0.252 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m of sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and -0.184 µg.m
-1
5
m
m
5
m
m
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between 0 and 4,522 m at 0.905 m.s
-1
 – Figure 5.32a).   This contrasts with the large jump
seen in weight loss (from -0.000(2) g to –0.072(7) g) and wear rate (from 0.039 µg.m
-1
 to
16.084 µg.m
-1
) on increasing sliding speed from 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 0.905 m.s
-1
, for the
Nimonic 80A / Stelite 6 (counterface) system at 750°C (shown for comparison purposes).
Coefficient of friction data was highly erratic, with steady state values varying between 0.3
and 0.6 at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.33).   At both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
0.905 m.s
-1
 unsettled ‘run-in’ values (as high as ~0.85) gave way to ‘steady state’ values
after about 500 m of sliding – sliding speed neither increased or reduced this distance.
5.2.3.2 Optical and SEM Microscopy – Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6
Optically (Figure 5.34), the smooth surfaces produced during the sliding of Nickel 200
TM
against Stellite 6 seemed to indicate a stable, adherent glaze, with no real evidence of severe
wear noted on either sample or counterface.   SEM of the 0.314 m.s
-1
 sample (Figure 5.35)
also showed a relatively smooth glaze, but not quite as smooth as with Nimonic 80A or
Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at the same speed.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
,  there  was  still  glaze
coverage across the entire wear scar with low overall wear.   However, there was more
evidence of breakaway at 0.905 m.s
-1
, but accompanied by continued ready glaze-platform
formation from the loose debris.
This break-away did not expose the underlying substrate (no evidence of any enhanced
damage to the Nickel 200
TM
 sample  could  be  found),  with  SEM  indicating  the  continued
formation and break-up of glaze platforms over previously deposited oxide material
(Figure 5.35).
Only a small amount of loose oxide debris was produced during sliding at both 0.314 m.s
-1
and 0.905 m.s
-1
.   This debris was of average particle size in the range 300 nm to 1µm, with
only a few particles of size above this, no bigger than 3 µm.   Many of the larger particles
were clumped and sintered together from smaller particles.   Debris typical of that produced
is shown in the X6.0K micrograph of the 0.905 m.s
-1
 sample (Figure 5.35).   Here, debris has
been compacted together, with some sintering together and some refracturing.
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Figure 5.32: Weight change and wear rate versus sliding speed for Nickel 200
TM
versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 Nickel 200TM versus Stellite 6
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Figure 5.33: Friction data for Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of wear scars produced by wear of Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 and Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, wear scars are 5 mm across)
Nickel 200TM versus Stellite 6, 0.314 m.s-1
Low wear with a nickel oxide (NiO) glaze layer,
not as smooth as for Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s-1.   Very little loose nickel
oxide debris.
Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6, 0.314 m.s-1
Low wear, smooth cobalt chromium oxide
(CoCr2O4) rich glaze layer, very little Co-Cr
oxide loose debris.
Nickel 200TM versus Stellite 6, 0.905 m.s-1
Low wear, nickel oxide (NiO) glaze layer,
slightly grooved in direction of sliding.   Very
little loose nickel oxide debris produced.
Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6, 0.905 m.s-1
High wear, grooved and worn surface, some
NiO debris on wear scar, large amount of NiO
and Cr2O3 debris ejected, no glaze formed.
15 mm
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5.2.3.3 EDX and XRD Analysis – Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6
XRD detected only the presence of the phase NiO in the glaze layer, with EDX indicating
the dominance of nickel (~98% Ni – other elements were only present to trace levels),
regardless of whether sliding was conducted at 0.314 m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
 –  no  significant
levels of  cobalt (or chromium) from the Stellite 6 counterface could be detected (even at
0.314 m.s
-1
).   This contrasts with the cobalt-chromium based glaze produced at 0.314 m.s
-1
with  Nimonic  80A  as  the  sample  material  and  the  high  levels  of  wear  observed  at
0.905 m.s
-1
, where high levels of nickel-based and chromium-based oxide were produced.
The little loose oxide debris that was produced was also of nickel oxide (~98%), again
regardless of sliding speed.
5.2.3.4 Micro-hardness Testing – Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6
Micro-hardness profiles for both 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 gave no clear trends (Figure 5.37
shows representative depth hardness profiles taken from samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
0.905 m.s
-1
, sliding temperature 750°C), with Nickel 200
TM
 sample values beneath the wear
scar little different from the undeformed Nickel 200
TM
 values.   Hardness values tended to
be highly variable, at between 1.4 and 1.8 GPa.
Glaze data (Table 5.3) did, however, show variations in hardness depending on the nature of
the glaze.   In general, the glaze formed only a very thin layer (no more than 1 µm) on the
surface of the Nickel 200
TM
 (especially at 0.905 m.s
-1
), with the micro-hardness indenter
penetrating through the layer into the substrate beneath and giving relatively low values.   At
0.314 m.s
-1
,  values  of  between  3.0  and  6.0  GPa  were  obtained,  compared  to  values  of
between 2.0 and 3.1 GPa (with one exception at 6.4 GPa) for 0.905 m.s
-1
.
In contrast a few areas, where a thicker glaze was obtained, gave very high levels of
hardness – these again proved to be variable.   Values for 0.314 m.s
-1
 again were on average
higher than for 0.905 m.s
-1
 (with mean values of 22.6 and 16.0 GPa respectively), though the
difficulty in obtaining data meant only a small number of values could be obtained.   More
often than not, the glaze layer broke up on attempting micro-hardness testing, regardless of
test load (normally 50g for 12 seconds – 10 and 25 g were also tried), exposing a loose
underlying nickel oxide debris layer.
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Figure 5.35: SEM images of Nickel 200
TM
 samples slid against a Stellite 6 counterface
at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
0.314 m.s-1: Relatively smooth glaze with limited breakaway.
0.905 m.s-1: Glaze coverage of the wear scar is still comprehensive, however,
glaze platforms are more fragmented than at 0.314 m.s-1, with
slightly more loose debris.
0.905 m.s-1, X6.0K: Both glaze forming and break-up processes are visible, with
cracks developing in the glaze platform in the bottom left of the
picture and loose debris joining and sintering together in the top
right.
100 µm 5 µmBreak up
Sintering
0.314 m.s
-1
, X300
0.905 m.s
-1
, X300 0.905 m.s
-1
, X6.0K
0.905 m.s
-1
, X300
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Figure 5.36: XRD Plots for glaze from Nickel 200
TM
versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
(a) Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6, 0.314 m.s
-1
04-0850 (*) - Nickel, syn - Ni - Y: 37.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
44-1159 (*) - Nickel Oxide - NiO - Y: 75.99 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Y Scale Mul  0.792 | Y Scale Mul  0.917 | Y Scale Mul  0.500 | Y Scale Mul  0.5
SNA754Ha - File: SNA754Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(b) Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6, 0.905 m.s
-1
04-0850 (*) - Nickel, syn - Ni - Y: 37.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
44-1159 (*) - Nickel Oxide - NiO - Y: 75.99 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 0.676,1.000 | Impo
SNC754Hc - File: SNC7583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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In absence of Cr2O3 (as was
formed with Nimonic 80A),
NiO readily formed a highly
wear protective glaze even
at 0.905 m.s-1
Highly wear protective
glaze formed from the
Nickel sourced NiO phase
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Table 5.3: Hardness data for glaze and undeformed substrate – Nickel 200
TM
 versus
Stellite 6 slid at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Substrate (preheated to
750° for 4 hours)
0.314 m.s-1 0.905 m.s-1
1.78
1.52
1.57
1.51
1.61
Mean =
1.60 GPa
Thinned glaze Thinned glaze
5.98
3.05
2.35
6.28
5.38
Mean =
4.61 GPa
2.59
1.96
2.38
3.14
6.38
Mean =
3.29 GPa
Thicker glaze platforms Thicker glaze platforms
25.31
24.05
15.30
21.47
27.07
Mean =
22.56 GPa
11.87
17.22
19.62
14.76
16.38
Mean =
15.99 GPa
Figure 5.37: Subsurface layer hardness for samples slid at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6, 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g, sample size = 3)
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5.3 Testing of Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature
and 750°C, at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s-1
5.3.1 Experimental Observations – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
Figure 5.38 shows the variation of weight loss (in grams) and wear rate (defined in this
thesis as µg.m
-1
) with temperature for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 (counterface) system,
from  room  temperature  to  750°C.    The  weight  loss  and  wear  rate  behaviour  observed  at
0.314 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m of sliding) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m and 13,032 m of
sliding) is described in this section.
a) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.314 m.s
-1
The weight change profile for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m
of sliding), was very similar to that obtained with Nimonic 80A.   The Incoloy MA956
underwent very low levels of weight loss up to 450°C (largest mean change of -0.002(5) g at
390°C) and very slight gains from 510°C to 750°C (largest mean change of 0.001(5) g at
630°C).   Wear rate values for the Incoloy MA956 (between 0 and 4,522 m) also remained
extremely low at 0.314 m.s
-1
, rising from 0.136 µg.m
-1
 at room temperature, up to
0.545 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C.   Values for wear rate then decreased, with negative values between
510°C (-0.130 µg.m
-1
) and 750°C (-0.150 µg.m
-1
).   The largest negative magnitude value
was -0.335 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C.
b) Coefficient of friction data at 0.314 m.s
-1
Measured coefficient of friction values (Figure 5.39) for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6
(counterface) system at 0.314 m.s
-1
 showed two clear phases of frictional behaviour.   At the
very beginning of sliding, there was an initial unsettled or ‘run-in’ period, with high levels
of variance (~20%), which rapidly gave way to a more settled ‘steady state’ with reduced
variation (~12%), persisting for the remainder of each sliding test.
A  downward  trend  in  coefficient  of  friction  with  temperature  for  the
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system at 0.314 m.s
-1
, was visible in both the data for the
unsettled ‘run-in’ period and the ‘steady state’ period (Figure 5.39).   This became less
pronounced at higher temperatures, with no significant difference in either case between the
friction data at 510°C and 750°C.   Peak values for the run-in data fell from 1.05 at room
temperature, to 0.75 at 270°C, 0.64 at 510°C and 0.66 at 750°C – in each case a sharp rise
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from zero friction was observed at the beginning of testing.   ‘Steady state’ values showed a
steady decrease from between 0.93 - 1.05 at room temperature, to between 0.66 - 0.76 at
270°C, 0.58 - 0.65 at 510°C and 0.55 - 0.67 at 750°C.
c) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
At 0.905 m.s
-1
/ 4,522 m, weight loss from the Incoloy MA956 remained low at room
temperature (weight change -0.002(1) g – the negative value indicates a weight loss) and
270°C (weight change -0.001(9) g).   The wear rate of the Incoloy MA956 also remained
low, with recorded values of 0.462 µg.m
-1
 (between 0 and 4,522 m) at room temperature and
0.411 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C.
At 390°C and 450°C, there was a rapid increase in weight loss from the Incoloy MA956
samples, with recorded values for weight change -0.075(4) g at 390°C and -0.147(8) g at
450°C (representing the highest losses observed after 4,522 m of sliding).   Wear rate values
between 0 and 4,522 m of 16.681 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C and 32.675 µg.m
-1
 at 450°C indicate a
very large increase in wear.
Between 510°C and 750°C, there was a steady decrease in weight loss and wear rate.   At
510°C, weight change and wear rate values of -0.082(8) g and 18.330 µg.m
-1
 (between 0 and
4,522 m) were obtained.   At 630°C, recorded weight change and wear rate values were
-0.007(7) g and 1.694 µg.m
-1
.   At 750°C, weight change and wear rate values were minimal
at -0.000(7) g and 0.146 µg.m
-1
 respectively.
d) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
/ 13,032 m
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m, values of weight loss and wear rate (between 4,522 and 13,032
m) for the Incoloy MA956 remained low at room temperature (weight change -0.008(0) g;
wear rate 0.618 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m) and 270°C (weight change -0.004(0) g;
wear rate 0.225 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m).   These values showed little difference
to those observed after 4,522 m.
At 390°C, there was a large increase in weight loss – the very high levels of weight loss
from the Incoloy MA956 observed after 4,522 m (weight change -0.075(4) g) were also
observed after 13,032 m (weight change -0.374(2) g, representing the highest weight losses
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recorded after 13,032 m), indicating continuing high wear on extended sliding.   However, at
450°C, the weight change value at 450°C after 13,032 m of sliding (-0.147(7) g) was little
different to that observed after 4,522 m (-0.147(2) g).   These data indicated two changes in
wear behaviour with increasing temperature, firstly to a high wear situation at 390°C
regardless of sliding distance, then to a ‘two stage’ wear process at 450°C, with early high
level wear followed by a later period of minimal wear.
The use of wear rate data clearly showed that changes in wear behaviour were occurring on
raising the temperature firstly to 390°C then to 450°C.   A wear rate value of 35.107 µg.m
-1
at 390°C, indicated continued high wear between 4,522 and 13,032 m – this wear rate was
higher than that observed between 0 and 4,522 m (16.681 µg.m
-1
).    However,  at  450°C, a
very low wear rate of -0.064 µg.m
-1
 was obtained between 4,522 m and 13,032 m, compared
to 32.675 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m.
The same ‘two stage’ weight change profile was exhibited at 510°C, with most losses from
the Incoloy MA956 restricted to the first 4,522 m of sliding.   At 510°C, the mean weight
change value after 4,522 m was -0.082(9) g (the wear rate between 0 and 4,522 m was
18.330 µg.m
-1
), compared to -0.100(8) g after 13,032 m (the wear rate between 4,522 and
13,032 m was 4.318 µg.m
-1
).   Similar patterns of wear were exhibited at 570°C and 630°C
(Figure 5.38).
This pattern broke down only on reaching 690°C and 750°C, with extremely low values for
Incoloy MA956 weight change and wear rate after both 4,522m and 13,032 m of sliding.
At 690°C, weight change values of -0.001(1) g after 4,522 m and -0.005(8) g after 13,032 m
of sliding were obtained.   At the same temperature, wear rates of 0.243 µg.m
-1
 up to
4,522 m and 0.553 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m now indicated slightly increased but
still very low wear rate for extended sliding.   Weight change and wear rate were
near-negligible at 750°C, with values for weight change of -0.000(6) g for 4,522 m and
-0.001(5) g for 13,032 m.   Wear rate values at this temperature were 0.146 µg.m
-1
 up  to
4,522 m and 0.113 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m respectively, indicating no
significant change in wear behaviour.
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Figure 5.38: Effect of temperature on weight change and wear rate – Incoloy MA956
versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sample size =5)
(a) Weight change versus temperature
Slight weight gains at 0.314 m.s
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 between 510°C and 750°C
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Room temp. 270°C 450°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.39: Coefficient of friction versus temperature – Incoloy MA956 vs. Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1 /
4,522 m
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e) Coefficient of friction data at 0.905 m.s
-1
The 0.905 m.s
-1
 coefficient of friction data were extremely variable and did not tend to settle
down readily into a steady state.   As such, any unsettled run-in period was in general hard to
distinguish from the later data, though early increases on average from zero to 0.52 at room
temperature, 0.63 at 270°C, 1.16 at 510°C and 0.71 at 750°C were noted.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, steady state variations for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 (where
identifiable) of between 20% and 33% were observed, with actual recorded variations of
between 0.34 and 0.52 at room temperature, 0.41 and 0.65 at 270°C, 0.36 and 0.68 at 510°C,
and 0.55 and 0.81 at 750°C.   In some cases, however, especially at room temperature and
270°C, there were occasional large increases or variations in friction (for example, at room
temperature, there was a rapid increase in friction from 0.37 after 2,449 m of sliding to 0.95
after 3,109 m).
Coefficient of friction values once again tended to be lower for 0.905 m.s
-1
 than for
0.314 m.s
-1
, however, given the greater levels of vibration and resulting reductions in contact
time at this higher sliding speed, actual coefficient of friction values at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were
likely  to  have  been  much  higher.    For  this  reason,  it  is  difficult  to  draw  any  clear
conclusions from the 0.905 m.s
-1
 data.
5.3.2 Optical and SEM Studies – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
Observation of samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 using optical microscopy (Figure 5.40) and SEM
(Figure 5.42) indicated a pattern of behaviour similar to that seen with Nimonic 80A versus
Stellite 6 up to 270°C, with loose oxidised debris present on the wear scar surface; this once
again became increasingly smeared with temperature.   This loose debris continued to be
present up to 450°C for 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.40), at which temperature, there was an
increase in the sintering and agglomeration of the debris and isolated areas of glaze-like
material began to form.   Evidence of metal-to-metal contact between room temperature and
450°C was extremely limited for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 (counterface) system.
Monitoring of room temperature tests indicated that this metal-to-metal contact was mostly
limited to the very early stages of wear, tending not to occur once the loose oxide debris had
formed.
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Between 510°C and 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Figures 5.40 and 5.42a), increasing levels of glaze
formation were observed with increasing sliding temperature up to 750°C – these glaze
layers formed tended to become more extensive and contain less porosity as the sliding
temperature increased.   Evidence of damage due to metal-to-metal contact between the
Incoloy MA956 sample and Stellite 6 counterface was also less at glaze forming
temperatures (between 510°C and 750°C) and became progressively less evident on
increasing the temperature towards 750°C.
The oxide debris (Figure 5.43) produced at all temperatures between room temperature and
750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
, were in general between 300 nm and 1 µm in size, with some larger
particles of up to 3 µm – a few particles above and below this size range were also observed.
There were fewer larger particles at glaze-forming temperatures (>450°C), apart from the
occasional larger fragment of broken-off glaze.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
,  loose  oxide  debris  was  observed  on  the  Incoloy  MA956  sample  wear  scar
surface only at room temperature and 270°C (Figure 5.41 – Figure 5.42b additionally shows
the SEM micrograph for room temperature and 0.905 m.s
-1
), with only limited evidence of
damage due to metal-to-metal contact between the Incoloy MA956 sample and Stellite 6
counterface.   Monitoring of testing at room temperature indicated this contact to be largely
restricted to the early stages of wear (as at 0.314 m.s
-1
), tending not to happen once the loose
oxide debris had formed.    At 270°C, some smearing of the oxide was observed and some
small fragments of metallic debris, suggesting increasing levels of metal-to-metal contact
between sample and counterface, were noted in amongst the oxide debris (Figure 5.43b).
At 390°C (Figures 5.41 and 5.42b) and 0.905 m.s
-1
, all traces of oxide debris on the surface
of the Incoloy MA956 samples had disappeared and a bright metallic, highly worn, wear
scar was observed at both 4,522 m and 13,032 m, typical of severe wear.   Debris produced
was metallic in nature and the flat angular platelet-like particles of size between 20 µm and
1 mm suggested a delamination wear mechanism was in operation.
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Figure 5.40: Sample wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6, 0.314 m.s
-1
Room temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose debris covering most of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 390°C)
Loose debris, a little smearing
450°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Highly smeared oxide, some sintering with first
traces of glaze
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 570°C)
Patchy glaze formation
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 630°C, 690°C)
Glaze formation – spalling on cooling
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Figure 5.41: Sample wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6, 0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations made after 13,032 m of sliding follow the same pattern as 4,522 m where not
shown)
Room temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm)
Loose debris covering most of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14x 5 mm)
Loose debris with some smearing
390°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm)
Severe wear with no glaze
390°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 19 x 5 mm)
Severe wear with no glaze
450°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 19 x 5 mm)
Severe wear with no glaze
450°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 19 x 5 mm)
Glaze development only after extended sliding
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm, also 570°C)
Early severe wear followed by glaze formation
510°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm, also 570°C)
Further glaze development with extended sliding
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 x 5 mm, also 630°C, 690°C)
Comprehensive glaze formation
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Figure 5.42: SEM micrographs for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 – wear surface
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 390°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 390°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
Loose debris resting on
Incoloy MA956
substrate at room
temperature (R.T. – and
270°C – not shown)
Severe wear at 390°C
with no oxide present on
wear scar surface
Glaze covering wear
scar surface at 510°C
(with some loose debris)
and 750°C (with only a
little loose debris)
Glaze layers noticeably
more complete at 750°C
Loose oxide debris
resting on
Incoloy MA956 substrate
at room temperature
(R.T. – also 270°C – not
shown)
Some smearing of
debris (dark areas)
evident at 390°C
Glaze platforms evident
(darker areas) at 510°C
and 750°C, with some
areas of loose debris
(lighter areas)
Glaze layers more
extensive at 750°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
390°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
390°C
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Figure 5.43: SEM micrographs for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 – debris
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
Fine debris of size
300 nm to 1 µm at room
temperature (identical to
that at 0.314 m.s
-1
), with
a few smaller fragments
of metallic debris in
amongst the oxide
debris at 270°C
Metallic debris particles
up to 1 mm in size at
510°C (also 390°C and
450°C) plus a little finer
oxide debris (not 390°C)
Fine oxide debris of
particle size in general
300 nm to 1 µm
approaching 750°C
Fine debris of size
300 nm to 1 µm at both
room temperature and
270°C, with relatively
few particles of greater
size
Less debris produced at
510°C and 750°C, with
reduced levels of larger
particles above 1 µm
and a possible shift
towards smaller sizes
within the 300 nm to
1 µm range
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.44: Counterface wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6,
0.314 m.s
-1
270°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at room
temperature, 390°C and 450°C)
Loose oxide debris, some smearing at 390°C and
450°C
510°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 570°C)
Patchy glaze covering contact areas
750°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 630°C and
690°C)
Smooth glaze covering contact areas
Figure 5.45: Counterface wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6,
0.905 m.s
-1
 (Observations made after 13,032 m of sliding follow the same pattern as 4,522 m)
270°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at
room temperature)
Loose oxide debris with smearing, especially at 270°C
510°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 390°C and
450°C)
Worn surface free of debris and glaze
570°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 630°C)
Patchy glaze layer covered in loose debris
750°C, 4,522 m
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable also at 690°C)
Comprehensive glaze formation – spalling on cooling
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The ‘severe wear only’ phase at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was  limited  to  390°C  for  the
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system.   At 450°C, severe wear continued to dominate the early
wear process, with a bright, highly worn wear surface on the 0.905 m.s
-1 /
4,522 m samples
(Figure 5.41).   Continuing sliding up to 13,032 m at 450°C did result in the development of
a  glaze  layer,  covering  most  of  the  wear  scar.    This  pattern  continued  at  510°C
(Figures 5.41 and 5.42b) and 570°C with comprehensive glaze formation on the 13,032 m
samples, compared to only limited glaze formation at 4,522 m.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, damage to the Incoloy MA956 samples became noticeably less as glaze
formation became more comprehensive with increasing temperature.   The depth and extent
of the wear scar on the Incoloy MA956 sample became less pronounced, with the 690°C and
750°C (Figures 5.41 and 5.42b) samples showing very little evidence of severe wear prior to
glaze formation.   The larger metallic debris was increasingly replaced by finer oxide debris
in the 300 nm to 1 µm range as sliding temperature increased and severe wear was
increasingly restricted to the early stages of sliding.
5.3.2.1 Stellite 6 Counterface Wear Scar Morphology
An identical pattern of wear to that observed on the Incoloy MA956 sample at 0.314 m.s
-1
was also observed on the Stellite 6 counterface (Figure 5.44).   Between room temperature
and 450°C, loose oxide debris covered the Stellite 6 counterface wear scar surface.
Between 510°C and 750°C, the counterface wear scar surface was increasingly covered by
glaze.   Damage due to metal-to-metal contact of the Stellite 6 counterface with the
Incoloy MA956 sample was extremely limited, particularly at glaze forming temperatures
(510°C to 750°C).
A similar pattern of wear was observed on the Stellite 6 counterface to that on the
Incoloy MA956 sample at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.45).   At room temperature and 270°C,
patches of loose oxide debris were observed across the surfaces of the wear scars, with very
little accompanying damage to the counterface.   A phase of severe wear was observed up to
510°C, with moderately worn wear scars that were highly damaged and metallic in nature.
At 570°C and 630°C, patchy glaze formation occurred, this becoming more continuous at
690°C and 750°C.   As glaze formation increased with temperature (570°C to 750°C),
damage to the counterface decreased.
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At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the glaze formation on the Stellite 6 counterface was delayed until 570°C,
despite glaze formation on samples of Incoloy MA956 at temperatures as low as 450°C.
5.3.3 EDX Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
The oxide debris and surface deposits formed on Incoloy MA956 samples that underwent
sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
,  showed  a  fairly  consistent  composition  profile  under  EDX  analysis
from room temperature up to 750°C (Figure 5.46) with the Stellite 6 acting as the primary
source of debris.   Between room temperature and 390°C, there were slight decreases in
cobalt levels (~38% to ~34%) within the loose oxide debris observed on the Incoloy MA956
wear scars.   Iron levels in the same debris rose from ~16 to 25% (indicating a limited
contribution from the Incoloy MA956), with chromium levels remaining fairly steady
between 30 and 35%.
Between 390°C and 750°C, with the onset of glaze formation on the Incoloy MA956
samples, the amount of cobalt within the glaze increased to ~40%, with iron levels dropping
to between 15 and 20%.   Again chromium levels remained fairly steady between 30 and
35%.   Thus, at all temperatures (room temperature to 750°C), the high levels of
cobalt-based oxide indicated that at 0.314 m.s
-1
 the Stellite 6 acted as the primary source of
debris, along with a small but significant contribution of iron / chromium oxides from the
Incoloy MA956.
All other elements remained at negligible or near-negligible levels at 0.314 m.s
-1
, regardless
of sliding temperature or whether or not glaze formation was observed.
The data from EDX at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m indicated a change in the main source of debris
to the Incoloy MA956.   At room temperature and 270°C, the loose oxide debris that
separated the Incoloy MA956 and Stellite 6 wear surfaces was highly variable in
composition.   At room temperature, iron levels were on average ~56%, compared to ~28%
chromium and only ~8.5% cobalt.   At 270°C, iron and cobalt levels were on average both
~30%, with a jump in chromium levels to 36%.   Despite the high variability in the oxide
debris composition observed at both temperatures, more often than not, the debris contained
high levels of iron and low levels of cobalt, indicative of Incoloy MA956 acting as the main
source of debris.
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At 390°C and 450°C (0.905 m.s
-1
), where no significant oxide debris was observed and
severe wear dominated, EDX of the wear scar surfaces were consistent with the
Incoloy MA956 substrate – there was no evidence of transfer of material from the Stellite 6.
The debris was also of high iron composition (~62% Fe, ~28% Cr, 0.1%-0.4% Co),
indicating the metallic debris was generated almost exclusively from the Incoloy MA956.
The highest levels of iron at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were observed in the glaze layers formed between
510°C and 630°C (~66% at 510°C and ~67% at 630°C) – with chromium levels remaining
at  ~32%  and  no  significant  evidence  of  cobalt,  this  EDX  data  indicated  that  the  glaze
forming between 510°C and 630°C was sourced solely from the Incoloy MA956.   However,
for glaze material produced above 630°C, cobalt transfer from the Stellite 6 again became a
factor and cobalt levels rose from negligible levels between 450°C and 630°C to ~15% at
750°C.   There was a consequent reduction of Incoloy MA956-sourced iron levels from
~67% at 630°C to ~48% at 750°C (although the relative quantities of iron and cobalt
indicated that the Incoloy MA956 remained the main source of material forming the glaze),
however, chromium remained at ~32%.   Loose debris produced at 0.905 m.s
-1
 gave similar
results, within a band 2-3% either side of the values obtained for the 'glaze' oxide – this was
also primarily Incoloy MA956-sourced.
EDX of samples and debris slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m gave similar results to those slid
for a distance of 4,522 m.   At room temperature and 270°C, iron levels of ~58%, chromium
levels of ~28% and cobalt levels on average no higher than ~5% indicated that
Incoloy MA956 remained the main source of oxide debris after 13,032 m, with only a
limited amount of variation in composition (approximately ?5% in iron and chromium
levels).
At 390°C, EDX indicated that the oxide-free wear surfaces observed to form on the
Incoloy MA956 at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m, were absent of Stellite 6-sourced material (~62%
Fe, ~28% Cr and negligible Co) – this indicated that continued sliding to 13,032 m had not
led  to  any  transfer.    The  ejected  metallic  debris  produced  at  390°C was  of  a  composition
very similar to that of the Incoloy MA956 itself (~63% Fe, ~29%Cr and negligible Co),
indicating little evidence of material removal from the Stellite 6.
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The glaze layers observed to be forming on the 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m Incoloy MA956
samples at 450°C were also of a high iron (~61%) / chromium (~26%) composition with
negligible cobalt – once again, the primary source of the oxide debris forming the glaze
layers was the Incoloy MA956.   This continued to be the case on increasing the temperature
up to 750°C.   However, as had been the case after 4,522 m of sliding, cobalt reappeared in
the glaze above 570°C, indicating increased levels of transfer from the Stellite 6 counterface
– between 570°C and 750°C, cobalt levels rose from ~1.5% to ~20%.   Over the same range
of temperatures, the level of iron in the glaze fell from ~64% to ~40% and the level of
chromium remained roughly the same, values rising slightly from ~27.5% to ~32%.
Other elements remained at negligible levels at 0.905 m.s
-1
 with the exception of aluminium,
which at glaze forming temperatures (450°C and 750°C) was present to between 5% and
8%.   Increasing the sliding distance from 4,522 m to 13,032 m had no significant effect.
The glaze that formed upon the Stellite 6 counterface at 750°C (the glaze was removed for
analysis)  was  generally  of  a  composition  close  to  the  glaze  examined  on  the  wear  scar  of
Incoloy MA956 as a sample, depending on the sliding speed.   For samples slid at
0.314 m.s
-1
, a mean composition of ~41% cobalt, ~32% chromium and ~17% iron was
obtained, indicating that the material forming the glaze was sourced primarily from the
Stellite 6.   For samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 750°C, the glaze removed from the
Stellite 6 counterface was primarily sourced from the Incoloy MA956 sample, as indicated
by the high levels of iron (mean ~45%) and low levels of cobalt (mean ~15%) – chromium
levels were recorded at a mean level of ~28%.   Very similar values were obtained after
13,032 m, albeit with slightly higher levels of cobalt (~19%) and lower levels of iron
(~41%) – chromium levels remained the same (~28%).
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Figure 5.46: EDX data – variation of composition of loose debris and glaze layers
(Incoloy MA956 vs. Stellite 6), room temperature to 750°C, 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.47: EDX Data – variation of composition of glaze layers
(Incoloy MA956 vs. Stellite 6), 510°C to 750°C, 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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5.3.4 EDX Mapping – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
At 0.314 m.s
-1 /
4,522 m, there was a high concentration of cobalt, plus an increased
concentration of chromium in the glaze layer for samples slid at 750°C  (Figure 5.48 is
representative of samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C) - Stellite 6 was the only possible
source of this cobalt.   Iron was exclusively restricted to the Incoloy MA956 sample with no
evidence  of  migration  into  the  glaze  layer.    This  suggests  that  the  high  cobalt-chromium
glaze consisted of material primarily transferred from the Stellite 6 counterface against
which  Incoloy  MA956  was  worn.    Aluminium  was  almost  completely  absent  for  this
combination (0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, 750°C).   Stellite 6-sourced silicon was restricted to the
glaze layer region.
Also present near the base of the compacted oxide layer on the Incoloy MA956 samples slid
at 0.314 m.s
-1
, were isolated fragments of unoxidised high-cobalt metal.   These indicate
very limited transfer of metallic Stellite 6 to the Incoloy MA956 before a significant oxide
layer formed on the Incoloy MA956 surface.
EDX mapping of Incoloy MA956 samples slid against Stellite 6 at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and
750°C, showed only very low amounts of cobalt in the glaze layer (Figure 5.49 is
representative of samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 750°C).   Chromium was still
present, but at reduced levels compared to 0.314 m.s
-1
.   These were replaced at 0.905 m.s
-1
to a certain extent by iron and aluminium from the Incoloy MA956 – the very high
concentration of aluminium close to the Incoloy MA956-debris interface suggests additional
movement of aluminium by diffusion.
There was also a strong signal for Stellite 6-sourced silicon in the surface layers of the
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m samples, despite the reduced levels of cobalt and chromium indicating
decreased transfer from the Stellite 6 counterface at higher sliding speeds.   This was again
restricted to the glaze layers, as it had been at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
No fragments of unoxidised cobalt metal were observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
, indicating no
significant metal transfer from the Stellite 6 counterface to the Incoloy MA956 sample.
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Figure 5.48: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Incoloy MA956 worn against
Stellite 6 subsequent to wear at 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.49: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Incoloy MA956 worn against
Stellite 6 subsequent to wear at 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
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Figure 5.50: Data from Autopoint EDX analysis for Incoloy MA956 slid against
Stellite 6 at sliding speeds of 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
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5.3.5 Autopoint EDX Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
Presented in Figure 5.50 is a representative example of the Autopoint EDX data obtained
from Incoloy MA956 samples slid against a Stellite 6 conterface at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
and  750°C,  all  samples  giving  very  similar  results.    For  each  sample  studied,  the  data
indicated that the glaze layer was on average ~2 µm thickness at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and ~1 µm
thickness at 0.905 m.s
-1
, overlying a debris layer beneath.   The depth of the debris layer was
observed to be greater at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (between 30 to 40 µm) than at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (no more
than 4 to 5 µm).
At 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, the ~2 µm thickness glaze layer was high in cobalt (~53%) and
low in iron (~2%), indicating that it was sourced from the Stellite 6 counterface
(Figure 5.50).   The 30 to 40 µm thick debris layer beneath the glaze consisted of areas of
mixed metal and oxide material all the way to the Incoloy MA956-debris interface.   No
clear indication could be obtained of whether the Incoloy MA956 sample or the Stellite 6
counterface was the primary source of material in the debris layer.   Large fluctuations were
observed in Incoloy MA956-sourced iron (between 3 and 55%), Stellite 6-sourced cobalt
(between 2 and 38%) and chromium from both (between 22 and 55%).   Additionally, no
correlation was observed between overall oxygen content and the amount present of any of
the metallic components at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
The formation of the stable, high-cobalt glaze layer over the top of this mixed metal-oxide
debris layer at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m indicates additionally that the mixed metal-oxide layer
can only have been formed earlier during sliding, prior to glaze formation.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 750°C, again a thin glaze layer of up to 2 µm thickness was
present at the surface.   Cobalt accounted for only ~10% of the glaze composition, with iron
(~33%),  chromium (~28%) and  aluminium (~22%) now dominant.    As  with  the  standard
EDX results, this change in glaze layer composition indicates a change in the primary source
of debris for the glaze to the Incoloy MA956, with reduced transfer of material from the
Stellite 6 counterface.
The underlying debris layer was greatly reduced at 0.905 m.s
-1
, forming a layer of thickness
no more than 4 or 5 µm.   The debris layer was once again mixed metal and oxide, however,
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the high iron levels (between ~30% and 57%), and negligible cobalt levels indicated that the
Incoloy MA956 was the sole source of this debris.   Again, the formation of a stable glaze
layer over the top of this mixed metal-oxide debris layer indicated that the mixed
metal-oxide debris layer can only have formed earlier during sliding.    The presence of
cobalt only within the glaze layer at 0.905 m.s
-1
 indicated that the very limited transfer of
material from the Stellite 6 counterface only occurred once the primarily
Incoloy MA956-sourced glaze layer has started forming.
The high concentrations of aluminium observed in the surface layers with the EDX element
maps (Figure 5.49) were also highly evident in the Autopoint EDX data for samples slid at
0.905 m.s
-1
.   High levels of aluminium in both the debris layer (between 15 and 31%,
replacing iron which fell to as low as ~30%) and in the glaze layer (as high as 24% in some
areas) were observed.   With aluminium not present to any significant level in the Stellite 6,
this high concentration can only be accounted for by diffusion of aluminium from the
Incoloy MA956 into the debris layers and glaze during sliding.
5.3.6 XRD Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
At 0.314 m.s
-1
,  XRD  analysis  suggested  the  presence  of  only  Fe-Cr  as  a  phase  for  room
temperature (Figure 5.51a), despite the presence of oxide debris (Figure 5.42).   At all other
temperatures  up  to  750°C,  the  presence  of  either  or  both  of  CoCr2O4 and Co3O4 was
indicated alongside Fe-Cr, weakly at 270°C and 390°C and more strongly at 450°C and
above (Figure 5.51b shows the 750°C case).
Comparison of the XRD data with the physical evidence shows that the apparent absence or
weak indication of CoCr2O4 corresponded to temperatures (room temperature to 390°C)
where  only  powdery  oxide  debris  was  present  on  the  wear  scar.    The  stronger  signal
corresponded to temperatures (450°C to 750°C) over which glaze formation was observed.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, Fe-Cr was the only phase detected up to 450°C – this was regardless of
whether the Incoloy MA956 surface was covered in a fine powdery oxide deposit (room
temperature and 270°C – Figure 5.52a) or completely devoid of oxide (390°C and
450°C / 4,522 m – Figure 5.52b).
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Figure 5.51:  XRD for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 – 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, wear surface
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 91.40 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
Operations: Y Scale Mul  0.542 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.
SMA024Ha - File: SMA024Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 °
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(b) 270°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, wear surface
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 87.47 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 91.40 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
Operations: Y Scale Mul  0.667 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.
SMA754Hf - File: SMA754Hf.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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Figure 5.52:  XRD for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 – 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature and 270°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 20.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
Operations: Background 100.000,1.000 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth
SMC0283a - File: SMC0283a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(b) 390°C (4,522 m and 13,032 m) and 450°C (4,522 m only), load = 7N
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 20.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
Operations: Background 1.000,1.000 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Back
SMC4583a - File: SMC4583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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(c) 510°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m, also 450°C and 13,032 m
22-1084 (*) - Cochromite, syn - CoCr2O4/CoO·Cr2O3 - Y: 37.22 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 20.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5
35-1112 (*) - Chromium Iron Oxide - Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 - Y: 31.34 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Background 1.000,1.000 | Y Scale Mul  1.333 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 |
SMC7583a - File: SMC7583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° -
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Figure 5.53:  Glancing Angle XRD for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 – 0.314 m.s
-1
(750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, glancing angle XRD)
A  - Fe-Cr
B  - Co3O4 / CoCr2O4 –
dual peaks are visible
at certain angles (?),
indicating that both
phases may be
present.   The tops of
these dual peaks are
indicated by yellow
lines to differentiate
between them.
? Limited glaze at 450°C / 13,032 m? Glaze present (consisting of both Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 and CoCr2o4) at all
temperatures between 510°C and 750°C at both 4,522 m and 13,032 m
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At 450°C / 13,032 m and temperatures of 510°C and greater (for sliding distances of both
4,522 m and 13,032 m) as glaze layers started to develop, XRD detected the iron-chromium
phase Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 and one or both of the cobalt containing phases, CoCr2O4 and  Co3O4
(Figure 5.52c).   Co3O4 was less likely than CoCr2O4 as a cobalt-containing phase, due to the
shift in source from the cobalt rich Stellite 6 counterface to the Incoloy MA956 sample on
sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
, indicated by EDX.
Glancing angle XRD of 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522m / 750°C samples (Figure 5.53) once again
confirmed the presence of the Fe-Cr metallic phase and the CoCr2O4 and /  or Co3O4 oxide
phases.   However, a dual peak was observed at some angles for CoCr2O4 / Co3O4, this
possibly  indicating  the  presence  of  both  phases  in  the  glaze  layers.    The  dual  peak  was
absent from standard XRD, possibly due to the higher cobalt Co3O4 being restricted to the
extreme surface of the glaze layer (where it was in direct contact with the Stellite 6
counterface).   Glancing angle XRD of 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples slid at 750°C (for either 4,522 m
or 13,032 m) did not give a conclusive result.
5.3.7 Micro-hardness Testing – Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
No clear trends were visible at 0.314 m.s
-1
 for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system,
regardless of the test temperature and there was no trace of a hardened sub-surface in any of
the samples studied after testing (room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C –
Figure 5.54a is representative of the data obtained from samples slid at each temperature).
Compared to a mean hardness for the unworn Incoloy MA956 of 4.1 GPa, values for
Incoloy MA956 samples at all temperatures in general remained between 2.6 and 4.3 GPa
with no real indication of any increase or decrease in hardness with increasing depth.
There was, however, some evidence of increased subsurface hardness with the
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m samples at room temperature, 270°C and 510°C (Figure 5.54b shows
representative depth hardness profiles obtained from samples slid at room temperature,
270°C, 510°C and 750°C) – a slight downward trend in hardness with increasing
temperature was indicated by the collected hardness data.   At room temperature, peak
values of hardness of ~4.8 GPa were obtained at depths of between 0 and 0.1 mm, with
hardness values decreasing at greater depths to in general between 3.5 GPa and 4.2 GPa.
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Slightly higher peak values of ~5.1 GPa were obtained for depths of between 0 mm and
0.1 mm at 270°C, decreasing at greater depths to between 3.9 and 4.4 GPa.   The lower
value peaks in hardness for 510°C observed between 0 mm and 0.1 mm were less
pronounced at 4.2 and 4.4 GPa respectively, dropping to in general between 3.4 and 3.9 GPa
at depths between 0.1 mm and 1 mm.   There was no indication of greater sub-surface
hardness for samples slid at 750°C.   Testing of samples slid at 750°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
 gave
in general the lowest values of hardness of between 2.9 and 3.9 GPa.
These results indicate a lower tendency for sub-surface hardening for Incoloy MA956 slid
against Stellite 6 than was observed for Nimonic 80A slid against Stellite 6 (Figure 5.17).
It was not possible to measure the hardness of the glaze on the 0.314 m.s
-1
 samples at 750°C
(Table 5.4), due to the glaze continually breaking up whenever a hardness test was
attempted.   Each time, the glaze layer would fail to reveal a powdery layer underlying it.
No such problems occurred with the primarily Incoloy MA956-sourced glaze layer formed
on the 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples, with very high values of on average 16.63 GPa obtained.
Reduced underlying debris observed during Autopoint EDX testing (Figure 5.50b) seems to
have allowed greater support of the Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 / CoCr2O4 glaze layer produced at
0.905 m.s
-1
.
Table 5.4: Hardness data for glaze and undeformed substrate, Incoloy MA956 versus
Stellite 6 slid at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Unworn substrate
(preheated to 750°C for
4 hours)
Glaze formed at
0.314 m.s-1
Glaze formed at
0.905 m.s-1
4.48
Mean =
4.13 GPa
Glaze Layer collapses
on the taking of
measurements
16.38
Mean =
16.63 GPa
3.67 14.75
3.91 14.20
4.24 20.26
4.36 17.44
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Room temp. 270°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.54: Subsurface layer hardness for samples slid at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 3)
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5.4 Testing of Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT between Room
Temperature and 750°C, at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s-1
5.4.1 Experimental Observations – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
Figure 5.55 shows the variation of weight loss (in grams) and wear rate (defined in this
thesis as µg.m
-1
) with temperature for the Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT (counterface)
system, in the room temperature to 750°C temperature range.   The weight loss and wear
rate behaviour observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m of sliding) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after
4,522 m and 13,032 m of sliding) is described in this section.
a) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.314 m.s
-1
/ 4,522 m
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, extremely small changes in sample weight and low levels of wear rate were
observed throughout the entire test temperature range (room temperature to 750°C –
Figure 5.55).   This was especially the case at room temperature (weight change
-0.003(0) g – the negative value indicating weight loss, wear rate 0.652 µg.m
-1
 between 0
and 4,522 m) and 270°C (weight change -0.007(5) g, wear rate 1.656 µg.m
-1
).
At 390°C, steep rises in weight loss (the recorded weight change was -0.055(0) g) and wear
rate (12.370 µg.m
-1
 up to 4,522 m) were observed, the highest for any temperature at
0.314 m.s
-1
.   Weight loss and wear rate remained high (albeit with a slight downward
trend) up to 570°C – for example, at 510°C, a wear rate of 8.694 µg.m
-1
 was recorded
(weight change -0.039(3) g).   At 570°C, the recorded wear rate was 6.454 µg.m
-1
(weight
change -0.029(2) g).
A small rise in Nimonic 80A weight loss (weight change -0.042(2) g) was observed at
630°C, with an accompanying wear rate of 9.341 µg.m
-1
.   Weight loss and wear rate then
showed a clear decrease on raising the temperature up to 750°C, with values of
0.001(8) g for weight change and -0.402 µg.m
-1
 for wear rate indicating a slight net weight
gain.
b) Coefficient of friction data at 0.314 m.s
-1
An unsettled ‘run-in’ period was observed for the Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT
(counterface) system at the beginning of sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
, which quickly gave way to
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a more settled ‘steady state’ phase.   There was no indication of a clear trend for the
unsettled run-in data with rising temperature (Figure 5.56) – at the beginning of testing,
values rose almost immediately from zero to a mean of ~1.12 at room temperature, ~1.38 at
270°C and 510°C and ~1.13 at 750°C, with considerable sample-to-sample variation (up to
~20%).
However, a clear downward trend was observed with temperature for the steady state data –
the friction values for 0.314 m.s
-1
 decreased from between 0.81 and 0.875 at room
temperature to ~0.6 at 270 and 510°C, reaching a minimum at 630°C of between 0.42 and
0.5, before rising back to between 0.55 and 0.66 at 750°C.   The level of variation in the
coefficient of friction data remained fairly low at 0.314 m.s
-1
, being no more than 8 to 10%
at all temperatures.
c) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
/ 4,522 m
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, there was evidence of small weight gains for the Nimonic 80A
across almost the entire range of test temperatures (room temperature to 750°C), starting at
0.009(0) g at room temperature and rising to maximum values of 0.019(6) g at 450°C and
0.019(9) g at 570°C.   ‘Negative’ wear rates were obtained as a result of these weight gains,
with typical values of -1.988 µg.m
-1
 at room temperature, -3.438 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C,
-4.324 µg.m
-1
 at 450°C and -4.397 µg.m
-1
 at 570°C.   Above 570°C, there was a decrease in
weight gain, with a small loss being recorded at 750°C – the weight change at this
temperature was -0.004(1) g with an accompanying positive wear rate of 0.924 µg.m
-1
.
These results in general indicate a build-up of material on the surface of the Nimonic 80A
during sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
up to 4,522 m, most particularly at 450°C and 570°C.
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Figure 5.55: Effect of temperature on weight change and wear rate – Nimonic 80A
versus Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) Temperature versus weight change
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Room temp. 270°C 450°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.56: Temperature versus coefficient of friction for Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
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d) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
/ 13,032 m
Continued sliding up to 13,032 m at 0.905 m.s
-1
 resulted in some weight losses from the
Nimonic 80A, after initial recorded weight gains across almost the entire range of test
temperatures (room temperature to 750°C) after 4,522 m of sliding.   At room temperature,
the weight gain after 13,032 m was 0.005(8) g, compared to 0.009(0) g after 4,522 m (there
was thus a negative weight change – a loss in weight – between 4,522 and 13,032 m of
-0.003(2) g).   The highest values of weight change were recorded at 0.012(0) g after
13,032 m at 270°C (compared to 0.015(6) g after 4,522 m, representing a weight change
between 4,522 and 13,032 m of -0.003(6) g) and 0.011(2) g at 570°C (compared to
0.020(9) g after 4,522 m, the weight change between 4,522 and 13,032 m being
-0.009(7) g).
The most noticeable reductions in weight change at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were at 510°C, 630°C and
690°C – at 510°C, recorded mean weight change values were 0.017(6) g after 4,522 m,
dropping to 0.000(7) g after 13,032 m (a weight change between 4,522 and 13,302 m of
-0.016(9) g).   At 630°C, the shift was so great that negative weight change values
(indicating a loss) were obtained after 13,032 m – the shift in weight change values was
from 0.012(2) g after 4,522 m of sliding to -0.004(8) g after 13,032 m (a weight change
between 4,522 and 13,302 m of -0.029(1) g).   There was also a shift from positive values
to negative values at 690°C, from 0.005(3) g after 4,522 m to -0.019(5) g after 13,032 m (a
weight change between 4,522 and 13,302 m of -0.024(8) g).
750°C once  again  proved  to  be  an  exception  to  the  rule,  with  a  shift  from weight  loss  to
weight gain with increased sliding distance – recorded weight change values were
-0.004(1) g after 4,522 m, compared to 0.001(8) g after 13,032 m (giving a now positive
weight change between 4,522 and 13,302 m of 0.028(9) g).
These slight losses between 4,522 m and 13,032 m after the initial weight gains in the first
4,522 m, were reflected in the wear rates between 4,522 and 13,032 m, which because of
these losses once again became positive.   For example, at room temperature, the wear rate
between 4,522 and 13,032 m was calculated as being 0.375 µg.m
-1
 compared  to
-1.988 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522m.   At 270°C, wear rates of 0.421 µg.m
-1
 (4,522 m to
13,032 m) compared to -3.438 µg.m
-1
 (0 to 4,522 m) were obtained.   At 450°C, the wear
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rates were calculated at 1.659 µg.m
-1
 (4,522 to 13,032 m) compared to -4.324 µg.m
-1
 (0 to
4,522 m).   However, the very low wear rates indicate that these later losses were extremely
limited.
At 630°C and above, the difference in wear rates began to decrease.   Wear rates at 630°C
of 1.997 µg.m
-1
 (4,522 to 13,032 m), compared to -2.702 µg.m
-1
 (0 to 4,522 m).
Convergence of the two values occurred at 750°C, with a small negative value for wear rate
between 4,522 and 13,032 m of -0.697 µg.m
-1
,  compared  to  a  small  positive  wear  rate  of
0.924 µg.m
-1
 between  0  and  4,522  m  (a  switch  to  ‘loss  then  gain’  rather  than  ‘gain  then
loss’ as observed at other temperatures).
e) Coefficient of friction data at 0.905 m.s
-1
The coefficient of friction data at 0.905 m.s
-1
 clearly showed two stages of behaviour
(Figure 5.56b), an unsettled ‘run-in’ period followed by a more settled ‘steady state’
period, regardless of temperature.   During the unsettled ‘run-in’ period, there was no clear
trend with increasing temperature – friction values rose from zero to 1.08 at room
temperature, 1.22 at 270°C, 1.33 at 510°C and 1.04 at 750°C with considerable
sample-to-sample variation (~20%).
However, during the more settled ‘steady state’ sliding, friction values at 0.905 m.s
-1
 for
the Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT system, showed a clear downward trend with increasing
temperature – values varied between 0.68 and 0.83 at room temperature, 0.65 and 0.74 at
270°C, 0.52 and 0.65 at 510°C, and 0.20 and 0.35 at 750°C (coinciding with the formation
of glaze at this temperature).   Variation can be said to increase with temperature, being no
more than around 10% at room temperature and 270°C, rising to 25% at 510°C and 750°C.
That said, the higher estimates of variation may be attributed to the very low recorded
levels of friction at higher temperatures, especially the extremely low values at 750°C.
The variation in friction appeared to be higher for 0.905 m.s
-1
 than for 0.314 m.s
-1
,
however, as with other test combinations, this can be put down to the higher levels of
vibration reducing contact time between sample and counterface at the higher sliding
speed.   For this reason, the true values of friction may actually be much higher for
0.905 m.s
-1
.
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At 0.905 m.s
-1
, particularly large drops in friction (from greater than 1 to between typically
0.3 and 0.5) were observed at the end of the ‘run-in’ period and the beginning of ‘steady
state’ sliding at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C.   Such observations have been attributed to the
onset  of  mild  oxidational  wear  and  the  formation  of  glaze  layers  [2].    The  time  to  this
transition decreased with temperature (Figure 5.57):
? 100 minutes (5,430 m) at 630°C;
? 40 minutes (2,172 m) at 690°C and;
? 16 minutes (869 m) at 750°C.
Such a pattern was not observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
Figure 5.57: Distance to transition in coefficient of friction from high variability
(severe wear) to low variability (mild wear) at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
– Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
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5.4.2 Optical and SEM Morphology – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
Optical (Figure 5.58) and SEM (Figure 5.60) examinations showed evidence of severe
wear (wear surfaces were bright, metallic and highly damaged) at 0.314 m.s
-1
 with high
levels of metal transfer at room temperature and 270°C.   Transfer layers were formed on
‘Changes’ in variability in previous
studies [2] were observed to coincide
with the development of glaze layers
and the reduction of metal-to-metal
contact during the sliding process
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the wear surfaces of the Nimonic 80A as a result (Figure 5.58).   SEM micrographs of
debris generated at both room temperature and 270°C (Figure 5.60) show the debris
particles to be flat, metallic, irregular in shape and platelet-like in nature, suggesting a
delamination mechanism was in operation.   These debris were in general of size between
20 µm and 1 mm across.
The presence of transferred metal at 0.314 m.s
-1
 became much reduced at higher
temperatures, with only a few patches of transferred material present between 390°C and
570°C on a largely exposed wear scar (Figure 5.58 – Figure 5.60a also shows the wear
surface at 510°C under SEM).   This decrease in transfer coincided with increasing surface
oxidation of the Nimonic 80A wear scar, visible as discolouration at 390°C and 510°C
(Figure 5.58), as the sliding temperature was increased at 390°C and above (note that this
oxide did not form into compacted oxide layers).
The first traces of glaze at 0.314 m.s
-1
 appeared at 570°C, however, significant
development of glaze layers only occurred at 630°C and above (coinciding with decreasing
levels  of  wear  –  Figure  5.55).    A  transferred  layer  of  metal  did  reappear  in  these  cases
(630°C and above), with the glaze overlying the transferred metal.   There was still a
substantial portion of debris that was flat, metallic, platelet-like and of irregular shape
(indicative of delamination wear – debris size remained in the range 20 µm and 1 mm), but
this was accompanied by increasing levels of oxide debris from 570°C upwards.   This
oxide debris was very fine in nature, being of size less than 1 µm and in some cases less
than 300 nm – the oxide debris was just noticeable on the surfaces of the larger metallic
debris at 750°C (Figure 5.61a).
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, a transferred metal layer was clearly visible at all test temperatures from
room temperature to 630°C, with comprehensive coverage of the wear scar by this layer
regardless of the sliding temperature.   The presence of surface oxidation (most visible as
discolouration on the wear scar surfaces at 390°C and above) did not apparently affect
metallic transfer at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
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Figure 5.58: Optical images for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
Room Temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 15 mm)
Metallic transfer layer covering 90% of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 mm)
Metallic transfer layer covering 80% of wear scar
390°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 mm, also 450°C)
Reduced transfer (35% coverage), now in more
isolated patches, with very slight discolouration due
to oxidation
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Reduced transfer (15% coverage) in more isolated
patches, increased discolouration due to oxidation
570°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 19 mm)
Patchy glaze formation (1) on asperities, a few
isolated areas of transferred material (2)
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 mm, also 630°C, 690°C)
Glaze layer overlying a limited amount of transferred
material
1
2
1 1
2
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Figure 5.59: Optical Images for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations after 13,032 m of sliding follow same pattern as 4,522 m where not shown)
Room Temperature, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 15 mm, also 270°C)
Metallic transfer layer covering 90% of wear scar
390°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Metallic transfer layer similar to room temperature –
surface oxidation not inhibiting transfer
390°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Extra sliding has not led to significant removal of
transfer layer
510°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Metallic transfer layer similar to room temperature –
surface oxidation not inhibiting transfer
510°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Extra sliding has not led to significant removal of
transfer layer
570°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 18 mm)
Metallic transfer layer similar to room temperature –
surface oxidation not inhibiting transfer – no glaze
630°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 17 mm)
Metallic transfer layer (exposed areas in troughs on
surface – ‘1’) with some patchy glaze formation (2).
630°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 17 mm)
Metallic transfer layer (exposed areas in troughs on
surface – ‘1’) with enhanced glaze formation (2).
750°C, 4,522 m
(wear scar = 14 mm, applicable also to 690 °C)
Glaze layer overlying transferred material
750°C, 13,032 m
(wear scar = 14 mm, applicable also to 690 °C)
No change in morphology after extra sliding
2              2              2
1                  1
       2                           2
1            1              1
1              2              2
1                     2                    1         1
2                          2
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Figure 5.60: SEM micrographs for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT – wear
surface
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
 (b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
 Same pattern of results observed after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
Metallic transfer layer
with moderate levels of
metallic debris
generation at room
temperature (R.T.) and
270°C
Limited patchy metallic
transfer at 510°C,
surface mostly exposed
sample material
Glaze at 750°C,
overlying slightly more
developed metallic
transfer layer than seen
at 510°C
As for 0.314 m.s
-1
, but
with greater transfer of
metal onto sample
surface at room
temperature and 270°C
Metallic transfer
continuing at 510°C –
metallic debris generation
from both sample and
counterface
Glaze at 750°C, overlying
limited metallic transfer
layer
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.61: SEM micrographs for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT – debris
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
Large flat angular
metallic debris
between 20 µm and
1 mm in size produced
at all temperatures
Increasing levels of
very fine oxide debris
of less than 1 µm
present at 390°C and
above (510°C example
shown) - some is just
visible on the 510°C
and 750°C
micrographs, on the
surfaces of the larger
metallic debris
Large flat angular
metallic debris
particles as for
0.314 m.s
-1
, with
increasing levels of
fine oxide debris
accompanying
metallic debris at
390°C and above
(510°C example
shown), most
noticeably from
630°C (not shown) to
750°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.62: Counterface wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT,
0.314 m.s
-1
Room Temperature, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm, representative up to 510°C)
Highly worn wear scar with limited metallic transfer
630°C, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm)
Back transferred asperities in deeply grooved wear
scar, with glaze on asperity peaks only
750°C, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm, applicable also to 690°C)
Back transferred asperities in deeply grooved wear
scar, with glaze on asperity peaks only
Figure 5.63: Counterface wear scar optical images – Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT,
0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations after 13,032 m of sliding follow same pattern as 4,522 m)
Room Temperature, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm, representative up to 570°C)
Highly worn wear scar with limited metallic transfer
630°C, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm)
Back transferred asperities in deeply grooved wear
scar, with glaze on asperity peaks only
750°C, 4,522 m
(section = 16 mm, applicable also to 690 °C)
Back transferred asperities in deeply grooved wear
scar, with glaze on asperity peaks only
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Metallic debris production up to 630°C, again flat, platelet-like and of size between 20 µm
and 1 mm (again typical of delamination wear), was at 0.905 m.s
-1
 not  at  a  significantly
different level to that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    Only  trace  amounts  of  oxide  debris  were
observed in amongst the metallic debris and then only at 390°C and above, coinciding with
increasing wear scar discoloration at these higher temperatures.
At 630°C and above, a glaze layer was once again observed to be overlying the transferred
metal layer at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.59).   At 630°C, there was only limited glaze formation
after 4,522 m, with more substantial glaze layers developing only after 13,032 m of sliding.
At 690°C and especially 750°C (Figures 5.59 and 5.60b), comprehensive glaze layer
development was observed after only 4,522 m of sliding.   Oxide debris production was
observed to increase also – the pattern of metallic debris with increasing oxide debris seen
at 0.314 m.s
-1
 was once again observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
 with increasing temperature between
630°C and 750°C.   As these glaze layers developed, the level of metallic transfer was
observed to slightly decrease, particularly at 750°C.
5.4.2.1 Incoloy 800HT Counterface Wear Scar Morphology
A grooved, worn surface was observed on the Incoloy 800HT counterface wear scar at all
temperatures between room temperature and 750°C, regardless of whether the sliding speed
was 0.314 m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
  (Figures 5.62 and 5.63).   Between room temperature and
450°C, the counterface underwent a high level of wear with limited transfer layers forming
on the resulting wear scar - the presence of these transfer layers indicated transfer and
back-transfer of metallic material between the Nimonic 80A sample and the
Incoloy 800HT counterface.   The appearance of discoloration on the wear scar surfaces
due to limited oxidation at 390°C and 450°C, coincided with a reduction in the
development of these transfer layers.
At 510°C and above, discrete asperities of metallic material began to appear in the
counterface wear track (the depth of which was sometimes up to 1.5 mm into the
counterface surface), the quantity of which increased with temperature.   The height of
these asperities was sometimes as great as 1.5 mm above the level of the original
counterface surface between 630°C and 750°C – a slightly lower concentration of asperities
was observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
.    Glaze  formation  was  observed  on  the  peaks  of  these
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asperities at 570°C or greater at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 630°C or greater at 0.905 m.s
-1
 –  these
temperatures matched those where glaze first appeared on the Nimonic 80A.
Large quantities of easily dislodged loose oxide debris were observed lying in the trough of
Incoloy 800HT counterface wear track at temperatures of 570°C or greater at 0.314 m.s
-1
and 630°C or greater at 0.905 m.s
-1
, coinciding with glaze formation on the asperity peaks.
5.4.3 EDX Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
The EDX data obtained for the 0.314 m.s
-1
 samples varied depending on whether or not a
transferred layer of metal was present on the surface.   At room temperature, the
composition of the surface layers closely matched that of the Incoloy 800HT counterface
(average figures of ~44% iron, ~30% nickel, ~23% chromium), with only minimal changes
in composition at 270°C (~41% Fe, ~30% Ni, ~24% Cr).   There was no clear evidence of
any mixing, with debris compositions also matching that of Incoloy 800HT.
Between 390°C and 570°C, only the limited areas of transferred materials formed at
0.314 m.s
-1
 gave compositions different from the mostly exposed and highly worn
Nimonic 80A substrate.   For example at 510°C, exposed areas of substrate gave
compositions averaging 51% nickel, 29% chromium and 13% iron, compared to 40% iron,
29% nickel and 25% chromium for the transferred patches of metallic material.   The
composition of these transferred patches was closer to that of the Incoloy 800HT than the
Nimonic 80A, indicating only a small amount of mixing.
Those samples worn at 630°C and above (sliding speed 0.314 m.s
-1
), where glaze formed
overlying a limited transferred metallic layer, gave values for the glaze once again typical
of the Incoloy 800HT counterface (42% Fe, 31% Cr, 23% Ni).   Exposed areas of metallic
transfer layer gave a composition intermediate between the Nimonic 80A and the
Incoloy 800HT (~20% Fe, ~34% Cr and ~32% Ni).
The composition of the accompanying metallic debris formed during sliding at 0.314 m.s
-1
was more variable, with some debris matching that of the Incoloy 800HT counterface
(which remained the main source of material) and some of a more intermediate
composition between the two materials, depending on the debris particle or particles chosen
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for  analysis.    Metallic  debris  composition  was  most  variable  (and  most  likely  to  be  of
intermediate composition between that of Nimonic 80A and Incoloy 800HT) at mid-range
temperatures (390°C, 450°C and 510°C), where transfer layers on the sample were
incomplete (nickel levels varied between ~23% and ~51% and iron levels varied between
~14% and 41% – chromium levels remained at around ~28%) – the same applied to the
trace amounts of oxide debris produced at these temperatures.   The composition of the
increasing proportions of oxide debris present from 570°C upward closely matched that of
the Incoloy 800HT (~40% Fe, ~30% Cr, ~25% Ni).
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, where metal transfer was physically observed at all temperatures
(room temperature to 750°C), compositions of the transfer layers continued to closely
match the composition of Incoloy 800HT, with iron levels of between 37 and 41%, nickel
levels rising slightly from 23 to 28%, and chromium levels dropping slightly from 32 to
26%.   The glaze layers formed at 690°C and 750°C were of very similar composition to
the Incoloy 800HT sourced-transfer layers they overlay on the Nimonic 80A sample.
Increasing the sliding distance up to 13,032 m (at 0.905 m.s
-1
)  resulted  in  a  more  mixed
metallic transfer layer composition at all temperatures, on average typically 35% nickel,
29% chromium and 30% iron (with 2 to 3% variation).   The only exception to this was at
750°C, where the composition of the glaze and the transfer layer (both ~41% iron, ~31%
chromium,  ~23%  nickel)  matched  that  of  the  Incoloy  800HT  counterface.    The  metallic
debris composition was very close to that of the Incoloy 800HT, although once again some
debris particles did show a higher level of nickel (up to ~35%), indicating a contribution
from the Nimonic 80A – as at 0.314 m.s
-1
, the same applied to the trace amounts of oxide
debris up to 570°C.   The composition of the loose oxide debris present from 630°C
upward, matched that of the Incoloy 800HT counterface material (~42% Fe, ~31% Cr,
~24% Ni).
The composition of the glaze layers formed upon the asperities within the Incoloy 800HT
counterface wear track at 750°C (the glaze was removed for analysis), were similar to those
of the glaze layers formed on the Nimonic 80A as a sample – the compositions indicated
were not too dissimilar to that of the Incoloy 800HT, regardless of the sliding speed used.
For samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
, a mean composition of ~29% nickel, 23% chromium and
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45% iron was obtained.   For samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, the glaze removed from
the counterface was of mean composition ~24% nickel, ~30% chromium and ~41% iron –
the glaze composition after 13,032 m was almost identical.
5.4.4 EDX Mapping – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
Figures 5.64 and 5.65 show representative EDX maps for Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT, slid at 750°C and speeds of 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 respectively (there
was little variation between samples).   In both cases, iron was only present to any
significant concentration in the surface layers only.   Nickel was present in the surface
layers, but at much reduced levels compared to the Nimonic 80A substrate.   The high
concentration of iron and low concentration of nickel in the surface layers point towards
this surface layer being sourced primarily from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
Chromium  was  also  present  in  both  the  surface  layers  and  the  Nimonic  80A  substrate.
Chromium concentrations seemed to be slightly higher in some areas of the surface layers
at 0.314 m.s
-1
, indicating possible movement of chromium to the debris layer at this sliding
speed.   However, it was not possible to draw any conclusions about the behaviour of
chromium at 0.905 m.s
-1
, as no distinction was observed between chromium levels in the
Nimonic 80A substrate and the surface layers.
Oxygen was also concentrated in this layer, however, on the 750°C sample at 0.905 m.s
-1
there were large areas of the transferred layer which were not oxidised.   This indicated that
there had been a large-scale transfer of material from the Incoloy 800HT in the metallic
phase, with subsequent compacted oxide generation occurring on top of this – the majority
of the oxygen was concentrated above this mainly metallic layer.
A trace amount of oxygen was present at times along the interface between the transferred
metal and the substrate (for example, the slight separation of the surface layer from the
Nimonic 80A visible near the surface on the micrograph in Figure 5.65) on the featured
750°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
 sample (other samples showed similar features), indicating some
limited oxidation prior to this transfer during the earlier stages of wear.
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Figure 5.64: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Nimonic 80A worn against
Incoloy 800HT subsequent to wear at 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
Fe
Cr Ni
AlO
Ti Mn
Micrograph
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Figure 5.65: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Nimonic 80A worn against
Incoloy 800HT subsequent to wear at 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C, sample size = 3)
Fe
Cr Ni
AlO
Ti Mn
Micrograph
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5.4.5 Autopoint EDX Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
Data collected by Autopoint EDX analysis, carried out on cross-sections of Nimonic 80A
samples worn against Incoloy 800HT at 750°C (0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m), indicated proportions of nickel, chromium and iron not too far
removed from Incoloy 800HT values within the ~1 µm thick glaze layer (Ni ~24%, Cr
~27%, Fe ~40% for samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and Ni ~22%, Cr ~27%, Fe ~38% for
samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
), signifying material transfer from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface (Figure 5.66 is representative of the Autopoint data obtained at both
0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, with little variation in the pattern of data obtained between
samples).
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, the glaze overlay a mixed metallic and oxide layer, with compositions
intermediate between Nimonic 80A and Incoloy 800HT - this mixed layer extended to
between 32 µm and 37 µm depth (34 µm in the shown example – Figure 5.66a), after
which there was only Nimonic 80A substrate.   Nickel levels varied between 25 and 70%,
iron between 5 and 22% and chromium between 10 and 55% – the mixing within this layer
was incomplete, with some areas matching the composition of the Nimonic 80A sample
material and other areas of intermediate composition.   For example, in the shown
Autopoint EDX profile (Figure 5.66a), there is an area of material of similar composition to
the  Nimoinc  80A  (~69%  Ni,  ~12%  Cr  and  ~10%  Fe)  at  4  µm  depth.    An  area  of
intermediate composition is present at ~30 µm depth (~28% Ni, ~52% Cr and ~5% Fe),
near the bottom of the mixed layer.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
,  the  1  µm  thick  glaze  layer  overlay  an  oxide-only  layer  existing  up  to
between 10 µm to 14 µm depth (14µm in the shown example – Figure 5.66b), matching the
Incoloy 800HT in composition.   From here up to between 40 µm and 45 µm depth (41 µm
in the given example – Figure 5.66b), there existed a mixed metal / oxide layer again in
general not too far removed in composition from the Incoloy 800HT.   Some variation was
observed, possibly indicating some very limited mixing with the Nimonic 80A (Ni varied
between 22 and 31%, Fe between 24 and 41% and Cr between 20 and 43%).   Significant
deviation from this and a greater contribution from the Nimonic 80A only began to occur
after ~33 µm depth, with 40 µm to 45 µm (this varied between samples) marking the
beginning of the Nimonic 80A substrate.
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Figure 5.66: Data from Autopoint EDX analysis for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy
800HT at sliding speeds of 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
Amounts of each substance present are expressed in terms of percentage of the
non-oxygen content.   Amount of oxygen is expressed in terms of percentage of the
overall content.   Data (sample size = 3) are for samples slid for a distance of 4,522 m.
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5.4.6 XRD Analysis – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 was detected as a metallic phase for all samples from all test combinations,
regardless of sliding speed or temperature (Figures 5.67 and 5.68).   As this phase was
detected for both the metallic phases of Nimonic 80A and Incoloy 800HT, it was not
possible to determine which was the source of the transferred layer (and therefore whether
it was transferred or back-transferred) from XRD alone.
No oxide phase was detected between room temperature and 510°C at either 0.314 m.s
-1
 or
0.905 m.s
-1
 – this was despite increasing discoloration of wear scar surfaces due to limited
oxidation at and above 390°C.   At temperatures where glaze formation took place (570°C
and above at 0.314 m.s
-1
 – Figure 5.67b; 630°C and above at 0.905 m.s
-1
 – Figure 5.68b),
the oxide phase NiCr2O4 was detected, indicating that the glaze layers formed were of a
nichromate-phase.   However, the use of XRD alone again could not determine if the
source material for the glaze was the Nimonic 80A sample or the Incoloy 800HT
counterface – both contained high levels of nickel and chromium.
The use of standard and Autopoint EDX did indicate levels of nickel, chromium and iron
similar to that for Incoloy 800HT within much of the transferred metal and within the glaze
layers formed between 570°C (630°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
) and 750°C.   With iron present to an
indicated level of 40% for both 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, this should appear strongly
within the oxide phase of the glaze.   Why this is not the case, at this time is uncertain.
However, the use of EDX data to supplement XRD did clearly indicate that the primary
source of the nichromate-phase glaze was the Incoloy 800HT.
Glancing angle XRD for 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m slid at 750°C (Figure 5.69) did not indicate
any extra phases, only serving to confirm the presence of Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 and NiCr2O4
phases detected during standard XRD testing.   Similar results were obtained for Glancing
Angle XRD for samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 750°C.
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Figure 5.67: XRD for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Room Temperature to 510°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 37.66 % - d x by
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Impo
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(b) 570°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 37.66 % - d x by
Operations: Y Scale Mul  0.250 | Y Scale Mul  1.000 | Y Scale Mul  2.000 | Y Scale Mul  2.0
IAA754Ha - File: IAA754Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - S
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Figure 5.68: XRD for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Room Temperature to 570°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 38.79 % - d x by
Operations: Background 1.000,1.000 | Smooth 0.150 | Import
IAC0283a - File: IAC0283a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - St
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(b) 630°C to 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
75-1728 (C) - Nickel Chromium Oxide - NiCr2O4 - Y: 8.89 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
33-0945 (*) - Nickel Chromium Iron austenitic steel - Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 - Y: 38.79 % - d x by
Operations: X Offset -0.125 | Smooth 0.150 | X Offset -0.438 | Smooth 0.150 | Background
IAC7583a - File: IAC7583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - St
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Figure 5.69: Glancing Angle XRD for Nimonic 80A vs. Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
(750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, glancing angle)
A – Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36
B – NiCr2O4
(also applicable to
samples slid at
0.905 m.s-1 / 4,522 m
at 750°C)
5.4.7 Micro-hardness Testing – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, the hardness profile on all samples (Nimonic 80A slid against
Incoloy 800HT) was the same, regardless of temperature (Figure 5.70a shows
representative depth hardness profiles obtained from samples slid at room temperature,
270°C, 510°C and 750°C), with high initial values within the first 0.1 mm of the surface –
peak values of 5.9 GPa were obtained with samples slid at room temperature, 3.9 GPa at
270°C, 4.8 GPa at 510°C and 7.1 GPa at 750°C.   These high initial values were followed
by sharp drops in hardness, levelling off at depths between 0.1 mm and 1 mm – hardness
levels for room temperature samples decreased and remained close to ~4.0 GPa, 270°C
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values settled between 2.9 and 3.7 GPa and 510°C values settled between 2.55 to 3.7 GPa.
At  750°C,  hardness  values  settled  out  at  between 5.5  and  6.4  GPa.    It  can  be  seen  from
these quoted values, that the 750°C values were the highest, with room temperature values
not much lower.   270°C and 510°C values were considerably lower – there appears to be
no evidence of a temperature influenced trend on subsurface hardening.
The same pattern was observable at 0.905 m.s
-1
 with high initial values within 0.1 mm of
the wear scar surface at all test temperatures except for 750°C (Figure 5.70b shows
representative depth hardness profiles obtained from samples slid at room temperature,
270°C, 510°C and 750°C).   At room temperature, peak values of as high as 4.9 GPa were
obtained.   At 270°C, peak values were 8.2 GPa, with further peak values of 5.8 GPa at
510°C and 7.2 GPa at 750°C.   There was a rapid decrease within 0.1 to 0.15 mm of the
surface, before hardness values levelled off.   At room temperature, values settled to
between 2.9 and 4.1 GPa, at 270°C between 2.9 and 4.6 GPa and at 510°C between 2.9 and
3.9 GPa.   The 750°C values tended not to follow this pattern and were highly erratic,
varying between 4.3 and 7.3 GPa – there was no clear subsurface peak in hardness.  The
quoted data again indicated that for Nimonic 80A samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
, the highest
hardness values were obtained at 750°C (despite the lack of a peak in hardness in the
subsurface region) – room temperature and 270°C data were roughly equivalent and 510°C
values were the lowest.   There was no discernable temperature-influenced trend at
0.905 m.s
-1
, as had been the case at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
The mean hardness values for the transfer layers formed at room temperature and 270°C of
5.29 GPa (room temperature / 0.314 m.s
-1
), 5.62 GPa (270°C / 0.314 m.s
-1
) and 7.05 GPa
(270°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m) were in general not that much greater than the 5.23 GPa
obtained for the unworn Nimonic 80A substrate (Table 5.5) – hardness values at room
temperature / 0.905 m.s
-1
 were in fact lower than the Nimonic 80A substrate at 4.97 GPa.
However, EDX data indicated that the transfer layers formed on each of the Nimonic 80A
samples were of composition indicating that they were largely transferred from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface (Section 5.4.3).   As the hardness of the unworn
Incoloy 800HT was on average 2.15 GPa, the quoted hardness values for the transfer layers
covering the Nimonic 80A wear scars indicated a high degree of hardening of the
transferred Incoloy 800HT material.
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Room temp. 270°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.70: Subsurface layer hardness for samples slid at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 3)
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Table 5.5: Hardness data for transfer layers between room temperature and
570°C, Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
(a) Room temperature and 270°C – 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
Room temp. / 0.314 m.s-1 Room temp. / 0.905 m.s-1
5.499
Mean = 5.29 GPa
4.847
Mean = 5.62 GPa
5.770 5.678
5.534 5.641
4.720 5.552
4.950 6.399
270°C / 0.314 m.s-1 270°C / 0.905 m.s-1
5.295
Mean = 4.97 GPa
6.578
Mean = 7.05 GPa
4.084 8.943
5.499 6.789
4.720 5.587
5.246 7.348
(b) 390°C to 570°C – 0.905 m.s
-1
 only (no transfer layer formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
)
390°C / 0.905 m.s-1 450°C / 0.905 m.s-1
6.533
Mean = 6.16 GPa
6.228
Mean = 6.16 GPa
5.983 6.960
5.924 5.789
6.421 5.752
5.943 6.083
510°C / 0.905 m.s-1 570°C / 0.905 m.s-1
6.022
Mean = 6.18 GPa
7.189
Mean = 6.69 GPa
7.010 6.377
6.861 6.601
4.222 7.035
6.789 6.228
(Mean hardness of unworn Nimonic 80A (sample) = 5.23 GPa,
 mean hardness of unworn Incoloy 800HT (counterface) = 2.15 GPa)
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Table 5.6: Hardness data for glaze and undeformed substrate, Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT slid at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Unworn substrate
(preheated to 750°C for
4 hours)
Glaze formed at
0.314 m.s-1
Glaze formed at
0.905 m.s-1
4.95
Mean =
5.23 GPa
16.83
Mean =
19.97 GPa
21.20
Mean =
18.06 GPa
5.77 21.86 26.12
5.10 13.86 12.30
5.73 29.52 8.83
4.61 17.79 21.86
Hardness values remained high where comprehensive transfer layers continued to form on
the 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m samples between 390°C and 570°C (Table 5.5).   Hardening of
the transferred Incoloy 800HT metallic material overlying the Nimonic 80A wear scar
continued to occur despite the increasing sliding temperatures.
Due to the absence of transfer layers on the 0.314 m.s
-1
 samples between 390°C and 570°C
(where only isolated or patchy transfer was observed), no data is presented for this lower
sliding speed in Table 5.5.
The hardness of surface glaze layers formed during sliding wear at 750°C was extremely
high, with values on average of 20.0 GPa on samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 18.1 GPa at
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m.   These values compared with an average of 5.2 GPa for the unworn
substrate  (Table  5.6).    No  collapse  of  the  glaze  layers  was  noted  in  this  case  and  the
indentation did not reveal an underlying powder layer.
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5.4.8 Sliding Without Reciprocation – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT, 510°C and
0.314 m.s
-1
The sliding of Nimonic 80A at 510°C without reciprocation against an Incoloy 800HT
counterface rotating at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (sample size 5), resulted in the formation of a patchy
glaze layer over parts of the Nimonic 80A wear scar surface (Figure 5.71).   Coincident
with  this,  there  was  a  significant  drop  in  weight  loss  (and  also  wear  rate)  –  without
reciprocation and only the counterface rotating, a mean weight change of -0.016(3) g (the
negative value indicating a loss) was recorded after 4,522 m of sliding (mean wear rate
between 0 and 4,522 m, 3.605 µg.m
-1
), compared to -0.039(3) g when using sample
reciprocation (wear rate 8.691 µg.m
-1
).
A brief period of unsettled run-in wear at the beginning of sliding gave a mean peak value
for coefficient of friction of 1.17 (Figure 5.72).   This was followed by a rapid fall in
coefficient of friction values for sliding without reciprocation to ‘steady state’ values of in
general between 0.50 and 0.65.   This compared to coefficient of friction values with
reciprocation of between 0.56 and 0.68 – friction levels were only slightly less when the
patchy glaze layer formed in the absence of reciprocation.   No transition in the nature of
the friction data was observed during sliding, despite the formation of glaze without
reciprocation, thus it was not possible to ascertain the sliding distance required to promote
the formation of glaze.
EDX data indicated a composition for the glaze consistent with the Incoloy 800HT
counterface, (~41% Fe, ~30% Cr, ~24% Ni), pointing to transfer of material from the
counterface to the Nimonic 80A sample to form the glaze.   XRD indicated that this glaze
layer was of a nichromate-phase (NiCr2O4),  identical  to  that  seen  when  using  sample
reciprocation at 0.314 m.s
-1
 between 570°C and 750°C.
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Figure 5.71: Optical and SEM images of sample surfaces on sliding without
reciprocation – Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at
510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m)
With reciprocation
No evidence of glaze build-up on either the
optical image or the SEM micrograph – only
sufficient oxide to discolour wear scar
surface present
Without reciprocation
Patchy oxide build-up and NiCr2O4 glaze
formation, covering ~50% of wear scar.
Mean weight change = -0.039(3) g
Coefficient of friction = 0.56 to 0.68
Mean weight change = -0.016(3) g
Coefficient of friction = 0.50 to 0.65
        18 mm           5 mm
Glaze
Exposed
                 Nimonic 80A
                                             Glaze
Glaze
Glaze
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Figure 5.72: Coefficient of friction versus sliding distance for Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT at 510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
 without reciprocation
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size = 3)
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5.5 Testing of Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT between Room
Temperature and 750°C, at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s-1
5.5.1 Experimental Observations – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
Figure 5.73 shows the variation of weight loss and wear rate (in µg.m
-1
) with temperature
for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT (counterface) system, from room temperature to
750°C.   The weight loss and wear rate behaviour observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m of
sliding) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m and 13,032 m of sliding) is described in this section.
a) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.314 m.s
-1
/ 4,522 m
A steady increase in Incoloy MA956 mean weight loss and wear rate was observed with
increasing temperature up to 630°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m.   Weight change and wear rate
values for 0.314 m.s
-1
 remained fairly low between room temperature (-0.002(9) g,
negligible wear rate) and 390°C (-0.066(8) g, wear rate 14.769 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522
m) and did not increase greatly on raising the temperature to 510°C (-0.108(0) g, wear rate
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23.893 µg.m
-1
).   Large increases in weight loss from the Incoloy MA956 were then
observed, with increasing negative weight change values obtained for 630°C (-0.202(7) g)
and 690°C (-0.282(6) g).   Over this temperature range, wear rate increased from
23.893 µg.m
-1
 at 510°C to 44.829 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C and 62.501 µg.m
-1
 at 690°C.   At 750°C,
weight loss and wear rate figures decreased, reaching final values of -0.090(3) g and
17.962 µg.m
-1
 respectively.
b) Coefficient of friction data at 0.314 m.s
-1
Coefficient of friction values for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT system at
0.314 m.s
-1
 showed two distinct phases of behaviour, an unsettled ‘run-in’ period, followed
by a more settled ‘steady state’ period.   Typical variation of these coefficient of friction
values was ~20% during run-in, falling to ~12% during steady state sliding – steady state
conditions were normally established with 1,000 m of sliding (~53 minutes).
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, there was no clear indication of any trend in the early peak ‘run-in’ values
of coefficient of friction as sliding temperature was increased.   Coefficient of friction
values rose rapidly at the beginning of testing from zero to 1.09 at room temperature, 1.15
at 270°C, 1.29 at 510°C and 1.18 at 750°C.   However, a clear downward trend in
coefficient of friction data (Figure 5.74) was observed for steady state values with
increasing temperature, starting at between 0.75 and 0.85 at room temperature, falling to
between 0.6 and 0.75 at 270°C, then 0.6 and 0.7 at 510°C and finally 0.4 and 0.6 between
630°C and 750°C.
Observable in the 0.314 m.s
-1
 data at glaze forming temperatures (630°C to 750°C) was the
change from more to less erratic values of coefficient of friction during steady state sliding
(there was a drop in variability from ~12% to ~8%).   This was observed to occur earlier
with increasing temperature (Figure 5.75):
? At 630°C, the change from more to less erratic values of friction was observed after
155 minutes or 2,920 m of sliding.
? At 690°C, less erratic values appeared after 162.5 minutes or 3,062 m of sliding.
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? At 750°C, this change to less erratic values was observed after 55 minutes or
1,036 m of sliding.
These ‘changes’ in variability in previous studies were observed to coincide with the
development of substantial glaze layers and the reduction of metal-to-metal contact [2].
c) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
/ 4,522 m
Between room temperature and 630°C, the pattern of wear behaviour at
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m followed a pattern similar to that at 0.314 m.s
-1
, with a steady
increase in weight loss and wear rate once again observed.   The increases in weight loss
from the Incoloy MA956 at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m were gradual between room temperature
and 510°C, with weight change values decreasing from -0.004(7) g to -0.062(0) g.   Wear
rates between 0 and 4,522 m increased from 1.045 µg.m
-1
 to 13.703 µg.m
-1
 over the same
temperature range.
Between  510°C  and  630°C,  there  was  a  significant  acceleration  in  weight  loss  and  wear
rate at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m.   There was a decrease in weight change values (an increase in
weight loss) after 4,522 m of sliding, from -0.062(0) g at 510°C to -0.131(2) g at 630°C,
with wear rate increasing from 13.703 µg.m
-1
 to 41.477 µg.m
-1
 over the same test
temperature range.
It was additionally observed that between 390°C and 630°C, wear rates at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after
4,522 m) were less than those obtained at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    For example,  at  390°C, the wear
rate decreased from 14.769 µg.m
-1
 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 9.928 µg.m
-1
 at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   At 510°C,
the decrease in wear rate was from 23.893 µg.m
-1
 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 13.703 µg.m
-1
 at
0.905 m.s
-1
.   At 570°C, the decrease in wear rate was from 33.523 µg.m
-1
 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to
18.573 µg.m
-1
 at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
At 690°C and 750°C, weight loss and wear rate continued to increase at 0.905 m.s
-1
 with
increasing temperature.   The mean recorded weight change values were -0.257(6) g at
690°C and -0.332(0) g at 750°C respectively.   Recorded wear rate values after 4,522 m
were 56.970 µg.m
-1
 at 690°C and 73.413 µg.m
-1
 at 750°C.
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Figure 5.73: Effect of temperature on weight change and wear rate – Incoloy MA956
vs. Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) Temperature versus weight change
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Room temp. 270°C 450°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.74: Temperature versus coefficient of friction for Incoloy MA956 versus
Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
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(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m
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Figure 5.75: Distance to transition in coefficient of friction from high variability
(severe wear) to low variability (mild wear) at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
– Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sample size = 3)
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d) Weight change and wear rate data at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m
At room temperature and 270°C, weight losses from the Incoloy MA956 after 13,032 m of
sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were not too dissimilar to, albeit slightly greater than those obtained
after 4,522 m, with weight change values recorded at -0.003(6) g at room temperature and
-0.038(5) g at 270°C.   A fall in wear rate data did indicate a slight change in behaviour at
room temperature and 270°C with extended sliding to 13,032 m.   At room temperature, the
wear rate fell from 1.045 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to -0.134 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522
and 13,032 m.   At 270°C, the decrease in wear rate was from 5.024 µg.m
-1
 to
1.850 µg.m
-1
.   This clearly indicates that most wear occurred early during sliding (within
the first 4,522 m).
Weight loss values from the Incoloy MA956 after 13,032 m between 390°C and 510°C
indicated a slow increase in wear with temperature – weight change values for
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m decreased from -0.145(9) g at 390°C to -0.156(0) g at 510°C (the
0.314 m.s-1 0.905 m.s-1
‘Changes’ in variability in previous
studies [2] were observed to coincide
with the development of glaze layers
and the reduction of metal-to-metal
contact during the sliding process.
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negative values indicating a weight loss).   There was no significant fall in wear rate on
extended sliding to 13,032 m between 390°C and 510°C, with the 0 to 4,522 m values and
the 4,522 to 13,032 m values being very similar.   At 390°C, wear rate values rose very
slightly from 9.928 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to 11.866 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and
13,032 m.   At 510°C, there was only a very slight decrease in wear rates from
13.703 µg.m
-1
 to 11.054 µg.m
-1
.
On extended sliding up to 13,032 m at 570°C and 630°C, the increase in wear compared to
that observed between 0 and 4,522 m became more rapid with weight change values
indicating very substantial losses at both temperatures.   There was also a clear upward
trend  in  weight  loss  and  wear  rate  with  increasing  temperature.    At  570°C,  the  weight
change values decreased from -0.084(0) g after 4,522 m to -0.320(9) g after 13,032 m
(indicating increasing weight loss).   At 630°C, the decrease in weight change values was
greater from -0.131(2) g to -0.484(2) g.   The wear rate data clearly indicate that wear of
the Incoloy MA956 actually accelerated at both temperatures.   At 570°C, the wear rate
increased from 18.573 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to 27.838 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and
13,032 m.   At 630°C, the increase in wear rate was from 29.011 µg.m
-1
 to 41.477 µg.m
-1
.
On raising the sliding temperature from 630°C to 690°C, there was a significant decrease in
weight loss for samples slid for 13,032 m, with weight change values increasing from –
0.484(2) g to -0.381(9) g.   Wear rates between 4,522 and 13,032 m of sliding decreased
from 41.477 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C to 14.601 µg.m
-1
 at 690°C.
At 690°C and 750°C, a significant fall in wear rate was recorded with extended sliding to
13,032 m.   At 690°C, the wear rate fell from 56.970 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to
14.601 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m.   At 750°C, the wear rate fell from
73.413 µg.m
-1
 to 42.728 µg.m
-1
.
However, it was also apparent that on raising the sliding temperature from 690°C to 750°C,
there was a significant increase in the ‘4,522 to 13,032 m’ mean wear rate values, from
14.601 µg.m
-1
 to 42.728 µg.m
-1
.
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e) Coefficient of friction data at 0.905 m.s
-1
Coefficient of friction values for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT system at
0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.74b) again showed an initial unsettled run-in period, followed by a
more settled ‘steady-state’, as observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    Variation  of  these  coefficient  of
friction values was higher at 0.905 m.s
-1
 than at 0.314 m.s
-1
,  typically  as  high  as  ~30%
during run-in and ~20% during steady state (this compared to ~20% during run-in and
~12% during steady state at 0.314 m.s
-1
).
No clear trend with increasing temperature was identifiable in the coefficient of friction
data for samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
,  either  with  the  unsettled  ‘run-in’  data  or  the
‘steady-state’ values, although steady state values were substantially lower at 750°C.
During ‘run-in’, values of friction rose from 0 to 1.04 at room temperature, 1.25 at 270°C,
1.16 at 510°C and 1.10 at 750°C – this points to a slight downward trend, but not a
significant one with ~30% variability in the ‘run-in’ values.   Values of coefficient of
friction during ‘steady-state’ sliding varied between 0.58 - 0.72 at room temperature and
270°C, 0.65 - 0.82 at 510°C, and 0.4 - 0.55 at 750°C.
The change from more to less erratic values of coefficient of friction during steady state
sliding observed between 630°C and 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
, was also observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
(there was a drop in variability from ~20% to between 12% and 15%).   This again
occurred earlier with increasing temperature (Figure 5.75):
? At 630°C, the reduction in variability occurred only towards the end of sliding after
220 minutes or 11,946 m of sliding.
? At 690°C, less erratic values appeared after 105 minutes or 5,702 m of sliding.
? At 750°C, this reduction in variation was observed after 42 minutes or 2,285 m of
sliding.
As  with  similar  observations  at  0.314  m.s
-1
, these ‘changes’ in variability in previous
studies [2] were observed to coincide with the development of glaze layers and the
reduction of metal-to-metal contact during the sliding process.
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5.5.2 Optical and SEM Morphology – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
Optical and SEM examination (Figures 5.76, 5.77 and 5.78) indicated that at room
temperature and 270°C, Incoloy MA956 sample wear surfaces were metallic and highly
damaged (indicative of severe wear), with a very high degree of metal transfer onto the
surface of the Incoloy MA956 at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
.   The resulting metallic
transfer layer covered almost the entire wear scar.
Transfer levels at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 were much lower at temperatures of
390°C and above.   The decreasing transfer coincided with increasing discolouration of the
wear scar surface between 390°C and 570°C, due to very limited oxidation of the exposed
metallic surfaces (Figures 5.76 and 5.77 – this oxide did not build up into wear protective
oxide layers).   At 0.314 m.s
-1
, only isolated areas of transferred metallic material were
formed on the wear scar surfaces at 0.314 m.s
-1
, covering at most between 5 to 10% of the
wear surface area.   Metallic transfer at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was slightly higher and limited, patchy
metallic transfer layers were able to form, covering up to 50% of the wear scar surface.
At 570°C and 630°C, the transfer layers formed at 0.905 m.s
-1
 during the first 4,522 m were
removed on extended sliding up to 13,032 m (Figure 5.76 shows the 630°C case).   The
level of damage to the Incoloy MA956 samples was observed to be significantly greater
after 13,032 m of sliding, compared to that after 4,522 m.
Glaze formation at 0.314 m.s
-1
was first observed at 630°C (Figures 5.76 and 5.78),
covering approximately 70% of the wear scar.   On increasing the sliding temperature up to
690°C and 750°C, the observed glaze layers became more comprehensive, covering more
than 90% of the wear scar in both cases (Figures 5.76 and 5.78 show the 750°C case).
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, significant (albeit limited) build-up of oxide into platforms was first
observed on the Incoloy MA956 samples, most noticeably after 13,032 m of sliding at
630°C (Figure 5.77) and then only covering ~25% of the wear scar.   Comprehensive glaze
formation was not observed until 690°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
 and only after 13,032 m  - only a
few isolated patches were formed after 4,522 m.   Glaze development was much more
substantial at 750°C, but as at 690°C, only after 13,032 m of sliding (Figure 5.77) - after
4,522 m of sliding at 750°C, glaze formation was still incomplete (Figures 5.77 and 5.78),
covering only 40 to 50% of the wear scar surface.
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Figure 5.76: Optical Images for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
Room Temperature, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 15 x5 mm)
Transfer layer covering 90% of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 17 x 5 mm)
Transfer layer covering 80% of wear scar
510°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm, also 390, 450, 570°C)
Reduced transfer (10%), now in more isolated
patches – discoloration due to limited oxidation of
wear surface
630°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 20 x 5 mm)
Glaze covering large areas of highly worn wear
scar, with no evidence of metallic transfer
750°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 19 x 5 mm, also 690°C)
Glaze covering most of wear scar, no evidence of
metallic transfer
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Figure 5.77: Optical Images for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Observations made after 13,032 m of sliding follow the same pattern as 4,522 m where
not shown)
Room Temperature, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 15 x 5 mm)
Transfer layer covering 90% of wear scar
270°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 15 x 5 mm)
Transfer layer covering 75% of wear scar
510°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm, also 390, 450, 570°C)
Reduced metallic transfer with incomplete transfer
layers (50%), though greater than at 0.314 m.s-1 –
increasing discoloration of wear surfaces due to
limited oxidation
630°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 19 x 5 mm)
Isolated areas of increased oxidation on
asperities (raised areas) of transferred material
630°C, 13,032 m – sample
(wear scar = 20 x 5 mm)
No evidence of metallic transfer after 13,032 m,
sample more highly worn – also increased oxide
build-up on raised areas of sample, beginning to
spread across surface
750°C, 4,522 m – sample
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm, also 690°C)
Evidence of significant plastic deformation of the
Incoloy MA956, oxide build-up beginning to
spread out from asperities
750°C, 13,032 m – sample
(wear scar = 18 x 5 mm)
Evidence of significant plastic deformation of the
Incoloy MA956, oxide glaze covering almost all of
wear scar after continuing sliding up to 13,032 m
High transfer areas
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Figure 5.78: SEM micrographs for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT – wear
surfaces
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 630°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding, with exception of enhanced
glaze formation at 750°C
Metallic transfer layers
covering most of
Incoloy MA956 wear scar
at room temperature
(R.T.) and 270°C
Glaze formation in early
stages at 630°C, more
comprehensive
development of glaze at
750°C
Metallic transfer layers
covering most of
Incoloy MA956 wear scar
at room temperature
(R.T.) and 270°C
Deformed metal from
severe wear at 510°C
with limited metallic
transfer layer – glaze
formation at 750°C,
partial after 4,522 m
(shown), covering almost
all of wear scar after
13,032 m (not shown)
Exposed Incoloy MA956
                  Glaze                                             Glaze
Exposed Incoloy MA956
 Glaze
R.T.
630°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.79: SEM micrographs for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT  – debris
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m – room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C
Same pattern of observations made after 13,032 m of sliding at 0.905 m.s
-1
Large, flat angular
metallic particles of size
between 20 µm and
1 mm at all temperatures
Increasing levels of very
fine oxide debris, less
than 1 µm in size,
present in very low
amounts from 390°C and
in significant amounts
from 630°C upwards
‘Charging’ on debris due
to the presence of oxide
at 510°C
 Oxide at 750°C
Large, flat angular
metallic debris as for
0.314 m.s
-1
, between
20 µm and 1 mm in size
at all temperatures
‘Charging’ not evident at
510°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
,
however, very limited
amounts of very fine
oxide debris (less than
1 µm in size) observed
from 390°C upwards (not
shown)
Increased amounts of
oxide debris at 750°C
(also 690°C)
   Oxide at 750°C
‘Charging’
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
R.T.
510°C 750°C
270°C
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Figure 5.80: Counterface wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy
800HT, 0.314 m.s
-1
Room Temperature, 4,522 m – counterface
(section = 5 x 15  mm, representative up to
450°C)
Highly worn wear scar with limited transfer layer
570°C, 4,522 m – counterface
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable between 510°C
and 690°C)
Deeply grooved wear scar, glaze free asperities
formed due to transfer and / or back-transfer of
metallic debris
750°C, 4,522 m – counterface
(section = 15 x 5 mm, also applicable at 690°C)
Deeply grooved wear scar, glaze forming only on
tops of transferred / back-transferred asperities
Figure 5.81: Counterface wear scar optical images – Incoloy MA956/ Incoloy 800HT,
0.905 m.s
-1
(Observations after 13,032 m of sliding follow same pattern as 4,522 m)
Room Temperature, 4,522 m – counterface
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable up to 450°C)
Highly worn wear scar with limited transfer layer
570°C, 4,522 m – counterface
(section = 15 x 5 mm, applicable between 510°C
and 630°C)
Deeply grooved wear scar, glaze free asperities
formed due to transfer and / or back-transfer of
metallic debris
750°C, 4,522 m - counterface
(section = 15 x 5 mm, also applicable to 690°C)
Wear scar similar to 0.314 m.s-1, though slightly
fewer asperities (glaze forming on asperity peaks)
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At 750°C, there was evidence of material softening and plastic deformation of the
Incoloy MA956, the clearest indication of this being 'rims' of material pushed out from
sides of the wear interface.   These were most apparent on the 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 13,032 m samples (Figure 5.77).
The large flat platelet-type metallic debris particles typical of delamination wear
(Figure 5.79), were produced at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 over  the  entire  range  of
test temperatures (room temperature to 750°C) – the size range for these particles was
anywhere between 20 µm and 1 mm.   No oxide was present amongst this metallic debris at
room temperature and 270°C.   At 390°C, 450°C, 510°C and 570°C, some oxide debris was
observed, but only in trace amounts amongst the overwhelmingly metallic debris – this
coincided with the discolouration of wear scar surfaces due to very limited oxidation at
these temperatures.   Further evidence of this limited oxidation (not sufficient to form oxide
layers) at lower temperatures, was hinted at by charging on the surfaces of the metallic
debris produced at 510°C (Figure 5.79) and 0.314 m.s
-1
 during SEM.
Significant levels of oxide debris only became clearly observable in amongst this metallic
debris at 630°C and above, which coincided with glaze formation observed at both
0.314 m.s
-1
and 0.905 m.s
-1
 – this oxide debris tended to be of size between 300 nm and
1 µm.   The level of oxide debris produced increased with temperature between 630°C and
750°C, however, the larger, flattened platelet-like metallic debris (of size 20 µm to 1 mm)
was also still clearly observable (Figure 5.79).
5.5.2.1 Incoloy 800HT Counterface Wear Scar Morphology
Evidence of severe wear on the Incoloy 800HT counterface (worn against the
Incoloy MA956 sample) at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.80) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.81)
was observed throughout the range of test temperatures (the patterns of wear were similar
to those observed on the Incoloy 800HT counterface when worn against Nimonic 80A).
Between room temperature and 450°C, the counterface wear scar was highly worn with a
limited transfer layer forming upon it, indicating possible transfer and back-transfer of
metallic material between the Incoloy MA956 sample and the counterface.   A reduction in
this transfer was observed at 390°C and 450°C, coinciding with the appearance of
discoloration of the wear surfaces due to limited oxidation.
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At 510°C and above, the wear track on the Incoloy 800HT counterface formed a deep
groove of up to 1.5 mm depth into the counterface material.   Asperities were present on the
heavily worn surface of this wear track (slightly fewer asperities were observed at
0.905 m.s
-1
), with asperity-peak height reaching up to 1.5 mm above the level of the
unworn surface of the counterface from 570°C upwards.   There was no glaze formation
until 690°C and then only on asperity-peaks – this matched with the more substantial
formation of glaze observed on the wear surfaces of the Incoloy MA956 samples at 690°C
and 750°C, at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
.
A large amount of easily dislodged loose oxide debris was observed to be lying in the
counterface wear track at 630°C and above, at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
.
5.5.3 EDX Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
EDX analysis of 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m samples slid at room temperature indicated clear
evidence of transfer of metallic material from the Incoloy 800HT counterface and mixing
with the Incoloy MA956 sample material, forming a mechanically mixed transfer layer.
This transfer layer, overlying the surface of the Incoloy MA956, had a composition (at
room temperature averaging 18% nickel, 29% chromium and 47% iron) intermediate
between the Incoloy MA956 and Incoloy 800HT, indicating the level of mechanical mixing
to be high.   However, the composition was still highly variable (some areas gave
compositions close to either the Incoloy MA956 or the Incoloy 800HT), indicating that the
mixing process was incomplete.
For samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and temperatures of between 390°C and 570°C, analysis of
remaining areas of transferred metallic material indicated a reduction in the nickel present
to ~10%, showing a reduced contribution to the transferred material from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface.   The remaining areas of the wear scar without significant
transfer layers, gave values consistent with the Incoloy MA956 sample.
Analysis of the glaze formed at 630°C and above (sliding speed 0.314 m.s
-1
) gave
proportions of chromium (26-28%) and iron (60-62%) consistent with the Incoloy MA956,
showing the oxidised glaze material at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to be sourced almost entirely from the
Incoloy MA956 sample – there was very little trace of nickel (0-3%).   Aluminium levels
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within the glaze layers between 630°C and 750°C were also observed to be higher than
expected, on average at around ~7.5% compared to ~4.5% within the unworn Incoloy
MA956 alloy.
The 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples (slid for both 4,522 m and 13,032m) followed the same pattern as
that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   A mechanically mixed metallic layer was again formed at
room temperature, with material present from both the Incoloy MA956 and Incoloy 800HT
(the mean levels of the primary components present were ~19% Ni, ~29% Cr and ~43%
Fe).   However, the compositions of these layers were still highly heterogeneous – mixing
was still incomplete and some areas of the transfer layer were similar in composition to
either the Incoloy MA956 or the Incoloy 800HT.
Where transfer was reduced at 390°C and above (sliding speed 0.905 m.s
-1
), surface
compositions  did  not  vary  too  far  from that  of  the  Incoloy  MA956 sample.    Nickel  was
present to no more than ~3% in remaining areas of deposited material after 4,522 m of
sliding (~2% after 13,032 m of sliding), with iron present to ~60% and chromium present
to ~27%.   This remained the case with similar levels of nickel, chromium and iron on
samples slid at temperatures up to and including 630°C, indicating that transfer from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface and metallic deposition on the Incoloy MA956 was limited –
any metallic deposits present were primarily readhered Incoloy MA956.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the Incoloy MA956 substrate remained the primary source of oxide debris
from which the glaze formed at 630°C (~0.5% Ni, 25% Cr, ~68% Fe), 690°C  (~1% Ni,
~23% Cr, ~67% Fe) and 750°C (~0.5% Ni, ~27% Cr, ~67% Fe), with data very similar for
samples slid for 4,522 m and 13,032 m.   The increase in sliding speed to 0.905 m.s
-1
 did
not  affect  the  composition  or  encourage  extra  transfer  from the  Incoloy  800HT.    Higher
than expected amounts of aluminium were detected between 630°C and 750°C at
0.905 m.s
-1
 as they had at 0.314 m.s
-1
 – levels of aluminium were recorded at between ~8%
and ~11%.
At both 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after sliding to 4,522 m) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after sliding to 4,522 m and
13,032 m), analysis of the metallic debris formed due to sliding between room temperature
and 390°C gave mixed results, with composition varying between that of the
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Incoloy MA956 sample and that of the Incoloy 800HT counterface depending on the debris
particles selected.   With debris formed at 390°C and 450°C, the composition tended to
match that of the Incoloy MA956, coinciding with the reduction of transfer at these
temperatures.   With no significant transfer from the Incoloy 800HT evident at either
0.314 m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
, Incoloy MA956 remained the almost exclusive source of
metallic debris between 510°C and 750°C.   Iron levels in the metallic debris varied
between ~59% and ~67%, chromium levels varied between ~23% and ~28%, aluminium
levels varied between ~5% and ~10%, with nickel levels never exceeding 2.5%.   As nickel
was only present in the Incoloy 800HT counterface, the data showed that between 390°C
and 750°C, there was very little contribution from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to the
debris.
Incoloy MA956 was also the near-exclusive source for the loose oxide debris generated at
both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after both 4,522 m and 13,032 m of sliding) for
temperatures of 630°C, 690°C and 750°C – levels of iron, chromium and nickel were very
similar to those for the metallic debris and the unworn Incoloy MA956 sample material.
The glaze that formed upon the asperities on the Incoloy 800HT counterface wear track at
750°C and both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (the glaze was removed for analysis), was of a
composition intermediate between the counterface and the Incoloy MA956 sample.   For
samples slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
, a mean composition of ~18% nickel, 20% chromium and 58%
iron  was  obtained.    For  samples  slid  at  0.905  m.s
-1
, nickel levels of ~16%, chromium
levels of ~21% and iron levels of ~58% were recorded after 4,522 m, with values after
13,032 m near-identical.
5.5.4 EDX Mapping – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
Mapping produced similar results, irrespective of the sliding speed used – representative
maps for 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m and 0.905 / 4,522 m, both at 750°C, are shown in
Figures 5.82 and 5.83 respectively.   Immediately apparent from the mapping was the
presence of iron and chromium throughout – as part of the surface layers and the substrate.
Nickel was only present as a trace element in the glaze layers at the surface, this indicating
only very slight transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
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Figure 5.82: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Incoloy MA956 worn against
Incoloy 800HT subsequent to wear at 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
Fe
Cr Ni
50 µm
O Al
Micrograph
Al diffusion
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Figure 5.83: Cross-sectional EDX element maps for Incoloy MA956 worn against
Incoloy 800HT subsequent to wear at 0.905 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature = 750°C)
Fe
Cr Ni
100 µm
O Al
Micrograph
Al diffusion
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A far stronger signal was shown by aluminium in the glaze layers at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
0.905 m.s
-1
.   This observation indicates aluminium diffusion from the Incoloy MA956
sample material (aluminium is only present in trace amounts in the Incoloy 800HT
counterface and thus it’s presence cannot be accounted for by transfer) to areas of glaze
formation.
5.5.5 Autopoint EDX Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
Presented in Figure 5.84 are representative examples of the Autopoint EDX data obtained
at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, slid for a total of 4,522 m at 750°C.
At 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 4,522 m, a two-layer structure was observed on all samples examined,
consisting of a glaze layer of no more than 2 µm thickness and a mixed metal-oxide layer,
extending  to  a  depth  of  between  15  to  20  µm  (17  to  18  µm  in  the  shown  example).
Immediately apparent were the negligible amounts of nickel (~0.3%) in the glaze and
debris  layers  -  the  composition  of  the  debris  layers  were  very  close  to  that  of  the
Incoloy MA956 sample with mean levels of iron at ~62%, chromium at ~29%, aluminium
at ~7.5% and trace amounts of silicon at ~1.4%.   This indicates that the Incoloy MA956
substrate was the near-exclusive source for the glaze and mixed metal-oxide debris
material.
The levels of iron, chromium and aluminium were observed to be extremely variable
within the mixed metal-oxide layer, with changes in iron levels at 0.314 m.s
-1
 coinciding
with those in chromium (Figure 5.84a) – nickel levels remained near-negligible.   Within
the mixed debris layer, the highest concentrations of chromium occurred where there were
minima in iron concentrations and vice versa.   In the example presented in Figure 5.84a,
starting from the interface between the debris and Incoloy MA956 substrate at 17 µm depth
and moving upwards towards the glaze layers at the surface, for the given test sample:
? at the interface between the debris and the Incoloy MA956 substrate, iron accounted
for ~63% of the metallic content and chromium accounted for ~28%;
? at 14 µm depth, an iron minimum was encountered, with concentrations of ~40%
for iron and ~50% for chromium;
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? at 10 µm, iron levels recovered to a peak value at  which point chromium was at  a
minimum (Fe ~71%, Cr ~18%);
? iron values fell once again to a further minimum at 4 µm depth, coincident with
another mini-peak in chromium (Fe ~55%, Cr ~32%).
This is indicative of diffusion of either the iron or chromium within the debris layer,
resulting in varying concentrations of both within the mixed metal-oxide layer.
Up  to  this  point,  aluminium  levels  showed  some  variation,  but  tended  to  remain  low.
However, between 4 to 6 µm depth and the surface (irrespective of sample analysed), both
iron and in particular, chromium levels fell with increasing aluminium content.   In the
example presented in Figure 5.84b, as aluminium rose from ~10% of the metallic content at
~4 µm depth up to ~22% in isolated areas of the glaze surface (though peak values of
aluminium were normally no greater than ~12%), iron levels fell from ~55% to ~52% and
chromium levels fell from ~32% to ~22 % over the same specified distance.   Composition
values in other samples were similar, with compositions falling into a band 2 to 3% either
side of those for the example presented in Figure 5.84b.
There was no clear trend at 0.314 m.s
-1
 regarding the iron / chromium / aluminium data
with respect to oxygen content within the mixed metal-oxide layer, with oxygen levels
increasing erratically from the Incoloy MA956 / debris interface towards the debris surface
(although an oxygen peak at 10 µm depth – 58% of the overall content – coincided with the
metallic content maximum for iron of 71%).   However, the highest oxygen concentrations
were observed to match the highest aluminium concentrations at the glaze surface, with
oxygen accounting for 78% of the overall content at this point and aluminium accounting
for up to 22% of the metallic content in some isolated areas (though levels usually rose to
no greater than ~12%).   The data is therefore indicating that aluminium has diffused
towards the surface, where it was being oxidised in preference to the iron and chromium.
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Figure 5.84: Data from Autopoint EDX analysis for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy
800HT at sliding speeds of 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
(a) 0.314 m.s
-1
(b) 0.905 m.s
-1
Amounts of each substance present are expressed in terms of percentage of the
non-oxygen content.   Amount of oxygen is expressed in terms of percentage of the
overall content.   Data (sample size = 3) are for samples slid for a distance of 4,522 m.
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Increasing the sliding speed to 0.905 m.s
-1
 resulted in a multi-layer structure, once again
consisting of a glaze layer of no more than 1 to 1.5 µm thickness, a completely oxidised
intermediate  layer  of  debris  extending  to  between  4  and  5  µm,  and  a  mixed  metal-oxide
debris layer extending to the Incoloy MA956 / debris interface at 7 µm to 12 µm depth
(~9 µm in the shown example – Figure 5.84b).   The debris layer at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (at least at
glaze forming temperatures) was thus much thinner than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (at 15 µm to 20 µm
thickness).
For samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
, there was again at best only a negligible amount of nickel
present  in  the  glaze  layer.    The  dominance  of  iron  (present  to  a  mean  value  of  ~56%),
chromium (mean ~24%), aluminium (mean ~19%) and a trace amount of silicon (~1.25%)
indicated that Incoloy MA956 was the near-exclusive source of the glaze layer.   Within the
mixed debris layer (starting at ~9 µm depth), iron, chromium and aluminium levels were
highly erratic, the iron minima coinciding with peaks of either aluminium (in the example
presented in Figure 5.84b, at 7.5 µm depth – iron accounted for 40% and aluminium for
32% of the metallic content) or chromium (in the example presented in Figure 5.84b, at
6 µm depth – Fe 42%, Cr 40%).   Nickel levels in the mixed debris layer were negligible,
indicating no significant contribution from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
Towards the surface, iron levels decreased (typically from ~70% at ~5 µm depth to ~45%
at the glaze surface, with only a small amount of sample-to-sample variation) and
chromium levels remained relatively constant (20% to 22%) as aluminium levels in all
samples analysed increased from in general ~10% of the total metallic content at 7 µm to
10µm depth to as high as 32% on some areas of the surface of the glaze layer (more normal
levels were 15-20%).   The higher concentrations of aluminium at the surface of the glaze
or other areas of high oxidation, were again indicative of diffusion towards the surface and
preferential oxidation of this aluminium.   Nickel levels were once again negligible within
the glaze layers, indicating no significant inclusion of Incoloy 800HT counterface-sourced
material.
Unlike 0.314 m.s
-1
, there did appear at 0.905 m.s
-1
 to be some match between the variation
of the iron content and the oxygen levels in the glaze and mixed debris layers, with peaks
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in the iron content coincident with minima in the oxygen levels and vice versa.   This was
especially the case towards the surface – in the shown example (Figure 5.84b) at 5 µm
depth, the iron peak of 72% of metallic content matched a large fall in overall oxygen
content to 28%.   After this, iron’s share of the metallic content decreased to 43% as
aluminium’s  share  of  the  metallic  content  increased  to  32%  and  oxygen’s  share  of  the
overall content increased to 82% towards the surface (further indicating preferential
diffusion towards and oxidation of aluminium at the glaze surface).
5.5.6 XRD Analysis – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
Regardless of sliding speed or temperature, XRD analysis indicated the presence of Fe-Cr
in all cases, consistent with the predominantly iron-chromium Incoloy MA956 substrate.
However, the presence of other phases depended very much on the temperature and the
sliding speed used – this gave three distinct sets of results.
At room temperature and 270°C for both 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, two phases were detected,
the  aforementioned  Fe-Cr  and  also  Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 (Figures 5.85a and 5.86a).   The
presence of nickel in the latter phase indicated transfer of material from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface, due to the complete absence of nickel in the Incoloy MA956 sample.   This
corresponds with the physical observation of a transfer layer at these temperatures, which
EDX indicated was a mixed layer.   In other instances (i.e. Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT), it has been more normal to obtain Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 as a nickel-containing
phase – the reduced nickel Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 phase obtained with Incoloy MA956 slid against
Incoloy 800HT may be a further indication of a mixed layer and thus was an indication of
possible mechanical alloying.
From 390°C (Figure 5.85b) up to the beginning of glaze formation at 630°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
and 690°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
, obtained results indicated the detection of only one metallic
phase – Fe-Cr.   This corresponds to the reduction in the transfer of material, as indicated
by the observed loss of the transferred layer on the samples.   The remaining nickel
detected by EDX (in isolated patches of transfer) appears to be insufficient to be detected
by XRD.
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Figure 5.85: XRD for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT – 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature and 270°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
33-0397 (*) - Chromium Iron Nickel 304-stainless steel - Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 - Y: 50.00 % - d x by: 1. - WL
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 27.31 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
IMA274Ha - File: IMA274Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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(b) 390°C and 450°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 27.31 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Y Scale Mul  1.625 | Y Scale Mul  1.500 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Sm
IMA394Ha - File: IMA394Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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Two metallic phases on
Incoloy MA956 surface due to
mechanical mixing of
Incoloy MA956 (Fe-Cr) with
transferred Incoloy 800HT
The phase Ni2.9Cr0.7Fe0.36 is
more normally detected for
Incoloy 800HT –
Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 indicates an
interim phase containing
reduced levels of nickel
Little to no transfer of
Incoloy 800HT (Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11)
– only Fe-Cr phase from
Incoloy MA956 detected
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(c) 510°C and 570°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 27.31 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
35-1112 (*) - Chromium Iron Oxide - Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 - Y: 45.04 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
IMA514Ha - File: IMA514Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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(d) 630°C, 690°C and 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 27.31 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
35-1112 (*) - Chromium Iron Oxide - Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 - Y: 45.04 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
IMA754Ha_b - File: IMA754Ha_b.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.
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absence of glaze from surface of Incoloy MA956
Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 oxide phase detected, glaze
now observed on surface of Incoloy MA956
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Figure 5.86: XRD for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT – 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Room temperature and 270°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
33-0397 (*) - Chromium Iron Nickel 304-stainless steel - Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 - Y: 50.00 % - d x by: 1. - WL
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 27.31 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Background 1.000,1.000 | Import
IMA274Ha - File: IMA274Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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(b) 390, 450, 510, 570 and 630°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 10.39 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: X Offset -0.500 | Y Scale Mul  1.292 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Smooth 0.150 | Backgr
IMC5183a - File: IMC5183Ha.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020
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Two metallic phases on
Incoloy MA956 surface due to
mechanical mixing of
Incoloy MA956 (Fe-Cr) with
transferred Incoloy 800HT
The low nickel interim phase
Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 was detected
here at 0.905 m.s-1 as well as
0.314 m.s-1 (Figure 5.71a)
Little to no transfer of
Incoloy 800HT (Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11)
– only Fe-Cr phase from
Incoloy MA956 detected
No Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 oxide phase
detected at 0.905 m.s-1,
between 390°C and 630°C,
despite increasing discoloration
of metal due to oxidation
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(c) 690°C and 750°C, load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m / 13,032 m
34-0396 (I) - Iron Chromium 434-L stainless steel - Fe-Cr - Y: 10.39 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
35-1112 (*) - Chromium Iron Oxide - Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 - Y: 10.39 % - d x by: 1. - WL: 1.5406
Operations: X Offset 0.312 | X Offset 0.229 | Y Scale Mul  1.708 | Y Scale Mul  0.667 | Smooth 0.150 | S
IMC7583a - File: IMC7583a.RAW - Type: 2Th/Th locked - Start: 10.000 ° - End: 90.000 ° - Step: 0.020 °
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The presence of Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 was also detected from 510°C upwards (Figure 5.85c) on the
0.314 m.s
-1
 Incoloy MA956 samples (despite the absence of clear oxide layers at 510°C
and 570°C).   This was coincident with the slight charging due to the presence of limited
oxide observed on the debris during SEM (Figure 5.79) and the discolouration of metallic
surfaces due to oxidation between 390°C and 570°C (Figure 5.76).   A stronger signal for
Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 was obtained at temperatures (630°C, 690°C and 750°C) where glaze layers
were observed to form on the Incoloy MA956 wear scar surfaces.
XRD analysis did not detect any oxide phase on samples slid at 0.905 m.s
-1
 between 510°C
and 630°C (Figure 5.86b).   This is despite increasing discolouration due to oxidation
observed between 390°C and 630°C.   At 0.905 m.s
-1
,  the  Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 phase was only
detected once the glaze layers started to develop at 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.86c).
Increasing sliding speed did not result in any observable changes in the oxide forming the
glaze layers.   The oxides continued to be sourced primarily from the Incoloy MA956, with
no evidence of any nickel-containing oxide phase sourced from the Incoloy 800HT.
Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 oxide phase now detected as glaze
forms on surface of Incoloy MA956
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Glancing angle XRD was attempted on samples run at 750°C for sliding speeds of
0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
, however, the highly uneven profile of the worn
Incoloy MA956 samples at both sliding speeds did not allow for a smooth enough plot to
obtain any clear results.
5.5.7 Micro-hardness Testing – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, evidence of enhanced hardening of subsurface layers was minimal
(Figure 5.87a shows representative depth hardness profiles taken from samples slid at room
temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C), the hardness of these layers being only slightly
greater than the underlying, undeformed bulk substrate.   This was most pronounced at
750°C with values as high as ~5.1 GPa within the first 0.1 mm below the surface of the
wear scar, decreasing to between 3.1 to 3.9 GPa between 0.1 mm and 1 mm.   This pattern
was less pronounced at room temperature (with peak values of no greater than ~4.5 GPa
within 0.1 mm of the surface, falling to and settling between 3.5 GPa and 4.0 GPa between
0.1 mm and 0.5 mm) and 270°C (peak values were no greater than ~4.0 GPa within 0.1 mm
of the surface, falling to between 2.9 GPa and 3.6 GPa between 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm), with
hardness values becoming erratic after ~0.5 mm depth (varying between ~2.6 and ~4.3 GPa
at both temperatures).   No such pattern was evident with the 510°C data, although gradual
declines in hardness from between 3.9 and 4.4 GPa in the subsurface area to between 3.5
and 3.6 GPa at 1 mm depth were noted at this temperature.   No clear trends with
temperature were noted.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.87b shows representative depth hardness profiles taken from
samples slid at room temperature, 270°C, 510°C and 750°C), evidence of subsurface
hardening was less clear, with only 270°C showing a clear pattern indicating this.  Peaks in
hardness with the 270°C samples of as high as ~5.1 GPa within 0.1 mm of the wear scar
surface were obtained, with values decreasing to in general between 3.8 and 4.1 GPa
between 0.1 mm and 1 mm depth.   A very gradual downward trend in hardness was also
observed in samples tested at 510°C with increasing depth, with peak values in general of
4.2 GPa within 0.1 mm of the surface followed by steady decreases in hardness to 3.55 GPa
at ~1 mm depth, without any sharp peak in hardness near the wear scar surface.
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No clear pattern was observable in the sub-surface hardness profile data at room
temperature or 750°C (sliding speed 0.905 m.s
-1
), with highly erratic values of hardness
obtained  from samples  slid  at  each  of  these  temperatures.    Hardness  values  of  generally
between 2.9 GPa and 3.9 GPa were obtained, with variations in readings fluctuating as
much as ~30% at room temperature and ~25% at 750°C.
As with Stellite 6 as a counterface material, Incoloy MA956 slid against an Incoloy 800HT
counterface again showed far less of a tendency to increased subsurface hardness compared
to Nimonic 80A as a sample material.
The mean values of hardness for the transfer layers (Table 5.7) at room temperature and
270°C of 5.82 GPa (room temperature / 0.314 m.s
-1
), 6.72 GPa (room temperature
/ 0.905 m.s
-1
), 7.11 GPa (270°C / 0.314 m.s
-1
) and 6.10 GPa (270°C / 0.905 m.s
-1
), were
consistently higher than the hardness values obtained for both the Incoloy MA956 substrate
(4.129 GPa) and the Incoloy 800HT counterface (2.15 GPa).   The transfer layers that have
formed on the surface of the Incoloy MA956 samples have thus undergone a significant
degree of work-hardening.
Due  to  the  absence  of  transfer  layers  on  either  the  0.314  m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
 samples  at
temperatures greater than 390°C (only isolated or patchy transfer was observed), no data is
presented for temperatures higher than 270°C in Table 5.7.
A large difference in glaze layer hardness for the 750°C samples with sliding speed was
indicated by the micro-hardness testing of the surface layers, with average values of 9.6
GPa at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 21.3 GPa at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   These values compare with an average
value of 4.1 GPa for the unworn substrate (Table 5.8).   As with Nimonic 80A versus
Incoloy 800HT, no collapse was observed in the glaze layer overlying the Incoloy MA956,
with no indication of a substantial loose powdery layer between the glaze and the sample
metal.
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Table 5.7: Hardness data for transfer layers at room temperature and 270°C,
Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Room temp. / 0.314 m.s-1 Room temp. / 0.905 m.s-1
6.313
Mean = 5.82 GPa
6.334
Mean = 6.72 GPa
4.429 6.647
6.377 6.647
5.963 7.086
6.042 6.861
270°C / 0.314 m.s-1 270°C / 0.905 m.s-1
5.447
Mean = 7.11 GPa
6.144
Mean = 6.10 GPa
8.765 6.228
4.651 6.249
7.829 5.924
8.836 5.943
(Mean hardness of unworn Incoloy MA956 (sample) = 4.129 GPa,
 mean hardness of unworn Incoloy 800HT (counterface) = 2.15 GPa)
Table 5.8: Hardness data for glaze and undeformed substrate, Incoloy MA956
versus Incoloy 800HT slid at 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 5)
Unworn substrate
(preheated to 750°C for
4 hours)
Glaze formed at
0.314 m.s-1
Glaze formed at
0.905 m.s-1
4.478
Mean =
4.129 GPa
6.110
Mean =
9.63 GPa
19.667
Mean =
21.26 GPa
3.667 7.185 35.659
3.910 11.743 9.373
4.237 11.611 17.542
4.355 11.481 24.044
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Room temp. 270°C 510°C 750°C
Figure 5.87: Subsurface layer hardness for samples slid at 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
,
Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, hardness values in GPa, Vickers micro-indenter - 50g,
sample size = 3)
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5.5.8 Sliding Without Reciprocation – Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT, 510°C
and 0.314 m.s
-1
The sliding of Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT (counterface) at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and
510°C without reciprocation (sample size 3) led to formation of a patchy glaze layer on the
surface of the Incoloy MA956 sample (Figure 5.88).   The glaze layer directly overlay the
Incoloy  MA956,  with  no  intermediate  metallic  transfer  layer.    This  coincided  with  a
significant reduction in wear – the mean recorded weight change after 4,522 m of sliding
without reciprocation and only the counterface rotating was -0.030(0) g (wear rate between
0 and 4,522 m, 6.634 µg.m
-1
),  compared  to  -0.108(0)  g  with  reciprocation  (wear  rate
23.883 µg.m
-1
).
Coefficient of friction values for sliding without reciprocation for the
Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT system varied between 0.57 and 0.63, compared to 0.57
and 0.65 for sliding with reciprocation – the formation of glaze without reciprocation did
not have a significant effect on coefficient of friction.   The highly variable, unsettled
nature of the coefficient of friction data during and just after the ‘run-in’ period indicated
that glaze formation did not occur until after on average 125 minutes or 2,355 m of sliding
(Figure 5.89).   Although sliding without reciprocation has clearly encouraged glaze
formation, the reduction in frictional variability indicated that the rate of oxide formation
was still sluggish.
EDX indicated the glaze layer was sourced almost exclusively from the Incoloy MA956
sample, consisting of ~60% iron, ~26% chromium, ~8% aluminium and only ~2.5% nickel.
This was verified by XRD, which indicated the presence of the iron-chromium oxide phase
Cr1.3Fe0.7O3, the same as that observed in the glaze formed with reciprocation between
630°C and 750°C.
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Figure 5.88: Optical and SEM images of sample surfaces on sliding without
reciprocation - Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at
510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m)
With reciprocation
No evidence of oxide debris accumulation or
glaze formation – both the optical image and
the SEM micrograph show no evidence of
glaze build-up.
Only sufficient oxide to discolour the surface
and show up in XRD results as Cr1.3Fe0.7O3
was present.
Without reciprocation
Patchy Cr1.3Fe0.7O3-phase glaze formation,
covering most of the wear scar surface.
Mean weight change = -0.108(0) g
Coefficient of friction = 0.57 to 0.65
Mean weight change = -0.030(0) g
Fricton = 0.57 to 0.63
      18 mm     5 mm
Glaze
Glaze                            Glaze
     Exposed Incoloy MA956
       Glaze
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Figure 5.89: Coefficient of friction versus sliding distance for Incoloy MA956 versus
Incoloy 800HT at 510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
 without reciprocation
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m, sample size for each data point = 3)
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5.6 In-depth Nano-characterisation – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
Previous experimental work has established that Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at
0.314 m.s
-1
 developed surface glaze layers at temperatures between 510°C and 750°C.   At
750°C, compacted oxide formed on the wear scar surface at 0.314 m.s
-1
 was  observed  to
create a smooth adherent layer, with less evidence of breakaway than under other sliding
conditions (Figures 5.3 and 5.4).   Because of this, the 750°C case was selected for further
in-depth characterisation work, using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and
Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM).
However, it was firstly necessary to establish more accurately the levels of hardness in the
glaze layers formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 during sliding wear of the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6
(counterface) system.   On attempting micro-hardness testing, the Vickers diamond
indenter used was more often than not able to penetrate the glaze layer, at best resulting in
hardness values that were not much greater than the metallic substrate (Table 5.1).   This
problem was avoided by obtaining fresh data with a Hysitron nano-indenter.   As well as
testing Nimonic 80A samples slid against Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C, additional
Before formation
of glaze layers
After formation of
glaze layers
Beginning of glaze
formation (~2,355 m)
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samples were tested that had been slid for the same system at 510°C and also the
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 (counterface) system slid at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C.
5.6.1 Nano-indentation Testing – Nimonic 80A and Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
Table 5.9 shows the load used (nominal and actual values in µN), modulus (in GPa) and
hardness (also in GPa) obtained from the nano-indentation tests carried out on samples of
Incoloy MA956 slid against Stellite 6 at 750°C and Nimonic 80A slid against Stellite 6 at
510°C and 750°C, using a sliding speed of 0.314 m.s
-1
 in both cases.
On conducting nano-indentation on glaze layers formed by the sliding of Incoloy MA956
versus Stellite 6 at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
, extremely high hardness values were obtained
that were not too far removed from a theoretical hardness value of 28.98 GPa for bulk
chromium oxide [116].   Samples 1, 2 and 5 gave nano-hardness values of 20.01, 17.51 and
28.39 GPa respectively, with a nominal test load of 5,000 µN.   Very high values for
modulus of the glaze layers were also obtained during these nano-hardness tests, of
128.1 GPa for sample 1, 99.1 GPa for sample 2 and 133.8 GPa for sample 5, indicating a
very high degree of sintering and little porosity in the nano-indentation areas.   This was
verifiable by earlier SEM studies (Figure 5.42), where large areas of glaze were observed
to be smooth and with little porosity.
A very low value of nano-hardness was obtained for the Incoloy MA956 / 750°C /
0.314 m.s
-1
 sample  4  at  6.80  GPa,  with  a  value  of  66.3  GPa  for  modulus.    In  this  case,
hardness tests were conducted in areas of extremely high porosity, this failing to offer
support for the indenter even with a low applied load of 500 µN.   The data for samples 3
and 6 were unusable as the indenter easily penetrated the glaze at an applied test load of
10,000 µN.
High values of hardness and slightly higher values of modulus were also obtained for glaze
on Nimonic 80A samples slid against Stellite 6 at 750°C / 0.314 m.s
-1
.   Samples 1, 2 and 3
gave nano-hardness values of 24.50, 27.4 and 16.62 GPa and modulus values of 130.2,
131.1, and 110.4 GPa with a nominal load of 5,000 µN.   Even with a reduced nominal load
of 1,000 µN, sample 4 gave a mean hardness value of 22.01 GPa and modulus value of
147.1 GPa.
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The  use  of  a  reduced  sliding  temperature  of  510°C  for  the  Nimonic  80A  /  Stellite  6
(counterface) system at 0.314 m.s
-1
 did not have any significant effect on hardness values,
though modulus values were noticeably lower.   Samples 1, 2, and 4 produced hardness
values of 24.80, 24.26 and 26.03 GPa, and modulus values of 99.3, 98.0 and 102.2 GPa.
The lower modulus values indicated greater porosity and reduced sintering at 510°C within
the glaze layers – this was confirmed by SEM observations showing that samples slid at
510°C were a little more porous and less developed (Figures 5.5, 5.21 and 5.22).   Only
sample 3 at 510°C did not produce similarly high values of hardness (4.12 GPa) and
modulus (51.6 GPa), due to a very high level of porosity in the main test area.
Comparison with micro-hardness values was not possible for Incoloy MA956 versus
Stellite 6 at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Table 5.9 – the loading / unloading curves for the tests
are shown in the figures indicated in the table), and also Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at
510°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
.   During micro-hardness testing in each case, the indenter easily
penetrated and broke up the glaze layer, thus meaning that it was impossible to obtain
micro-hardness data.   In the case of Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at 750°C and
0.314 m.s
-1
,  a  mean  hardness  value  of  6.44  GPa  was  obtained  (maximum  7.32  GPa),  far
lower than the nano-hardness values obtained of 16.62 to 24.50 GPa – again, many tests
were aborted during micro-hardness testing, due to the indenter penetrating the glaze layer.
5.6.2 Nano-scale studies of glaze layers formed on Nimonic 80A samples (slid against a
Stellite 6 counterface) at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
 using TEM and STM
Figure 5.90 illustrates a cross-sectional composite transmission electron micrograph of the
surface formed during wear testing at 750°C.   The micrograph indicates that the
wear-affected region consisted of three layers (total thickness ?3µm):
1. the top most layer (the glaze layer) showed the presence of uniform grain structure
of size 5-15 nm, some of the grains displaying contrast – the dislocation density in
this area was low;
2. the interfacial layer consisted of grains of size 10 – 20 nm and had a higher
dislocation density; and
3. the layer just beneath the interfacial layer showed sub-surface deformation and the
presence of elongated grains.
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Table 5.9: Nano-indentation data for glaze layers formed on Incoloy MA956 at
750°C, also Nimonic 80A at 510°C and 750°C when slid against Stellite 6
Sample Material Test number Mean
Incoloy MA956
(750°C)
1 (Pass) 2 (Pass) 4 (Fail) 5 (Pass)
(Pass
values only)Tests 3 and 6 (nominal test load 10,000 µN) failed due to
penetration of indenter through glaze, data unusable
Nominal load (µN) 1,000 5,000 500 1,000 -
Actual load (µN) 996.6 4,963.0 495.8 998.0 -
Hardness (GPa) 20.01 17.51 6.80 (f) 28.39 21.97
Modulus (GPa) 128.1 99.1 66.3 (f) 133.8 120.3
Other observations Smooth
glaze
Smooth
glaze
Porosity Smooth
glaze
-
Nimonic 80A (510°C) 1 (Pass) 2 (Pass) 3 (Fail) 4 (Pass)
Nominal load (µN) 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 -
Actual load (µN) 4,969.1 4,967.7 4,943.2 4,968.2 -
Hardness (GPa) 24.80 24.26 4.12 (f) 26.03 25.03
Modulus (GPa) 99.3 98.0 51.6 (f) 102.2 99.8
Other observations Smooth
glaze
Smooth
glaze
Porosity Smooth
glaze
-
Nimonic 80A (750°C) 1 (Pass) 2 (Pass) 3 (Pass) 4 (Pass)
Nominal load (µN) 5,000 5,000 5,000 1,000 -
Actual load (µN) 4,968.4 4,967.8 4,964.1 996.4 -
Hardness (GPa) 24.50 27.34 16.62 22.01 22.62
Modulus (GPa) 130.2 131.1 110.4 147.1 129.7
Other observations Smooth
glaze
Smooth
glaze
Smooth
glaze
Smooth
glaze
-
(f) – Test failed, due to existence of flaws, porosity, etc. on the glaze surface.
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The structure of the glazed layer and the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern are
separately presented in Figure 5.91.   The SAD pattern consists of spots arranged in
concentric circles indicating the presence of small grains with high angle boundaries,
multiple boundaries and large misorientations (formation of misorientated lattice
fragmentation).   The poorly defined boundaries indicate a non-equilibrium high-energy
configuration.    The  indexed  SAD pattern  also  revealed  the  presence  of  oxides  of  Ni,  Cr
and Co (Table 5.10) – TEM-EDS additionally indicated location-to-location variation in
composition (Figure 5.92), supporting similar observations made during SEM-EDX during
which erratic values of cobalt (between ~40 % and ~60%) and nickel (between ~7% and
~25%) were observed.   The dark field image indicates phase differentiation within the
glaze layer – this may have been due to areas of Cr2O3 or even CoCr2O4 / Co3O4 within the
largely NiO glaze layer identified in this region of the glaze.
The occurrence of sub-surface deformation is illustrated in Figure 5.93 – dislocations were
observed in the deformed substrate.   These dislocations were present as networks inside
the  deformed (elongated)  grains.    It  was  evident  that  shearing  deformation  took  place  in
the substrate as a response to the sliding process.
The development of a nano-scale grain structure within the glaze layer was also confirmed
by the use of STM topography (Figure 5.94), which indicated grain sizes of 5 to 10 nm –
grain thickness was estimated at ~10 nm.
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Figure 5.90: TEM bright field image showing wear induced polycrystalline glaze
layer and deformation of Nimonic 80A substrate
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
1 ?m
Deformed
Substrate
Interface
3.5 µm
glaze layer
Surface layer
 – grain size 5 to 15 nm
Intermediate layer
– grain size 10 to 20 nm
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Figure 5.91: TEM morphological and structural details of glaze layer on
Nimonic 80A
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
Table 5.10: Selected Area Diffraction (SAD) indexing data for glaze layer, produced
by wear of Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
Ring No.
d-sp nm
0.3702 0.2488 0.2095 0.1830 0.1676 0.1474 0.1279 0.1202 0.1044
B B A B B A A A A
Index 0.3637 0.2489 0.2090 0.1824 0.1679 0.1480 0.1260 0.1210 0.1040? ?% 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 1.5 0.7 0.4
A – NiO (JCPD No. 22-1189); B – Cr2O3 (JCPD No. 38-1479); Aperture: Ø1.25 µm
Surface of glaze layer – bright field images
Dark field imageElectron diffraction
50 nm
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Figure 5.92: TEM-EDS patterns for glaze and Nimonic 80A substrate
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
(a) Surface of glaze (b) Middle of glaze
(c) Base of glaze, near metal-glaze interface (d) Metallic substrate
Glaze layers show the presence of Ni, Cr and Co, with variation in amounts from
location to location
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Figure 5.93: TEM image showing interface of glaze layer / deformed Nimonic 80A
substrate
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
(a) Elongation of grains in direction of sliding
(b) Twinning structure in the underlying substrate
3.5 µm
Interface
500 nm
Bright field
Dark field
0.5 µm
0.5 µm
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Figure 5.94: STM surface line profile results on glaze layer formed on Nimonic 80A
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
, sliding distance = 4,522 m, temperature =  750°C)
STM indicates grain sizes of 5 to 10 nm at surface of glaze
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6. DISCUSSION
This chapter is divided into five main sections, discussing the results of the experimental
programme carried out in this research:
? Section 6.1 discusses the effect of different sliding speeds on the wear behaviour of
Nimonic 80A as a sample when slid against a Stellite 6 counterface over a range of
temperatures from room temperature to 750°C.   This section also considers glaze
formation when pure Ni (Nickel 200
TM
, 99% Ni) was used instead of Nimonic 80A
as a sample against a Stellite 6 counterface.
? Section 6.2 talks about the effect of different sliding speeds on the wear behaviour
of Incoloy MA 956 versus Stellite 6 between room temperature and 750°C.
? Section 6.3 looks  at  the  effect  of  different  sliding  speeds  on  the  Nimonic  80A
versus Incoloy 800HT system between room temperature and 750°C.
? Section 6.4 covers the effect of different sliding speeds between room temperature
and 750°C on the Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT system.
? Section 6.5 discusses the information obtained from nano-characterisation work
using STM, STS and TEM, carried out on glaze formed during the sliding of
Nimonic 80A samples against Stellite 6 at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
.    The
implications of the results from the nano-scale studies in relation to glaze formation
theory are considered.
6.1 Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
6.1.1 Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.314 m.s
-1
The  formation  of  oxides  and  their  subsequent  transformation  to  glaze  with  increasing
sliding distance and temperature significantly influenced the wear behaviour of
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) system at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
The observed rapid formation of oxide particles from the Stellite 6 surface separating the
Nimonic  80A  from  Stellite  6  was  responsible  for  the  low  wear  of  Nimonic  80A,  even  at
room temperature and 270°C where glaze was not developed.  At temperatures <390°C, the
oxides predominantly resided on the Nimonic 80A surface as patches of loose particles; the
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agglomeration of the particles increased with increasing sliding distance and temperature.
It  is  to  be  noted  that  the  oxide-covered  areas  on  the  Nimonic  80A  surface  displayed
variable compositions; areas with low amounts of oxides contained mainly Ni (up to 60%)
while the areas with large amounts of oxides showed predominantly the presence of Co (up
to 50%) and Cr originating mainly from the Stellite 6 surface.   These observations suggest
that in the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) system at 0.314 m.s
-1
, wear
predominantly occurred on the Stellite 6 surface.
As the temperature increased the nature of the oxide deposits changed.  The loose particles
underwent agglomeration and sintering at 390°C, with the onset of glaze formation
becoming visible at 450°C.  The extent of glaze formation and the coverage of the surface
by glaze increased with temperature – the consolidated glaze formed at temperatures
between 510°C and 750°C.   Once such glaze was formed the wear of the system
substantially reduced.  Indeed weight gains were observed between 510°C and 750°C
(0.000(9) g at 510°C, 0.001(4) g at 630°C and 0.001(0) g at 690°C).
The glaze formed was nano-crystalline in nature and the mechanisms of formation
(indicated in Figure 6.1) are explained in more detail in the subsequent Section 6.6.2.
Although it is difficult to ascertain the precise role of the chemical elements in the
formation of glaze it is nevertheless important to note that the fully developed glaze (at
750°C) contained 60% Co and 30% Cr, suggesting the presence of both Co3O4 and
CoCr2O4 (the latter phase identified by XRD).  A preferential role for Co-based oxide in
glaze formation in the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system is indicated.
One of the important observations is the preferential wear of the harder Stellite 6
(Figure 6.2) compared to the extremely limited wear of softer Nimonic 80A (Figures 5.1
and 5.25).   It is suggested that the initial preferential wear of the harder Stellite 6 in the
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system was probably caused by a delamination type of
mechanism, due to low fatigue crack growth resistance (da/dn) and probably low KIc of the
Stellite  6.    The  preferential  wear  of  the  Stellite  6  was  demonstrated  by  the  reversal  of
sample  and  counterface,  when  the  Stellite  6  sample  underwent  high  wear  when  worn
against a Nimonic 80A counterface at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C (Figure 5.25).
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Figure 6.1: Wear processes for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Nimonic 80A worn with Stellite 6 counterface at room temperature, 270, 390 and 450°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Initial material transfer
to Nimonic 80A from
Stellite 6
Oxidation and
generation of fine
debris from Stellite 6
Surfaces separated,
thus mild wear
Debris lost, limited
surface contact, some
reincorporation
After a brief period of contact at the very beginning of sliding, where there was transfer of material
from the Stellite 6 counterface to the Nimonic 80A sample, the wear surfaces were separated by
fine oxide debris, resulting in mild wear, low friction and low wear rates.
(b) Nimonic 80A worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 510, 570, 630, 690 and 750°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Initial material transfer
to Nimonic 80A from
Stellite 6
Oxidation and
generation of fine
debris from Stellite 6
Glaze formation from
fine debris
Debris lost, limited
surface contact, some
reincorporation
Surfaces separated,
thus mild wear
A similar process was followed at 510°C and above to that followed at between room temperature
and 450°C.   There is one obvious difference – that was the sintering of the fine oxide debris
produced to form glaze layers.
Once the oxide debris from the Stellite 6 surface was generated and transferred to the
Nimonic 80A surface, the oxide particles remained loose at room temperature to 390°C and
did not develop into glaze.   These oxides separating the surfaces were abrasive in nature,
promoting further wear of the Stellite 6 surface.  Another important observation that needs
consideration is the enhanced wear of Stellite 6 at higher temperature (510°C to 750°C)
leading to the generation of oxide debris and subsequent transfer to the Nimonic 80A
surface facilitating the processes of rapid glaze formation and helping to sustain the formed
glaze.  This is demonstrated by the observed weight gain of Nimonic 80A after as little as
38 m of sliding at 510°C and 750°C (Figure 5.18), and the sustained integrity of the glaze
at higher temperature (510°C and 750°C).
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Figure 6.2: Mean Knoop hardness (hot hardness, 50 g load, 12 s dwell time) from
room temperature to 510°C [2], with wear regimes with respect to
temperature identified for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 and
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 systems
1. Low temperature oxidational wear, moderate falls (large for Stellite 6) in hardness.
2. Low temperature oxidational wear at 0.314 m.s-1, metallic severe wear only at
0.905 m.s-1, little change in hardness.
3. Glaze formation for Nimonic 80A vs. Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s-1 with high oxidational
wear replacing metallic severe wear at 0.905 m.s-1.   Also, early glaze formation for
Incoloy MA956 vs. Stellite 6, with extended early severe wear at 0.905 m.s-1.
Mean Knoop hardness (GPa)
Temperature (°C) Stellite 6 Nimonic 80A MA956 Incoloy 800
30 9.39 3.33 1.99 3.38
150 6.28 2.75 1.71 2.16
270 4.37 2.58 1.45 1.68
390 3.61 2.50 1.24 1.52
450 3.55 2.37 1.16 1.34
510 3.08 2.01 0.97 0.55
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Table 6.1: Free energies of formation for key oxides at 727°C formed under
conditions of static oxidation [95]
Oxide ?G727°C (kJ.mol-1)
2Al + 1½O2   Al2O3 -1362.4
Co + ½O2  CoO -163.3
3Co + 2O2  Co3O4 -525.0
2Cr + 1½O2  Cr2O3 -861.6
Fe + ½O2  FeO
(dominant state above 500°C [14])
-197.2
3Fe + 2O2  Fe3O4
(favoured state between 200°C to 500°C)
-780.8
2Fe + 1½O2   Fe2O3
(favoured state below 200°C)
-556.8
Ni + ½O2  NiO -150.7
W + O2  WO2 -405.7
In this context two issues are of importance.  In the formation of higher temperature glaze
(750°C) rich in Co and Cr oxide, the preferential oxidation of Co and Cr as a necessary
condition for the formation glaze is indicated by ?G values in Table 6.1.
The second relevant issue which may cause the increased wear of Stellite 6 leading to
increased debris generation facilitating glaze formation, is the hexagonal close-packed to
face-centred cubic phase transformation in Stellite 6.   Although it is known that Cr
increases the transformation temperature by ~150°C to ~900°C [95], it is likely that the
interfacial temperature generated by frictional heating and asperity interaction would be
sufficient to cause the interface temperature to reach this level.  It is also possible that other
alloying elements may offset this increase in temperature.   The formation of a face-centred
cubic phase in Stellite 6 will lead to its easier (easy dislocation slip) deformation and a
higher degree of material removal.
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Once a sustained glaze is formed, the top part of the glaze undergoes back transfer to the
Stellite 6 allowing the Stellite 6 also to develop a Co-based glaze (Figure 5.27).  The result
is a reduction of overall wear in the system.
The high sustainability of these glaze layers further indicated that the chromium carbides
forming a second phase within the Stellite 6 (Figure 5.29) did not disrupt the glaze forming
process despite their size (up to 15 µm).   This is evidenced by the lack of sudden changes
in coefficient of friction at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C indicating a breakdown in glaze once
‘steady state’ behaviour was established – Figures 5.2a and 5.26.   The hardness levels of
these carbides (up to 18 GPa – theoretically no greater than 18.7 GPa) were less than the
high-Co/Cr oxides forming the glaze layers (between 20 GPa and 28 GPa – Table 5.9) on
both sample and counterface surfaces, thus wear rate was dictated by the hardness of the
glaze layers.   The softer carbides therefore have been worn away and removed at the same
rate as the oxides (which mostly underwent reincorporation as glaze continued to form) as
sliding wear of the Stellite 6 continued.   Also, as the carbides were worn away and did not
penetrate beyond the surface of the Stellite 6 (Figure 5.29), they did not disrupt glaze
formation on the opposing Nimonic 80A surface, as was observed elsewhere in the wear of
other ‘two-phase’ materials [100].
6.1.2 Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.905 m.s
-1
At the higher sliding speed of 0.905 m.s
-1
, the wear behaviour of Nimonic 80A against the
Stellite 6 counterface showed a marked departure from that observed at the lower speed of
0.314 m.s
-1
 for the same system in the same temperature range – room temperature to
750°C.
At room temperature and 270°C (Figure 6.3a), the wear process at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was
confined to the Stellite 6 surface.   The loose CoCr2O4 debris generated at 0.905 m.s
-1
 from
the Stellite 6 surface residing on the Nimonic 80A surface did not develop into a glaze.
Instead, the debris underwent deformation and spreading on the Nimonic 80A surface
(Figures 5.3b and 5.4b), especially at 270°C.   The deformed debris, although not forming a
glaze, prevented metal-to-metal wear (contact between the Nimonic 80A sample and the
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Stellite 6 counterface) and thus was responsible for the low wear rate at room temperature
and 270°C.
The failure of the debris to undergo the level of sintering required for the formation of
glaze was due to the low residence time of the debris between the wear interfaces (a large
amount of debris was ejected at 0.905 m.s
-1
), reducing the contact times between the
particles.   Agglomeration and sintering require the particles to maintain their shape
integrity,  to  be  able  to  minimise  their  surface  energy  at  the  contact  points  between  the
particles.   The deformed particles failed to satisfy this condition.
Between 390°C and 510°C, a severe wear mechanism dominated.   The significant
metal-to-metal wear of the Nimonic 80A surface accompanied by the production of large,
flat, predominantly Nimonic 80A wear debris, indicates the operation of a delamination
type of wear mechanism.   The Nimonic 80A surface was completely devoid of the
presence of wear debris, indicating zero debris retention between the wear interfaces.
Although increasing temperature clearly increases the rate of oxidation, no glaze formation
occurred due mainly to the low debris retention and low residence time of the debris on the
Nimonic 80A surface.   In the absence of glaze formation, the situation in this temperature
range represented a classic high friction (Figure 5.2b) metal-to-metal contact scenario with
wear occurring on the softer Nimonic 80A, probably aided by Nimonic 80A-sourced nickel
and chromium oxides (NiO and Cr2O3) at 510°C.
The severe wear mechanism continued to dominate at 570°C and 630°C, despite the
generation of increasing levels of NiO and Cr2O3 from  the  Nimonic  80A,  particularly  at
630°C.   Contact was still metal-to-metal with continued production of large, flat, metallic
debris indicating the operation of a delamination type mechanism.   The NiO and Cr2O3
produced assisted the wear processes as wear rates were observed to increase for extended
sliding as more oxide debris was generated (Figure 5.1b).
The mechanisms for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system between 390°C and 630°C for a
sliding speed of 0.905 m.s
-1
 are shown in schematic form in Figure 6.3b.
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Figure 6.3: Wear processes for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Nimonic 80A worn with Stellite 6 counterface at room temperature and 270°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Oxidation and
generation of fine
debris from Stellite 6
Surfaces separated,
thus mild wear, some
deformation of debris
Debris lost, limited
surface contact
The wear surfaces were separated by fine oxide debris sourced from the Stellite 6, resulting in mild
wear and low wear rates – the debris underwent some deformation and spreading.   There is less
debris present at 0.905 m.s
-1
 than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 due to high ejection rates.
(b) Nimonic 80A worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 390, 450, 510, 570 and 630°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Adhesion and
deformation
Delamination, large
metallic debris
generated (>20 µm)
Debris lost, leading to
high wear, ‘severe
wear’ regime
Increasing generation
of NiO and Cr2O3
(?510°C)
The large size flattened metallic debris generated by adhesion and delamination wear was unable
to remain at the sliding interface – this led to further adhesion between wear surfaces and
continued high wear.   There was increasing generation of very fine NiO and Cr2O3 from the
Nimonic 80A between 510°C and 630°C, which had poor sintering characteristics and acted to
assist the wear process.
(c) Nimonic 80A worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 690°C and 750°C
The poor sintering characteristics and abrasive action of the NiO / Cr2O3 debris from Nimonic 80A,
prevent the oxide debris building up into compated oxide layers – the ploughing effect of carbides in
the counterface proposed by Rose [2] can be discounted due to the presence of a patchy unstable
NiO and Cr2O3 glaze layer (only) on the counterface surface.
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Oxidation and
generation of debris
from Nimonic 80A
Limited glaze on
counterface only –
surfaces separated
Abrasion by oxide
prevents oxide
build-up
Loss of debris, wear,
limited contact
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A change in the wear mechanism occurred at 690°C and 750°C, caused by further increases
in  the  rate  of  NiO  and  Cr2O3 generation  from  the  Nimonic  80A  surface.    At  these
temperatures, the rate of formation of the oxides was sufficiently high to exceed the rate of
debris  elimination  by  ejection  from  the  wear  surfaces.    Consequently  debris  retention
between the wear interfaces was high enough to eliminate metal-to-metal contact, resulting
in a technically mild wear regime (though wear levels remained high) reflected by lower
friction values (Figure 5.2b).   The large amount of NiO and Cr2O3 did not form glaze
(these oxides displayed a very low tendency to sinter and thus form glaze layers) on the
Nimonic 80A surface and instead acted as agents to produce further wear by abrasion.   The
abrasive action of this debris resulted in a pattern of fine parallel wear groves on the highly
worn surface of the Nimonic 80A at 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.6).
Even when glaze was formed on the Stellite 6 surface (Figure 5.3b) by the NiO and Cr2O3
generated from the Nimonic 80A surface (as demonstrated by swapping the sample and
counterface materials – Figures 5.27 and 5.28), this glaze was abrasive in nature and
promoted further wear of the Nimonic 80A surface.
It is instructive to note that Cr2O3 generated  from  Nimonic  80A  acted  as  a  promoter  of
wear and disrupted the process of glaze formation.   This is further evidenced by the fact
that when Nickel 200
TM
 (99% pure Ni) was worn against Stellite 6, the NiO produced
rapidly formed a wear protective glaze on the surfaces of both the Nickel 200
TM
 (99% pure
Ni) and Stellite 6 in the absence of Cr2O3 (Figures 5.34 and 5.35).
The mechanisms for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system at 690°C and 750°C for a sliding
speed of 0.905 m.s
-1
 are shown in Figure 6.3c.
The development of the glaze layer on the Stellite 6 conversely protected the surface of the
Stellite 6 from high levels of wear (there was less wear of the Stellite 6 at 0.905 m.s
-1
 than
at 0.314 m.s
-1
 – Figure 5.27), with only a brief period of metal-to-metal wear before the
formation  of  the  glaze  layer.    This  additionally  means  that  the  enhanced  wear  of  the
Nimonic 80A at 690°C and 750°C is solely due to the abrasive action of the oxide debris.
The NiO / Cr2O3 glaze layer seals off the surface of the Stellite 6, thus the carbides in the
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Stellite 6 cannot be assisting removal of material from the Nimonic 80A by ploughing, as
proposed by Rose [2].
6.1.3 Wear Map for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
If  the  data  from  current  and  previous  testing  are  looked  at  collectively  with  respect  to
sliding speed, it is possible to set up wear maps describing the wear behaviour of the
Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 system as a function of sliding speed and temperature.
The following behaviour was observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
:
? A low temperature mild wear regime existed between room temperature and 450°C,
with the wear surfaces separated by a layer of discrete cobalt-chromium oxide
particles, primarily from the Stellite 6.
? Mild wear persisted between 510°C and 750°C, with the oxide sintering to form
comprehensive glaze layers.   The primary source of debris was once again the
Stellite 6.
Rose’s data [2] collected at 0.654 m.s
-1
 suggest the following behaviour:
? A low temperature mild wear regime existed once again between room temperature
and 450°C, with a layer of discrete cobalt-chromium oxide particles sourced
primarily from the Stellite 6 separating the wear surfaces.
? Severe wear due to direct metal-to-metal contact between sample and counterface
dominated between 510°C and 630°C.   No oxide could be identified at 510°C,
however, increasing levels of nickel and chromium oxide were evident at 570°C
and 630°C.
? A mild wear regime was once again evident at 690°C and 750°C – although this
was technically a mild wear regime with oxidational wear, Nimonic 80A wear
levels remained high due to abrasion by large volumes of nickel and chromium
oxide (displaying poor sintering characteristics) sourced from the Nimonic 80A (the
material removed then became the abrasive agent).   A high nickel-chromium oxide
glaze layer existed only on the surface of the Stellite 6 counterface.
The following behaviour was observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
:
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? Low temperature mild wear existed only at room temperature and 270°C, with wear
surfaces again separated by discrete cobalt-chromium oxide particles – the main
source of debris was once again the Stellite 6.
? Severe wear due to direct metal-to-metal contact dominated between 390°C and
630°C.   No oxide was observed between 390°C and 510°C, but at 570°C and
especially 630°C, increasing levels of nickel and chromium oxide were observed.
? A mild wear regime was observed at 690°C and 750°C for 0.905 m.s-1.    As  at
0.654 m.s
-1
, this is technically a mild wear regime with oxidational wear, however,
high losses from the Nimonic 80A were once again observed due to abrasion by
large volumes of Nimonic 80A-sourced oxides.   The nickel and chromium oxides
produced showed poor sintering characteristics and instead of forming glaze layers,
assisted the wear process.   A high nickel and chromium oxide, rough patchy glaze
layer was again evident only on the surface of the Stellite 6.
Given this information, it is therefore possible to construct the following wear map for
Nimonic 80A when slid against Stellite 6 (Figure 6.4).
Figure 6.4: Wear map for Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6
(load 7N)
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6.1.4 Elimination of Alloying Elements – Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6 at 750°C
For the Nickel 200
TM
 / Stellite 6 (counterface) system, wear of the Nickel 200
TM
 was
observed  to  be  extremely  low  and  a  comprehensive  NiO  glaze  was  observed  to  form  on
both sample and counterface, with virtually no debris formation from the Stellite 6 – this
was regardless of whether the sliding speed was 0.314 m.s
-1
 or 0.905 m.s
-1
.   It is suggested
that the Nickel 200
TM
 suffered initial wear and the NiO debris generated, quickly formed
oxide glaze layers on both surfaces (Figure 5.34), rapidly reducing the overall wear of the
system (Figure 5.32).
This contrasts markedly with the behaviour of the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system, where
the oxides generated from the Nimonic 80A failed to form a glaze at 750°C (glaze layers
developed from the Stellite 6 oxide debris).   There are two reasons depending on sliding
speed:
1. At 0.314 m.s
-1
, wear of Stellite 6 occurred extremely rapidly and the surface of the
Nimonic 80A was overwhelmingly covered with cobalt-chromium oxides sourced
from the Stellite 6 (Figure 5.20), which developed into a protective glaze,
preventing the generation of Nimonic 80A debris.
2. The second reason for the absence of Nimonic 80A-sourced glaze may be
associated  with  inherent  inability  of  the  alloy  debris  (80% Ni,  20% Cr)  to  form a
glaze.   Some rough glaze containing nickel and chromium oxide debris (NiO and
Cr2O3) did form a glaze layer on the surface of the Stellite 6 counterface, although
this occurred only at 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.4 shows the Stellite 6 counterface
wear scar at 750°C).
At 0.905 m.s
-1
, the key difference between the oxides produced by the
Nickel 200
TM
 / Stellite 6 system and the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system is the
presence of Cr2O3 in the latter case, where glaze does not form.   In addition to the
poor sintering characteristics of the mixture of nickel and chromium oxides
produced, there is clear evidence of an abrasive element in the oxides produced by
the Nimonic 80A (Figure 5.6).
The  abrasive  component  of  the  oxide  clearly  altered  the  morphology  of  the  wear
scar at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   The highly torn and deformed metallic wear surfaces seen
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between 390°C and 510°C in the absence of oxide, was replaced by the
development of fine parallel grooves between 570°C and 750°C in the direction of
sliding where oxide debris was observed (Figure 5.6 shows the SEM micrographs
of the wear surfaces at 510°C, 570°C, 630°C and 690°C).
By substituting Nimonic 80A with Nickel 200
TM
, the oxide solely consisted of NiO,
which readily formed glaze layers even at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   Thus it can be concluded
for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) system, that the poorer sintering
characteristics and enhanced abrasive action are due to the presence of Cr2O3, in the
nickel and chromium oxide debris sourced from the Nimonic 80A.
Figure 6.5: Wear processes for Nickel 200
TM
 slid against a Stellite 6 counterface at
750°C, for 0.314 and 0.905 m.s
-1
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Rapid generation and
oxidation of fine debris
from Nickel 200TM (NiO)
Glaze formation from
fine debris
Debris lost (minimal),
limited surface contact,
some reincorporation
Surfaces separated,
thus ‘low’ mild wear
The sliding of Nickel 200
TM
 as the sample material against a Stellite 6 counterface at 750°C
resulted in the ready formation of a nickel-based glaze layer on both sample and counterface,
regardless of sliding speed.   This nickel-based layer prevented any significant wear of either the
Nickel 200
TM
 sample or the Stellite 6 counterface, with only minimal debris production.   This
compared with the high levels of wear when Nimonic 80A was slid against Stellite 6 – the key
difference here was the absence of chromium-based oxides, allowing the nickel oxide to form a
glaze.
6.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
6.2.1 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.314 m.s
-1
At 0.314 m.s
-1
, the observed preferential wear of Stellite 6 (Sections 5.3.3 to 5.3.6 –
Figures 5.44, 5.46, 5.48 and 5.49) at all temperatures (room temperature to 750°C) had a
strong influence on the wear behaviour of the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 (counterface)
system, marked by extremely low wear of the Incoloy MA956 (Figure 5.38).
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The oxide debris, produced preferentially from the Stellite 6 (with some incorporation of
debris from the Incoloy MA956) and residing on the Incoloy MA956 surface (and on the
Stellite 6 counterface surface), showed two types of behaviour depending on the
temperature.   At <390°C, the debris existed as patches of particles separating the wear
surfaces (Figure 5.40), hence reducing the wear of the Incoloy MA956 (Figure 5.38).   The
agglomeration and consolidation of the particles increased with increasing temperature and
sliding distance with sintering first evident at 390°C and the onset of glaze formation
occurring at 450°C.   The consolidated glaze formed between 450°C and 750°C
(Figure 5.40) was effective in further reducing the wear of the whole system (Figure 5.38).
The formation of these glaze layers was similar to that observed in the case of the
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system.
Although the exact effect of each of the chemical elements in the glaze is uncertain, a key
role for Co-based oxides is indicated in the development of rapidly forming wear protective
glaze layers for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system as it was for the
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system.   The completely developed glaze in the
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system (between 450°C and 750°C) consisted of ~40% Co and
~32% Cr, again suggesting the presence of Co3O4 and CoCr2O4 (detected  by  XRD).
However, the presence of higher levels of Fe (15-19% between 450°C and 750°C) indicates
a significant contribution to the glaze from the Incoloy MA956 – the role of the Fe at this
time is, however, unclear.
Preferential  wear  of  the  harder  Stellite  6  in  comparison  to  the  softer  Incoloy  MA956 was
again observed (Figure 5.38) as it had been for Nimonic 80A/Stellite 6.   Removal of
material by delamination mechanism was once again the most likely reason, due to low
fatigue crack growth resistance (da/dn) and probably low KIc of the Stellite 6.
Between room temperature and 390°C, where the oxides generated from the Stellite 6 did
not develop into glaze, the abrasive nature of the loose oxides generated further promoted
wear of the Stellite 6.   As for the enhanced wear of the Stellite 6 at elevated temperatures
(450°C and greater), the ?G values in Table 6.1 once again indicate preferential oxidation
of Co and Cr from the Stellite 6, which transferred to the Incoloy MA956, facilitating the
rapid promotion of Co-based glaze formation and helped to sustain the glaze.
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Figure 6.6: Wear processes for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (a) Incoloy MA956 worn with Stellite 6 counterface at room temperature, 270, 390 and
450°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Initial material transfer
to Incoloy MA956
from Stellite 6
Oxidation and
generation of fine
debris (Co/Cr)
Surfaces separated,
thus mild wear
Debris lost, limited
surface contact, some
reincorporation
The process followed by Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 was very similar to that
followed by Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 at the same sliding speed.   There was a brief period of
contact at the very beginning of sliding, where there was a transfer of material from the Stellite 6
counterface to the Incoloy MA956 sample, after which the wear surfaces were separated by fine
debris, resulting in mild wear and low wear rates.
(b) Incoloy MA956 worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 510, 570, 630, 690 and 750°C
A similar process was followed at 510°C and above, to that followed between room temperature
and 450°C.   There was one obvious difference – that being the sintering of the fine oxide debris
produced to form glaze layers.   Once again, this is analogous to the process followed at
0.314 m.s
-1
 by Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6.
The hexagonal close-packed to face-centred cubic phase transformation of Stellite 6 is also
likely  to  be  a  factor  in  the  generation  of  glaze  debris  –  it  is  probable  that  the  interfacial
temperature has been raised sufficiently by frictional heating to promote this
transformation.    The formation of a face-centred cubic phase in Stellite 6 will lead to its
easier (easy dislocation slip) deformation, leading to a higher degree of material removal –
this is discussed in more detail for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system in Section 6.1.1.
Contact of
sample and
counterface
Initial material transfer
to Incoloy MA956
from Stellite 6
Oxidation and
generation of fine
debris (Co, Cr, little Fe)
Glaze formation
from fine debris
Surfaces
separated, mild
wear regime
Debris lost, limited
surface contact, some
reincorporation
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The  development  of  a  sustained  glaze  on  the  Incoloy  MA956  (there  was  no  evidence  of
disruption from carbides within the Stellite 6) is then followed by the back-transfer of the
top part of the glaze to the Stellite 6, facilitating the development of a Co-based glaze layer
on the Stellite 6 surface.   There is thus a reduction in the overall wear of the system.
6.2.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.905 m.s
-1
Between room temperature and 270°C, the presence of fine oxide debris particles (300 nm
to 1 µm), prevented direct metal-to-metal contact between the sample and the counterface.
Adhesion between the sample and counterface and deformation of the sample were thus
kept to a minimum and sample weight losses remained very low as a consequence
(Figure 5.38).   The higher levels of iron and lower levels of cobalt in the oxides formed
indicated that the Incoloy MA956 was now undergoing more wear and had become the
primary source of debris at 0.905 m.s-1.   The continued presence of cobalt in the debris
indicated, however, that the Stellite 6 was still undergoing a limited amount of wear.
This situation (Figure 6.7a) was different from that observed for the
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) system under similar conditions in the sense that for
the latter system, the surface was covered in Stellite 6-sourced debris.
This oxide debris retained on the Incoloy MA956 surface did not develop into a glaze.   A
limited amount of deformation and spreading of this oxide was observed on the
Incoloy MA956 surface (Figures 5.41 and 5.42b), especially at 270°C.   As discussed in
Section 6.1.2, the deformed particles do not satisfy the conditions necessary for
agglomeration and sintering.   It is necessary for the particles to maintain their shape
integrity, thus minimising their surface energy at the contact points between the particles.
Only then can agglomeration and sintering occur and glaze layers develop.
A severe ‘metal-to-metal’ wear mechanism dominated at 390°C, with high wear and
copious amounts of large, flat debris sourced from the Incoloy MA956 indicating wear by a
delamination mechanism.   The Incoloy MA956 metallic debris generated by
metal-to-metal wear, however, were not retained on the wear surfaces.   The low residence
time of the debris and the low debris retention meant that no glaze formation could occur
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from any oxide debris produced on either surface.   Thus at 390°C, high friction
metal-to-metal wear continued to occur with enhanced wear of the softer Incoloy MA956.
This situation (Figure 6.7b) resembled that which occurred in the case of Nimonic 80A
versus Stelite 6 at 390°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
.
At 450°C and above (Figure 6.7c), the degree of severe wear diminished with increasing
temperature, by the progressive development of glaze layers on the surface of the
Incoloy MA956.   At such temperatures, the rate of oxide debris generation was sufficient
to exceed the rate of debris lost by ejection.   Glaze layers were thus formed by increasing
levels of debris retention (predominantly iron-chromium oxide particles – Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 –
produced from oxide forming on the surface of the Incoloy MA956) on the Incoloy MA956
surface.   A limited amount of cobalt-chromium oxide (CoCr2O4) was also incorporated
from the Stellite 6.   Formation of this largely iron-based glaze separated the wear surfaces,
allowing further oxidatonal wear and layer formation.
The static free energies of formation favour the development of cobalt and chromium
oxides from the Stellite 6 – from Table 6.1, ?G727°C for 2Cr + 1½O2
Cr2O3 = -861.6 kJ.mol
-1
, ?G727°C for 3Co + 2O2  Co3O4 = -525.0 kJ.mol-1 and ?G727°C for
Fe  +  ½O2  FeO = -150.7 kJ.mol
-1
 [95].   However, the increase in sliding speed from
0.314 m.s
-1
 to 0.905 m.s
-1
 resulted in a shift toward the formation of other oxides including
iron from the Incoloy MA956.
EDX Mapping (Figure 5.49) and Autopoint EDX (Figure 5.50) also indicated the
incorporation of aluminium within the glaze layer to levels as high as 24% at
0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C, due to diffusion and preferential oxidation of aluminium from within
the debris layers and possibly from the Incoloy MA956 sample material (?G  for  2Al  +
1½O2   Al2O3 = -1362.4 – Table 6.1).   Although the aluminium forms a small but
significant part of the glaze at 0.905 m.s
-1
 /  750°C,  the  effect  of  the  aluminium  on  the
properties and formation of the glaze is at this time uncertain.
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Figure 6.7: Wear processes for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Incoloy MA956 worn with Stellite 6 counterface at room temperature and 270°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Oxidation and fine
debris generation
from Incoloy MA956
Surfaces separated,
thus mild wear
Debris lost, limited
surface contact
The wear surfaces were separated by fine debris, resulting in mild wear and low wear rates.   At
0.905 m.s
-1
, the fine debris was primarily generated from the Incoloy MA956 rather than the
Stellite 6.   At 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Figure 6.6), the primary source of the fine debris was the Stellite 6.
(b) Incoloy MA956 worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 390°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Adhesion and
deformation
 Delamination, large
metallic debris
generated (>20 µm)
 Debris lost, leading
to high wear,
severe wear regime
The large size flattened metallic debris generated almost completely from the Incoloy MA956 by
adhesion and delamination wear, was unable to remain at the sliding interface – this led to further
adhesion between wear surfaces and continued high wear.   There was no oxide debris present
able to prevent the metallic surfaces from making contact.
(c) Incoloy MA956 worn with Stellite 6 counterface at 450, 510, 570, 630, 690 and 750°C
Contact of
sample and
counterface
surfaces
Strong adhesion
with high levels of
oxidation
Metallic debris
(>20µm)
generated during
run-in
Some
commutation and
oxidation
Debris lost,
resulting in high
wear
Fine oxide debris
generated mainly
from
Incoloy MA956
Glaze layers
formed
Breakdown,
leading to wear
(less at high
temperature)
There was an initial period of high wear, referred to as the ‘running-in’ or ‘run-in’ period.   The
development of finer debris and a compacted oxide layer separated the surfaces – this prevents
metallic adhesion and the production of large metallic debris that characterises run-in.
Debris
ejection
Debris
retention
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Table 6.2: Summary of mean micro-hardness values for glaze and deformed substrate
for Nimonic 80A and Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at 750°C
(Vickers diamond indenter, 50 g for 12 s)
Incoloy MA956 Nimonic 80A
 Glaze 0.314 m.s-1
Stellite 6-sourced glaze – mainly
CoCr2O4 – with underlying
powdery layer
No data due to ready break-up
of glaze layer during testing
6.45 GPa
Stellite 6-sourced glaze –
mainly CoCr2O4 – with
underlying powdery layer
 Glaze 0.905 m.s-1
16.63 GPa
Incoloy MA956 sourced glaze –
mainly Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 – with direct
adherence onto Incoloy MA956
No data due to lack of glaze
formation on sample – NiO and
Cr2O3 loose debris (formed a
rough, patchy glaze only on
the Stellite 6 counterface)
Substrate 4.13 GPa 5.23 GPa
It is worthwhile to note that for the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system, on raising the
sliding speed to 0.905 m.s
-1
, a mechanically more stable Incoloy MA956 sourced
iron-chromium glaze with greater hardness was formed (Table 6.2).   The greater
mechanical stability of the Incoloy MA956 sourced iron-chromium glaze formed at
0.905 m.s
-1
 is attributable to direct adherance of the oxide layers to the Incoloy MA956
wear surface.
As at 0.314 m.s
-1
, the development of a sustained glaze on the Incoloy MA956 (there was
again no evidence of disruption from carbides within the Stellite 6) is then followed by the
transfer of the top part of the glaze to the Stellite 6, facilitating the development of a glaze
layer on the Stellite 6.   However, at 0.905 m.s
-1
 the transferred glaze is now predominantly
iron-chromium based (sourced from the Incoloy MA956).   A reduction in the overall wear
of the system, however, still results.
6.2.3 Wear Map for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
If the data from current and previous testing are considered collectively with respect to
sliding speed, it is possible to set up useful wear maps describing the variation of wear
behaviour with sliding speed and temperature for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6.
The following behaviour was observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
:
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? A low temperature mild wear regime existed between room temperature and 450°C,
with the wear surfaces separated by a layer of discrete mainly cobalt-chromium
oxide particles, primarily from the Stellite 6.
? Mild wear persisted between 510°C and 750°C, with the mainly cobalt-chromium
oxide sintering together to form comprehensive glaze layers.   The primary source
of debris was once again the Stellite 6.   Very little evidence of any initial severe
wear could be found.
Rose’s data [2] collected at 0.654 m.s
-1
 suggest the following behaviour:
? A low temperature mild wear regime existed once again between room temperature
and 390°C.   This debris was sourced primarily from the Stellite 6.
? A ‘severe wear only’ regime due to direct metal-to-metal contact between sample
and counterface existed only at 450°C.   No oxide could be identified at this
temperature.
? Severe wear was observed initially on all samples between 510°C and 750°C.   This
severe wear phase became increasingly curtailed with increasing temperature, as
Stellite 6-sourced oxide debris deposition and glaze formation became increasingly
rapid.   At 690°C and 750°C, there was very little evidence of severe wear before
the onset of glaze formation and weight losses at these temperatures were
consequently very low.
The following behaviour was observed at 0.905 m.s
-1
:
? Low temperature mild wear existed only at room temperature and 270°C, with wear
surfaces again separated by discrete mainly iron-chromium oxide particles – the
main source of debris was now the Incoloy MA956.
? ‘Severe wear only’ due to direct metal-to-metal contact was at 0.905 m.s-1 observed
at 390°C.
? Glaze formation was observed at 0.905 m.s-1 at 450°C, after 13,032 m of sliding
and an extended period of severe wear.   This is 60°C lower than first observed for
0.654 m.s
-1
 by Rose [2], due to the promotion of mainly iron-chromium oxide
formation because of frictional heating.
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? High losses due to severe wear became increasingly restricted on raising the
temperature from 510°C to 750°C.   The formation of wear protective glaze layers
from Incoloy MA956-sourced mainly iron-chromium oxide occurred progressively
earlier, until at 690°C and 750°C, there was very little evidence of severe wear
before the onset of glaze.   Weight losses at 690°C and 750°C were consequently
very low.
Given this information, it is therefore possible to construct the following wear map for
Incoloy MA956 when slid against Stellite 6 (Figure 6.8).
Figure 6.8: Wear map for Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
(load 7N)
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6.3 Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
6.3.1 Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.314 m.s
-1
Between  room  temperature  and  750°C,  the  wear  of  Nimonic  80A  worn  against  an
Incoloy 800HT counterface was characterised by three wear regimes.   At room
temperature and 270°C, a severe wear, high transfer regime dominated (Figure 5.67) with
an Incoloy 800HT-sourced metallic transfer layer forming across the surface of the
Nimonic 80A.   Severe wear continued to dominate between 390°C and 510°C, but with
little metallic transfer and high wear of the Nimonic 80A.   Nichromate-phase (Figure 5.51)
glaze layer formation (the debris for this layer was sourced from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface) was observed between 570°C and 750°C with some limited initial metallic
transfer.
The dominant severe wear at room temperature and 270°C demonstrated by the complete
absence of oxide debris and high friction coefficients (0.95 – 1.0), was characterised by
high levels of transfer from the Incoloy 800HT to the Nimonic 80A, forming a
work-hardened transfer layer (Table 5.5).   This transfer layer (Figures 5.67 and 5.69),
wholly sourced from the Incoloy 800HT counterface (EDX indicated a composition of
~44% Fe, ~30% Ni and ~24% Cr at room temperature) protected the surface of the
Nimonic 80A (as described in Figure 6.9a) and weight losses from the Nimonic 80A
remained low as a result.   The flattened metallic debris (Figure 5.61), indicative of
delamination wear, was formed either by direct removal from the highly worn
Incoloy 800HT counterface or by limited removal from the Incoloy 800HT-sourced
transfer layer on the Nimonic 80A (EDX of the debris indicated a composition of ~45% Fe,
~29% Ni and ~24% Cr at room temperature and 270°C).
The continued presence of severe wear between 390°C and 510°C (Figure 6.9b),
accompanied by an increase in Nimonic 80A wear, was caused by:
1) the absence of a protective transfer layer (Figure 5.58) (resulting in a mixture of
debris particles removed from both the Nimonic 80A and the Incoloy 800HT
counterface);
2) increasing softening of the Nimonic 80A with increasing temperature (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.9: Wear processes for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Nimonic 80A worn with Incoloy 800HT at room temperature and 270°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Transfer from
Incoloy 800HT,
adhesion and work
hardening
Transfer layer
protecting
Nimonic 80A sample
Limited Wear
Debris from
counterface and
transfer layer
Limited debris
formation
The Nimonic 80A sample material underwent very limited wear, with a transfer layer forming across
the wear scar – most material losses were from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Although wear
was limited, because all the interactions occurring were metallic, this was a severe wear situation.
(b) Nimonic 80A worn with Incoloy 800HT at 390°C, 450°C and 510°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
Adhesion limited,
delamination wear
mechanism
Debris from
counterface and
sample
High levels of wear
Adhesion was extremely limited due to limited oxidation (visible only as discolouration – no oxide
layers were formed), with only a few isolated patches of transferred material present on the
Nimonic 80A sample.   In the absence of the metallic transfer layers observed at room temperature
and 270°C (or developed oxide layers as seen between 570°C and 750°C), wear of the
Nimonic 80A increased and was at it’s highest between 390°C and 510°C (and up to 570°C), with
flat debris particles indicating wear by delamination.
(c) Nimonic 80A worn with Incoloy 800HT at 570°C, 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Limited transfer,
mixed layer with
some oxide
Generation of fine
oxide debris from
Incoloy 800HT
Compacted debris
and glaze – sample
and c’face asperities
Debris from
counterface and
transfer layer
Back transfer –
asperity formation on
counterface
Protection of
Nimonic 80A sample
A limited transfer layer was formed, mixed in nature, with increasing levels of oxidation towards the
exposed surface – some back-transfer occurred at a later stage, accounting for asperities of
Incoloy 800HT composition on the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Nichromate-phase (NiCr2O4) glaze
formation then occurred due to the interaction of the asperities and the transfer layer.   The more
rapid development of the glaze progressively reduced wear between 570°C and 750°C.
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The large, flattened nature of these debris (Figure 5.61) suggest material removal was by a
delamination mechanism, regardless of whether the debris was sourced from the
Nimonic 80A or the Incoloy 800HT.
The absence of the metallic transfer layer was due to increasing oxidation of the exposed
surface of the Nimonic 80A with temperature (visible as discolouration on the wear surface
– Figure 5.58 shows this clearly at 510°C), inhibiting adhesion of metallic debris from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface to the Nimonic 80A wear surface.   Also, the rate of oxidation
was insufficient to overcome the low retention and residence times and high levels of
debris ejection at the wear interface.   Consequently the oxide was thus also unable to
develop into significant debris layers and afforded no protection to the Nimonic 80A – the
limited development and retention of the oxide in fact led to increased wear.
The  effect  of  debris  retention  on  the  wear  process  was  demonstrated  by  testing  without
Nimonic 80A sample reciprocation at 510°C with the rotating counterface sliding speed set
to 0.314 m.s
-1
.   The increased debris retention allowed a patchy nichromate (NiCr2O4)
glaze layer to develop (Figure 5.71), indicating that a significant level of oxidation was
occurring and it was the enhanced removal (with sample reciprocation) that was preventing
the oxide from developing into glaze layers.
At temperatures of between 570°C and 750°C, enhanced oxidation of the Nimonic 80A and
Incoloy 800HT surfaces when in contact led to the production of fine
nickel-chromium-iron oxidational debris, sourced primarily from the Incoloy 800HT
(Section 5.4.3).   The development of this debris now happened at a rate in excess of that
lost  by ejection.   The debris was thus able to build up and sinter on the wear surfaces to
form wear resistant nichromate-phase (NiCr2O4) glaze layers of high hardness (19.97 GPa
at 750°C – Table 6.3) between 570°C and 750°C (Figure 5.67).   The formation of these
oxide layers became more rapid with increasing temperature, reducing the level of severe
wear occurring at the beginning of sliding, as was apparent from the reduction in the size of
the wear scar (Figure 5.58).
At 750°C, the glaze and other surface deposits formed a dual layer (Figure 6.10) overlying
the Nimonic 80A (as shown by EDX mapping – Figure 5.64 – and Autopoint EDX –
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Figure 5.66a).   Severe wear produced a lower layer of mixed metal and oxide early in the
wear process sourced from both the Nimonic 80A and the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   As
this  layer  continued  to  form,  the  oxide  accounted  for  an  increasing  proportion  of  the
material deposited.   The Incoloy 800HT-sourced nichromate-phase glaze then developed
overlying the mixed metal-oxide debris layer, due to interaction between this mixed
metal-oxide layer and asperities on the Incoloy 800HT counterface.    Optical  studies (not
shown) suggest that similar layer structures (glaze layer – mixed metal / oxide layer –
substrate) formed at other glaze forming temperatures (570°C to 750°C).
Table 6.3: Mean hardness values for glaze and deformed substrate for
Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 750°C
(Vickers diamond indenter, 50 g for 12 s)
   Nimonic 80A
Glaze 0.314 m.s-1    19.97 GPa
Glaze 0.905 m.s-1    18.06 GPa
Substrate    5.23 GPa
The wear scar of the Incoloy 800HT counterface at glaze-forming temperatures (570°C to
750°C) was highly worn, due to the volume of material transferred to the Nimonic 80A.
Some metallic material back-transferred and readhered to the Incoloy 800HT wear track to
form the asperities, some of which rose up to 1.5 mm above the original surface of the wear
scar (and thus could only have been created by back-transfer – Figure 6.11).   As the
asperities were the only areas to come into contact with the transfer layers on the sample,
later glaze formation was thus restricted to the asperities.
At 750°C, the glaze on the transfer layers on the Nimonic 80A matched that of the
Incoloy 800HT.   As the transfer layers underlying the glaze on the sample were of mixed
composition, the only possible source of oxide of this composition was the Incoloy 800HT.
The glaze layers on the counterface asperities were also of a composition consistent with
the Incoloy 800HT (~29% Ni, ~23% Cr, ~42% Fe after 4,522 m), thus the back-transferred
metallic asperities were also of Incoloy 800HT composition.   The asperities must therefore
form later in the sliding process, when Incoloy 800HT can no longer transfer to the
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Nimonic 80A sample (i.e. when oxidation in the transfer layer inhibits adhesion of further
metallic material).   Glaze formation must only begin after back-transfer has created the
asperities on the counterface and they have begun to interact with the highly oxidised layer
on the surface of the Nimonic 80A.
Figure 6.10: Layers formed on Nimonic 80A sample and Incoloy 800HT counterface
at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
Figure 6.11: Wear scar cross-section on Incoloy 800HT counterface worn against a
Nimonic 80A sample – 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
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6.3.2 Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.905 m.s
-1
Two wear regimes were observed for the Nimonic 80A / Incoloy 800HT (counterface)
system.   A severe wear regime operated between room temperature and 570°C, with high
levels of metallic transfer from the Incoloy 800HT to form a wear protective transfer layer
on the Nimonic 80A (Figure 5.68).   Between 630°C and 750°C, the observed formation of
a nichromate-phase glaze layer (Figure 5.51 – material sourced from the Incoloy 800HT)
producing a mild wear phase, was also preceded by a brief period of severe wear with high
transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to the Nimonic 80A.
The initially occurring severe wear between room temperature and 750°C (high levels of
friction of between 0.6 to 0.8 were observed – Figure 5.57b) by a delamination mechanism,
led to the subsequent development of a wear-protective transfer layer (Figure 5.61b).
Much of  the  material  removed from the  Incoloy  800HT was  transferred  to  the  surface  of
the Nimonic 80A, forming a metallic layer (Figure 5.59) that became work-hardened
(Figure 5.82) and helped protect the surface of the Nimonic 80A from enhanced wear
(Figure 6.12a).
Transfer levels were higher than at 0.314 m.s
-1
,  directly  due  to  the  greater  removal  of
Incoloy 800HT from the heavily worn counterface at 0.905 m.s
-1
.    This  transfer  was  at
such a high level early in the wear process that sample weight increased during the first
4,522 m of sliding (Figure 5.55b).
Subsequently, the observed slight reductions in the Nimonic 80A sample weight were a
direct result of the absence of large-scale transfer later in the sliding process (4,522 m to
13,032 m) coupled with very limited metallic material loss through wear (Figure 5.55b).
This clearly indicates that the transfer layer was now protecting the Nimonic 80A from
further enhanced wear.   There was some continued transfer and redeposition from both
sample and counterface during extended sliding up to 13,032 m, leading to mechanical
mixing or alloying [37] in the transfer layer on the Nimonic 80A surface (Section 5.4.3).
However, mixing was incomplete, with variable levels of nickel, chromium and iron
indicating heterogeneity in the layer composition.
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Figure 6.12: Wear processes for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Nimonic 80A worn with Incoloy 800HT at room temperature, 270°C, 390°C, 450°C,
510°C and 570°C
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and counterface
surfaces
Adhesion, transfer from
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mixing and work hardening
Incoloy 800HT-sourced
transfer layer protecting
Nimonic 80A sample
Limited wear
Debris from
counterface and
transfer layer
Limited debris formation
The Nimonic 80A sample material underwent very limited wear, with a transfer layer forming across
the wear scar, sourced from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   The level of transfer was such that
there was a recorded weight gain for the sample, especially between 450°C and 570°C.   The
limited oxidation (visible as discolouration on samples slid at 390°C and above) did not have any
visible effect on this metallic transfer.
(b) Nimonic 80A worn with Incoloy 800HT at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
 Transfer, formation
of metallic, mainly
Incoloy 800HT layer
Generation of fine
oxide debris from
Incoloy 800HT
Compacted debris
and glaze – sample
and c’face asperities
Metallic debris from
counterface and
transfer layer
Back transfer –
asperity formation on
counterface
Protection of
Nimonic 80A sample
As at 0.314 m.s
-1
, a transfer layer was again formed, this time mainly of Incoloy 800HT
(Figure 6.14) – increasing levels of oxide were detected towards the exposed surface.   Once
again, some back-transfer occurred, forming asperities of Incoloy 800HT composition on the
Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Nichromate-phase (NiCr2O4) glaze formation then resulted from
interaction of the asperities and the transfer layer.
The increased wear of the Incoloy 800HT counterface and transfer to the Nimonic 80A
with increased temperature between room temperature and 570°C (Figure 5.55), was
probably caused by thermal softening of the Incoloy 800HT (Figure 6.1 shows a clear
reduction of hardness of Incoloy 800HT with increasing temperature) allowing greater
removal of material from the counterface.
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The continued transfer of metallic Incoloy 800HT material at 0.905 m.s
-1
 between 390°C
and 570°C (Figure 5.59) can be attributed to the reduced presence of oxide on the wear scar
surface, caused by:
1. higher removal rates and lower residency times of debris at 0.905 m.s
-1
 preventing
the development of surface oxidation that at 0.314 m.s
-1
 inhibited adhesion; and
2. any oxide developing on wear surfaces at 0.905 m.s
-1
 did not have time between
surface contacts to develop sufficiently to inhibit or prevent adhesion of counterface
material to the Nimonic 80A.
Although some discoloration due to oxidation still did occur, there was little indication that
it interfered with the transfer and adhesion of Incoloy 800HT-sourced material to the
surface of the Nimonic 80A.
At temperatures of 630°C and greater, wear resistant nichromate-phase (NiCr2O4)
nickel-chromium-iron oxide layers of high hardness (18.06 GPa at 750°C – Table 6.3)
developed from fine oxidational debris, formed as a result of enhanced oxidation of the
contacting surfaces occurring at levels in excess of debris ejection rates (Figure 6.12b).
The rate of development of these oxide layers increased with temperature, as indicated by
the development of only a limited glaze layer after only 13,032 m of sliding at 630°C,
compared to more comprehensive glaze layers (Figure 5.69) after only 4,522 m of sliding
at 690°C and especially at 750°C.   The time of transition of coefficient of friction values
from ‘run-in’ (characterised by values of higher than 0.8 and sometimes greater than 1 due
to metal-to-metal contact) to ‘steady-state’ mild wear (characterised by the separation of
metallic surfaces by glaze layers and lower values of friction of between 0.3 and 0.5) also
decreased as a direct consequence of glaze formation (Figure 6.13).
A multi-layered structure (Figure 6.14) formed at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (as shown by EDX mapping
and Autopoint EDX – Figure 5.66b) from the debris deposited on the Nimonic 80A at
750°C, as it had at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   Severe wear dominated the early stages of the wear
process at 0.905 m.s
-1
, with a brief period of material removal and deposition from both the
Nimonic 80A and the Incoloy 800HT counterface, resulting in the formation of a limited
layer of mechanically mixed material [37].   The wear process was then dominated by the
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transfer and partial oxidation of material from the Incoloy 800HT, from which a mixed
metal-oxide layer developed.   Later debris transferred from the Incoloy 800HT was
completely  oxidised  –  whether  this  was  transferred  as  metal  and  later  oxidised  or
alternatively transferred as oxide is unclear.   The nichromate-phase glaze layer overlying
this was formed due to interaction between the oxide transfer layer and asperities on the
Incoloy 800HT counterface itself.
Figure 6.13: Distance to transition in coefficient of friction from high variability
(severe wear) to low variability (mild wear) at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
– Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
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Glaze formation at 0.905 m.s
-1
 on the Incoloy 800HT counterface was identical to that
observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   Glaze of composition matching the Incoloy 800HT (~24% Ni,
~30% Cr, ~41% Fe after 4,522 m of sliding – the glaze was of almost identical composition
after 13,032 m) developed only on the asperity tips on the counterface wear scar (after their
formation), due to interaction of the asperity tips and the Incoloy 800HT-sourced transfer
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layers on the Nimonic 80A samples.   The height of the asperities (up to 1.5 mm above the
unworn counterface surface – Figure 6.11) indicated they have been deposited on the wear
scar surface after its formation, as a result of back-transfer of removed Incoloy 800HT
material that was unable to adhere to the sample surface due to increasing oxidation.
Figure 6.14: Layers formed on Nimonic 80A sample and Incoloy 800HT counterface
at 750°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
6.3.3 Wear Map for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
As with Nimonic 80A and Incoloy MA956 when worn against Stellite 6, there is sufficient
data to create a basic wear map for Nimonic 80A as the sample material slid against an
Incoloy 800HT counterface.
The following behaviour was observed during the current study at 0.314 m.s
-1
:
1. At room temperature and 270°C, a severe wear regime was observed with high
levels of transfer from the Incoloy 800HT to the Nimonic 80A sample forming a
INCOLOY 800HT COUNTERFACE
Glaze-tipped asperities formed
by back-transfer of Incoloy 800HT
Incoloy 800HT sourced NiCr2O4 glaze (0 – 2 µm
thick) formed by interaction of mixed layer and
asperites on Incoloy 800HT counterface
Oxide debris formed from material transferred later
from Incoloy 800HT to Nimonic 80A
Mixed metal and oxide debris from
Incoloy 800HT counterface formed during early
severe wear
Mixed, mainly metallic debris layer,
from both Incoloy 800HT and Nimonic 80A
NIMONIC 80A SAMPLE
0 µm
15 µm
33 µm
40 µm
50 µm
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transfer layer on the Nimonic 80A wear surface.   This reduced wear of the
Nimonic 80A.
2. Between 390°C and 510°C, severe wear continued to be observed.   However,
transfer was much reduced (due to surface oxidation reducing levels of adhesion)
and no transfer layer was formed.   Consequently, there was increased wear of the
Nimonic 80A.
3. Between 570°C and 750°C, limited metallic transfer from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface to the Nimonic 80A, formed a more mixed transfer layer.   This was
followed by mild wear and the formation of Incoloy 800HT-based
nichromate-phase glaze layers on the transfer layer and the counterface (asperities
only).
The following behaviour was observed at 0.654 m.s
-1
 in previous work by Rose [2]:
1. A severe wear regime was observed between room temperature and 570°C, with
high levels of transfer from the Incoloy 800HT to the Nimonic 80A sample.   This
formed a  transfer  layer  on  the  Nimonic  80A wear  surface,  which  reduced  wear  of
the Nimonic 80A.
2. High levels of initial transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to the
Nimonic 80A were observed between 630°C and 750°C, which produced a
predominantly Incoloy 800HT-based transfer layer.   Glaze was then formed due to
sliding between the transfer layer and the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
The following behaviour was observed during the current study at 0.905 m.s
-1
:
1. Severe wear with high levels of transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to the
Nimonic 80A was observed between room temperature and 570°C.   The
work-hardened transfer layer formed again protected the Nimonic 80A from high
levels of wear.
2. Severe wear with transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to form a transfer
layer and low Nimonic 80A wear was again observed at 630°C after 4,522 m of
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sliding.   On continuing sliding up to 13,032 m, some nichromate-phase glaze 
formation was observed. 
3. High levels of initial transfer to the Nimonic 80A from the Incoloy 800HT 
counterface were observed at 690°C and 750°C, producing a predominantly 
Incoloy 800HT-based transfer layer.   Nichromate-phase glaze was then formed 
between the transfer layer and the Incoloy 800HT counterface.  
It is therefore possible to construct the following wear map for Nimonic 80A when slid 
against Incoloy 800HT (Figure 6.15) from the observations made. 
 
Figure 6.15: Wear map for Nimonic 80A versus Incoloy 800HT  
(load 7N) 
 (* Sliding at 0.905 m.s-1 and 630°C, produced extended severe wear, with 
accompanying metallic transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface to 
Nimonic 80A sample and no glaze formation after 4,522 m.   Some glaze 
formation was observed after 13,032 m of sliding, overlying the transfer layer.) 
 
 
ERRATA: At 0.905 m.s-1 and 630°C, ‘patchy’ glaze formation was observed after 4,522 m and ‘limited’ 
glaze formation after 13,032 m (Figure 6.15).   Such glaze formation is reported in 
Section 5.4.2.   The above caption incorrectly reports no glaze formation after 4,522 m. 
(Ian A. Inman, August 2010) 
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6.4 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
6.4.1 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.314 m.s
-1
The sliding wear of Incoloy MA956 against Incoloy 800HT as the counterface material at
0.314 m.s
-1
, showed three distinct wear regimes over the temperature range room
temperature to 750°C.
At room temperature and 270°C, moderate amounts of flattened metallic wear debris
(Figure 5.79a) were produced by a severe wear ‘delamination’ mechanism, from both
sample and counterface.   Much of this metallic debris readhered to either the
Incoloy MA956 sample or the Incoloy 800HT counterface, forming a mechanically-mixed
metallic transfer layer (Figures 5.68a and 5.76), which became work-hardened due to
sliding (Table 5.7) and limited the amount of wear (Figure 5.73).   The mechanical mixing
producing this layer was incomplete, with variable levels of nickel, chromium and iron
indicating heterogeneity in the layer composition.   The absence of oxide from either
sliding surface at room temperature and 270°C indicated that oxidation did not play any
significant part in the wear process (shown schematically in Figure 6.17a), either to protect
the wear surfaces from high wear (as was the case with Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6)
or to inhibit adhesion and prevent the build-up of the transfer layer on either surface.
Between 390°C and 570°C, both oxide (formed due to oxidation of the metallic surfaces as
evidenced by surface discolouration – Figure 5.76) and metallic debris (produced by
delamination wear – Figure 5.79a) were produced from both the Incoloy MA956 sample
and Incoloy 800HT counterface surfaces.   This debris was not retained due to low
residency  times  and  rapid  ejection  and  thus  the  oxide  debris  was  unable  to  form  into
compacted oxide wear-protective layers.
Although the oxide debris developing between 390°C and 570°C did not compact and
sinter into wear-protective oxide layers (due to low residency and rapid ejection), the level
of oxidation was sufficient to severely reduce metallic adhesion.   Thus readhesion of the
metallic debris to the wear surfaces was restricted to a few isolated areas and the metallic
transfer layers formed at room temperature and 270°C did not develop between 390°C and
570°C (Figure 5.76 shows the 510°C example).   The absence of both metallic and oxide
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transfer layers led to increased wear of the unprotected surfaces of both the Incoloy MA956
and the Incoloy 800HT (Figure 6.17b).
Additionally, the hardness levels of both the Incoloy MA956 and Incoloy 800HT fell
significantly with increasing temperature (Figure 6.1).   This probably facilitated the easier
removal of metallic material from both sample and counterface at higher temperature, in
the absence of either metallic or compacted oxide layers.
The finding that the development of a wear protective compacted chromium-iron based
oxide layer occurred by not reciprocating the sample (and only rotating the counterface –
Figure 5.88) during testing, demonstrates the occurrence of a significant degree of
oxidation at 510°C / 0.314 m.s
-1
 and a higher level of debris retention.   Thus reciprocation
was responsible for causing debris ejection and prevented the formation of glaze layers.
At 630°C and 690°C, there was a further transition to a mild wear regime, albeit with an
extended period of severe wear during the early stages of sliding.   The increased
production of Incoloy MA956-sourced fine oxide debris (Figures 5.76 and 5.78a) was able
to occur at  a sufficient rate to outstrip that  lost  by ejection.   Thus the debris was able to
build up and sinter to form wear protective glaze layers (Figures 5.76 and 5.78) of high
hardness (9.62 GPa at 750°C – Table 6.4) on the surface of the Incoloy MA956.
However,  the  level  of  debris  ejection  was  still  sufficient  to  heavily  retard  the  build-up  of
oxide debris and the development of these oxide layers (as indicated by reductions of
variability in friction – Figure 6.16), allowing for an extended period of severe wear
(Figure 6.17c).
Further decreases in Incoloy MA956 and Incoloy 800HT strength between 630°C and
750°C allowed even greater removal of metallic (and oxide) material early during the wear
process.   The continued production of large, flattened metallic debris (Figure 5.79a)
indicated that prior to later oxide layer development, wear was by a delamination
mechanism.
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Figure 6.16: Distance to transition in coefficient of friction from high variability
(severe wear) to low variability (mild wear) at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
– Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
(Time / distance to transition is the amount of sliding required before glaze formation occurred,
thus reducing frictional variability.)
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Temperature (°C) Time to transition (minutes) Distance to transition (m)
0.314 m.s-1 0.905 m.s-1 0.314 m.s-1 0.905 m.s-1
630 155 220 2,920 11,946
690 162 105 3,062 5,702
750 55 42 1,036 2,285
Table 6.4: Mean hardness values for glaze and deformed substrate for
Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
(Vickers diamond indenter, 50 g for 12 s)
Incoloy MA956
Glaze 0.314 m.s-1 9.62 GPa
Glaze 0.905 m.s-1 21.26 GPa
Substrate 4.13 GPa
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Only at 750°C did glaze formation occur rapidly enough (after 1,036 m of sliding –
Figure 6.16) to restrict the amount of metallic debris removed during the early period of
severe wear and reduce weight loss and wear rate.
At 750°C, the observed multi-layer structure of the debris layers at 0.314 m.s
-1
 shown by
EDX mapping (Figure 5.82) and Autopoint EDX (Figure 5.84a), indicates debris
development through a number of stages leading to the formation of a protective glaze
layer (Figure 6.18c):
1. generation of metallic debris during the initial wear process from the
Incoloy MA956 and its redeposition onto the surface of the sample, resulting in  the
development of a limited metallic debris layer adjacent to the undamaged
Incoloy MA956 base metal;
2. progressive oxidation with increased sliding leading to subsequent depositions of
debris comprising a mixture of metallic and oxide debris – the level of oxide found
in the debris increased with further sliding;
3. generation of an Incoloy MA956-sourced Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 phase fine debris (XRD –
Figure 5.85) occurring later during the sliding process, due to sliding contact
between this mixed layer and the Incoloy 800HT counterface;
4. sintering and compaction of this fine oxide after 1,036 m of sliding (Figure 6.16)
into hardened glaze layers (hardness 9.62 GPa – Table 6.4), overlying the earlier
metallic and mixed metal-oxide debris on the Incoloy MA956 sample surface and
causing the onset of mild wear.
At 750°C, both the earlier metallic debris and the later oxide debris were iron-chromium
based (typically 60-62% iron, 26-28% chromium and only 0-3% nickel), indicating that the
material making up the layers was removed from and redeposited back onto the
Incoloy MA956.   There had been no intermixing of material from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface at 750°C.
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Figure 6.17: Wear processes for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.314 m.s
-1
(a) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at room temperature and 270°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Adhesion, transfer,
mechanical mixing
and work hardening
Mixed transfer layer
protecting
Incoloy MA956 sample
Limited Wear
Debris from
counterface and
transfer layer
Limited debris
formation
The Incoloy MA956 sample material underwent limited wear, with a transfer layer forming across
the wear scar – most material losses were from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Although wear
was limited, because all the interactions occurring were metallic, this was a severe wear situation.
(b) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at 390°C, 450°C, 510°C and 570°C
Contact of sample and
counterface surfaces
 Adhesion inhibited by
limited oxidation –
delamination wear
mechanism
Metallic debris from
counterface and
sample
High levels of wear
Adhesion was extremely limited, with only a few isolated patches of transferred material present on
the Incoloy MA956 sample.   Flat debris particles of 20µm or greater indicated wear by
delamination.   Oxide was detectable by XRD from 510°C upwards and visible on surfaces as
discolouration from 390°C – this oxide prevented adhesion, mixing and transfer of layers observed
at room temperature and 270°C.
(c) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at 630°C, 690°C and 750°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
 Metallic debris from
both sample and
counterface
Generation of fine
oxide debris from
Incoloy MA956
Compacted debris
and glaze – sample
and c’face asperities
Loss of debris, early
wear, limited Incoloy
MA956 readherance
Transfer of metallic
debris to counterface –
asperity formation
Limited protection of
Incoloy MA956
sample
Early severe wear resulted in deep wear scars and early heavy material losses from both sample
and counterface – some of this material readhered to the Incoloy 800HT counterface to form the
observed asperities.   Later glaze formation offered only limited protection to the Incoloy MA956 –
the glaze formed across the Incoloy MA956 wear scar was sourced from the Incoloy MA956 itself.
It is likely that the glaze on the counterface asperities was also sourced at least partially from the
Incoloy MA956 (at 750°C, this glaze was of mixed composition).
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The glaze layers formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C with the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT
(counterface) system additionally had a higher than expected aluminium content
(Figures 5.82 and 5.84), due to diffusion of aluminium to the glaze surface (as was
observed with the Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 system at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C) where it
underwent preferential oxidation (?G for 2Al + 1½O2  Al2O3 = -1362.4 – Table 6.1).
Aluminium content within the surface of the glaze commonly reached levels of ~12%, with
levels as high as ~24% in some isolated areas.   The source of this aluminium was the
mixed Incoloy MA956-sourced metal-oxide debris layers underlying the glaze and possibly
the undeformed Incoloy MA956 itself.   Despite the high levels of aluminium, the effect of
this aluminium on the formation and properties of the glaze layers is unclear at this time.
Figure 6.18: Layers formed on Incoloy MA956 sample and Incoloy 800HT
counterface at 750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
The Incoloy 800HT counterface at glaze forming temperatures (630°C to 750°C)
underwent a limited degree of wear early in the sliding process, during which metallic
material was deposited onto the wear track to form asperities (Figure 5.76).   Subsequent
development of glaze was restricted to the tips of these asperities (Figure 6.19), where they
INCOLOY 800HT COUNTERFACE
Glaze-tipped asperities (composition
uncertain – glaze at least partially from
Incoloy MA956)
Incoloy MA956 sourced glaze (0 – 2 µm
thick) formed by interaction of mixed
metal-oxide layer and asperites on
Incoloy 800HT counterface
Mixed metal and oxide debris sourced only
from sample formed during early severe wear
INCOLOY MA956 SAMPLE
0 µm
17 µm
30 µm
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were in contact with the Incoloy MA956 sample surface.   At 750°C, this glaze has formed
due to mixing of wholly Incoloy MA956-sourced glaze material transferred from the
Incoloy MA956 sample with Incoloy 800HT-based debris, resulting in an intermediate
composition oxide (~18% Ni, ~20% Cr, ~58% Fe) that adhered to the asperity tips.   The
wear patterns observed at 630°C and 690°C were almost identical to that observed at
750°C, thus indicating that the glaze on the asperity tips at these temperatures was also
likely to at least in part transferred from the surface of the Incoloy MA956 – however, this
is uncertain at this stage.
The  source  material  of  the  metallic  asperities  formed  on  the  Incoloy  800HT  counterface
wear track on which the glaze has formed is also unclear at this stage – the mixed
composition of the glaze indicates they were either readhered Incoloy 800HT or a mixed
Incoloy 800HT / Incoloy MA956 (from the sample) composition.
Figure 6.19: Wear scar cross-section on Incoloy 800HT counterface worn against an
Incoloy MA956 sample – 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
6.4.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT between Room Temperature and 750°C, at
0.905 m.s
-1
The wear behaviour of Incoloy MA956 when slid against Incoloy 800HT between room
temperature and 750°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was again marked by the occurence of three wear
regimes (as was observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
).
The wear regime between room temperature and 270°C was accompanied by the
development  of  a  layer  (of  no  more  than  9  µm thickness)  on  the  Incoloy  MA956 surface
caused by intermixing of the metallic debris removed from both the sample and the
Incoloy 800HT counterface
Asperities (glaze on tips)
Wear scar
1.5 mm
1.5 mm
Original surface
of counterface
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counterface.   This layer underwent work-hardening (Table 5.8), conferring some degree of
wear resistance to the Incoloy MA956 surface.   The formation of flat, metallic debris from
both surfaces indicated the operation of a delamination-type mechanism.
Between 390°C and 570°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
, both oxide (formed due to oxidation of the
metallic surfaces and visible as discolouration – Figure 5.77) and metallic debris (formed
by delamination wear – Figure 5.79b) were produced from both the Incoloy MA956 sample
and Incoloy 800HT counterface surfaces.   The low residency times of the debris and their
rapid ejection prevented the development of compacted oxide wear-protective layers – at
0.905 m.s
-1
, the residency time of the debris was even less than at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
The  higher  levels  of  oxide  ejection  and  lower  residency  times  of  the  oxide  debris  at
0.905 m.s
-1
 meant that the oxide formed was not able to restrict re-adhesion of the metallic
debris to the same degree it had at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   Therefore, a higher level of metallic debris
was able to adhere to the wear surfaces and patchy metallic transfer layers were able to
form (Figure 5.77).   These patchy metallic transfer layers were now largely sourced from
the Incoloy MA956 itself (reductions in nickel to ~3% indicated minimal contribution from
the Incoloy 800HT counterface – the debris removed from the Incoloy MA956 was thus
readhering after removal) and offered limited protection to the surface of the
Incoloy MA956 sample.   Wear was consequently less at 0.905 m.s
-1
 than at 0.314 m.s
-1
(after 4,522 m of sliding) up to 630°C.
The hardness levels of both the Incoloy MA956 sample and the Incoloy 800HT counterface
also decreased significantly with increasing temperature (Figure 6.1).   This probably
allowed the easier removal of metallic material from both surfaces, in the absence of either
compacted oxide layers or comprehensive metallic transfer layers.
At 630°C and above, the wear regime at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was characterised by a prolonged
period of severe wear (a longer period than that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
) caused by the
delayed onset of glaze formation (after 11,956 m at 630°C, 5,702 m at 690°C and 2,285 m
at 750°C – Figure 6.16).   This delay was again due to the reduced residency time of the
debris between the wear surfaces and the increased level of debris ejection – thus an
extended critical period of sliding was needed to produce enough oxide debris to allow the
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development of wear protective glaze layers.   Only the more significant development and
growth of a hardened glaze layer (21.25 GPa) led to a reduction in weight loss and wear
rate after 13,032 m of sliding, most noticeably at 690°C.
The observed increase in weight loss and wear rate after 13,032 m and 750°C, can be
attributed to increasing plastic flow of the Incoloy MA956 metallic substrate (Figure 5.77),
reducing mechanical support for the glaze layers forming on the wear surface.
The development of a multi-layer structure at 0.905 m.s
-1
 and 750°C (as indicated by the
Autopoint data in Figure 5.84), indicates a number of stages of debris development
(Figure 6.20c) leading up to the development of a protective glaze layer (Figure 6.21),
similar to that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.
1. The generation and redeposition of metallic debris early during the wear process
from the Incoloy MA956 has led to the development of a limited metallic debris
layer.
2. Continuing oxidation with sliding has resulted in subsequent debris depositions
being increasingly a mixture of metallic and oxide debris.   Later deposits of debris
were completely oxidised.
3. Finally, sliding between the completely oxidised upper part of this mixed layer and
the Incoloy 800HT counterface has generated a fine Cr1.3Fe0.7O3 phase debris (XRD
– Figure 5.86), which have formed into glaze layers separating sample and
counterface surfaces after ~2,285 m of sliding (Figure 6.16).
The sole source of both the earlier metallic debris and the later oxide debris was the
Incoloy MA956 – the presence of only an iron-chromium oxide (~0.5% Ni, ~27% Cr,
~67% Fe) indicated no intermixing of material from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
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Figure 6.20: Wear processes for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 80HT from room
temperature to 750°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
(a) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at room temperature and 270°C
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surfaces
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protecting
Nimonic 80A sample
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Debris from
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transfer layer
Limited debris
formation
The Incoloy MA956 sample material underwent limited wear, with a transfer layer forming across
the wear scar – most material losses were from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Although wear
was limited, because all the interactions occurring were metallic, as at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (Figure 6.17) this
is a severe wear situation.
(b) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at 390°C, 450°C, 510°C, 570°C and 630°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
Limited oxidation reducing
adhesion, delamination
wear mechanism
Debris from
counterface and
sample
High levels of
wear
Oxidation was again apparent as discolouration from 390°C, however, it was less effective at
preventing adhesion and limited, patchy metallic transfer layers formed.   Although wear was still
high, these limited transfer layers kept wear to a level less than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 between 0 and
4,522 m (Figure 5.66).   Extended sliding up to 13,032 m resulted in the removal of these transfer
layers (especially at 570°C and 630°C) and increased levels of wear.   Flat debris particles of 20µm
or greater were generated, indicating wear by delamination.
(c) Incoloy MA956 worn with Incoloy 800HT at 690°C and 750°C
Contact of sample
and counterface
surfaces
 Metallic debris from
both sample and
counterface
Generation of fine
oxide debris from
Incoloy MA956
Compacted debris
and glaze – sample
and c’face asperities
Loss of debris, early
wear, limited Incoloy
MA956 readherence
Transfer of metallic
debris to counterface –
asperity formation
Limited protection of
Incoloy MA956
sample
As at 0.314 m.s
-1
, early severe wear resulted in deep wear scars and early heavy material losses
for both sample and counterface – some of this material readhered to the Incoloy 800HT
counterface to form the observed asperities.   Later glaze formation offered only limited protection
to the Incoloy MA956 – the glaze that formed across the Incoloy MA956 wear scar (over only very
limited layers of Incoloy MA956) was sourced from the Incoloy MA956 itself – it is likely therefore
that the glaze on the counterface asperities was also sourced at least in part from the
Incoloy MA956 (at 750°C, this glaze was of mixed composition).   Additionally, it was observed that
glaze formation was delayed at 690°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
 – this was attributable to enhanced ejection
of debris material at 0.905 m.s
-1
.
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Figure 6.21: Layers formed on Incoloy MA956 sample and Incoloy 800HT
counterface at 750°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
The glaze layers formed at 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C also had a very high content of aluminium
(Figures 5.83 and 5.84), due to diffusion and preferential oxidation of aluminium (?G for
2Al + 1½O2  Al2O3 = -1362.4 – Table 6.1) from within the mixed metal-oxide debris
layer and possibly the underlying Incoloy MA956 sample material (as was observed at
0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C).   As a consequence, some isolated areas of glaze contained up to
~32% aluminium at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (though levels were more normally in the range 15 to
20%).   Despite the high levels of aluminium, the effect of the high concentration of
aluminium on the properties and formation of the glaze layers is uncertain at this time.
Glaze formation on the counterface at 0.905 m.s
-1
 between 630°C and 750°C followed a
similar route to that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   The counterface has undergone a moderate
degree of wear prior to the deposition and adherence of metallic material onto the wear
track to form asperities (Figure 5.77).   The later development of glaze has been restricted
to the tips of these asperities, where they have been in contact with the Incoloy MA956
sample surface (Figure 6.19).   At 750°C, the formation of this glaze has occurred due to
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Glaze-tipped asperities (composition uncertain –
glaze at least partially from Incoloy MA956)
Incoloy MA956 sourced glaze (0 – 2 µm thick)
formed by interaction of mixed metal-oxide layer and
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tranfer of Incoloy MA956-sourced glaze material that has mixed Incoloy 800HT-based
debris, forming an intermediate composition oxide that has adhered to the asperity tips
(~16% Ni, ~21% Cr, ~58% Fe after 4,522 m of sliding – the composition of the glaze after
13,032 m was near-identical).   The near-identical wear patterns observed at 630°C and
690°C indicated that the glaze on the asperity tips at these temperatures was also at least in
part transferred from the surface of the Incoloy MA956 – however, as at 0.314 m.s
-1
, this is
uncertain at this stage.
The source material of the asperities in the Incoloy 800HT counterface wear track upon
which the glaze has formed is not clear at this stage – at 0.905 m.s
-1
 as at 0.314 m.s
-1
, the
mixed composition of the glaze indicates they were either readhered Incoloy 800HT or
composed of a mixture of Incoloy 800HT and Incoloy MA956 (from the sample).
6.4.3 Wear Map for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
As with Nimonic 80A or Incoloy MA956 when worn against Stellite 6 and Nimonic 80A
when slid against Incoloy 800HT, there are sufficient data to create a basic wear map for
Incoloy MA956 as the sample material slid against Incoloy 800HT as the counterface
material.
At 0.314 m.s
-1
:
1. A severe wear mechanism was dominant at room temperature and 270°C, with high
levels of metallic transfer between the Incoloy MA956 and the Incoloy 800HT.
This material formed a mixed transfer layer that protected the Incoloy MA956 from
extended wear.
2. Severe wear continued, but with much reduced transfer up to 450°C.   The lack of a
protective transfer layer resulted in higher levels of weight loss from the
Incoloy MA956.   Adhesion is inhibited due to surface oxidation (observable as
discolouration on wear surfaces).
3. Severe wear continued to be observed at 510°C and 570°C, but with an oxide phase
now detectable (by XRD) – this oxide did not form into oxide layers, due to low
residency and high ejection rates.   Transfer from the Incoloy 800HT counterface
was minimal due to this oxide with wear of the Incoloy MA956 increasing.
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4. Glaze formation was clearly evident (the oxide sourced from the Incoloy MA956),
preceded by a period of severe wear with limited transfer between 630°C and
750°C.
Rose [2] observed that at 0.654 m.s
-1
:
1. Severe wear dominated at room temperature and 270°C, accompanied by the
development  of  a  metallic  transfer  layer  on  the  Incoloy  MA956.    This
wear-protective transfer layer formed from material removed from both the
Incoloy MA956 and the Incoloy 800HT.
2. Transfer levels were much reduced between 390°C and 630°C, with increased wear
of the Incoloy MA956 due to the lack of a protective transfer layer.   The metallic
nature of remaining isolated areas of transfer and the debris indicated a severe wear
mechanism.   Some clear oxide development was observed on the wear scar surface
at 630°C.
3. Glaze layers were observed to form after a period of severe wear at 690°C and
750°C, the oxide for these layers was sourced from the Incoloy MA956.   The
presence of these glaze layers reduced the rate of wear.
At 0.905 m.s
-1
:
1. High levels of metallic ‘severe’ wear were once again observed at room
temperature and 270°C.   A mechanically mixed work-hardened transfer layer once
again formed, which protected the surface of the Incoloy MA956.
2. Inceasing severe wear with much reduced transfer continued up to 630°C.   This
was due in part to surface oxidation (observable as discoloration) inhibiting
adhesion  of  debris  and  the  formation  of  a  wear-protective  transfer  layer.    Also,
increasing softening of Incoloy MA956 and Incoloy 800HT with increasing
temperature (Figure 6.1) allowed for the more ready removal of material from both.
Clear traces of oxidation were observed on the wear scar after 13,032 m of sliding
at 630°C.
3. Glaze formation was once again observed between 690°C and 750°C.   However,
the formation of the glaze was preceded by an extended period of severe wear, the
length of which decreased with increasing temperature.
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The wear map resulting from these observations is shown in Figure 6.22.
Figure 6.22: Wear map for Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
(load =  7N)
6.5 Nano-scale Studies of High Temperature Wear –
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 at 750°C and 0.314 m.s-1
6.5.1 Nano-hardness of Glaze Layers – Nimonic 80A versus Stellite 6 and
Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
The recorded values of nano-hardness for both the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 and
Incoloy MA956 systems slid at 750°C (Table 6.5) are only slightly less that the theoretical
bulk  hardness  of  Cr2O3 of 28.98 GPa [116].   The high hardness along with the high
modulus values suggest an enhanced level of sintering with very low levels of porosity,
giving an extremely wear-resistant glaze layer.
There is no significant difference between the hardness and modulus values for the glaze
layers formed at 750°C, for either the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 or
Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 systems.   This is not surprising, as the glaze layers overlying
the samples for both systems are predominantly cobalt-chromium oxides sourced from the
Stellite 6 counterface (Figure 5.10), with very similar routes of formation (Sections 6.1.1
and 6.2.1).
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Table 6.5: Mean nano-hardness and modulus values for glaze – Nimonic 80A
/ Stellite 6 (510°C and 750°C) and Incoloy MA956 / Stellite 6 (750°C)
Nimonic 80A /
Stellite 6, 510°C
(sample size = 3)
Nimonic 80A /
Stellite 6, 750°C
(sample size = 4)
Incoloy MA956 /
Stellite 6, 750°C
(sample size = 3)
Mean
Hardness
(GPa)
25.03 22.62 21.97
Mean
Modulus
(GPa)
99.8 129.7 120.3
Reducing the sliding temperature to 510°C for the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 system does
not have a major effect on the hardness of the glaze layers produced.   However, there is a
sizeable reduction in modulus values, to ~76% of the modulus values obtained at 750°C.
This is attributable to reduced sintering of the oxide debris on forming the glaze layers at
510°C – the glaze layers are thus ‘less stiff’ due to the higher residual porosity, as observed
during SEM studies (Figures 5.21 and 5.22).
Despite the higher levels of hardness indicated by nano-hardness testing, some caution is
still required in using nano-indentation as a tool to interpret the properties of the glaze
layers.   Due to the very small area of indentation during nano-hardness testing, collected
data can be highly vulnerable to local inhomogenities within the glaze layer.
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6.5.2 Nano-scale Characterisation of Glaze Layers – Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6 at
0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
The grain sizes of the glaze layer formed by the sliding of Nimonic 80A against Stellite 6 at
750°C and 0.314 m.s
-1
 for 4,522 m and studied using TEM and STM, clearly indicate the
glaze layer to be a nano-structured material, with variations in this nano-scale structure
(Figures 5.90 – 5.92).   Early deposits of glaze (the 2.5 µm immediately adjacent to the
Nimonic 80A) of grain size 10 nm to 50 nm have been overlaid by later deposits (the 1 µm
surface layer), which have undergone further refinement with extended sliding to between
5 and 15 nm.   Topographical analysis by STM shows further refinement at the very surface
of the glaze to values of 2 to 10 nm (Figure 6.23).
The wear data (Figure 5.1) indicate minimal changes in weight at not only 750°C, but at
temperatures as low as 510°C, (the lower end of the temperature range for more
comprehensive glaze formation – 510°C to 750°C), thus demonstrating the effectiveness of
these nano-structured surfaces in conferring high wear resistance.   From this, as stated in
the work of Datta et al. [117], two main issues require further resolution and elaboration:
i. the formation of these nano-structured surfaces; and
ii. the effectiveness of such surfaces in conferring improved wear resistance.
Figure 6.23: STM imaging of compacted oxide glaze formed during sliding wear of
Nimonic 80A against Stellite 6
                              300 nm
A disordered nano-structure has
resulted in this NiO / Cr2O3 / Co3O4
glaze material, with grain sizes
observed as little as 2 to 10 nm
across.
(load = 7N, sliding speed = 0.314 m.s
-1
,
sliding distance = 4,522 m,
temperature =  750°C)
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The generation of ultra-fine structures during high temperature sliding wear has been
observed in a number of systems [117-119], requiring a process of mechanical mixing, that
involves a repeating cycle of welding, fracture and rewelding of debris generated.   This
may be predominantly from one or other surface, as seen in the Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6
system at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C (transfer from the Stellite 6 tended to dominate) or from
both [117, 119].
Until recently, very few studies have been conducted into the evolution of the resulting
microstructures and defect structures generated during high temperature sliding wear.
Results from detailed TEM studies in this laboratory have allowed a greater understanding
of the mechanisms of formation of these wear resistant, nano-structured surfaces.
Datta et al. [117, 119] suggested a series of ‘initial processes’ for the generation of a
nano-structured glaze layer:
i. deformation of the surface;
ii. intermixing of the debris generated from the wear sample and counterface
surfaces;
iii. oxidation of the wear surfaces / debris;
iv. further mixing; and
v. repeated welding and fracture.
These processes were aided by high temperature oxidation and diffusion.   Positron
Annihilation studies [120] confirmed the presence of vacancy clusters consisting of five
vacancies.
Once  a  glaze  layer  is  established,  the  next  step  involves  the  deformation  of  these  oxides
and generation of dislocations resulting in the formation of sub-grains.   These sub-grains
are then further refined with increasing misorientation producing high angle boundaries (a
process called “fragmentation”) and a non-equilibrium state results, indicated by poorly
defined and irregular grain boundaries.   High internal stresses are created within the
grains, with dislocation density and arrangement dependent on grain size – smaller grains
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contain fewer dislocations [117,119].   The process leads to the formation of high-energy
grain boundaries with a high defect density [121-125].
From the micro-hardness data (Figure 6.24), Datta et al. [117]  reported  no  Hall-Petch
softening, but neither was any significant hardening of the surface layers reported.   Further
investigation using nano-indentation did indicate a substantial degree of hardening (Table
6.5), however, the use of nano-hardness data to interpret results needs to be treated with
caution, due to vulnerability to localised variations in the glaze layer brought about by the
extremely localised nature of nano-indentation.
Such hardening can be attributed to the associated difficulties with dislocation generation
in nano-sized grains [115,126,127] (as mentioned earlier, smaller grains contain fewer
dislocations).   As well as greater hardness, the presence of a nano-scale polycrystalline
structure additionally infers improved fracture toughness [117,119] on the glaze material.
All of these factors make debris generation an inefficient process.
Figure 6.24: Surface and sub-surface layer micro-hardness for Nimonic 80A samples
slid against Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
(load = 7N, sliding distance = 4,522 m,Vickers micro-indenter - 50g)
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7. SUMMARY
7.1 Effect of Sliding Speed between Room Temperature and 750°C
7.1.1 Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6
7.1.1.1 Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
1) At room temperature and 270°C, patches of loose chromium-cobalt oxide debris
(CoCr2O4-phase – Figure 5.14a – sourced from the Stellite 6 counterface) developed
on the surface of the Nimonc 80A sample (the micrographs – optical  and SEM – are
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.5).   These debris were retained at the wear interface and
whilst protecting the Nimonc 80A from high wear (the wear rate was 0.626 µg.m
-1
between 0 and 4,522 m of sliding at room temperature and 0.539 µg.m
-1
 at  270°C  –
Figure 5.1), they promoted further wear of the Stellite 6 counterface.
2) Agglomeration and sintering of the loose cobalt-chromium debris on the Nimonc 80A
surface was first observed at 390°C, which on increasing the temperature to 450°C,
was sufficient to result in the formation of some isolated patches of glaze (Figure 5.3).
Wear rates remained low (Figure 5.1), at 0.184 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C and -0.051 µg.m
-1
 at
450°C, indicating that the oxide was continuing to protect the Nimonc 80A from wear.
3) Between 510°C and 750°C, rapid agglomeration and sintering of the debris occurred to
form comprehensive wear-protective glaze layers (Figure 5.3) – at 510°C and 750°C,
these developed within the first 38 m of sliding (Figures 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22).   The
CoCr2O4-phase oxide debris (XRD shown in Figure 5.14b) forming the glaze layers
continued to be sourced from the Stellite 6, which underwent preferential wear during
the early stage of the wear process.   Very low, sometimes negative wear rates were
obtained between 510°C and 750°C (-0.196 µg.m
-1
 at 510°C, -0.312 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C
and -0.007 µg.m
-1
 at 750°C – wear rate is for sliding between 0 and 4,522 m –
Figure 5.1), indicating the wear protective nature of these glaze layers.
4) Some of this glaze then back-transferred to the Stellite 6, protecting both Nimonic 80A
and Stellite 6 surfaces and resulting in an overall reduction in wear of both materials.
This was demonstrated by the sliding of Stellite 6 as the sample against Nimonic 80A
as the counterface (Figure 5.27).   The carbides within the Stellite 6 did not disrupt
glaze formation on either surface.
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7.1.1.2 Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 at 0.905 m.s
-1
5) At room temperature and 270°C, wear levels remained low (for example, the wear rate
between 0 and 4,522 m at 270°C was 0.097 µg.m
-1
), due to the presence of loose oxide
debris at the Nimonc 80A / Stellite 6 (counterface) interface separating the wear
surfaces (Figure 5.4).   No glaze formation was observed due to low residency times
and low sliding temperature.   There was no change in wear mode with extended
sliding and wear remained low (indicated by a wear rate of 0.029 µg.m
-1
 between
4,522 and 13,032 m at 270°C, not being significantly different to that between 0 and
4,522 m – Figure 5.1).
6) At 390°C, 450°C and 510°C, a high friction severe wear regime dominated (with wear
rates between 0 and 4,522 m of 16.586 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C and 19.604 µg.m
-1
 between 0
and 4,522 m at 510°C – Figure 5.1), accompanied by the production of a high level of
metallic debris (by a delamination mechanism) from surface of the Nimonc 80A
(Figure 5.7).   No oxide layers were formed (the Nimonc 80A surface was heavily
worn – Figure 5.4) due to a lack of debris retention and low debris residency times.
This severe wear mode was maintained on extended sliding (at 390°C, a wear rate of
16.299 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,302 m was obtained; at 510°C, the wear rate
between 4,522 and 13,032 m was 22.564 µg.m
-1
 –  values  were  similar  to  those
observed between 0 and 4,522 m).
7) At 570°C and 630°C, the high levels of metallic debris produced predominantly from
the Nimonc 80A were now accompanied by increasing levels of NiO and Cr2O3-phase
debris production (XRD data for oxide debris at 630°C shown in Figure 5.15d), also
sourced  from the  Nimonc  80A.    These  oxides  did  not  readily  sinter  to  form a  glaze
and in fact aggravated the wear process.   This was reflected in the wear rates – at
570°C for example, the mean wear rate between 4,522 and 13,032 m was
49.563 µg.m
-1
, compared to 13.907 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m (Figure 5.1).
8) At 690°C and 750°C, the extremely high levels of oxidation observed were now
sufficient to exceed that eliminated by ejection.   Debris residency times were thus now
high enough to eliminate metal-to-metal contact, to produce a technically mild wear
regime with low friction (Figure 5.2b).
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9) However, the NiO and Cr2O3-phase oxides (XRD data in Figure 5.15d) produced at
690°C and 750°C did not form a glaze – even at 690°C and 750°C, these oxides
displayed a very low tendency to sinter and thus form glaze layers.    The mixture of
loose  NiO  and  Cr2O3 oxides instead continued to assist the wear process, acting as
abrasives on the surface of the Nimonc 80A, altering wear scar morphology from a
worn metallic appearance at 510°C and 570°C to a grooved appearance at 690°C
(Figure 5.6).   Wear rates continued to increase with extended sliding as a result,
increasing for example at 750°C from 17.653 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to
34.963 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m (Figure 5.1).
10) The NiO and Cr2O3-phase oxides formed only a rough, patchy, unstable glaze on the
surface of the Stellite 6, offering limited protection from wear to the Stellite 6 surface
at 690°C and 750°C (Figure 5.4).
7.1.1.3 Nickel 200
TM
 versus Stellite 6 at 750°C
11) Nickel 200
TM
 when  worn  against  Stellite  6  at  750°C,  exhibited  extremely  low  wear
(Figure 5.32) at both 0.314 m.s
-1
 (with a recorded wear rate of -0.252 µg.m
-1
 between 0
and 4,522 m) and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (wear rate -0.184 µg.m
-1
), due to the formation of a NiO
glaze (XRD data in Figure 5.36) sourced from the Nickel 200
TM
 (optical  and  SEM
micrographs in Figures 5.34 and 5.35) – sliding speed had no effect on the formation
of this glaze layer.   The glaze formed rapidly on both surfaces after initial wear of the
Nickel 200
TM
.
12) Substitution of Nimonc 80A with Nickel 200
TM
 allowed NiO glaze formation to occur
due to:
a) the  absence  of  rapid  wear  of  the  Stellite  6  at  0.314  m.s
-1
 (thus no Co-Cr oxides
were generated) when slid against Nickel 200
TM
;
b) at 0.905 m.s
-1
, there was an inherent inability of Nimonc 80A-sourced NiO and
Cr2O3 to sinter and form glaze when Nimonc 80A was the sample material  – the
substitution of Nimonc 80A with Nickel 200
TM
 removed chromium from the wear
system (at 0.905 m.s
-1
, debris was not being generated from the Stellite 6),
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indicating that it was Cr2O3 that was affecting the sintering characteristics of the
Nimonc 80A-sourced oxide and was also acting as an abrasive agent.
7.1.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
7.1.2.1 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
13) At room temperature and 270°C, loose patches of chromium-cobalt (CoCr2O4-phase)
oxide debris were formed (Figures 5.40 and 5.42 show the optical and SEM
micrographs respectively) which separated the wear surfaces and protected them from
enhanced wear (the wear rate for 0 to 4,522 m of sliding was 0.136 µg.m
-1
 at room
temperature and 0.101 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C – Figure 5.38).   This debris was primarily
generated from the Stellite 6, though a significant contribution was also made by the
Incoloy MA956 sample (Figure 5.46).
14) The wear-protective loose Stellite 6-sourced chromium-cobalt (CoCr2O4-phase) debris
persisted up to 450°C (Figure 5.40), with wear rates only slightly higher than at room
temperature and 270°C – mean wear rates were recorded of 0.545 µg.m
-1
 at 390°C and
0.402 µg.m
-1
 at 450°C (Figure 5.38).   However, sintering and agglomeration of this
chromium-cobalt oxide debris was first observed at 390°C, with some isolated patches
of glaze forming amongst the loose debris at 450°C.
15) Between 510°C and 750°C, rapid glaze development formed a comprehensive
wear-protective layer (Figures 5.40 and 5.42) – wear rates decreased to negative values
as a result (for example, mean wear rates were recorded at -0.130 µg.m
-1
 at 510°C,
-0.335 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C and -0.150 µg.m
-1
 at 750°C – Figure 5.38).   The Co-Cr oxide
debris from which this glaze formed was still sourced primarily from the Stellite 6,
though with a significant contribution from the Incoloy MA956 (Figure 5.46) – the
effect of the iron sourced from Incoloy MA956 on the predominantly CoCr2O4-phase
(XRD data in Figure 5.51b) oxide glaze is at this stage uncertain.
16) Some of this glaze was then back-transferred to the Stellite 6, protecting both
Incoloy MA956 and Stellite 6 surfaces and resulting in an overall reduction in wear.
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7.1.2.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 at 0.905 m.s
-1
17) At room temperature and 270°C, low wear was maintained by the generation of oxide
patches of Fe/Cr/Co oxide debris – optical and SEM micrographs are shown in
Figures 5.41 and 5.42).   This debris separated the Incoloy MA956 sample and
Stellite 6 counterface and reduced wear (mean recorded wear rates were 0.462 µg.m
-1
between 0 and 4,522 m at room temperature and 0.411 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C – Figure 5.38).
The primary source of the oxide debris at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was now the Incoloy MA956 –
increasing sliding speed from 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 0.905 m.s
-1
 resulted in a shift  in the main
source of the debris from the Stellite 6 to the Incoloy MA956.   Extended wear did not
result in a change of wear mode, as indicated by the minimal changes in wear rate
(mean recorded wear rates between 4,522 and 13,032 m were 0.700 µg.m
-1
 at  room
temperature and 0.127 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C).
18) At 390°C, a high friction severe wear regime dominated with large quantities of
metallic debris generated by a delamination mechanism predominantly from the
surface of the Incoloy MA956 (the wear surface at 390°C and 0.905 m.s
-1
 was  of
metallic appearance and highly damaged – Figures 5.41 and 5.42).   No oxide layers
were formed due to the lack of debris retention and low debris residency times.    An
increase in wear rate was observed on extended sliding (16.681 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and
4,522 m, rising to 35.107 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m – Figure 5.38), however,
without an observable change in wear mode.
19) Between 450°C and  630°C,  the  level  of  severe  wear  progressively  diminished  as  the
increasing generation and retention of primarily Incoloy MA956-sourced
iron-chromium oxide (Cr1.3Fe0.7O3-phase) debris with increasing temperature led to the
progressively faster generation of mechanically stable, wear protective glaze layers on
the Incoloy MA956 wear surface (Figures 5.41 and 5.42).   Only a limited amount of
chromium-cobalt oxide (CoCr2O4-phase)  debris  sourced  from  the  Stellite  6  was
transferred to and incorporated into the predominantely Incoloy MA956-sourced
(FeCr2O4-phase) glaze layer at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.47 – XRD shown in
Figure 5.52c).   This was reflected in the wear rate data (Figure 5.38) – at 450°C, the
mean wear rate dropped from 32.675 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to -0.064 µg.m
-1
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between 4,522 and 13,032 m.   At 510°C, a drop in wear rate from 18.330 µg.m
-1
 to
4.318 µg.m
-1
 was recorded – this pattern continued up to 630°C.
20) At 690°C and 750°C, extremely rapid generation of iron-chromium oxide
(FeCr2O4-phase) debris predominantly from the surface of the Incoloy MA956
(Figure 5.47) and consequent formation of glaze (Figures 5.41 and 5.42), eliminated all
but a very brief period of severe wear at the beginning of sliding.   Again, only a
limited amount of Stellite 6-sourced chromium-cobalt (CoCr2O4-phase) oxide was
incorporated into the predominantly iron-chromium oxide (FeCr2O4-phase) glaze
(XRD shown in Figure 5.52c).   Wear rates at 690°C and 750°C were extremely low –
at 690°C, wear rates of 0.243 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m and 0.553 µg.m
-1
 between
4,522 and 13,032 m were recorded.   At 750°C, wear rates were 0.146 µg.m
-1
 up  to
4,522 m and 0.113 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m respectively.   The extremely
low wear rates with minimal changes on extended sliding are indicative of a
continuation of high temperature mild wear throughout sliding.
21) At 0.905 m.s
-1
 / 750°C, the glaze layer also contained proportions of aluminium
accounting for up to ~24%, due to diffusion and preferential oxidation of aluminium
from within the debris layer and possibly the Incoloy MA956 sample material.
However, it is unclear what affect this aluminium had on the properties or formation of
the glaze.
22) The increase in sliding speed resulted in a shift in debris source from mainly the
Stellite 6 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to predominantely the Incoloy MA956 at 0.905 m.s
-1
,
regardless of temperature (Figures 5.46 and 5.47).   This shift in source, resulting in a
shift in composition from chromium-cobalt-based debris to iron-chromium-based
debris, did not prevent the formation of the glaze.
23) Some of this glaze was then transferred to the Stellite 6, protecting both
Incoloy MA956 and Stellite 6 surfaces and resulting in an overall reduction in wear.
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7.1.3 Nimonc 80A versus Incoloy 800HT
7.1.3.1 Nimonc 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
24) At room temperature and 270°C, a severe wear mechanism was dominant with no
production of oxide debris.   Material removal was by a delamination-type mechanism,
resulting in the production of large, flattened metallic debris that was primarily sourced
from the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Much of this metallic debris adhered to the
surface of the Nimonc 80A to form a hardened transfer layer (optical and SEM
micrographs are shown in Figures 5.58 and 5.60a), which protected the surface of the
Nimonc 80A and reduced wear – wear rates of 0.652 µg.m
-1
 at room temperature and
1.656 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C between 0 and 4,522 m of sliding were recorded (Figure 5.55).
25) At 390°C, 450°C and 510°C, some fine oxide debris was produced alongside the
metallic debris – both the oxide debris and the metallic debris were of variable
composition, some sourced from the Nimonc 80A sample and some from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface.   This oxide debris did not build up into wear protective
oxide layers (only serving to discolour the wear surfaces) and was largely ejected from
the Nimonc 80A / Incoloy 800HT (counterface) wear interface.   It did, however,
prevent the re-adhesion of the metallic debris, thus preventing the development of a
metallic transfer layer (Figure 5.58).   In the absence of either oxide or metallic transfer
layers, the wear surfaces were not protected and wear consequently increased
(Figure 5.55) – at 390°C, the wear rate was 12.370 µg.m
-1
 up to 4,522 m of sliding,
dropping slightly to 8.694 µg.m
-1
 for up to 4,522 m of sliding at 510°C.
26) At temperatures of between 570°C and 750°C, oxide was produced in sufficient
amounts to exceed that lost by ejection.   Due to the increased residency of this oxide
debris, wear protective nichromate (NiCr2O4-phase – XRD data in Figure 5.60b) glaze
layers sourced almost exclusively from the Incoloy 800HT counterface, were thus able
to develop on the Nimonc 80A wear scar (Figures 5.58 and 5.60) at a rate that
increased with temperature.   This increase in rate of oxide formation directly resulted
in decreases in observed wear rate (Figure 5.55) – at 570°C, the mean wear rate was
6.454 µg.m
-1
, falling to -0.402 µg.m
-1
 at 750°C (the negative value for wear indicating
a net gain of material).
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27) At 750°C, a dual-layered structure was produced by the sliding wear of Nimonc 80A
against Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (this was clearly evident during Autopoint EDX
analysis – Figure 5.66a).   Firstly, during the early stages of wear, a mixed metal-oxide
layer was formed by intermixing of material from both the Nimonc 80A and the
Incoloy 800HT.   This was overlaid at a later stage by a nichromate glaze layer, almost
exclusively sourced from the Incoloy 800HT.   Optical observations of Nimonc 80A
samples slid against Incoloy 800HT at other glaze-forming temperatures (570°C,
630°C and 690°C) suggested that similar layered structures (glaze layer – mixed
metal / oxide layer – substrate) were also formed.
28) The Incoloy 800HT counterface between 570°C and 750°C underwent a period of
initial severe wear, at the end of which some of the metallic debris generated from the
Incoloy 800HT counterface re-adhered to the Incoloy 800HT to form raised metallic
asperities in the wear track.   These asperities rose to 1.5 mm above the original
surface of the unworn counterface.   Glaze (also Incoloy 800HT-based) developed only
on these asperities, due to interaction with the transfer layers on the Nimonc 80A
sample (Figure 5.58).
7.1.3.2 Nimonc 80A versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
29) At room temperature and 270°C, wear was by a severe wear mechanism with no
production of oxide debris.   Material removal was by a delamination-type mechanism,
resulting in the production of large, flattened metallic debris primarily sourced from
the Incoloy 800HT counterface, which after 4,522 m of sliding was at a level greater
than that at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    A  large  proportion  of  the  metallic  debris  adhered  to  the
surface of the Nimonc 80A to form a hardened transfer layer (optical and SEM
micrographs are shown in Figures 5.59 and 5.60b), which protected the surface of the
Nimonc 80A and reduced wear.   ‘Negative’ wear rates were obtained (due to
deposition of material forming the metallic transfer layer) between 0 and 4,522 m
(Figure 5.55), with values for wear rate of -1.988 µg.m
-1
 at room temperature and
-3.438 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C.
30) Continued sliding up to 13,032 m at room temperature and 270°C resulted in only
limited removal and readherance of debris, resulting in the development of a more
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mechanically mixed metallic layer containing material from both the Nimonc 80A
sample and Incoloy 800HT counterface.   The metallic transfer layer continued to be
wear protective with only slight losses (Figure 5.55), as indicated by the small but
positive wear rates between 4,522 m and 13,032 m, of 0.375 µg.m
-1
 at  room
temperature and 0.421 µg.m
-1
 at 270°C.
31) Between 390°C and 570°C, some fine oxide debris was produced alongside the
metallic debris.   The increased ejection of the oxide debris at 0.905 m.s
-1
 compared to
that at 0.314 m.s
-1
 meant that the oxide was less effective at preventing adhesion of
metallic debris at the higher sliding speed.   Consequently, a comprehensive metallic
transfer layer was able to form at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (which  was  not  able  to  form  at
0.314 m.s
-1
), thus helping to protect the Nimonc 80A sample from extended wear at the
expense of the Incoloy 800HT counterface (Figure 5.59).
This was reflected in the wear rates (Figure 5.55) with, for example, at 450°C, a large
negative wear rate of -4.324 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m indicative of early
(metallic) deposition and a small positive wear rate of 1.659 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 to
13,032 m due to only gradual removal of metal from the transfer layer.
32) Between 630°C and 750°C, oxide was produced at a sufficient rate at 0.905 m.s
-1
 to
exceed that removed by ejection from the wear interface.   The increased residency of
the oxide thus allowed the development of an Incoloy 800HT-sourced nichromate
(NiCr2O4-phase – XRD data in Figure 5.68b) glaze layer (Figures 5.59 and 5.60b),
which as at 0.314 m.s
-1
, protected the Nimonc 80A surface from wear.   These glaze
layers again developed more rapidly with temperature (changes in friction behaviour
show this to be the case at 0.905 m.s
-1
 – Figure 5.57), though due to higher levels of
debris ejection, their development was less rapid than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 – for this reason,
glaze formation was not observed until 630°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (compared to 570°C at
0.314 m.s
-1
).
With the onset of glaze formation between 630°C and 750°C, the difference in wear
rates began to decrease (Figure 5.55), with wear rate values at 630°C of 1.997 µg.m
-1
(4,522 to 13,032 m), compared to -2.702 µg.m
-1
 (0 to 4,522 m).   The convergence of
these values continued with increasing temperature as glaze formation became more
rapid, with wear rates at 750°C of 0.924 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m (due to some
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limited severe wear during the initial stages of sliding) and -0.697 µg.m
-1
between
4,522 and 13,032 m (as glaze layers continued to develop).
33) At 750°C, a multi-layered structure was produced by the sliding wear of Nimonc 80A
against Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (most  evident  by  the  use  of  Autopoint  EDX  –
Figure 5.66b):
a) a limited mechanically mixed metallic metal layer with material from both the
Nimonc 80A sample and Incoloy 800HT counterface was formed during initial
contact between the two surfaces;
b) the  wear  process  was  then  dominated  by  transfer  from  the  Incoloy  800HT
counterface, to form firstly a mixed metal-oxide layer then a completely oxidised
layer (it is unclear whether the oxidised layer formed due to transfer of oxide or
transfer of a mixture of metal and oxide which later underwent oxidation); and
c) the nichromate (NiCr2O4 – Figure 5.68b) glaze layer was then formed by
interaction between the Incoloy 800HT-sourced oxide transfer layer on the
Nimonc 80A and the Incoloy 800HT counterface after 869 m of sliding
(Figure 5.57).
Optical observations of Nimonc 80A samples slid against Incoloy 800HT at other
glaze-forming temperatures (630°C and 690°C) suggested that similar layered
structures (glaze layer – mixed metal / oxide layer – substrate) were also formed.
34) The Incoloy 800HT counterface between 630°C and 750°C underwent a period of
initial severe wear, at the end of which some of the metallic debris generated from the
Incoloy 800HT readhered to form asperities in the wear track in a pattern identical to
that observed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.   Glaze (Incoloy 800HT-based) developed only on these
asperities as a result of interaction with the (Incoloy 800HT-sourced) transfer layers on
the Nimonc 80A sample (Figure 5.59b).
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7.1.4 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT
7.1.4.1 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.314 m.s
-1
35) At room temperature and 270°C, the absence of oxide debris allowed direct contact
between the Incoloy MA956 sample and Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Severe wear by
a delamination mechanism produced large metallic debris sourced from both the
Incoloy MA956 and the Incoloy 800HT.   This debris readhered to form a
mechanically mixed transfer layer (optical and SEM micrographs are shown in
Figures 5.76 and 5.78), which became work-hardened (Table 5.7) and limited the
degree of wear – the heterogeneous composition of this layer indicated mixing was
incomplete (XRD detected an interim composition Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 phase –
Figure 5.85a).   The readhesion of this debris to form the transfer layer resulted in
negligible wear rates at both room temperature and 270°C after 4,522 m of sliding
(Figure 5.73).
36) Between 390°C and 570°C, both oxide and metallic debris were produced from both
the Incoloy MA956 sample and the Incoloy 800HT counterface.   Although the oxide
debris produced did not form wear protective layers, it prevented readhesion of the
metallic debris, thus preventing the formation of a metallic transfer layer (the
510°C / 4,522 m example is shown in Figure 5.76).   Both the oxide and metallic
debris were thus ejected (Figure 5.79).   Reductions in hardness of both metals with
temperature may also have facilitated easier removal of material.
In the absence of the debris and any wear protective layers, wear of both the
Incoloy MA956 and the Incoloy 800HT increased (Figure 5.73).   At 390°C, the wear
rate at 0.314 m.s
-1
 was recorded at 14.769 µg.m
-1
 after 4,522 m of sliding.   This rose
to 23.893 µg.m
-1
 at 510°C and 33.523 µg.m
-1
 at 570°C (after 4,522 m).
37) At 630°C and 690°C, there was a further transition to a mild wear regime, due to
increased production of Incoloy MA956-sourced (Cr1.3Fe0.7O3) debris outstripping that
lost by ejection.   The oxide was thus able to build up into wear-protective oxide layers
(Figures 5.76 and 5.78).   The high levels of debris ejection were still able to retard
oxide build-up and there was still an initial extended period of severe wear at the
beginning of sliding (Figure 5.75).   The level of wear during this initial ‘severe wear’
phase  was  sufficient  to  continue  the  trend  of  increased  wear  with  temperature
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(Figure 5.73) – the wear rate increased from 44.829 µg.m
-1
 at 630°C to 62.501 µg.m
-1
at 690°C (sliding distance 4,522 m).
38) Only at 750°C did oxidation and glaze formation (Figures 5.76 and 5.78) occur rapidly
enough to restrict metallic debris removal and severe wear during run-in (the oxide
debris continued to be sourced from the Incoloy MA956), leading to a reduction in
wear rate at this temperature (Figure 5.73) – the wear rate at 750°C was 17.962 µg.m
-1
(sliding distance 4,522 m) compared to 62.501 µg.m
-1
 at 690°C (sliding distance
4,522 m).
39) Autopoint EDX indicated that a multi-layered structure was formed on the surface of
the Incoloy MA956 sample on sliding at 750°C (Figure 5.84) and was composed of:
a) a deformed metallic layer formed by removal of Incoloy MA956-sourced debris
from and redeposition of this debris back onto the Incoloy MA956 sample during
the early stages of wear;
b) an exclusively Incoloy MA956-sourced mixed metal-oxide layer, which developed
by progressively greater oxidation of Incoloy MA956-sourced metallic debris with
increased sliding distance, to produce some oxide debris slightly later in the wear
process that mixed with the remaining metallic debris; and
c) a wear-protective oxide (Cr1.3Fe0.7O3-phase – Figure 5.85d) glaze layer, produced
after ~1,036 m of sliding (Figure 5.75) due to contact between the mixed
metal-oxide debris layer and the Incoloy 800HT counterface – the
Incoloy MA956-sourced mixed metal-oxide layer was the main source of the
oxide in the glaze, there being no evidence of transfer from the Incoloy 800HT
counterface.
40) At 0.314 m.s
-1
 / 750°C, the glaze layer also contained proportions of aluminium in
isolated areas accounting for as high as ~24% (though more normally, aluminium
levels were no greater than ~12%), due to diffusion and preferential oxidation of
aluminium from within debris layer and possibly the Incoloy MA956 sample material.
The affect of the aluminium on the formation and properties of the glaze is, however,
unclear.
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41) The Incoloy 800HT counterface between 630°C and 750°C underwent a period of
initial severe wear, during which metallic debris adhered to the wear track to form
asperities (Figure 5.76).   Subsequent glaze formation was restricted to the tips of the
asperities, where they were in contact with the surface of the Incoloy MA956.
Whether the asperities were redeposited Incoloy 800HT or were a mixed
Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT composition is uncertain, however, the glaze was
likely  to  be  at  least  in  part  sourced  from  the  Incoloy  MA956  –  glaze  formed  on  the
counterface at 750°C was of a composition intermediate between the Incoloy MA956
and the Incoloy 800HT.
7.1.4.2 Incoloy MA956 versus Incoloy 800HT at 0.905 m.s
-1
42) At room temperature and 270°C, the wear behaviour at 0.905 m.s
-1
 was very similar to
that at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (i.e. severe wear), with metallic wear debris produced by a
delamination mechanism from both the sample and the counterface.   As at 0.314 m.s
-1
,
no oxide was present to prevent metallic contact.   Consequently, a mechanically
mixed layer (XRD detected an interim composition Cr0.19Fe0.7Ni0.11 phase  –
Figure 5.86a - mixing was again incomplete) was then formed by readhesion of the
debris (Figures 5.77 and 5.78 show the optical and SEM micrographs), which became
work-hardened (Table 5.7) due to the sliding action of the Incoloy MA956 sample
against the Incoloy 800HT counterface.
The effect of the formation of the transfer layer on wear (leading to a reduction in wear
rate on extended sliding between 4,522 m and 13,032 m) was reflected in the wear rate
data (Figure 5.73).   At room temperature, the wear rate fell from 1.045 µg.m
-1
between 0 and 4,522 m to -0.134 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m.   At 270°C, the
reduction in wear rate was from 5.024 µg.m
-1
 to 1.850 µg.m
-1
.
43) Between 390°C and 570°C, both oxide and metallic debris were produced at
0.905 m.s
-1
 as it had at 0.314 m.s
-1
 –  once  again,  the  oxide  failed  to  form
wear-protective layers.   However, the higher levels of debris ejection and reduced
residency times of debris at 0.905 m.s
-1
, meant that the oxide was not as effective at
preventing the metal from readhering and patchy, primarily Incoloy MA956 transfer
layers were able to form (Figures 5.77 and 5.78b show the 510°C case).
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These layers offered a limited degree of protection to the Incoloy MA956 sample,
which underwent less wear at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m) than at 0.314 m.s
-1
 (after
4,522 m).   For example, at 390°C, the wear rate decreased from 14.769 µg.m
-1
 at
0.314 m.s
-1
 to 9.928 µg.m
-1
 at 0.905 m.s
-1
.   At 510°C, the reduction in wear rate was
from 23.893 µg.m
-1
 at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to 13.703 µg.m
-1
 at 0.905 m.s
-1
 (Figure 5.73).
However, the patchy transfer layers on the Incoloy MA956 samples formed between
390°C and 570°C at 0.905 m.s
-1
 were insufficient to have a significant effect on wear
rate on extended sliding (4,522 to 13,032 m).   For example, wear rates at 390°C
actually rose very slightly from 9.928 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to 11.866 µg.m
-1
between 4,522 and 13,032 m.   At 510°C, only a slight decrease in wear rate was
observed, from 13.703 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to 11.054 µg.m
-1
 between
4,522 m and 13,302 m.
44) At 570°C and 630°C, the patchy metallic transfer layers were observed only after
4,522 m of sliding.   These transfer layers were removed on extended sliding up to
13,032 m, with accompanying increases in wear rate due to the loss of what little
protection they offered.   At 570°C, the wear rate increased from 18.573 µg.m
-1
between 0 and 4,522 m to 27.838 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m.   At 630°C, the
increase was from 29.011 µg.m
-1
 to 41.477 µg.m
-1
.
45) The readhesion of metallic debris for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT
(counterface) system at 0.905 m.s
-1
 and between 390°C and 570°C, was less than that
observed for equivalent conditions for Nimonc 80A versus Incoloy 800HT.   The
transfer layer formed on the surface of the Incoloy MA956 was patchier (Figures 5.77
and 5.78b show the 510°C case) and wear protection was also consequently less.   At
390°C, the wear rate between 0 and 4,522 m for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT
system was 9.928 µg.m
-1
, compared to -3.279 µg.m
-1
 over the same range for the
Nimonc 80A / Incoloy 800HT system (the negative value of wear rate indicating a gain
in material by the Nimonc 80A due to transfer from the Incoloy 800HT).   At 510°C,
the respective wear rates were 13.703 µg.m
-1
 for the Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 800HT
system and -3.890 µg.m
-1
 for the Nimonc 80A / Incoloy 800HT system.
46) At 630°C, 690°C and 750°C, there was a transition to a mild wear regime, brought
about by the increased production of Incoloy MA956-sourced (Cr1.3Fe0.7O3-phase  –
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XRD data shown in Figure 5.86c) oxide.   However, reduced residency times and
greater ejection of debris at 0.905 m.s
-1
 delayed the formation of glaze (optical and
SEM micrographs for 750°C are shown in Figures 5.77 and 5.78b) from this oxide and
an extended critical period was needed for the development of wear-protective glaze
layers (Figure 5.75), compared to those formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
.    Only  on  reaching
690°C, did the onset of glaze formation begin to reduce the rate of wear (Figure 5.73),
from 56.970 µg.m
-1
 between 0 and 4,522 m to 14.601 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and
13,032 m.   At 750°C, the wear rate fell from 73.413 µg.m
-1
 to 42.728 µg.m
-1
.
47) However, the enhanced glaze formation observed at both 690°C and 750°C (between
4,522 and 13,032 m) failed to prevent an increase in wear on increasing the sliding
temperature from 690°C to 750°C (Figure 5.73), due to high levels of plastic flow of
the underlying Incoloy MA956 substrate – this reduced the required mechanical
support for the comprehensive glaze layers forming on the wear surface.   The wear
rate consequently increased from 14.601 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m at 690°C
to 42.728 µg.m
-1
 between 4,522 and 13,032 m at 750°C.
48) A multi-layered structure was formed on the Incoloy MA956 sample surface at 750°C
and 0.905 m.s
-1
 (after 4,522 m of sliding) and was composed of:
a) a deformed, limited metallic layer developed during the early stages of sliding, due
to the removal and redeposition of metallic Incoloy MA956 debris;
b) a mixed metal-oxide layer, formed at a later stage by progressively greater
oxidation of the Incoloy MA956-sourced debris with increased sliding distance;
c) a wholly oxidised layer again sourced from the Incoloy MA956 developed later
during the sliding process; and
d) a wear-protective iron-chromium (Cr1.3Fe0.7O3-phase) glaze layer, formed after
~2,285 m of sliding (Figure 5.75) due to interaction of the underlying oxide debris
layer with the Incoloy 800HT counterface – there was no detectable contribution to
this glaze layer from the Incoloy 800HT.
This is very similar to the multi-layered structure formed at 0.314 m.s
-1
, with the
exception that there was a higher degree of oxidation, leading to the formation of the
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wholly oxidised layer at 0.905 m.s-1.   The formation of this glaze layer was also 
greatly retarded due to the higher ejection rates and lower residency times at 
0.905 m.s-1, (forming after ~2,285 m of sliding, compared to ~1,036m of sliding at 
0.314 m.s-1 – Figure 5.75). 
46) At 0.905 m.s-1 / 750°C, the glaze layer also contained levels of aluminium accounting 
for as high as 32% in some isolated areas (though more normally, aluminium levels 
were no greater than 15% to 20%), due to diffusion and preferential oxidation of 
aluminium from within debris layer and possibly the Incoloy MA956 sample material.   
As at 0.314 m.s-1 / 750°C, it is however unclear what affect the aluminium had on the 
formation and properties of the glaze. 
47) Between 630°C and 750°C at 0.905 m.s-1, the Incoloy 800HT counterface underwent a 
period of initial severe wear, during which metallic debris adhered to the wear track to 
form asperities as they had at 0.314 m.s-1.   Subsequent glaze formation was restricted 
to the tips of the asperities in the counterface wear track, where contact was made with 
the surface of the Incoloy MA956 (Figure 5.77b).   As at 0.314 m.s-1, whether the 
asperities were redeposited Incoloy 800HT or were a mixed Incoloy MA956 / Incoloy 
800HT composition is not certain, however, the glaze was likely to be at least in part 
sourced from the Incoloy MA956 – glaze formation on the counterface at 750°C was 
of an intermediate composition between the Incoloy MA956 and the Incoloy 800HT. 
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7.2 In-depth and Nano-scale Studies of Nimonc 80A Samples worn against
Stellite 6 at 750°C and 0.314 m.s-1
7.2.1 Nano-hardness of Glaze Layers – Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 and
Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6
48) Nano-hardness testing succeeded in obtaining values of sample glaze layer hardness
for combinations where it was not possible before – nano-hardness for successful tests
were typically of the following values (the full data is presented in Table 5.9):
a) For Incoloy MA956 versus Stellite 6 slid at 750°C, a mean value of 21.97 GPa was
obtained, close to the theoretical value of hardness for bulk chromium oxide of
28.98 GPa [116].
b) For Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 slid at 510°C, a mean value of 25.03 GPa was
obtained.
c) For Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 slid at 750°C, a mean value of 22.62 GPa was
obtained, around four times higher than the values obtained for this combination
during micro-hardness testing.
The reason for the more successful testing using nano-indentation, is that with the
much smaller indenter and lower levels of load used, the indenter did not penetrate the
glaze layer into any powdery layer or the substrate beneath.   Hardness values between
the three sets of data were not significantly different.
49) Nano-hardness testing of glaze layers could not be conducted with an applied load of
more than 5,000 µN.   Attempts to test at 10,000 µN resulted in the indenter
penetrating the glaze layer in the same way as observed with micro-hardness testing.
50) The highest hardness values were obtained with smoother areas of glaze, apparently
free of cracks and porosity, which resulted in much lower apparent values of hardness.
51) The modulus values for Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 at 750°C (the mean value was
129.7 GPa) were on average 8% greater than those for Incoloy MA956 versus
Stellite 6 at 750°C (the mean value for successful tests was 120.3 GPa).   However, the
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level of data scatter means that this difference cannot be considered statistically
significant.
52) The modulus values for Nimonc 80A versus Stellite 6 at 510°C (the mean value for
successful  tests  was  99.8  GPa)  was  only  76%  of  those  obtained  at  750°C  (the  mean
value for successful tests was 129.7 GPa).   Even with the high level of data scatter,
this is a significant difference – this is attributed to a higher level of porosity even in
the smooth areas of glaze formed at 510°C, due to the sintering processes being less
complete at this lower temperature.
53) Despite the higher levels of hardness indicated by nano-hardness, some caution is still
required in using nano-indentation as a tool to interpret the properties of the glaze
layers.    There  was  still  the  possibility  of  variance  in  the  data  due  to  the  extremely
localised nature of nano-indentation, making the data collected vulnerable to localised
changes in the physical nature of the glaze (i.e. the presence of porosity or hard
particles, or variation in glaze thickness).
7.2.2 Nano-scale Characterisation of Glaze Layers – Nimonc 80A / Stellite 6 at
0.314 m.s
-1
 and 750°C
54) The high temperature sliding wear of Nimonc 80A against Stellite 6 as a counterface
alloy  allowed  the  development  of  a  wear  resistant  nano-structured  glaze  layer
(Figures 5.90 and 5.94).
55) A process called “fragmentation” – involving deformation, generation of dislocations,
formation of sub-grains and their increasing refinement causing increasing
misorientation – was responsible for the formation of nano-structured grains.
56) The  improved  wear  resistance  of  such  a  layer  has  been  attributed  to  the  absence  of
Hall-Petch softening and enhanced fracture toughness and hardness of the surface.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The information generated in this study has allowed the construction of basic wear maps
(Figures 6.4, 6.8, 6.15, 6.22).   It has also been established that chemical composition can
have a significant effect on the wear process.   Also, the use of TEM and STM has given an
insight at a nano-scale level into the behaviour of materials undergoing sliding and this
nano-scale information has permitted an informed understanding of the mechanisms of
glaze formation.   However, the picture of the precise effects of individual elements and of
environmental factors upon them (temperature, speed, load) on the glaze-forming process is
still far from clear.   It is also clear that the mechanisms involved are material specific.
The following studies are thus suggested in order to further the work carried out during the
current experimental programme.
1) Further nano-scale work (using, for example, nano-indentation, TEM and STM) is
necessary to ascertain the influence of temperature, speed and materials on glaze
development.
2) The effectiveness of pre-oxidation of superalloys under conditions of limited debris
retention has not as yet been fully explored – it is suggested that the experimental work
carried out by Wood [2] on pre-oxidation of Incoloy MA956 is extended to other wear
combinations.
3) The study of the effects of sliding speed has to date been restricted to wear behaviour at
0.314 m.s
-1
, 0.654 m.s
-1
 [2] and 0.905 m.s
-1
.   In order to obtain a greater understanding
of the effects of sliding speed, it is necessary to increase the range of sliding speeds so
that the effects of more subtle variations of sliding speed can be examined (possibly in
combination with an adjustable load).    This would be especially useful for the study of
transitions of wear behaviour – for example, the transition from a low wear, glaze
forming regime at 0.314 m.s
-1
 to a high wear, mixed sliding regime at 0.905 m.s
-1
 in the
Nimonic 80A / Stellite 6  (counterface) system between 630°C and 750°C.
4) The  wear  rig  is  not  at  this  time  able  to  study  the  effects  of  sliding  speed  at  less  that
0.314 m.s
-1
 and greater than 0.905 m.s
-1
.   The modification of the wear rig is therefore
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necessary to study wear behaviour of very low or very high sliding speeds under
conditions of limited debris retention.
5) To date, sliding wear studies have largely been carried out on commercially available
alloys that contain many minor alloying components that can have a significant effect on
the  nature  of  the  wear  process.    Carrying  out  sliding  wear  tests  using  pure  metals  or
controlled alloy combinations without minor alloying additions will allow a better
understanding of the effects of individual components on oxide and glaze formation.
6) During the sliding of Incoloy MA956 against either Stellite 6 or Incoloy 800HT at high
temperature (i.e 750°C), aluminium within the Incoloy 800HT showed a strong
tendency to diffuse towards the wear interface and oxidise, resulting in high
concentration of aluminium oxide within any oxide or glaze layers formed.   The effects
of such diffusion on the glaze forming process are not understood and it is
recommended that in order to gain a greater understanding of this effect, that testing is
repeated with modified alloys both absent of and containing controlled amounts of
aluminium (and other elements susceptible to high levels of diffusion).
7) The sintering behaviour of the oxides has been shown to be of key importance during
the formation of glaze layers.   To better understand the formation of these glaze layers,
the study is recommended of this sintering behaviour and the adhesion properties of fine
oxide debris produced during sliding wear to surfaces at elevated temperatures – this
could possibly be done by high temperature atomic force microscopy.
8) The use of techniques used within this thesis, such as Autopoint EDX and mapping has
been restricted to the formation of oxide wear layers at 0.314 m.s
-1
 and 0.905 m.s
-1
 at
750°C under 7N load.   These techniques could also be used to study the influence of
temperature on individual components within the wear layers during wear layer
development at other temperatures, under varying conditions of speed and load.
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